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For Maxwell MacFarland Smith

Welcome to the biosphere!
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He who understands baboon would do more towards
metaphysics than Locke.

– Charles Darwin
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Introduction: Biophilosophy
david livingstone smith

This book is a collection of papers on what I call “biophilosophy.”
Because this term will be unfamiliar to most philosophers, and given
that it has been used occasionally in the past in a variety of senses, it is
appropriate to begin this book with a discussion of what I take it to
mean and to justify its use. This discussion will prepare the ground for
considering how, as this book’s title suggests, biology shapes philoso-
phy and the sense in which biophilosophy provides foundations for
naturalism.1

Biophilosophy is easily confused with the philosophy of biology.
Although biophilosophers and philosophers of biology are both
concerned with the interface between philosophy and biology, their
orientations toward that interface, as I stipulatively define them, are
different. Philosophers of biology do not, as such, do biology. Instead,
they reflect on biological concepts, biologists’ patterns of inference, and
the conceptual relations that obtain between biological concepts
and those belonging to other scientific disciplines, among other things.
One can think of philosophy of biology as higher-order biological
theorizing: just as biologists use the theoretical concepts enshrined in
their discipline to map the empirical landscape of the biosphere, philo-
sophers of biology use philosophical resources to draw and redraw the
conceptual topography of the biological sciences. Whereas a biologist
might inquire into the question of whether a certain phenotype
contributes to the fitness of the organisms that possess it, relative to
a certain environment, the philosopher of biology might inquire into
the question of how the notions of “phenotype,” “fitness,” and
“environment” ought to be understood and what entailments each of
these understandings has for theoretical biology.

1 For example, Bunge (1979),Mahner and Bunge (1979), Allen and Bekoff (1995),
Gilson (2009), Koutrofinis (2014).
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In contrast, biophilosophers invert the relation between philoso-
phy and biology. Instead of using philosophy as a resource for biol-
ogy, as philosophers of biology do, they use biology as a resource for
philosophy.2 In this respect, biophilosophy is a mirror image
of philosophy of biology even though, as I will explain later, the
former is ultimately subordinate to the latter.

Some philosophers explicitly address the difference between biology as
explanandum and biology as explanans. For example, Paul Griffiths
partitions philosophy of biology into three kinds. One kind applies gen-
eral considerations from philosophy of science to the special case of
biology (e.g. in discussions of the question of whether there are biological
laws and what implications this has for the nature of biological explana-
tion). Another is concernedwith conceptual issues (or, as Griffiths puts it,
“puzzles”) that are specific to biology (e.g. the question ofwhether species
are kinds or individuals or whether they exist at all). Griffiths’ third kind
of philosophy of biology, which appeals to biology for help in addressing
what he calls “traditional” (by which he means something like “paradig-
matic”) philosophical concerns, corresponds to what I call
“biophilosophy.”

Griffiths’ terminology is not ideal because it places two very different
sorts of philosophical projects under the single taxonomic umbrella of
“philosophy of biology.” Also, conventionally, expressions of the form
“philosophy of x” use x to stand for whatever it is that’s being philoso-
phized about.3 “Philosophy of biology” suggests that it is biology that is
being philosophized about, even though this is not at all what Griffiths
means to convey. In contrast, “biophilosophy” isn’t a “philosophy of”
designation. Instead (like “neurophilosophy”), it suggests a biologically
informed approach to doing philosophy.

Peter Godfrey-Smith makes a similar distinction between philosophy
of science and what he calls “philosophy of nature,” writing that

In a broad sense, all of philosophy of biology is part of “the philosophy
of science.” But . . . we can also distinguish philosophy of science, in
a narrower sense, from philosophy of nature. Philosophy of science in
this narrower sense is an attempt to understand the activity and the

2 For a somewhat different interpretation, see Luc Faucher’s contribution to this
volume (Chapter 12).

3 Curiously, this does not always apply the other way around. “Political
philosophy” is the philosophy of politics. It does not refer to a politically
informed approach to doing philosophy.

2 David Livingstone Smith



products of science itself. When doing philosophy of nature, we are trying
to understand the universe and our place in it. The science of biology
becomes an instrument – a lens – through which we look at the natural
world. Science is then a resource for philosophy rather than a subject-
matter. (2014, p. 4)

Godfrey-Smith’s broad notion of “philosophy of science” applied to
the biological sphere covers the same territory as Griffiths’ broad
notion of “philosophy of biology,” and his more restricted sense of
“philosophy of science” corresponds toGriffiths’ first and second kinds
of philosophy of biology. His “philosophy of nature” (again, applied to
biology) includes Griffiths’ third kind of philosophy of biology, as well
as my “biophilosophy.” However, Godfrey-Smith’s category is
considerably broader that what I mean to designate as “biophiloso-
phy.” Philosophy of nature uses science – by which presumably is
meant the methodological and theoretical apparatuses of science
plus the body of facts discovered by the application of those methods
– as a resource of philosophy. As such, it is not specifically biological.
The philosopher of nature might equally make use of physics, or
chemistry, or psychology as a resource. So, in terms of Godfrey-
Smith’s vocabulary, biophilosophy turns out to be special case of the
philosophy of nature. Of course, in common with Griffiths’ terminol-
ogy, “philosophy of nature” also has “philosophy of x” form. It also
risks confusion with nineteenth-century German Naturphilosophie as
well as a less unfortunate but nonetheless misleading associations with
philosophia naturalis.

These sorts of considerations lead me to nominate “biophilosophy” as
a name for the kind of philosophical work that thesewriters have inmind.

Having conceptually distinguished biophilosophy from philosophy
of biology, it is important to recognize the crucial connection between
them. As Godfrey-Smith points out in a discussion of the relation
between philosophy of nature and (narrow-scope) philosophy of
science, “These two kinds of philosophical work interact. What you
think science is telling us about the world will depend upon how you
think that part of science works” (2014, p. 4). To do biophilosophy
well, it is necessary to get the science right. Doing that requires literacy
in the relevant sectors of biological science as well as an understanding
of the ways in which philosophers of science interrogate those biologi-
cal claims.

Introduction: Biophilosophy 3



Now for a cautionary note. In her book Freud’s Dream: A Complete
Interdisciplinary Science of Mind (Kitcher 1992a), Patricia Kitcher
shows that appropriating scientific claims for interdisciplinary pur-
poses can be a risky business. If the science moves on and the
interdisciplinary scholar does not keep abreast of it, she finds herself
left in the lurch, having grounded her work in assumptions that are no
longer empirically credible (see also Sullaway 1992). Kitcher argues
that this unfortunate fate overtook Freud’s efforts to develop
a complete interdisciplinary science of mind. Freud’s “metapsychol-
ogy” – his account of the unintrospectible neurological systems and
processes underpinning human behavior –was grounded in what were,
in the late nineteenth century, cutting-edge scientific ideas. As the new
century progressed, though, most of these were shown to be false, and
psychoanalytic theory was left mired in theoretical anachronisms.
Kitcher plausibly argues that cognitive science may be in danger of
succumbing to the same problem. “It appears to be quite easy,” she
observes, “to have more faith in a related discipline than its
practitioners, particularly when one’s theory relies on its basic concepts
or needs to be supplemented by its potential results” (1992a, p. 183).
There is an obvious lesson here for biophilosophy. To do
biophilosophy well, one needs not only to be familiar with relevant
work in philosophy of biology, as Godfrey-Smith emphasizes, but also
to keep up with the changing face of the biological sciences.

The contributions to this volume demonstrate that biophilosophical
work can be immensely varied. However, there are some broad meta-
philosophical constraints that must be honored in order for biophilo-
sophy to be done well – constraints that fall out from the very nature of
philosophy. First, biological premises do not (all on their own) entail
philosophical conclusions. It is a truism that data do not entail the-
ories – so any collection of empirical evidence is consistent with any
number of theoretical explanations (although, of course, not all of
these will be projectable). It follows that philosophical theories are
underdetermined by data, and if we think of philosophical theories as
metatheoretical structures, then scientific theories underdetermine phi-
losophical ones. If this is right, then there is no straight path from
biology to philosophy. The path leading from biology to philosophy
is more circuitous and, for that reason, more hazardous to negotiate.

I’ll approach the question of the role of biology in the philosophical
enterprise by considering a very general problem confronting anyone

4 David Livingstone Smith



doing philosophy of any kind. To do philosophy is to blaze a trail
through an immensely complex conceptual decision space. As Michael
Rosen (2012) so brilliantly describes it, “Philosophy is a holistic disci-
pline. All of its theories and problems relate, in the end, to all the rest.”

So to address one problem we must have – if not resolved all the others, at
least be prepared to “put them on hold” for the time being . . . For a rough
analogy, compare the philosopher with a chess player.4 If her argument were
to be conclusive, the philosopher would have to be able, when she makes
a move (that is, puts forward an argument or advocates a position), to meet
all the counter-moves that might be made, and all the counter-moves to her
own counter-moves – in fact, to address the whole exponentially expanding
tree-structure of possibilities that lie beneath that single move . . . So . . . the
philosopher faces a repeated series of uncomfortable choices about what to
take for granted and what to put on the table for debate at any stage.
(pp. xi–xii)

Deciding which questions to beg and which ones to pursue, as well as
how to pursue the ones that one chooses not to beg, requires some
principle or set of principles that must, on pain of circularity, be
extraphilosophical, for it is trivially true that if philosophy is bounded
at all (which it surely is), then it is bounded by something other than
philosophy. There is a great deal of territory that lies beyond philoso-
phy, any portion of whichmight serve to guide one’s trajectory through
the endlessly ramifying decision space. One might, for example, use
neuroscience as a guide to philosophical enquiry, as neurophilosophers
have advocated, or adopt computer science, as many functionalists
have done. Or one might be guided by one’s cognitive biases, semanti-
cally dignified by philosophers as “intuitions.”5 Doing philosophy
requires, paradoxically enough, a kind of creative blinkering,
a closing down of options, a filtering of possibilities. Yoking philoso-
phy to biology is one way to do this. That is, roughly speaking, how
biology shapes philosophy.

4 Philosophers’ fondness for using chess analogies may say something about the
class background and intellectual pretensions of professional philosophy. After
all, most of the same points that philosophers use the chess analogy tomake could
just as well be made using the examples of basketball, tennis, or boxing.
The game of chess is conventionally associated with the solitary exercise of pure
intellect. It’s a Cartesian game. See also Dennett (2006).

5 I do not mean to suggest that intuitions are without epistemic value any more
than I mean to suggest that cognitive biases are without epistemic value.

Introduction: Biophilosophy 5



Biology’s role in shaping philosophy does not involve interdisciplinar-
ity as it is often conceived – that is, as a sort of melding of two disciplines
or the incorporation of the elements of one discipline into another.
Biophilosophy does not work like this because philosophy is not
a discipline in the sense that biology is a discipline. Of course, there is
a perfectly good sense in which philosophy is a discipline. There are
departments of philosophy in universities, philosophy conferences, and
learned journals. Philosophers employ a specialized language that is
opaque to outsiders, make use of certain distinctively philosophical
communicative and inferential practices, and reward certain kinds of
expertise. In contrast, biology is individuated both by its domain and
by the body of knowledge that it has accumulated about that domain
through implementing research conducted in accord with certain
methodological norms. Philosophy, however, does not have a proper
domain – or, to put the point differently, philosophy addresses every
domain. It is distinguished by the kinds of questions that it asks, the
manner in which it goes about answering them, and the norms governing
what answers count as acceptable rather than by the subject area toward
which those questions are addressed.

It’s the logical relation between philosophy and biology that delimits
what biophilosophy is and thereby determines what it isn’t. As I have
pointed out, it is not a mixture of biological and philosophical claims
(although biological claims can serve as premises in biophilosophical
arguments) and it is not an entailment of philosophical claims from strictly
biological premises. It is not a reduction of philosophical claims to
biological ones either (which would involve the commission of
a category error). The relations that obtain between biology and philoso-
phy are considerably looser but no less significant than the alternatives
canvassed earlier.

Speaking very generally, biophilosophers use biology to constrain,
guide, and inspire philosophical theorizing. They use it to constrain
philosophy by closing off certain conceptual options. In doing so, they
use it to carve out a pathway through conceptual decision space. And
they use it as a source of inspiration by drawing on biological models in
the service of philosophical ends.6

6 Millikan’s (1984) Language, Thought, and Other Biological Categories: New
Foundations for Realism is a paradigmatic example of the philosophical use of
a biological model.

6 David Livingstone Smith



This brings me to this volume’s subtitle: “New Foundations for
Naturalism.” “Naturalism” is an elastic idea. Most contemporary philo-
sophers consider themselves to be naturalists, but this seeming consensus
encompasses a wide variety of views, and it will serve no good purpose to
attempt to itemize them here. Very generally, naturalisms are grouped
into ontological and methodological varieties. Ontological naturalism
concerns the kinds of things that exist. According to this view, everything
that exists is either (numerically) identical to or constituted by physical
things. So “ontological naturalism” is for themost part just another name
for physicalism, or anti-supernaturalism, and is compatible with various
finer-grained positions of reductionism, antireductionism, and
eliminativism.

Obviously, naturalism of this sort is only tangentially related to bio-
philosophy. Biological items are physical items. But if physicalism is true,
then everything else is physical too, so metaphysical naturalism, as it is
commonly understood, does not have any special connection to the
biological realm. However, one might distinguish metaphysical natural-
ism per se from biological metaphysical naturalism, which has it that
nonparadigmatically biological attributes of organisms are identical to or
constituted by paradigmatically biological items. This, too, might be
understood from a reductive, antireductive, or eliminativist perspective –
but in each of these cases, biology is used as a touchstone formetaphysical
credibility.

Methodological naturalism is considerably more difficult to pin
down and is probably best thought of as a philosophical sensibility
rather than a commitment to a set of propositions. Most charac-
teristically, methodological naturalists conceive of philosophy as in
some sense continuous with science. From this perspective,
the border between philosophy and science is a blurry, if not
entirely fictional one. Methodological naturalists tend to make
a deflationary assessment of “pure” philosophy. They tend, on
the whole, to favor a posteriori claims over a priori ones, to
pursue synthetic rather than analytic truths, to value contingency
as much as necessity, to be suspicious of conceptual analysis, and
to be wary of thought experiments set in exotic possible worlds.
In short, they are not afraid of getting their hands dirty by grap-
pling with the empirical domain, and they privilege those investi-
gative procedures that reliably deliver knowledge about that

Introduction: Biophilosophy 7



domain.7 Biophilosophy is clearly – perhaps paradigmatically –

methodologically naturalistic.
Biophilosophy provides foundations for naturalism in biology in

much the same way that any scientific discipline provides foundations
for naturalism. Put a bit more explicitly, biophilosophy provides one
way of grounding the conceptual apparatus of philosophy in the extra-
philosophical world – the “real” world, that is, the world that we
deploy our concepts and metaconcepts to make sense of – the world
of plants and porcupines, genes and proteins, neurons and muscle, the
world that makes it possible for us to do philosophy and onwhich all of
the philosophy that we do depends.

7 As I mentioned earlier, naturalisms come in many flavors. For a more nuanced
look at the varieties of naturalism and the arguments offered on their behalf, see
P. S. Kitcher (1992b), Rosenberg (1996), Flanagan (2006), Papineau (1993),
Almeder (1998), and the useful collection of papers in de Caro and Macarthur
(2004).
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1 Darwin and the Overdue Demise of
Essentialism
daniel c. dennett

Now that Darwinian thinking has replaced essentialist thinking in
biology, should “essence” be considered a dirty word, banished from
the working vocabulary of philosophers in all but historical contexts?
The term gets some protective coloration from its innocent, nontechni-
cal use by nonphilosophers. For instance, Douglas Hofstadter, queried
by me about its use in the title of his recently co-authored book,
Surfaces and Essences: Analogy as the Fuel and Fire of Thinking
(with Emmanuel Sander, New York: Basic Books, 2013) responded

I don’t react negatively or fearfully when I hear the word “essence”, because
inmymind the word has not been tainted by a wearying set of arcane debates
in philosophical circles. For me, it’s just an informal, everyday word, not
a technical term. I doubt that you and I have any disagreement about what
the word “essence” means when it’s used informally, as a synonym for
“gist”, “crux”, “core”, etc. And that’s how it’s used in the book. (Personal
correspondence, January 3, 2014)

He is right that I have no disagreement with him regarding his (familiar,
nontechnical) sense of the term. I worry, however, that the excellent
insights he reaps from his celebration of essences in this sense will lend
false respectability to the philosophers’ “arcane debates” when they use
the term – and, more recently, when they use thinly veiled substitutes
(euphemisms, in effect), now that its credentials have been challenged.

Ever since Socrates pioneered the demand to know what all Fs have
in common, in virtue of which they are Fs, the ideal of clear, sharp
boundaries has been one of the founding principles of philosophy.
Plato’s forms begat Aristotle’s essences, which begat a host of ways of
asking for necessary and sufficient conditions, which begat natural
kinds, which begat difference-makers and other ways of tidying up
the borders of all the sets of things in the world. When Darwin came

Thanks to Diana Raffman for illuminating discussion and advice on an earlier draft.
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along with the revolutionary discovery that the sets of living things
were not eternal, hard-edged, in-or-out classes but historical popula-
tions with fuzzy boundaries, islands historically connected to other
islands by vanishing isthmuses, the main reactions of philosophers
were to either ignore this hard-to-deny fact or treat it as a challenge:
Now how should we impose our cookie-cutter set theory on this vague
and meandering portion of reality?

“Define your terms!” is a frequent preamble to discussions in philo-
sophy, and in some quarters it counts as Step One in all serious
investigations. It is not hard to see why. The techniques of argumenta-
tion inaugurated by Socrates and Plato and first systematized by
Aristotle are not just intuitively satisfying (“self-evident” on reflection)
but demonstrably powerful tools of discovery, indispensable for
answering difficult questions and resolving contentious disagreements,
often with an undeniable finality. Shouldn’t the goal of all inquiry be
the triumphant coda “Quad erat demonstrandum, which was to be
demonstrated”? Euclid’s plane geometry was the first parade case, with
its crisp isolation of definitions and axioms, inference rules, and theo-
rems. If only all topics could be tamed as thoroughly as Euclid had
tamed geometry! The hope of distilling everything down to the purity
of Euclid has motivated many philosophical enterprises over the years,
different attempts to euclidify all the topics and thereby impose classi-
cal logic on the world. These attempts continue to this day and have
often proceeded as if Darwin never existed. Philip Kitcher points to
a glaring example:

Consider, for example, what Ernst Mayr has called Darwin’s replacement of
“typological thinking” by “population thinking.” Darwin’s recognition of
a vast amount of intraspecific variation often goes unappreciated today in
philosophical discussions, even though it has been uncontroversial for well
over a century. Recent discussions of natural kinds, prompted by the seminal
ideas of Saul Kripke and Hilary Putnam, often assume that one can revive
essentialism. Yet, if species are natural kinds, no such revival is in prospect.
Kripke and Putnam largely restricted their discussions to the cases of
elements and compounds, and with good reason, for given the insights of
neo-Darwinism, it is clear that the search for some analog of the
microstructural essences can’t be found. No genetic or karyotypic property
will play for species the role that atomic number does for the elements.
(Kitcher 2009)
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It was Quine (1969) who reintroduced the term “natural kinds” to
philosophy, and he, at least, appreciated that only a few of the kinds
found in nature are natural kinds considered as modern-day essences,
and he probably regretted the way his imprimatur was interpreted as
a naturalist’s blessing for some kind of return to carefree essentialism.
“Green things, or at least green emeralds, are a kind,”Quine observed
(p. 116), manifesting his own appreciation of the fact that while emer-
alds may be a natural kind, green things are not. Colors are not natural
kinds precisely because they are a product of biological evolution,
which has a tolerance for sloppy boundaries when making categories
that would horrify any philosopher bent on achieving good, clean
definitions. If some creature’s life depended on lumping together the
moon, blue cheese, and bicycles, you can be pretty sure that Mother
Nature would find a way for it to “see” these as “intuitively just the
same kind of thing.”1

The common unspoken presumption that somehow essentialism can
bemade towork outside the abstract realm ofmathematics is, I suggest,
a methodological, not metaphysical, prejudice. Spelled out, the pre-
sumption is this: we have this wonderful tool, classical bivalent logic,
and we’ve invested our lives in mastering its use. Without sharp
boundaries, as sharp as those of Euclid’s classes of geometric elements,
it is disabled, so we will take on as a working assumption that there is
some way of euclidifying all the vagueness and fuzziness out of our
terms. In this way, we can go back to business as usual, tolerating
Darwinian population thinking among those with a taste for such
practices but denying its application to our chosen topics.

The prejudice is widespread among philosophers, and not without
reason. For instance, one of the most popular practices threatened by
the Darwinian perspective is the tactic of confronting opponents with
disjunction-elimination arguments of what might be called the fish-or-
cut-bait variety. First, let me demonstrate why it is so often favored by
philosophers and then showwhy they are wise to foreswear it inmany –
almost all – naturalistic contexts.

1 This paragraph is adapted from Dennett, Consciousness Explained (1991,
p. 381, n. 2). The heterogeneous set could mark an idiosyncratic kind for any
organism that had three detector/sensor systems yoked with OR gates that were
impenetrable to introspective analysis, a case of radical synesthesia. It could be
lumpy with crisp edges or lumpy and fuzzy at the same time. What counts as
a bicycle or blue cheese is negotiable in our world.
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Consider the following simple proof that there are irrational num-
bers A and B such that A to the B power is rational. It depends on the
assumption that every real number is either rational or it isn’t.

Let A be √2.
Let B be √2.
Then what aboutA to the B power? Is (√2)√2 rational? I don’t know.

But I do know that either it is or it isn’t:

((√2)√2 is rational) v. ~((√2)√2 is rational).
If it is rational, QED.
If it isn’t, then keeping B as √2, let A be (√2)√2.
Now is ((√2)√2) √2 rational? Yes, because it is (√2)2, which is 2.

One way or another – and I don’t have any idea which way it is –
there are such a pair of numbers.2

The great benefit of this form of argument is that it permits you to
finesse your ignorance about difficult matters and still achieve
a demonstration. But you really can’t use this delicious form of argu-
ment when the topic is dogs, say, instead of numbers. Is it true that
every animal either is a dog or isn’t a dog? What about coydogs and
wolf hybrids? The boundaries of the dog concept are vague, and so are
the boundaries of coyote andwolf andmany other important concepts.
These undeniable borderline cases are not just a nuisance to anyone
intent on framing a fish-or-cut-bait argument; they typically disable the
argument form altogether.3

2 It is often noted that this is an example of an intuitively satisfying proof that
proponents of intuitionist logic such as Brouwer cannot accept – a stiff price for
intuitionism.

3 In a challenge to the standard conception of borderline cases, Raffman (2005,
2014) argues that a borderline case for a vague term Φ lies between Φ and an
incompatible (contrary) category Ψ but is neither Φ nor Ψ; for example,
a borderline case of a dog lies between a dog and a coyote but is neither a dog nor
a coyote or between a dog and a wolf but is neither a dog nor a wolf, etc. Thus
bivalence and excluded middle are safe: the sentence “x is Φ” is false, and the
sentence “x is not Φ” is true in a borderline case. (Aside: There are no higher-
order borderline cases between Φ and borderline Φ because borderline Φ items
are not Φ and borderline cases are not defined between contradictories – only
between incompatibles.) For present purposes, the important point is that on
Raffman’s view, the class of not-Φ things includes the borderline cases; the
nondogs include the coydogs. Hence, if she is right, my criticism of the fish-or-
cut-bait strategy will require reformulation (but only reformulation): the
problem will be that the negated disjunct, now covering a heterogeneous class
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An argument that exposes the impact of Darwinian thinking is David
Sanford’s (1975) nice “proof” that there aren’t any mammals:

1. Every mammal has a mammal for a mother.
2. If there have been any mammals at all, there have been only a finite

number of mammals.
3. But if there has been even one mammal, then by (1), there have been

an infinity of mammals, which contradicts (2), so there can’t have
been any mammals. It’s a contradiction in terms.

Because we know perfectly well that there are mammals, we take this
argument seriously only as a challenge to discover what fallacy is
lurking within it. And we know, in a general way, what has to give: if
you go back far enough in the family tree of any mammal, you will
eventually get to the therapsids, those strange, extinct bridge species
between the reptiles and the mammals. (Technically, mammals are also
classified as therapsids, the only surviving therapsids, but usually the
term is used to refer to the premammalian nonreptilian species from
which mammals descended.) A gradual transition occurred over mil-
lions of years from clear reptiles to clear mammals, with a lot of
intermediaries filling in the gaps. What should we do about drawing
the lines across this spectrum of gradual change? Can we identify
a mammal, the Prime Mammal, that didn’t have a mammal for
a mother, thus negating premise (1)? On what grounds? Whatever the
grounds are, they will compete with the grounds we could use to
support the verdict that that animal was not a mammal – after all, its
mother was a therapsid. What could be a better test of therapsid-hood
than that? Suppose that we list tenmajor differences used to distinguish
therapsids from mammals and declare that having five or more of the
mammal marks makes an animal a mammal. Aside from being arbi-
trary – why ten instead of six or twenty, and shouldn’t they be ordered
in importance? – any such dividing line will generate lots of unwanted
verdicts because during the long, long period of transition between
obvious therapsids and obvious mammals there will be plenty of
instances in which mammals (by our five+ rule) mated with therapsids

containing the borderline cases as well as the polar opposites – the coydogs as
well as the coyotes, the wolf hybrids as well as the wolves – does not generally
support the sort of conclusion that euclideanswish to draw. (Raffman’s approach
does not entail sharp boundaries for vague words; see Raffman [2014], especially
chaps. 2 and 4.)
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(fewer than five mammal marks) and had offspring that were
therapsids born of mammals, mammals born of therapsids born of
mammals, and so forth! Of course, we would need a “time machine”
to see all these “anomalies” because the details are undetectable after
all those millions of years. Just as well, since the details don’t really
matter in the long run. What should we do?We should quell our desire
to draw lines. We can live with the quite unshocking and unmysterious
fact that, you see, there were all these gradual changes that accumu-
lated over many millions of years and eventually produced undeniable
mammals.

The insistence that there must be a Prime Mammal, even if we can
never know when and where it existed, is an example of hysterical
realism. It invites us to reflect that if we just knew enough, we’d see –
we’d have to see – that there is a special property ofmammal-hood – the
essence of mammal-hood – that defines mammals once and for all.
To deny that there is such an essence, philosophers sometimes say, is
to confuse metaphysics with epistemology: the study of what there
(really) is with the study of what we can know about what there is.
I reply that theremay be occasions when thinkers do go off the rails by
confusing a metaphysical question with a (merely) epistemological
question, but this must be shown, not just asserted.4 In this instance,
the charge of confusing metaphysics with epistemology is just
a question-begging way of clinging to one’s crypto essentialism in the
face of difficulties.

Richard Dawkins, in his recent essay recommending the retirement
of the concept of essence (2014), writes

Paleontologists will argue passionately about whether a particular fossil
is, say, Australopithecus or Homo. But any evolutionist knows there must
have existed individuals who were exactly intermediate. It’s essentialist
folly to insist on the necessity of shoehorning your fossil into one genus
or the other. There never was an Australopithecus mother who gave birth
to a Homo child, for every child ever born belonged to the same species
as its mother. The whole system of labelling species with discontinuous
names is geared to a time slice, the present, in which ancestors have been
conveniently expunged from our awareness (and “ring species” tactfully
ignored). If by some miracle every ancestor were preserved as a fossil,

4 Passages in the last few paragraphs have been drawn, with minor revisions, from
Dennett (2013, pp. 240–3).
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discontinuous naming would be impossible. Creationists are misguidedly
fond of citing “gaps” as embarrassing for evolutionists, but gaps are
a fortuitous boon for taxonomists who, with good reason, want to give
species discrete names. Quarrelling about whether a fossil is “really”
Australopithecus or Homo is like quarrelling over whether George
should be called “tall”. He’s five foot ten, doesn’t that tell you what
you need to know?

So it isn’t just philosophers who have trouble breaking the habit of
presupposing essences. As Dawkins notes, there are good reasons for
having tidy, “discrete” names for lineages, agreed-upon landmarks to
work with, but then we mustn’t mistake our convenient agreements for
discoveries. Plato unforgettably recommends we carve nature at its
joints, but there just aren’t enough real, objective joints to suit our
communicative purposes. We don’t need to draw lines, but we may
draw lines, arbitrarily, in the interest of practical taxonomy. Even if we
make this move, disjunction elimination is pretty much disabled as
a tool for demonstrating anything because wherever we’ve drawn our
line, we are left with variations on one or both sides of our line that defy
the sorts of generalizations that are needed to run the elimination
arguments. But that is a good thing because the conclusions typically
drawn from such arguments are apt tomislead us away from important
truths, as we shall see.

In particular, the demand for essences with sharp boundaries blinds
thinkers to the prospect of gradualist theories of complex phenomena,
such as life, intentions, natural selection itself, moral responsibility,
and consciousness.

If you hold that there can be no borderline cases of being alive (such
as, perhaps, viruses or even viroids or motor proteins), you are more
than halfway to élan vital before you start thinking about it. If no
proper part of a bacterium, say, is alive, what “truth maker” gets
added that tips the balance in favor of the bacterium’s being alive?
The three more or less standard candidates are having a metabolism,
the capacity to reproduce, and a protectivemembrane, but since each of
these phenomena, in turn, has apparent borderline cases, the need for
an arbitrary cutoff doesn’t evaporate. And if single-celled “organisms”
(if they deserve to be called that!) aren’t alive, how could two single-
celled entities yoked together with no other ingredients be alive? And
if not two, what would be special about a three-cell coalition? And
so forth.
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If, as Fodor (2008) insists, the frog either does or does not have the
intention to catch a fly, you end up claiming that natural selection
cannot account for adaptations:

I suppose it is likewise plausible that frogs catch flies with the intention of
doing so. (If you are unprepared to swallow the attribution of intentions to
frogs, please feel free to proceed up the phylogenetic ladder until you find
a kind of creature to which such attributions are, in your view, permissible.)
Now, intentions-to-act have intentional objects, which may serve to
distinguish among them. A frog’s intention to catch a fly, for example, is an
intention to catch a fly, and is ipso facto distinct from, say, the frog’s
intention to sun itself on the leaf of a lily. (p. 2)

Now the intention to catch a fly is distinct from the intention to catch an
“ambient black nuisance” even if, in the selective environment “fly”
and “ambient black nuisance” are coextensive. Because natural selection
“can’t, as it were, ‘see’ the difference between intentional states that are
extensionally equivalent” (p. 4), it cannot select for one intention rather
than the other. This conclusion soon leads, by a cascade of disjunctions,
to a killer disjunction: either natural selection has a mind or it doesn’t.
And, surprise, surprise, it doesn’t. And because it doesn’t, it cannot
explain adaptations. The dubiety of this conclusion vies for top honors
with the mythic aerodynamic “proof” that bumblebees can’t fly.5

Fodor is well aware that he’s legislating from an essentialist position
by insisting that we all stick to “literal” readings of every term and
either confirm or deny each proposition:

Surely, youmay say, nobody could really hold that genes are literally concerned
to replicate themselves? Or that natural selection literally has goals in mind
when it selects what it does? Or that it’s literally run by an intentional system?
Maybe. Admittedly, the tactic of resorting to scare quotes when push comes to
shove (as in ‘what natural selection “prefers ”’, ‘what Mother Nature
“designs”’, ‘what the selfish genes “want”’ and so forth) can make it hard to
tell just what is being claimed in some of the canonical texts. Still, there are
plenty of apparently unequivocal passages. Thus Pinker (1997, p. 93):

5 The story appears to have some foundation in fact, though it has been
transformed through retelling, a meme with quite a distinguished history, dating
back to the 1930s, when AugustMagnan, a famous French entomologist, and his
lab assistant, M. Saint-Lague, did the engineering calculations, as reported in
Magnan’s book, Les Vols des Insects (1934). Of course, Magnan realized that
this was a reductio of current thinking in aeronautical engineering. See also John
McMasters (1989). This footnote is drawn from Dennett and Plantinga (2011).
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Was the human mind ultimately designed to create beauty? To discover
truth? To love and to work? To harmonize with other human beings and
with nature? The logic of natural selection gives the answer. The ultimate
goal that the mind was designed to attain is maximizing the number of copies
of the genes that created it.Natural selection cares only about the long-term fate
of entities that replicate . . .
Fiddlesticks. The human mind wasn’t created, and it wasn’t designed and

there is nothing that natural selection cares about; it just happens. This isn’t
Kansas, Toto. (p. 7, n. 12)

And if, like John Searle, you deny that there is any room for gradations
of consciousness, or gradations of understanding, you end up declaring
that “Strong AI” is impossible, or that consciousness is inexplicable, or
both.

What we need to break through these self-imposed straitjackets
of theoretical imagination is an appreciation of what I call the
sorta operator, and a good way to see it in action is by putting
Turing’s revolutionary idea about computation in juxtaposition
with Darwin’s revolutionary idea about evolution. The pre-
Darwinian world was held together not by science but by tradi-
tion: all things in the universe, from the most exalted (“man”) to
the most humble (the ant, the pebble, the raindrop), were the
creations of a still more exalted thing, God, an omnipotent and
omniscient intelligent creator – who bore a striking resemblance to
the second-most exalted thing. Call this the trickle-down theory of
creation. Darwin replaced it with the bubble-up theory of creation.
One of Darwin’s nineteenth-century critics put it vividly:

In the theory with which we have to deal, Absolute Ignorance is the
artificer; so that we may enunciate as the fundamental principle of the
whole system, that, IN ORDER TO MAKE A PERFECT AND
BEAUTIFUL MACHINE, IT IS NOT REQUISITE TO KNOW HOW
TO MAKE IT. This proposition will be found, on careful examination,
to express, in condensed form, the essential purport of the Theory, and
to express in a few words all Mr. Darwin’s meaning; who, by a strange
inversion of reasoning, seems to think Absolute Ignorance fully qualified
to take the place of Absolute Wisdom in all the achievements of creative
skill. (MacKenzie 1868)

It was, indeed, a strange inversion of reasoning. To this day, many
people cannot get their heads around the unsettling idea that
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a purposeless, mindless process can crank away through the eons,
generating ever more subtle, efficient, and complex organisms without
having the slightest whiff of understanding of what it is doing.

Turing’s idea was a similar – in fact, remarkably similar – strange
inversion of reasoning. The pre-Turing world was one in which com-
puters were people, who had to understand mathematics in order to do
their jobs. Turing realized that this was just not necessary: you could
take the tasks they performed and squeeze out the last tiny smidgens of
understanding, leaving nothing but brute, mechanical actions.
IN ORDER TO BE A PERFECT AND BEAUTIFUL COMPUTING
MACHINE, IT IS NOT REQUISITE TO KNOW WHAT
ARITHMETIC IS.

What Darwin and Turing had both discovered, in their different
ways, was the existence of competence without comprehension
(Dennett 2009, from which material in the preceding paragraphs has
been drawn, with revisions). This inverted the deeply plausible assump-
tion that comprehension is in fact the source of all advanced
competence. Why, after all, do we insist on sending our children to
school, and why do we frown on the old-fashioned methods of rote
learning? We expect our children’s growing competence to flow from
their growing comprehension; themotto of modern educationmight be
“Comprehend in order to be competent.” And for us members of
Homo sapiens, this is almost always the right way to look at, and strive
for, competence. I suspect that this much-loved principle of education
is one of the primary motivators of skepticism about both evolution
and its cousin in Turing’s world, artificial intelligence. The very idea
that mindless mechanicity can generate human-level – or divine-level! –
competence strikes many as philistine, repugnant, an insult to our
minds and to the mind of God.

Turing, like Darwin, broke down the mystery of intelligence (or
intelligent design) into what we might call atomic steps of dumb
happenstance, which, when accumulated by the millions, added up to
a sort of pseudointelligence. The central processing unit of a computer
doesn’t really know what arithmetic is or understand what addition is,
but it “understands” the “command” to add two numbers and put
their sum in a register – in the minimal sense that it reliably adds when
thus called on to add and puts the sum in the right place. Let’s say it
sorta understands addition. A few levels higher, the operating system
doesn’t really understand that it is checking for errors of transmission
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and fixing them, but it sorta understands this and reliably does this
work when called on to do so. A few further levels higher, when the
building blocks are stacked up by the billions and trillions, the chess-
playing program doesn’t really understand that its queen is in jeopardy,
but it sorta understands this, and IBM’s Watson on Jeopardy sorta
understands the questions it answers.

Why indulge in this sorta talk? Because when we analyze – or
synthesize – this stack of ever more competent levels, we need to keep
track of two facts about each level: what it is and what it does. What it
is can be described in terms of the structural organization of the parts
fromwhich it is made – so long aswe can assume that the parts function
as they are supposed to function. What it does is some (cognitive)
function that it (sorta) performs – well enough so that at the next
level up we can make the assumption that we have in our inventory
a smarter building block that performs just that function – sorta good
enough to use. This is the key to breaking the back of the mind-
bogglingly complex question of how a mind could ever be composed
of material mechanisms. The sorta operator is, in cognitive science, the
parallel of Darwin’s gradualism in evolutionary processes. Before there
were bacteria, there were sorta bacteria, and before there were mam-
mals, there were sorta mammals, and before there were dogs, there
were sorta dogs, and so forth. We need Darwin’s gradualism to explain
the huge difference between an ape and an apple, and we need Turing’s
gradualism to explain the huge difference between a humanoid robot
and hand calculator. The ape and the apple are made of the same basic
ingredients, differently structured and exploited in a many-level
cascade of different functional competences. There is no principled
dividing line between a sorta ape and an ape. The humanoid robot
and the hand calculator are both made of the same basic, unthinking,
unfeeling Turing bricks, but as we compose them into larger, more
competent structures, which then become the elements of still more
competent structures at higher levels, we eventually arrive at parts so
(sorta) intelligent that they can be assembled into competences that
deserve to be called comprehending. We use the intentional stance
(Dennett, 1971, 1987) to keep track of the beliefs and desires (or
“beliefs” and “desires” or sorta beliefs and sorta desires) of the
(sorta)rational agents at every level from the simplest bacterium
through all the discriminating, signaling, comparing, remembering
circuits that compose the brains of animals from starfish to
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astronomers. There is no principled line above which true comprehen-
sion is to be found – even in our own case. The small child sorta
understands her own sentence, “Daddy is a doctor,” and I sorta under-
stand “E = mc2.” Some philosophers resist this antiessentialism: either
you believe that snow is white or you don’t; either you are conscious or
you aren’t; nothing counts as an approximation of any mental phe-
nomenon – it’s all or nothing. And to such thinkers, the powers of
minds are insoluble mysteries because they are “perfect” and perfectly
unlike anything to be found in mere material mechanisms.

When we turn to moral responsibility, consider the influential argu-
ment by Galen Strawson (2010):

1. You do what you do, in any given situation, because of the way you
are.

2. So in order to be ultimately responsible for what you do, you have
to be ultimately responsible for the way you are – at least in certain
crucial mental respects.

3. But you cannot be ultimately responsible for the way you are in any
respect at all.

4. So you cannot be ultimately responsible for what you do.

The first premise is undeniable: “the way you are” is meant to
include your total state at the time, however you got into it.
Whatever state it is, your action flows from it nonmiraculously.
The second premise observes that you couldn’t be “ultimately”
responsible for what you do unless you were “ultimately” respon-
sible for getting yourself into that state – at least in some regards.
But according to step 3, this is impossible.

So step 4, the conclusion, does seem to follow logically. But let’s
look more closely at step 3. Why can’t you be (ultimately) respon-
sible for some respects, at least, of the way you are? In everyday
life we make exactly this distinction, and it matters morally.
Suppose that you design and build a robot and send it out into
the world unattended and unsupervised and knowing full well the
sorts of activities it might engage in, and suppose that it seriously
injures somebody. Aren’t you responsible for this, at least in some
respects? Most people would say so. You made it; you should have
foreseen the dangers – indeed, you did foresee some of the dan-
gers – and now you are to blame, at least in part, for the damage
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done. Few would have any sympathy for you if you insisted
that you weren’t responsible at all for the harm done by your
robot.

Now consider a slightly different case: you design and build
a person (yourself at a later time) and send yourself out into the
risky world knowing full well the possible dangers you would
encounter. You get yourself drunk in a bar and then get in your
car and drive off. Aren’t you responsible, at least in part, for the
“way you were” when you crashed into a school bus? Common
sense says of course. (The bartender or your compliant host may
share the responsibility.) But how could this be, in the face of
Strawson’s knockdown argument? Well, remember that Strawson
says that you can’t be absolutely responsible for the way you are.
But so what? Who would think it was important to be absolutely
responsible? Here is what Strawson (2010) says:

To be absolutely responsible for what one does, one would have to be
causa sui, the cause of oneself, and this is impossible (it certainly
wouldn’t be more possible if we had immaterial souls rather than
being wholly material).

The burden falls on Strawson and others to show why we ought to
care about ultimate or absolute responsibility. I think it is just as
obvious that people can gradually become morally responsible –

sorta responsible – during their passage from infancy to adulthood
as it is that lineages of reptiles and then therapsids can gradually
become a lineage of mammals over the eons. You don’t have to be
an absolute mammal to be a mammal, and you don’t have to be
absolutely responsible to be responsible. So the constructive way of
reading Strawson’s argument is that, like Sanford’s argument that
there are no mammals, it is a reductio ad absurdum of the concept
of absolute responsibility. The law may oblige us to draw a line
(like the line for minimal age for a driver’s license or for voting) but
will understand that it is arbitrary, an imposed boundary, not
a discovered joint in nature.

There are other philosophical puzzles that can benefit, I suspect,
from exploring the no-longer-forbidden territory opened up by
Darwin’s critique of essentialism. Might there be important
precursor grades of semi-quasi-proto-sorta-altruism, from which
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we could get a better vantage point to look at “real” or “pure”
altruism? Are there interesting epistemic states that are almost
genuine knowledge? Once we give up essentialism for good, we
can perhaps begin to reconstruct the most elevated philosophical
concepts from more modest ingredients.
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2 Darwinism as Philosophy

Can the Universal Acid Be Contained?

alexander rosenberg

The history of science has a broad pattern. Each science, including
mathematics, began its life as a subdiscipline of philosophy, or at
least as among the concerns of philosophers. Mathematics – at first
mainly the science of space – separated itself from philosophy in the
time of Plato and Euclid, physics in the period fromGalileo to Newton,
chemistry in a process that mainly took place during the lifetimes of
figures from Boyle to Lavoisier, and biology from 1859, when the
“Newton of the blade of grass” was compelled to publish On the
Origin of Species.

As each of these disciplines separated itself from philosophy, it left
questions to philosophy that it didn’t need to answer or was unable to
answer, questions that looked like they should be addressed by the
science that relegated them to “mere” philosophy. Two obvious
examples: mathematicians never seemed to need to answer the ques-
tion, “What is a number?” Physicists have for the most part steered
clear of addressing the question, “What is time?” The agenda of
philosophy is replete with questions the sciences (and mathematics)
can’t answer yet, may never be able to answer, and don’t need to
answer. In addition to this first set of questions the sciences cannot
(yet or perhaps ever) answer or don’t need to answer, there are
the second-order questions about why the sciences can’t (yet) or don’t
need to answer the first set of questions.

This pattern in the history of science was finally broken by Darwin.
Instead of leaving questions to philosophy, his breakthrough enabled
the sciences, in particular, biology, to begin to take on questions that
from Aristotle’s time onward had been the exclusive preserve of
philosophy. It tookmore than a century of repeated forays by biologists
and philosophers inspired by Darwin to convince the disciplines –

biology and philosophy – that the former could deal with the questions
of the latter and then to shape the answers biology provides to a host of
perennial questions in philosophy. The prominence of “naturalism” in
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metaphysics, epistemology, the philosophy of mind, the philosophy of
language, and moral philosophy is evidence of this achievement.
Nowadays, philosophical “naturalism” pretty muchmeans philosophy
driven by mainly insights from Darwin.

In my view, Darwinian theory is particularly salient for answering
questions philosophers and, even more persistently, nonphiloso-
phers pose about the purpose of life, the meaning of human exis-
tence, the trajectory of our species’ history, individual free will, and
personal identity. In this chapter, however, I focus on the two most
consequential issues where Darwinian theory has the greatest
impact: moral philosophy and metaethics and the philosophy of
mind/philosophy of psychology. In these two domains, the impact
of the theory is even more revolutionary than is supposed by most
naturalists who adopt it. It undermines most answers to normative
questions about moral values. It raises fundamental questions about
the nature of thought, the meaning of language, and the possibility
of rational argument.

Of course, Darwinian theory does not do this by itself. It requires
some auxiliary assumptions that should be innocuous to naturalists:
first, that science is our best guide to the nature of reality; second, that
its methods are the most reliable means to secure knowledge; and third,
the corollary that philosophical theories need to be compatible with the
most well-established theories in the natural sciences. Without these
auxiliary assumptions, naturalism can’t rule out special pleading about
some special domain in which intuition, common sense, or revelation
guides us to truths that trump naturalism.

The first section of this chapter explains why Darwin’s theory must
have the gravest repercussions beyond biology. The second section
sketches its corrosive impact on moral philosophy. The third section
shows how a Darwinian solution to the mind/body problem subverts
all but the most radical philosophies of mind. The final section identi-
fies the fundamental unsolved philosophical problem of justification
that Darwinism poses to naturalists.

Throughout this chapter, readers will note how large Daniel
Dennett’s work bulks. Dennett is surely the contemporary philosopher
who earliest, most persistently, and with greatest influence has made
Darwin central to philosophy. This chapter argues only that he has not
gone quite far enough in tracing its revolutionary impact on our
discipline.
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Blind Variation and Environmental Filtration: Darwin’s
Universal Acid

It’s worth emphasizing that random variation and natural selection
are blind variation and environmental filtration. Indeed, it would be
advisable to substitute the second description for the first. Blind is
better than random because it draws attention to the fact that the
cause of variation is never need, benefit, advantage, or suitability to
the local environment. Darwinian processes don’t really even need
variation to be random in a sense of “indeterministic,” though
random variations will perforce be blind in the requisite sense.
Passive filtration is better than natural selection. “Selection” carries
the suggestion of intentional choice, and “natural” encompasses
more than the local factors that impinge on the lineage and traits
that evolve. Filtration is the passive work of sieves, and it’s the local
environment that does the sifting.

Daniel Dennett said it best in a book title:Darwin’s Dangerous Idea
(1995). In fact, it is universal acid: “[I]t eats through just about every
traditional concept . . . Darwin’s idea is a universal solvent, capable of
cutting right to the heart of everything in sight. The question is what
does it leave behind?” (p. 521). Even less than Dennett thinks, this
chapter shall argue.

Take anything you like that reflects an economy of means to ends,
especially anything that seems to show creativity, ingenuity, wisdom,
forethought, considered design, and clever execution, and it will turn
out to just be another instance of a long and boring process that has
none of these features, a process that is in fact, again as Dennett so
tellingly describes it, an algorithm – a substrate-neutral, mindless,
mechanical procedure. Substrate neutral: it can work its magic on
properties of almost any composition of matter as an input: aspects
of macromolecules one by one, features of complexes of them, traits of
larger agglomerations of matter, monadic properties, relational ones,
and properties of spatially distributed objects of many different kinds.
The process can be implemented on many different kinds of inputs and
by many different kinds of procedures. Mindless: all these procedures
operating on different substrates will have to have some things in
common to count as Darwinian. They can’t work by magic or any
other process that requires ingenuity, creativity, advanced planning,
foresight, design, judgment, discretion, or, God forbid, wisdom.
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The process of natural selection is as mindless as a Turing machine, as
mechanical as a spring-driven pocket watch.

Every case of means/ends economy in nature is the result of the
operation of this mindless, substrate-neutral algorithm that Darwin
discovered. Adaptations such as the eye-spots on the moth’s wing or
the greater oxygen affinity of fetal hemoglobin over adult hemoglobin
or the bat’s echolocation equipment are its results. But, in addition, and
this is an even more radical claim, processes that track “moving
targets” and attain or maintain outcomes or end products, including
human thought, also proceed by the same mindless, substrate-neutral
algorithmic process Darwin discovered. Blind variation and natural
selection are not just mechanisms that put adaptations in place, they
are also operating in real time whenever behavior shows environmen-
tally appropriate plasticity, and that includes when humans act for
what they describe as purposes. How can we be sure of this? Because
we know there are no purposes.

That there are no purposes in nature is something that has been
increasingly vouchsafed to us since Newton. It was Descartes who
first decried the appeal to purposes, but Newton who substantiated
Descartes’ rejection of any role for them in physical dynamics. Kant
endorsed this view but famously drew the line at biology: “There will
never be a Newton for the blade of grass.” The “Newton of the blade
of grass” was born to the Darwin family in Shropshire twenty years
after this pronouncement. Though Darwin provided a positive
account of how the appearance of purpose results from purely
physical, causal, nontelological processes, well before he did so
corpuscularians, and anyone who took mechanics seriously would
have had trouble even granting purposes a role in the world. Spinoza
recognized this earliest (Ethics, Appendix, p. 59). Purposes acting
from the future to bring about the past can be ruled out because the
as yet nonexistent future cannot bring about existent occurrences and
events from their past. Aristotelian entelechies could be ruled out on
grounds from mechanics – they violate conservation laws, on
evidential grounds, and because they beg the question of how mind-
less mechanical causes can bring about purposes. This leaves the
designs of a benevolent deity as the only available explanation of
the appearance of purpose in the universe. On this theory, the
apparent purpose reflected in all the means/ends economies of nature
are real but derived because, like human artifacts, they result from the
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original purposes of a (mainly) benevolent and omnipotent or at least
very powerful agent.

Darwin’s theory has so much more evidential support than this
theory and so much consilience with purely mechanistic theories in
physical science that there is no serious dispute about its standing as
a better, indeed the best, explanation of the appearance of purpose.
The Darwinian process is mandated by the second law of thermo-
dynamics. It provides the only way the appearance of purpose could
have emerged in a world driven by physics (see Rosenberg 2014).
The reasons are obvious. First, whatever process causally produces
adaptations – the appearance of purpose in the universe – must start
with zero adaptation. Helping one’s self to the merest sliver of an
adaptation as the starting point of evolution begs the question of
where this sliver came from. Second, an acceptable explanation of
adaptations must show how they emerge from nonadaptations.
Because all the basement-level laws in nature except for the second
law of thermodynamics are time-symmetrical, a time-asymmetrical
process such as adaptational evolution must harness the second law,
producing local order at the expense of greater global disorder.
Darwinian natural selection can begin when the thermodynamics of
the chemical soup somewhere randomly results in a molecule that
combines limited bonding stability with limited (probably catalytic)
self (or similar)–replication. Third, it carries on from there algorithmi-
cally but irreversibly, building local adaptations and newer adaptations
on top of older ones. And it does so only at the expense of global
entropic increases. The result is the sequence of quick and dirty solu-
tions to “design problems”with us to this day. What is more, anything
else that honors the two requirements – start with zero adaptations,
harness the second law – will turn out to be just a faster or slower
version of the same Darwinian process that produced us.

Many philosophers who agree that Darwin’s theory offers the best or
the only acceptable theory of how the appearance of purpose arises in
nature also hold the view that Darwin’s discovery somehow
naturalizes, tames, purpose, makes it safe for science. It admits that
there really are purposes and shows how purposes arise and how they
work in nature – via the mechanism of blind variation and environ-
mental filtration. On this view, when we say that the heart beats in
order to, for the sake of, with the purpose of, so that the blood is
circulated, we are uttering a truth that is in no way incompatible with
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the denial of future causation, immanent teleology, the ordinances of
a benevolent deity. The claim is a true one, and its truth conditions are
a set of facts about variation and selection in the past.

One might suppose that whether Darwin successfully banished
purpose from nature or somehow tamed it for science is a verbal
dispute. This cannot be right, however. It would be a version of
Orwellian “Newspeak” where the meaning of the word is changed
from one that invokes future causation, eminent or immanent design,
to one of passive algorithmic mechanical processes driven by
the second law of thermodynamics. Try it out: “War is Peace,”
“Freedom is slavery,” “Ignorance is strength,” “Purpose is blind varia-
tion/environmental filtration,” indeed.

If Darwin had simply naturalized purpose, he would have effec-
tively vindicated the Aristotelian conception of nature, at least done
so for the domains beyond physical science. We have all been taught
that the scientific revolution of the seventeenth century overthrew
Aristotelian scholasticism, purging nature of “natural place”
teleology. To think that Darwin restored Aristotelian thinking to
a portion of the field would certainly be a surprise to Thomists and
others who still defend an Aristotelian conception of nature or some
part of it. If, along with most historians of science, you hold that
Darwin hammered the last nails into the coffin of the Aristotelian
word view, you cannot credit him with taming purpose and making
it safe for science.

Here is still another way to see that Darwin banished purpose from
nature. Caloric theory, developed by Lavoisier and before him by
Joseph Black, treated heat as a substance, “caloric,” a weightless but
incompressible fluid that moved, like water to equalize its level in
adjacent containers betweenwhich it could travel. Using caloric theory,
Black was able to calculate specific heats accurately, and Lavoisier was
able to develop the calorimeter to measure the heat generated by
chemical reactions. Chemistry still makes use of Black’s tables of
specific heat and employs successors to Lavoisier’s calorimeter, but
no one supposes that Kelvin showed that caloric – the incompressible
weightless fluid Black and Lavoisier hypothesized – is really molecular
motion. They are too different from each other for anyone to treat
molecular motion as vindicating the existence of caloric. What Kelvin
showed was that there is no such thing as caloric.Mutatis mutandis for
Darwin and purpose.
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Here is still another way to see that Darwin disposed of purpose.
From the time of Newton, the most problematic concept in physics
was gravity: a force that is transmitted at infinite speed, through
total vacuums, that nothing can be shielded from, even by the
thickest insulation. Given the rest of physics’ commitment to con-
tact forces that operate through causal chains, gravity was not just
a fly in the ointment but the major embarrassment of the disci-
pline. Newton famously replied to demands that he explain how it
operates by saying, Hypotheses non fingo.1 Now what exactly was
the achievement of Einstein’s general theory of relativity? No one
supposes that he resolved Newton’s embarrassment by providing
an explanation of how this force operates. No. What Einstein did
was show that there is no such thing and that the curvature of
space-time produces the accelerations that Newton explained by
appeal to his mysterious and unaccountable force. Curved space-
time is too different from gravitation for anyone to suppose that
the former provides the causal mechanism whereby the latter oper-
ates. Einstein showed that there is no such force as gravity. Mutatis
mutandis, Darwin should that there is no such thing as purpose.
Blind variation/environmental filtration is as different from pur-
pose as molecular motion is from caloric or space-time curvature is
from gravity.

In physics, chemistry, and biology, it proved convenient to use
terminology redolent of the foregone notions: chemists still employ
calorimeters, for example. In physics, there is “gravitational lensing.”
But it’s just a convenient shorthand for the way the curvature of space-
time affects photons; in biology, it’s the concept of “function” that
misleadingly suggests purpose despite biologists’ best efforts (more on
this later).

Why is this issue important? Because the “manifest image,” common
sense, ordinary life, and parts of philosophy proceed by employment of
concepts that require real purposes, the sort Aristotle invoked. These
concepts are immune to the naturalistic project of reconciling the
manifest image and the scientific one. The attempt to convert them to
concepts that are nothing like them in their very natures is a version of
Orwellian “Newspeak.”

1 “I do not feign hypotheses.”
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Darwinian Genealogy of Morals Imposes a Transvaluation
of Values

The impact of Darwin on serious moral philosophy was long delayed
but ultimately profound. It seemed at first to give rise to a moral theory
every sensible person should have repudiated. But social Darwinism
should never have been so called. The thesis that goes by that name
should have been labeled “social Spencerism” to record the fact that it
was Herbert Spencer who held that the morally best outcome or the
morally right course of action is the one that maximizes biological
fitness.

In fact, Darwin was famously puzzled about how selection for max-
imization of biological fitness could even have produced people com-
mitted to the moral codes familiar to him. His only attempt at
explanation involved an appeal to group selection that was long after-
wards repudiated among biologists. T. H. Huxley, Darwin’s bulldog,
famously held that our moral norms were in conflict with those traits
that evolved by natural selection. Both he and Darwin certainly read
enough Hume to have come across his arguments against inferring
from “is” to “ought.” These arguments were even more well known
to philosophers, and in the early part of the century, they were rein-
forced by G. E. Moore’s “open question argument” against what he
called “the naturalistic fallacy” of identifying a moral property with
a natural or descriptive one. “Naturalistic fallacy” came to label
Hume’s objection to arguments from “is” to “ought” as much as
Moore’s. Naturalism of any kind, and especially moral naturalism,
became anathema in moral philosophy and metaethics. Then, in the
last quarter of the last century, things changed. The growth and success
of naturalism in epistemology and metaphysics encouraged others to
take it seriously in moral philosophy. The process was accelerated by
a breakthrough in biology. Starting from the work of W. D. Hamilton
in the 1960s and 1970s, it became apparent first that core morality is
compatible with Darwinian processes. Operating through genes and
culture, it could after all have created and shaped a core morality
shared by almost all people everywhere throughout human history.
Biology, evolutionary game theory, paleoanthropology, and experi-
mental economics began to provide the detailed genealogy of morals.

Core morality is a set of norms shared by humans everywhere.
The norms are difficult to articulate. Some are so obvious that stating
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them seems pointless (“Don’t cause your infant child gratuitous pain”).
When we try to express others, they bear large numbers of qualifica-
tions, hedges, and exceptions (“Thou shalt not kill”). Some pairs of the
norms in the moral core infrequently enjoin incompatible actions.
Besides the moral core, there are also moral norms that differ across
cultures (e.g. honor killing). Interestingly, these nonuniversal norms,
repugnant to many, appear often to be adaptative, fitness-enhancing in
their respective, and quite different local ecologies.

Darwinian theory and a great deal of data from paleoanthropology
now show that core morality is not just an adaptation but the only
solution to a suite of problems that faced our ancestors when
they found themselves exiled from the shrinking rain forests of
Africa, facing the challenges of survival at the bottom of the food
chain on the African savanna. The “design problem” facing Homo
erectus was posed by predatory megafauna both competing with and
preying on humans in an ecology with little else to support life except
for animal protein and fats. And the problem was not simply warding
off predators. Humans had already begun to exacerbate their problem
in three ways: producing many more offspring over the life course than
other primates, producing them much closer together that other pri-
mates, and producing offspring that required long childhood depen-
dence. The long dependence was required because in humans most
brain development had to take place after birth, not before it.
The human birth canal is too narrow to allow for much prenatal neural
development. Unless Mother Nature found a way to turn large
populations of young children with long periods of dependence into
an adaptation, these three traits were bound to carry us to extinction.

At least initially the only steady source of food on the savanna was
scavenging protein and fats from whatever the top predators might
leave. But Homo came out of the rain forest with three advantages:
(1) use of stone tools, an adaptation shared with chimps and other
primates, that we learned quickly to apply to break into marrow and
brain inaccessible to predators; (2) a theory of mind – or rather
a capacity to predict the behavior of conspecifics –which we also shared
with other primates; and (3) a trait primates lacked but we shared with
a few other species – dogs, tamarins, dolphins, and elephants –

a tendency to cooperative child rearing. It is impossible to say why
we acquired this trait when other primates did not. It may be enough
for a Darwinian account of human evolution simply to note that it was
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an available variation hit on by several species independently, but only
by one among the primate species.

Theory of mind and cooperative child rearing soon synergized to
encourage the division of labor, hunting, gathering, and child rearing;
a long childhood and a large brain can be exploited for teaching and the
labor specializations and norms required for increasingly complicated
cooperative projects. The result is a coevolutionary cycle that selects for
further improvements in those traits – improved theory of mind and
greater inclination to cooperate – until we arrive at core morality. It is
worth noting that this scenario is robust. It can be varied significantly
and still have the same result. In particular, we don’t have to think of
increased fertility, closer child spacing, and a long period of postnatal
dependency constituting prior problems to be solved when our ances-
tors arrived on the savanna. Instead, we can identify an increase in
protein and fat consumption as the cause of increased fertility and
reduced birth spacing, along with postnatal brain growth, all of
which enabled humans to climb to the top of the food chain on the
savanna. In fact, the right account is almost certainly a co-evolutionary
feedback loop between both scenarios: successful scavenging required
increased brain size, scavenged proteins and fats build brain size, and
increased brain size increases scavenging success and then hunting
payoffs. To this scenario may be added an evolutionary process that
drives the selection of packages of emotions and norms that strengthens
enforcement of cooperative institutions and produces internal moral
motivation that increases the cost of defection and free riding.
The result is the evolution of core morality as a ubiquitous adaptation
across humans everywhere, along with local moralities selected for
under differing ecological conditions as well.

This Darwinian explanation of the evolution of morality begins with
two assumptions that it seems difficult to deny:

1. All cultures, and almost everyone in them, endorse most of the same
core moral principles as binding on everyone.

2. The core moral principles have significant consequences – good or
bad – for humans’ biological fitness – for our survival and
reproduction.

So much for the genealogy of morals.
Now suppose that we philosophers set out to underwrite, ground,

justify, or support the claim that core morality, or some significant
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component of it – utilitarianism, duties (perfect and imperfect), respect
for (natural) rights, a set of virtues – as the right morality, the correct or
“true” ethical theory, or if not “truth-apt” then at any rate the one that
should be endorsed by all rational agents. Starting with core morality
and carving out a particular moral norm or set of them to underwrite as
foundational is certainly a central task of moral philosophy. Many
naturalistic philosophers aspired to accomplish this central task or at
least to show that naturalism had the resources to do so. One motiva-
tion to account for moral knowledge naturalistically is obvious. If we
can’t do so, and we must grant there is moral knowledge, we make it
easier for nonnaturalists to argue that there are other sorts of knowl-
edge – including knowledge of nonnatural, supernatural, and, for that
matter, divine things.

But naturalists seeking to certify morality face a very serious pro-
blem: the two assumptions of the Darwinian explanation of the emer-
gence of core morality severely constrain possible arguments for the
rightness of core morality or some part of it. The only way all or most
normal humans could have come to share a core morality is through
selection on alternative moral codes or systems, a winnowing process
that resulted in some set of core norms being selected for in the evolu-
tionary competition and becoming “fixed” in the population. But note,
if our universally shared moral core were both the one selected for and
also the right moral core, then the correlation of being right and being
selected for couldn’t be a coincidence. Here we need to add another
auxiliary premise naturalists share: science doesn’t tolerate cosmic
coincidences. The correlation needs to be explained. Two alternatives
immediately suggest themselves: either core morality is the right mor-
ality because it evolved through a Darwinian process, or core morality
evolved through a Darwinian process because it is the right morality.

Alas, there are fatal objections to either of these alternatives. On the
one hand, Darwinian processes are not particularly good at driving
human beliefs to true ones. On the other hand, just showing that
a practice or the norm that governs it enhances reproductive success
provides no normative justification of it whatsoever.

Darwinian forces drive humans and other creatures to outcomes –
including belief dispositions and occurrent beliefs – that are adaptive in
their environments even when those beliefs are false. Consider folk
physics, folk biology, and folk psychology; consider religious beliefs;
beliefs about strangers, foreigners, women, the mentally ill; beliefs
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about probabilities. The list of beliefs heuristically useful and mani-
festly false but fostered on us by their adaptive payoff is endless,
revealing a set of norms that Darwinian pedigree has no tendency to
underwrite, warrant, justify, or ground their rightness, correctness, or
truth.

Could the causal relationship operate in the reverse direction, from
fitness to moral rightness? There is nothing morally right about having
more offspring rather than less or many offspring as opposed to none.
No one supposes Genghis Khan to be credited with much moral
standing despite the fact that his genes are the most widely represented
among all human beings (1 of every 300 males is a direct descendant).

Can we explain the coincidence that our moral core is the right
morality and that it was the result of Darwinian selection by identifying
a joint cause of both its correctness and its Darwinian pedigree?
Naturalists really can’t seek two independent causal processes, one
for core morality’s fitness and the other for its rightness. That would
be to accept the coincidence. There has to be at most one such process.
But the only “prior” cause available for the emergence of adaptations
through natural selection is the operation of the second law of thermo-
dynamics on local conditions that obtained on the Earth (and might
obtain elsewhere for all we know).We naturalists are unlikely (to put it
mildly) to find a joint cause for core morality’s rightness and its
Darwinian pedigree in the second law.

Here is another logically possible but bizarre alternative: true mor-
ality was the overdetermined result of Darwinian selection and some
other process, which both justifies and brings it about. Ethical intui-
tionists might be able to contrive a scenario that combines natural
selection with the independent emergence of an epistemic apparatus
that enables us to see moral truths. But naturalism cannot accommo-
date that possibility. Note that natural selectionwill result in humans at
least sometimes being able to discern the heuristically useful truth that
core morality enhances cooperation, which, in turn, increases
biological fitness. But this instrumental justification is far from what
we need if we are to show that core morality is the right morality.

The solution to the coincidence problem is glaringly obvious, of
course. It’s just extremely unpalatable. Simply deny that our moral
core is the right, correct, true morality, that it has anything like the
sort of justification philosophers have traditionally sought for it. This
move solves the coincidence problem by taking seriously core
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morality’s Darwinian pedigree. Identifying the strong selective forces
that have foisted core morality on us doesn’t just explain its emergence,
it explains the strong feelings we share in favor of core morality,
feelings that led to its treatment as objectively right and thus to the
persistent search for the grounds of its objectivity, truth, correctness,
rightness. These facts about how core morality was selected for also
make denying the rightness of our moral core unpalatable.

The repugnant conclusion forced on the naturalist is that core
morality, including its components, spin-offs, and presumptive foun-
dations in utilitarianism, or a theory of duties (perfect or imperfect) or
(natural) rights, or a set of virtues, lacks a justification. This conclusion
may be mitigated by the recognition that there is no other different set
of moral norms that is better justified or justified at all, including the
denial of the norms we actually embrace. The one thing naturalists
cannot do is seek another source of justification beyond science that
could or does underwrite core morality or some component of it or
a moral theory that formalizes it. To suppose otherwise is to surrender
naturalism altogether.

It is easy to illustrate the problem raised for a naturalistic justification
of ethical norms in the strategy common to several naturalists – Patricia
Churchland, Sam Harris, and Daniel Dennett – of grounding a set of
norms that enjoin us to take steps to enhance human flourishing. What
enhances human flourishing can be learned from science, in particular,
biological science, and more especially cognitive neuroscience and
evolutionary psychology suitably qualified. These scientific findings
guide the selection of the moral norms that promote human flourishing
and, perhaps more important, enable us to combat norms that don’t.
Naturalists are well aware of Hume’s injunction against inference from
“is” to “ought,” from “conducive to good health” to “themorally right
thing to do.” To Hume’s challenge, some reply, with Dennett, “From
what can ‘ought’ be derived? The most compelling answer is this:
ethics must be somehow based on an appreciation of human nature –
on a sense of what a human being is or might be, and on what a human
being might want to have or want to be. If that is naturalism, then
naturalism is no fallacy. No one could seriously deny that ethics is
responsive to such facts about human nature” (Dennett 1995, p. 468).
To this it seems perfectly reasonable to respond, “What’s so good
about satisfying a nature and a set of wants just because they enhance
the probability of creatures like us having more offspring?”Notice that
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this question immediately gives rise to a version of G. E.Moore’s “open
question” argument: what’s so good about Darwinian fitness?

As the preceding passage from Dennett suggests (“If that is natural-
ism, naturalism is no fallacy”), naturalists are well aware of the
naturalistic fallacy (as a label for Hume’s problem and for Moore’s
distinct and different objection). Lacking a reply toHume (and perhaps
also to Moore), and unwilling to accept a nihilism about moral norms,
at least some naturalists have sought to change the subject of ethics
altogether. The project of justifying core morality in the way at least
two centuries of moral philosophy has sought to do as unconditionally
rationally compelling to the individual must be surrendered.
Naturalism recognizes that its Darwinian genealogy has no reply to
Hume’s claim that “Tis not unreasonable for me to prefer the destruc-
tion of the whole world to the scratching of my finger.” Core morality
will have no rational grip on an individual who does not share in
a cooperative enterprise that enhances the number of his offspring.
But it will have instrumental value for a group and for its individual
members as long as they wish individually to reap the benefits of
cooperation for them and their posterity. Instead of viewing moral
philosophy as the search for intrinsic values, categorical imperatives,
or timeless virtues, some naturalists have begun to treat it as
a compartment of political theory, as a component of institution-
design: given a set of ends, goals that humans have (owing to the
Darwinian process that shaped them), how do we best achieve these
ends? The Darwinian genealogy of morals obviously gives a great deal
of the answer to this question and constrains the rest of the answer to
this question: how can we improve on the norms of core morality to
attain human ends? Kim Sterelny gives voice to this strategy of chan-
ging the subject of moral philosophy:

A natural notion of moral truth falls out of the picture that moral belief
evolved (in part) is to recognize, respond to, promote and expand the
practices that make stable cooperation possible. For there are objective
facts about the conditions which make cooperation profitable, and about
the individual capacities and social environments which make those profits
more or less difficult to realize . . . No doubt there is no single set of optimal
norms: the best normative packages for a group will depend on its size,
heterogeneity, and way of life. But . . . a natural notion of moral truth
seems to emerge from the idea that normative thought has evolved to
mediate stable cooperation . . . The moral truths are those maxims which
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are members of all or most near-optimal normative packages; sets of norms
that if adopted, would help generate high levels of appropriately distributed
and hence stable cooperation profits. (“Evolution and Moral Realism,” Ben
Fraser and Kim Sterelny, draft of November 2013, p. 3)

Moral truth is optimality in providing the fruits of cooperation. “Thou
shalt not kill” is on a par with conventions like “Everyone should drive
on the left or the right exclusively.” The question remains whether as
a subject ethics can tolerate this much of a change in its subject matter.

Darwinism in the Philosophy of Mind

The mind/body problem has been with philosophy in pretty much its
present shape since Descartes. What began as a proof, from the nature
of cognition and sensation, that the mind is not identical to the brain
became for most naturalists in the late twentieth century a puzzle about
how the mind could be the brain.

The problem is that thought has content; it is always thought about
things and their properties. But, as Leibniz noted, no arrangement of
matter in the brain or elsewhere can have this property of being about
some other clump ofmatter, still less being about nonexistent clumps of
matter or properties they don’t have. He invites us to conduct a thought
experiment:

Imagine there were a machine [i.e. the brain] whose structure produced
thought, feeling, and perception; we can conceive of its being enlarged
while maintaining the same relative proportion among its parts, so that we
could walk into it as we can walk into a mill. Suppose we do walk into it; all
we would find there are cogs and levers and so on pushing one another, and
never anything to account for a perception [or a cognition, for that matter].
So perception must be sought in simple [nonmaterial] substances, not in
composite things like machines. (Mondadology, Section 17, Bennett
translation2)

It’s easy to update Leibniz’ thought experiment: substitute for the
machine’s cogs and levers, the brain’s neural network with electric
charges passing along neurons to synapses, where neurotransmitter
molecules change concentrations and shapes, shifting gradients of cal-
cium, potassium, and chlorine ions. No aboutness, no intentionality,

2 www.earlymoderntexts.com/pdf/leibmona.pdf.
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no matter how many neurons, no matter how cleverly arranged, and
not even the ghost of an idea of how they could realize intentionality
and thus cognition.

One chunk of matter just can’t just by itself be “about,” be “directed
at,” mean another chunk of matter. If I am thinking about Paris, there
is no neural circuitry in my brain that just by virtue of its physical
configuration is “about” Paris. This is the mind/body problem.

It was probably in Charles Taylor’s Explanation of Behavior (1964)
that the problem of the intentionality of thought was first clearly
recognized as one of teleology. Daniel Dennett certainly twigged to it
in Content and Consciousness (1969), and Jonathan Bennett made it
explicit in Linguistic Behavior (1976).3

The realization emerges from the diagnosis of behaviorism’s inability
to eliminate behavior’s appearance of purposiveness, especially its
plasticity and persistence. But these apparently teleological features of
behavior were “inherited” from the thoughts, about environment and
target state, that drive behavior. Behavior is purposive because thought
is. Its intentionality, aboutness, content, is really a matter of fine-
grained teleology. To a first approximation, what makes a bit of the
brain, a neural circuit, a desire is the way it can combine with beliefs to
bring about some end, goal, or purpose. What makes a neural circuit
a belief is the way it can combine with desires to bring about some end,
goal, or purpose. The content of the desire is a description of the end;
the content of the belief is a description of the means – the facts about
the circumstances relevant to attainment of the desire.

The intentionality of thought is the teleology of the neural circuitry.
Therefore, it ought to succumb to a Darwinian analysis. So was borne
the program of teleosemantics, the strategy of showing how, as a result
of a Darwinian etiology, a brain state can be said to be about, to
contain information regarding something beyond itself, and thus reveal
how thought can be physical. This program is not just inevitable for
naturalism, it is the only one that can hope to succeed once it is

3 It was clear as far back as Dennett (1969) that consciousness can’t be by itself the
original source of intentionality. Perform aHumean thought experiment: look into
yourself. What’s intrinsically originally intentional about tokens moving through
consciousness? Their appearance of intentionality is just a matter of the pattern of
succession and association of these tokens passing through consciousness. Think of
the tokens passing through the conscious states of the newborn infant. What are
they “about”? Consciousness just obscures the fact that the ground of intention-
ality is in goal-directedness purpose.
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recognized that the essence of intentionality is its teleology. For there is
only one way that the appearance of teleology arises: the way Darwin
discovered. No wonder Leibniz wouldn’t have been able to detect
thought in the machinery of the brain. You can’t see past Darwinian
processes in present structures.

The approach of teleosemantics begins with a prior insight: the
taxonomy of common sense and science is largely “functional” and
not “structural” in the sense that most things are classified in terms of
their characteristic causes and effects, usually their effects. Consider the
noun “chair.” There is almost nothing in the meaning of the word that
restricts its material composition (a chair could bemade of dry ice), size
or shape (doll house chairs are chairs), number of legs (a three-legged
stool is a chair; so is a one-legged shooting stick), whether it has arms
(bar stools are chairs), and so on. A chair is by definition what can be
sat in, that is, something with effects in maintaining a certain posture.
The same must be said for psychological states such as beliefs, desires,
emotional states, memories, and perceptual states. They are, physical-
ists hold, all brain states, but their natures are given by their functional
roles. Their roles as bearers of content, as being about something, their
representational functions are their biological functions, what they and
their ancestors were shaped by, selected for, through a Darwinian
process of blind variation and natural selection. The classical illustra-
tion of how this thesis works is the frog snapping at flies.When the frog
snaps its tongue at a fly located at x, y, z, at time t, somewhere in
the neurology of the frog there is a set of neurons whose firing in the
presence of the fly caused the snapping. This set of neurons has the
content “fly at x, y, z, t” if and only if there is a Darwinian etiology,
a history of selection on ancestors of this frog that shaped their neurol-
ogy so that when the frog requires nutrition and flies are snappable, its
tongue snaps at them. We might even loosely say the firing of the
neurons means fly at x, y, z, t. Developing a theory of psychological
content out of this insight has been a forty-year program in the philo-
sophy of mind.

As noted earlier, something like this approach to content, aboutness,
intentionality must be correct because it is mandated by the recognition
that the appearance of purpose is always the result of blind variation
and natural selection. But this is too programmatical a consideration to
have much sway when it comes to solving the mind/body problem. So,
for forty years, working out the details of exactly how the Darwinian
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insight illuminates the mind has been the joint project of two genera-
tions of philosophers of mind. The programmatic consideration – that
this approach has to be right – should, like the gallows, focus our
attention. The stakes are high. For instance, if it pans out, we can
have a naturalistic epistemology without changing the subject, as in
the case of ethics. If it does not pan out, the alternatives are radical
indeed: dualism – the mind must really be some sort of spooky spiritual
substance – or eliminativism – content, aboutness, intentionality are
illusions.

One strong nonprogrammatical argument for teleosemantics begins
with the fact that cognitive states can misfire; we can be wrong, commit
errors or mistakes, and have false beliefs. This is a feature of thought
that seems to cry out for a Darwinian approach. The idea is that when
the frog snaps at a lead beebee at x, y, z, t, the content of the relevant
neurons is “fly at x, y, z, t” because that is what its biological function
is, and it is mistaken on this occasion. The biological function, the
“proper function” (a term that Millikan [1984] introduced), the
normal function (Neander’s [2012] term) is given by the Darwinian
etiology, in which the presence of flies, not beebees, shaped the
neurology of frogs. False content should turn out to be a matter of
malfunction. A lead beebee can trick the frog’s neuron’s into “fly at x,
y, z, t,” a falsehood that produces tongue snapping at a nonnutritional
object that is in fact harmful to the frog.

Another consideration strongly suggesting the rightness of this
approach is the way Darwin’s insight encompasses learning, both
operant and classical. The latter was selected for much earlier than
the former. It’s crucial to survival of the sea slug. We know its
molecular biology, thanks to Eric Kandel. Operant conditioning has
long been recognized as a species of Darwinian selection operating by
nongenetic transmissionwithin the organism’s lifetime (Dennett 1975):
at a certain level of neurological evolution, Darwinian processes hit on
operant mechanisms, which were then selected for owing to the fact
that the environment was changing too fast to be successfully tracked
by genetic variation in neural structures. As thesemechanisms improve,
animals show behavioral plasticity/persistence sensitive to more rapid
environmental changes. At this point, teleosemantics provides the
resources to attribute content to new neural states that are not
hardwired or built by previous reinforcement (selection) to produce
behavior appropriate to the environment. Dennett later developed the
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thesis that there is a hierarchy of Darwinian mechanisms producing
increasingly seemingly purposive behavior that is fine-grained and
environmentally appropriate, that is, adapted behaviors in four stages:
first, there are Darwinian creatures, whose behavior is hardwired, by
presumably hardwiring content in their neurology or what passes for it.
Consider amoebae, who are built to detect nutrient gradients and
whose motion-directing equipment can be accorded the content
“More sugar to the left of here” and is somehow about the
sugar. Second, Skinnerian creatures, whose neurology is sensitive to
operant conditioning, can acquire new content; pecking the blue key
will be followed by a food pellet appearing below the key. Third, there
are Popperian creatures, so called in honor of Popper’s observation that
thinking consists of generating variants and testing them in imagina-
tion – permitting “our hypotheses to die in our steads.” Popperian
creatures that that show even greater apparent purposiveness in beha-
vior, that is, even fine, more environmentally appropriate behavior
than Skinnerian creatures. They must do it by an inward Darwinian
process: there must be an inner environment that represents a great deal
about the actual environment and that selects among possible beha-
viors. Birds that can spontaneously figure out how to use a tool to
fashion another tool to reach insects they feed on provide examples.
Somewhere in the bird’s brain there is a set of neurons with content
“Bending this stick will enable me to reach a longer stick that will reach
down into the insect mound.” Finally, there are what Dennett calls
“Gregorian creatures,” after the cognitive neuroscientist Richard
Gregory, who first articulated the role of concepts in perception.
Gregorian creatures, like us, are capable of stocking their Popperian
inner environment with words, silent versions of external signs that
extend memory and inference vastly beyond the powers of Popperian
creatures.

These broad brush strokes are suggestive, but they don’t substitute
for careful analysis that shows how patterns of variation and filtration
shape specific representations – neural states –with content we can pin
down and be confident the neural circuitry actually bears. To illustrate
the point, the frog’s neural circuitry can’t really contain the thought
“fly at x, y, z, t,” for to do so, it would presumably have to have the
concept “fly,” and it is either doubtful that the frog has such a concept
or pointless to pursue experiments to decide whether it does so. “Fly at
x, y, z, t” is just a placeholder we use to identify the content, whatever it
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is, of those neurons. Teleosemantics is going to have to do better than
placeholders, at least for Popperian and Gregorian creatures, or give
a good reason why, despite its inability to do so, it should not be
deemed a failure, one that brings us face to face with dualism or
eliminativism.

It is worth following out some of the ways the program of teleose-
mantics proceeds: it’s the usual method of definitions, counterexample,
refinement. Let’s begin with the problem of distal content. When the
neurons tell the frog to snap its tongue in a certain direction, why is
their content a fly or, if not a fly (because it lacks the concept of “fly”),
something vaguer, such as “a dark object a centimeter or two in front of
the tongue”? Why couldn’t the content just be “incoming photons
distributed in a pattern previously associated with nutrition” or
“small black retinal excitation associated with pleasing taste” or even
just “pattern of action potentials coming from visual cortex previously
reinforced when associated with tongue snapping.” These contents less
distant (distal) than “fly” need to be ruled out, don’t they? So also
should more distal content be excluded, content that includes too
much, for example, “fly in the presence of photons that reflect off of
the fly.” A neat solution to this distal content problem suggested by
Millikan (1984) also adds important detail to a teleosemantic theory:
consider the downstream “consumers” of the neural state representing
“fly at x, y, z, t.” These “consumers” include the neural system and
eventually the digestive system of the frog, with the function of
converting food into energy. The selection process that brought about
these downstream digestive functions narrows the neural state’s con-
tent to being more like “food at x, y, z, t” than “fly at x, y, z, t.” And
they rule out at least some other things as content, such as retinal
images or the photons that reflect off the fly, because there is no
distinctive historical pattern of variation and selection for responding
to retinal images or photons qua food. Moreover, the neural signals
from the retina through the visual cortex to the neural circuits that do
have the content “food at x, y, z, t”were selected for, but only because
they were the means by which the frog responded to flies and not vice
versa. Thus teleosemantics employs the notion of a selective etiology to
zero in on the “right” distal object – food – as the content of the neural
state. Still it seems unreasonable to attribute the concept “food” or
“chow” or “tasty stuff” or any other concept describable in human
vocabulary to the frog, even as we recognize the fine-grained
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environmental appropriateness, the adaptiveness of, the neural states
of the frog. Moreover, the selection history that shaped these neurons
to output signals to the tongue from inputs caused by flies in fact
selected for such inputs only when caused by healthy flies, in the
absence of predatory birds, etc., where the “etc.” needs to be unpacked
by indefinitely many factors that might reduce frog fitness. Yet the
neural content cannot reasonably include all these qualifications on
“fly” or “food” or “yummy stuff at x, y, z, t.”

Of course, frogs are very limited in their abilities to fine-tune their
behavior, including their tongue-snapping behavior, even through
operant conditioning. But mammals, especially primates and, more to
the point, humans, engage in complex learning. This higher learning
leads to such fine-grained behavioral discriminations that attributing
concept to them is uncontroversial. What we learn, for example,
linguistic behavior, shows the systematicity of the thought that pro-
duces it. We therefore need to have an idea of how teleosemantics deals
with the systematicity of human thought and that of other primates
perhaps. It was Chomsky who first emphasized this feature, especially
as it reflects itself in language. Teleosemantics certainly can accommo-
date inborn, innate, or hardwired recursive computational algorithms
selected for to provide adaptive synaptic and grammatical structure to
thought and through it to speech (especially once cooperation became
required for survival [see earlier]). It can quite happily build complex
thought out of stored neural states each of which is shaped by separate
selective histories, whether Darwinian in the case of innate concepts, if
any, or Skinnerian, Popperian, or Gregorian learning conditioning (all
operated by versions of “long-term potentiation” – the mechanism of
information storage in the brain) in the language of the neuroscientist.

But the problem of carving out the right distal object as the “topic” in
Dretske’s terms (Dretske 1989) of the neural content is the tip of a large
iceberg. There is also the problem of specifying the “comment” in
Dretske’s terms, what the thought “says” about its object: can
a teleosemantic approach specify the content of neural states enough
to match up with content ascriptions that common sense ascribes or
that cognitive science requires or that solve the physicalists’mind/body
problem? These may not all be the same, but it seems unlikely that
teleosemantics can do them all. The problem it faces is identified by
Fodor (1990): the disjunction problem. Owing to a long history of
selection for neural circuitry that leads the frog’s tongue to snap at flies,
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the frog’s tongue also snaps at occasional lead beebees.When it does so,
why is the content of the neural circuitry the falsehood “fly at x, y, z, t”
instead of the truth “fly or beebee at x, y, z, t”? What in principle is the
difference between misrepresentation and disjunctive representation?
Since adding a disjunct that converts a false content into a true one is
always logically permissible in a content attribution, the question
emerges, “How can teleosemantics distinguish any malfunctions,
such as false beliefs from well-functioning disjunctive beliefs?”
The problem gets worse, according to Fodor. Consider biologically
significant properties that are always instantiated together, such
as being warm-blooded and bearing live young. These distinct proper-
ties are universally coinstantiated in the environment. Two properties
always coinstantiated can’t make separable contributions to the selec-
tion of neural circuits by the environment. Accordingly, neural circuits
that are about the instantiation of two such properties cannot differ in
teleosemantic, that is, Darwinian, that is. biologically identifiable,
content.

The right conclusion to draw is that the content of neural circuitry
really is indeterminate, or at least far less determinate than the content
of natural language in the hands of clever philosophers can construct.
Well before teleosemantics hit its stride, Quine had warned us about
the epistemic underdetermination of content by behavior, and now
teleosemantics reveals that content is in fact indeterminate. Dennett
put it poignantly way back in 1969, invoking the dog’s interest in
a particular T-bone instead of the frog’s interest in flies: “What the
dog recognizes this object as is something for which there is no English
word, which should not surprise us –why should the differentiations of
a dog’s brain match the differentiations of dictionary English?” (p. 85).
But what about the differentiations of a competent English speaker’s
brain? Should they line up with theOxford English Dictionary? What
if they don’t?

The intentionality, the content, the aboutness, the meaning of writ-
ten inscriptions and spoken sounds derives from the neural circuits that
produce them. The specific way in which neural circuits endow marks
and noises with meaning was first begun to be made explicit by Grice
(1957). To Searle (1980) we owe the distinction between original
intentionality – what the neural circuits have – and derived intention-
ality – what speech, writing, and symbols have owing to their neural
causes. But, if neural circuitry is indeterminate in its content, then so is
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the content, the meaning of all speech and writing. No matter how
precisely one wants to express oneself, there is no precision to be had.
Take any sentence token, no matter how simple, “The cat is on the
mat,” or how specific, “2 + 2 = 4,” and there is no unique proposition
the inscription expresses because the neural state that gives it its
intentionality has no unique propositional content – and that is the
only place content can come from. In other words, the differentiations
of the English speakers’ brains don’t match the differentiations of
dictionary English or Serbo-Croatian, Mongolian, and so on. Is that
serious? Couldn’t it turn out that every one speaks an idiolect, the
product of the unique Darwinian consequence-etiology that trained
up each of us to speak our natural languages? With enough overlap,
there wouldn’t really be a breakdown in communication anyone would
notice. But this isn’t the conclusion we have to draw. A much more
radical outcome faces us. If our neural circuits all lack unique proposi-
tional content, then they lack all propositional content. Why? Well,
there will be no finite disjunction of propositions that constitutes their
propositional contents either because the disjunction would be
a unique proposition too. To say that a finitely large (in fact, very
small) neural circuit contains, is about, means, an infinitely long pro-
position (even one we can “identify” by some fancy recursion) is
a subtle means of acknowledging the conclusion that it’s not about
any proposition at all.

This conclusion should surprise and disturb us, for it turns out not
that everything we say or write is ineliminatively vague, without spe-
cific content, not just that the content of what we think cannot with any
precision be expressed by any natural language. It turns out that there
really isn’t any propositional content at all in the neural circuits despite
their fine-grained control of apparently purposive behavior, including
speech and writing.

The attribution of specific contents to utterance and inscription is, as
Dennett observed long ago, “just” a stance, an instrument, a heuristic
technique, indispensible for creatures such as us to make our ways in the
world. And now we understand the Darwinian processes through which
it emerged andwhy it did so – to move us from the bottom of the savanna
food chain to the top. There is no independent fact of the matter about
what humans or any other sentient creatures think, that is, what their
thoughts are about. Thoroughgoing Darwinians will understand what is
going on here. Recall that Darwin’s breakthrough was to banish purpose
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from the world, not make it safe for science. Teleosemantics does the
same thing for content: it ends up forcing us to be as eliminativist
about intentional content as its parent, Darwinian theory, ends up
forcing us to be eliminativist about purposes. Just as the appearance
of purpose turns out to be the reality of blind variation/environmen-
tal filtration, so the appearance of content turns out to be the same
thing. If the essence of intentionality is teleology, of course, this
conclusion was fated long ago.

But if content is an illusion foisted on us, like purpose, what can we
make of speech and writing? Darwin’s universal acid has eaten through
too much. It has made a mockery even of the claim that there is no
content, meaning, intentionality, derived or original, for that matter.
The inscription you have just read turns out to have no content because
there is no such thing.

Eliminativist materialism has always been criticized as self-refuting:
“I believe that there are no beliefs,” says the eliminative materialist.
The claim that there is no original intentionality has no derived
intentionality. Accordingly, it has no truth value, or if it does, then it
has all the semantic virtues of the sentence, “This sentence is false.”
Somuch theworse for eliminativematerialism.Now it seems, however,
that Darwin’s insight threatens to drive everyone who embraces it into
the eliminativists’ cul-de-sac.

Propositions are true or false. Sentences express propositions and
derive their truth values from the truth values of the propositions they
express. The intentionality – the propositions sentences that “express,”
“contain,” are “about” – is supposed to be derived from the
intentionality of thoughts directed at these propositions. If neural cir-
cuitry doesn’t have these propositions as content, then neither do the
sentences we utter and write. Darwinian acid has eaten right through
the meaning of the statements that express it.

The challenge to the Darwinian naturalist is nothing less than the
development of aworkable alternative to all themachinery required for
semantic evaluability – syntax, semantics, a substitute for truth and
falsity, and a naturalistic account of justification, argument, reason –

for without a causal account of justification, then no matter what
substitute for truth or falsity of thoughts a Darwinian approach pro-
vides, it won’t be able coherently to argue for it.
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Can Naturalism Avoid the Burn of Darwinian Acid?

What are the prospects for a naturalistic account of justification and
reason? Dennett has explicitly addressed this challenge in some of his
most recent work (“The Evolution of Reasons” [2013]; page references
inwhat follows are all to this essay). An examination of his approach to
reason in a Darwinian world shows how hard it will be to make the
case. He starts on familiar ground, noting that we have an “unsuppres-
sible” proclivity for reading meaning and purpose into things, an
instinct we share with other animals, one “as much in need of
a biological account as the distraction display of birds” (p. 59).
The account will not only explain but it will also vindicate reason,
meaning, design, and purpose in human thought by revealing their
existence in nature so that all we have to do is read them off our own
experience of the environment:

The biosphere is utterly saturated with design, with purpose, with reasons.
What I call the design stance predicts and explains features throughout the
living world using exactly the same assumptions that work so well when we
reverse engineer artifacts made by (somewhat) intelligent human designers.
Evolution by natural selection is a set of processes that “find” and “track”
reasons for things to be arranged one way rather than another. (p. 49)

For the process of natural selection to find and to track reasons, at least
some reasons have to obtain prior to the process that finds them and
tracks them; reasons need to play a nonteleological, purely causal role
in nature. That is, naturalism will have to provide a purely causal
analysis of justification. “Wherever there are reasons, there is room
for, and a need for, some kind of justification and the possibility of
correction” (p. 51). We need to show how “[e]volution by natural
selection starts with how come and arrives at what for.” As Dennett
recognizes, “We start with a lifeless world in which there are lots of
causes but no reasons, no purposes at all. There are just processes that
happen to generate other processes until at some ‘point’ (but don’t look
for a bright line) we find it appropriate to describe the reasons why
some things are arranged as they now are” (pp. 50–1).
The appropriateness of this finding, however, can’t just be a matter of
a stance that is convenient for our survival. The emergence of reasons
from causes has to be a fact about nature. Let’s consider whether
Dennett’s recipe does this.
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There are, he notes, two kinds of norms and modes of correction:
Pittsburgh normativity and Consumer Reports normativity.
The former are created only once humans begin to communicate.
Consumer Reports normativity emerged long before humans, indeed
long before metazoans. It is the instrumental normativity of hypothe-
tical imperatives, “quality control or efficiency, the norms of engineer-
ing” (p. 51). “Wherever there are What for reasons an implicit
[instrumental] norm may be invoked: real reasons supposed always
to be good reasons, reasons that justify the feature in question.
No demand for justification is implied by any How come question”
(p. 51).

How do the What for reasons and their accompanying norms
emerge? Start with the prebiotic realm of molecules in motion, combin-
ing and breaking up in accordance with the stoichiometric equations of
chemistry and the laws of thermodynamics. Given world enough and
time, say, 10 billion years or so, these mindless processes will produce
some local chemical equilibria – hydrophobic lipid bilayers are an
example familiar from every coffee cup with a bit of cream in it.

Imagine we are back in the early days of this process where persistence is on
the verge of turning intomultiplication andwe see a proliferation of the same
type of item where before there was none and ask, “Why are we seeing these
here?” The question is becoming equivocal. For now there is both a narrative
answer, how come, and, for the first time, a justification, what for.
We are confronting a situation in which some chemical structures are
present while chemically possible structures are absent, and what we are
looking at are things that are better at persisting/reproducing in the local
circumstances than the alternatives . . . In other words there are reasons why
the parts are shaped and ordered as they are. (p. 53)

Is it supposed to be obvious that when thermodynamic noise pro-
duces some molecules that are more stable than others, the causes
become reasons, the How comes turn into What fors? Are there really
reasons, justifications for the presence of molecules that combine sta-
bility and replicability?

Consider a scenario that differs only in the order of events but is
equally thermodynamically possible: through random chemical reac-
tions, several molecule configurations come into existence that all
replicate, either because they serve as templates or catalyze the synth-
esis of other copies of themselves or one another or otherwise make the
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conditions for their synthesis thermodynamically favorable. How
come? Thermodynamic churning. What for? No reason at all. If just
one of them is more stable than the others, lasts longer before succumb-
ing to random shocks that break it up, its numbers will begin to
increase. There are answers to the How come question, “How did
this particular distribution of these particular molecules come
about?” But the question “What did these particular distributions
come about for?” seems entirely unmotivated. They didn’t come
about for anything. In describing one of these molecules, it’s a stretch
to ask what is the “function” of the covalent bond here or the methyl
group there. It looks like a job for Cummins’ (1975) “causal role” kind
of function, but at most it’s going to need for the selected-effects
Darwinian kind of function several rounds of replication. No What
fors, just severalHow comes. But Dennett sees this empty glass half full:

We can reverse any reproducing entity, determining its good and bad, and
sayingwhy it is good or bad. This is the birth of reasons, and it is satisfying to
note that it is a case of Darwinism about Darwinism: we see a proto-
Darwinian algorithm morphing into a Darwinian algorithm, the gradual
emergence of the species of reasons out of the species of mere causes, what
fors out of how comes, with no essential dividing lines between them. (p. 54)

Here, as in the case of the naturalization of ethical values, one wants to
ask what’s so special about replication, about copying, about repro-
duction? The question is not just rhetorical because depending on what
counts as replication, there will be many cases of it that engender no
temptation to poseWhat for questions. For example, consider a line of
computer code that takes as input lines of code and produces copies of
them. Start with a data set of random inputs, including one copy of the
line of code itself. When this program takes itself in as a line of code, it
produces a copy of itself. The other lines of code do nothing to inputs to
them. Given world enough and time, the number of copies of the self-
replicating code proliferates exponentially. There is no temptation to
ask What for: what is the replicating code replicating for, what is any
part of the replicating code doing for it.

Once he has reasons, Dennett is prepared to ascribe them
promiscuously: “Sponges do things for reasons, bacteria do things for
reasons. But they don’t have the reasons. They don’t need to have the
reasons” (p. 56). One can’t help but be reminded of the confusion
caused by Leibniz’s misnamed “Principle of Sufficient Reason.”
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We use the word “reason” somewhat casually when what we mean is
“cause.” In these two cases of sponges and bacteria, it’s not just easy to
replace “reasons” with “causes.” It is mandatory, on pain of commit-
ting a version of what Ruskin (1856) called “the pathetic fallacy.”

The sequence in Dennett’s narrative doesn’t take us fromHow come
toWhat for. At most, it takes us from the physical reality to the design
stance, from causal processes entirely free of teleology to descriptions
of them that impose a heuristically useful teleological overlay. And
Dennett’s own peroration reveals as much:

We can have our cake and eat it too. We can use the intentional stance to
discover and articulate the reasons evolution (mother nature) has mindlessly
unearthed . . . We can use the intentional stance with a clear conscience, but
only because Darwin has shown us how to cash out the intentional language
in suitably austere talk about algorithmic processes of design generation and
refinement. Darwin showed us how to get to what for from how come.
Darwinian what for explanation coexists with its obligatory how come
backing . . . we use what for speculative hypotheses to help us frame
testable how come hypotheses to test. (p. 61)

If Darwin had in fact shown us how to cash out intentional language,
we wouldn’t need to treat it as a stance.We could help ourselves to it as
“real,” not just a device creatures like us use to guide the formulation of
purely causal hypotheses about how come things are arranged the way
they are. Still, the passage indicates that Dennett recognizes the
“stakes” in this matter. The intentional stance needs backing.
The only backing that will work is provided by Darwin’s analysis of
the only way the appearance of purpose can arise in a physical world,
a way that shows that the appearance isn’t real. So, in the end, Darwin
doesn’t make the world any safer for reasons than he does for purposes.

This should be no surprise because, as Dennett’s arguments show,
the concept of reason, as in “reason for,” is built on real purposes, not
their Darwinian nonpurposive replacements.

For all its achievements in solving, dissolving, and otherwise settling
a raft of perennial philosophical problems, naturalism’s greatest chal-
lenges lie before it. If it can surmount them, the philosopher who
hitches his or her wagon to the sciences will be able at last to rest easier
about the agenda of our discipline’s problems. Meanwhile, we philo-
sophers inspired by Darwin will have to take Hume’s counsel to speak
with the vulgar while we try hard to think with the learned.
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3 Animal Evolution and the Origins of
Experience
peter godfrey-smith

Introduction

How can we find a way to understand the simplest and most basic
forms of subjective experience? What is the set of living organisms for
which it feels like something to be one of those organisms? When did
this phenomenon begin, and what was its earliest form?

The intrinsic interest of these questions is obvious, I take it, and they
are important in at least two other ways. Progress here should help in
other areas of philosophy ofmind, including themost basic debates about
how mental and physical are related. To this you might say: attempts to
answer my questions won’t help with the mind/body problem itself, but
rather would be helped by resolving (if we can) the more fundamental
questions. However, it may be that if we better understand the relations
between simpler and more complex forms, this will help us to see how
subjective experience can have a basis in the material. I think that the
shape of an eventual theory will be one that relates the material to the
living, the living to the cognitive, and subjective experience to the kind of
cognitive operations that living systems engage in. In a companion paper
to this chapter (forthcoming), I address the first couple of these relation-
ships in detail. In this chapter, I discuss the later ones, looking especially
at the evolution of animal life and how stages in animal evolution might
be related to subjective experience.

These issues are also pressing in a more practical way. Here I have in
mind ethical questions about the treatment of animals in farming, experi-
mentation, and elsewhere. Questions about how we should treat animals

Earlier versions of this chapter were presented at the 2014 Harvard University
Symposium “Animal Consciousness: Evidence and Implications,” organized by
Dale Peterson, Irene Pepperberg, and Richard Wrangham and at the 2015
Macquarie University Conference “Understanding Complex Animal Cognition,”
organized by Rachael Brown. I am grateful to members of the audiences at both
talks for helpful comments, and also to Diana Reiss, Rosa Cao, and Jane Sheldon.
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of various kinds are closely connected to questions about subjective
experience, especially questions about suffering. A plausible view is that
whenwe are dealingwith an organismwith no subjective experience at all,
there are few ethical concerns about ways we might treat it. Or perhaps
there are some concerns, but they are different from those that apply in the
case of an animal that has the capacity to suffer – questions in environ-
mental ethics may still apply, for example. For animals that do have
subjective experience, especially of a negative kind (pain and suffering),
there is a strong initial case that this should be factored into decisions
about howwe treat them. In those discussions, the important questions are
not evolutionary per se, but about the distribution of subjective experience
among present animals. Does a fish or crab have any subjective experience
at all? But evolutionary questions are connected to these questions.

The next section sets up the topics of this chapter in more detail and
sketches some features of evolution before animal life. I then look at the
early history of animals, focusing on stages that seem likely to have
some relation to the evolution of subjective experience. The last section
looks at the relation between the evolutionary history and recent work
in neurobiology and philosophy of mind.

Subjective Experience and Early Evolution

I said that the aim is to understand subjective experience. Howdoes this
relate to questions about consciousness? It is common now to use the
word “consciousness” in a broad way, to cover all kinds of subjective
experience. Distinctions might then be made between different kinds of
consciousness, some more complicated than others. I don’t think there
is any error in setting things this up this way, but it’s not the best.
An earlier way of framing the issues, seen more often in the 1980s,
distinguished three main problems for philosophy of mind: “qualia,”
“consciousness,” and “intentionality.” The problem of “qualia” was
seen as the problem of explaining the first-person feel of the mental,
“intentionality” involves semantic content or “aboutness,” and “con-
sciousness” was seen as a sophisticated kind of mentality, with special
features on both the cognitive and qualitative (subjectively felt) side.

Now “qualia” and “consciousness” are often seen as amounting
to the same thing, not because of an argument for reduction of one to
the other, but because there is only one phenomenon to consider.
If there is something it feels like to be a system, then the system is
said to be conscious or have some kind or degree of consciousness
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(Nagel 1974).1 I prefer the earlier setup and think the difference is not
merely verbal. “Qualia” was a very unattractive term, but it fit quite
naturally with the idea that some organisms might undergo very simple
forms of experience that are distinct from anything we would usually
call consciousness. I wonder whether squid feel pain, for example, but
I don’t think of this as wondering whether they are conscious beings.
“Sentient” is a better adjective for the more general property, and some
people do use that term, though it is not a common one in philosophy,
and many would probably say that consciousness can be understood
very broadly, and to wonder whether a squid feels pain is to wonder
whether it is phenomenally conscious.

In this chapter, the phrase “subjective experience” will be used more
broadly than “consciousness”; a system undergoes subjective experience
when there is something it feels like to be that system. “Qualitative” (in
a sense derived from “qualia”) will be used as an adjective for the felt
features of those mental states that are subjectively experienced.
“Consciousness” is something beyond mere subjective experience, some-
thing richer or more sophisticated, though it is hard to say how this is best
understood, and several different kinds of sophistication might be rele-
vant – a topic for another chapter. I’ll use the term “cognitive” in a broad
way for the processes in organisms that manage sensory input, establish
and access memories, control behavior, and so on. I don’t assume that an
information-processing or computational view of all these processes is the
right view (though it might be). I want a general term for the side of the
mental that involves behavioral control and intelligence.

The next sectionwill work through some of the history of animal life.
Before that, I will describe some of the evolutionary setting before
animals, especially because it’s important to appreciate that
a substantial amount of cognitive or proto-cognitive capacity was in
place before animals evolved.

Suppose that we approach the history of life from the point of view of
functionalism in philosophy of mind, looking for the initial evolution
of perception, memory, and behavioral control – the things function-
alism tells us are important in giving a physical system psychological
properties. All these capacities evolved well before animals did, and
some are seen in quite sophisticated forms even in single-celled organ-
isms, including prokaryotes (bacteria and archaea). Bacteria, for exam-
ple, can track and respond to desirable and undesirable chemicals in

1 Chalmers (1996) also frames things this way.
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their environments in very effective ways. Escherichia coli bacteria
control their swimming with a form of short-term memory. At each
time step, the bacterium compares the chemicals it is presently sensing
with those encountered a few seconds before. If conditions are better
now than they were a moment ago, the cell continues along the line it
has been following. If conditions are getting worse, it randomly “tum-
bles.” This system is much more sophisticated than the usual
philosophical example of bacterial behavior, magnetotaxis, especially
because it involves something beyond the simplest relations between
input and output.2 The present stimulus has a significance that depends
on the preceding time step.

Bacteria are prokaryotes, cells with no nucleus that also lack further
internal structures that other single-celled organisms have.
An important event before the evolution of animals was the evolution
of eukaryotic cells, which are larger and more complicated and whose
initial evolution features the engulfing of one prokaryote (a bacterium)
by another (an archaean) something like 1.5 billion years ago. One
feature of eukaryotic cells that is especially important to the evolution
of behavior is the cytoskeleton. This is a skeleton-like internal collec-
tion of fibers whose movements can be chemically controlled.
In particular, they can contract. This makes possible changes in the
cells’ overall shape and is the beginning of nontrivial manipulation of
objects and new kinds of locomotion. Single-celled eukaryotes also
evolved richer forms of sensing, such as detecting the direction of light.3

Transitions in Animal Life

From a world of the more complex single-celled organisms just
described, the evolution of multicellularity occurred perhaps a dozen
times, independently, with different results. One of these gave rise to
animals.

2 For the Escherichia coli system, see Baker et al. (2006). For magnetotaxis, see
Dretske (1986) but also O’Malley (2014).

3 See Spang et al. (2015) for an important bridge between prokaryotes and
eukaryotes with respect to quasi-behavioral capacities in unicellular organisms.
For the evolution of light sensing and vision in unicellular organisms, see Jékely
(2009).
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Multicellularity

Animals are a branch of multicellular organisms originating perhaps
800–900 million years ago. There is much uncertainty about the dates
and the pattern of the first branchings in this part of evolutionary tree
of life. I’ll work provisionally in this chapter within a fairly traditional
view of the history of animals. This view has been challenged, but
debates about the first events do not have too many consequences for
the principles central to this chapter.

Though sensing and the control of behavior were not animal inven-
tions, multicellularity made possible great shifts in the evolution of
these capacities because it enabled a specialization of sensing and acting
parts within the larger unit. This division of labor requires interaction
between parts – some sort of effect of one cell on another in real time.
There are various ways to do this, and some of it can be achieved
without a nervous system, but only a small range of extant animals
do not have nervous systems – sponges, placozoa, and a few reduced
oddities whose ancestors had and lost them.4 So that is the next step to
consider.

Nervous Systems

Nervous systems arose perhaps 700million years ago. There is ongoing
debate about whether they arose once or several times, but they cer-
tainly evolved early and are present in nearly all animals. For someone
interested in the evolution of subjective experience, this might look like
the transition, the landmark. And so it may be, but I said all that
without addressing the question of what a nervous system is. This is
not a question with a straightforward answer.

Nervous systems enable interactions between cells with respect to
their electrical properties. Cells can “depolarize” – the usual charge
difference across a cell membrane can be lost and quickly restored.
Nervous systems induce patterns of these changes in collections of cells.
Those features, however, are also seen outside animals – depolarization
of cells and effects of one cell on another’s electrical properties.
Suppose that the category neuron were to be understood purely in
terms of excitability and cell-cell interaction; perhaps any cell is

4 See Jékely et al. (2015).
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a neuron if it is electrically excitable and can influence another cell’s
electrical excitation bymeans of chemical intermediaries or more direct
effect. If this is what a neuron is, then various organisms that are
usually called “nonneural” do have neurons, including some plants.5

This broad functional definition of a neuron is quite a reasonable one,
though it is at odds with many habits of description in biology. What
might a reasonable, narrower definition look like? In a paper about
early nervous systems that I co-wrote with Gáspár Jékely and Fred
Keijzer (2015), we opted for a definition that combines functional and
morphologic elements: a neuron is an electrically excitable cell that
influences another cell by means of electrical or secretory mechanisms
and whose morphology includes specialized projections. Neurons in
this sense are restricted to animals, as far as we know. A nervous system
can be understood as a system made up, in part, of cells of this kind.

There might appear to be an element of arbitrariness in adding this
morphologic criterion about projections to narrow down what counts
as a neuron. As I said, I think there’s nothing wrong with the broader
definition. But the combination of excitability, chemical signaling, and
a morphology with projections is an important one; it enables nervous
systems to achieve specific patterns of cell-cell interaction, especially
interactions that are tightly targeted, even over long distances.
An important and almost exceptionless generalization can also
be stated: all and only organisms with neurons (in the narrower sense
just defined) also have muscle cells. Muscle and neurons seem to have
coevolved.6

Did neurons evolve once or several times? This has been debated at
length over recent years due to changes in our understanding of the early
evolutionary branchings in animal history.7 A traditional view has it that
sponges are the “sister group” to all other animals: there is an evolu-
tionary branching deep in the past that goes on one side to sponges and
on the other to all other animals. Another possibility, based on genetic
evidence, is that comb jellies, or ctenophores, are the sister group to all
other animals, including sponges. In other words, there is an early evolu-
tionary branching that goes on one side to ctenophores and on the other
to other animals including sponges. Ctenophores used to be groupedwith

5 For a review, see Volkov and Markin (2014).
6 For the exceptions, see Jékely et al. (2015).
7 For this debate, see Moroz (2015) and Jékely et al. (2015).
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jellyfish – and some researchers still think this is correct – but a number of
recent papers have made the case that ctenophores are more distant from
us than any other living animal. The debate is important because sponges
do not have nervous systems, while ctenophores do. If ctenophores are
the sister group to all other animals, then either nervous systems evolved
at least twice (once for ctenophores and once for everyone else) or the
ancestors of sponges had nervous systems and lost them.

Figure 1 represents some animal groups and their evolutionary rela-
tionships. To keep things simple, in this figure I leave out ctenophores
altogether. The term “neuralian” was introduced by Claus Nielsen
(2008) for all animals with nervous systems. When he introduced the
term, Nielsen assumed that the neuralia are a single branch of the tree –
a “clade.” (Any portion of an evolutionary tree such as that in Figure 1 is
a clade if it can be generated by picking a point on the tree and including
all organisms downstream of it.) Nielsen assumed that ctenophores were
located somewhere internal to the neuralian clade. If ctenophores belong
outside sponges in Figure 1, then animals with nervous systems do not
form a clade. It would be a bit unusual to keep the term “neuralian” if

Figure 1 A representation of some early branchings in the animal part of the
tree of life with dates (in millions of years, not to scale) tentatively associated
with some events. Names along the top designate some of the main groups
within animals. The italicized and capitalized labels show the initial
appearance of broad kinds of organisms important to this chapter. First is the
evolution ofmetazoa, or animals; then neuralia, animals with nervous systems
(or perhaps a subset of these animals [see the main text]); then bilaterians,
animals with bilaterally symmetrical bodies, including ourselves.
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that is how things turn out, but I am going to set this issue aside and
allow that there might also be neuralia outside Figure 1.8 This does not
affect the points made later in this chapter because my focus will be on
evolution in the organisms that are represented in the figure.

Suppose for a moment that nervous systems were a one-time animal
invention. Again, this might look like the landmark for the early
evolution of the mind. But what were the first nervous systems doing
for their owners? One natural assumption is that these early nervous
systems played a simpler version of the same sort of role – coordinating
perception with action – that is seen now in us. In bacteria, in early
animals, and in ourselves, a crucial task is coordinating what is per-
ceived with what is done, and nervous systems evolved in animals to
enable this in an especially complex way.

Perhaps this is right, but we should not simply assume it. First, many
things present-day nervous systems do aren’t a matter of controlling
behavior, and these may have been important in the early stages;
nervous systems often control aspects of development and
physiology.9 And evenwithin behavior, there is a possible discontinuity
between then and now. The ideas I’ll sketch next draw on a paper by
Fred Keijzer, Marc van Duijn, and Pam Lyon (2013), building on
earlier work by Carl Pantin (1956).

When people imagine the role of early nervous systems, they often
picture a flowchart starting with perception and terminating with
behavior. Behavior itself is taken for granted: something is done. But
how is it done? In the case of a multicellular animal, it is a substantial
task to perform a coherent behavior at all, coordinating the microacts
of cells into a useful macroact by the whole organism. There’s an
important internal coordination role that nervous systems play,
which is distinct from their role in coordinating perception with action.

I noted earlier the coevolution of nervous systems and muscle.
Without muscle, an animal can’t do much. Motion then must be
achieved with cilia (little hairs), whose powers are limited. Keijzer
and his co-authors argue that it was the demands of coordinating
muscle action into useful behavior that first gave rise to the patterns

8 As well as sponges, Placozoa are animals without a nervous system. I’ve not
marked them on the tree. They are thought to have branched off later than
sponges but earlier than cnidarians.

9 These roles are discussed in more detail in Jékely, Keijzer, and Godfrey-Smith
(2015).
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of interaction between cells associated with nervous systems. Guidance
from the senses in simple animals can be done nonneurally, at least in
large part. They suspect that the first nervous system evolved as a way
to control a complex new effector system –muscle – in something that
might have looked like an early cnidarian (present-day cnidarians
include jellyfish, corals, and anemones). In some of the preceding
passages I assumed what Keijzer and his co-authors call an “input-
output” role for nervous systems – the emphasis was on a division of
labor between some cells specializing in sensing, others in acting.
Keijzer and colleagues want to challenge this assumption. Early ner-
vous systems might have had a lot to do with just pulling the animal
together.

So far these are points of principle, regarding possibilities for early
nervous systems and their function. Is there any way to make claims
about how things actually went? I will raise some possibilities (which
depart now from the views of Keijzer, van Duijn, and Lyon).

Before 600 million years ago or so, we have no idea what the lives of
animals were like. The only evidence that animals existed at all, and
had nervous systems, is genetic evidence. The branching point that
connects humans and cnidarians, for example, was probably earlier
than 650 million years ago.10 Then we reach a period now called the
“Ediacaran” (635–540 million years ago), from which some soft-
bodied animals are preserved as fossils. Once we find animals whose
lives we can say something about, we see something of philosophical
interest. Many Ediacaran animals seem to have lived on the sea floor,
grazing onmicrobes or filter feeding. Some appear to have beenmobile,
and some probably had nervous systems. What were they doing with
them? We can make some defeasible inferences from their bodies.
Ediacaran animals have no legs, no antennae, no sign of complicated
eyes, no shells, no spines, and no claws. They had none of the bodily
tools of complex interaction between animals and none of the obvious
tools of complex real-time behavior at all. There appears to have been
little or no predation – there are no fossils of half-eaten individuals.11

In Mark McMenamin’s apt term (1998), it seems to have been
“The Garden of Ediacara.”

10 Here I draw on Petersen et al. (2008).
11 There is just one possible known exception, some Cloudina fossils from the late

Ediacaran.
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If we employ the distinction introduced earlier between internal
coordination and input-output roles for early nervous systems, then
this feature of the fossil record suggests that in the Ediacaran, a lot of
what nervous systems did was internal coordination. What was going
on that needed reacting to? Not much; lives appear to have been quite
self-contained. Nervous systems in the Ediacaran may have functioned
mostly in “pulling the animal” together, as I put it earlier, enabling
simple locomotion and feeding and controlling physiology and devel-
opment without complex real-time sensorimotor arcs being present at
all.

Another piece of evidence may push in a different direction, how-
ever. This comes from the evolution of associative learning. Standard
frameworks in learning theory distinguish between “classical” and
“instrumental” conditioning. Classical conditioning, exemplified by
Pavlov’s dogs, is a means by which correlations between stimuli can
be tracked – a behavior apt as a response to A comes to be produced in
response also to B when B is a predictor of A. Instrumental condition-
ing is learning to produce (or avoid) behaviors that have been pre-
viously followed by good (or bad) consequences (or such consequences
in specific situations). The origins of associative learning are unclear,
but classical conditioning is very widespread across bilaterian
animals – animals with left-right symmetry, such as ourselves.12

Within this group, classical conditioning is seen in animals as simple
as nematodes, which have only 302 neurons. Instrumental condition-
ing, in contrast, has been seen (so far) only in invertebrates with larger
nervous systems, such as crabs, various insects, and some mollusks.13

Classical conditioning still may have evolved independently in
bilaterians a number of times, but suppose, for the sake of argument,
that it evolved once and was passed down many lines from there. If so,
it probably evolved something like 600 million years ago, either in the
Ediacaran or before it. The function of classical conditioning seems tied
very much to an input-output role for nervous systems; it is a tool for
dealing with external patterns, not a tool for internal coordination.
(Instrumental conditioning, in contrast, has both roles.) If classical

12 See Perry et al. (2013) for a review. They also accept a single finding of classical
conditioning in an anemone, an animal outside the bilaterians. This would push
a single origin for classical conditioning further back in time or else be an
independent origination of the ability.

13 See Perry et al. (2013) again.
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conditioning evolved in or around the Ediacaran, it makes it less likely
that nervous systems at this time were concerned mostly with internal
coordination.

Neither of these historical arguments is strong, though both point
toward directions from which further evidence might come.

Sensorimotor Complexity and CABs

At the end of the Ediacaran, we reach the Cambrian “explosion,”when
many new kinds of animal appear in the fossil record. From these
bodies we can again make inferences – stronger ones this time –

about lifestyles. From the early Cambrian, we do see legs, antennae,
complicated eyes, shells, spines, and claws. There is much controversy
and rampant speculation about the Cambrian, but a family of main-
stream views has particular importance here.14 These views hold that at
least one important thing that happened in the Cambrian was a process
of “feedback” that linked the evolution of behavior and bodies inmany
groups. This shift may have first taken place in arthropods (which now
include insects and back then also included trilobites). Whether arthro-
pods were first or not, the evolution of more complex behavior in some
animals seems to have made life more complicated for others. In the
early Cambrian, predation arose – seen clearly in the fossils – and with
predation a series of “arms races” appear to have followed, improving
the senses and the means for bodily action. The evolution of rapid and
fine-grained behavior in one animal makes the choices of others more
acute. Parker (2003) has argued that a crucial event in this process was
the evolution of image-forming eyes. Another possibility is that eyes
were part of a suite of important features that evolved together. Either
way, the details of what was going on around an animal came tomatter
to its life and prospects. This rather obvious feature of present-day
animal life may not have been in place at all before the Cambrian.

The coevolutionary processes of this time linked senses, behaviors,
and bodies. Michael Trestman, in a useful categorization (2013, p. 81),
marks out what he calls complex active bodies:

This is a cluster of related properties including: (1) articulated and
differentiated appendages; (2) many degrees of freedom of controlled
motion; (3) distal senses (e.g. “true” eyes); (4) anatomical capability for

14 See Marshall (2006) and Budd and Jensen (2015).
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active, distal-sense-guided mobility (fins, legs, jet propulsion, etc.); and (5)
anatomical capability for active object manipulation (e.g. chelipeds, hands,
tentacles, mouth-parts with fine-motor control).

These are bodies that can manipulate objects, sense things at
a distance, and react to them. CABs originated in the Cambrian, and
as Trestman has it, only three groups of animals have given rise to
bodies of this kind: vertebrates, arthropods, and a small group of
mollusks, the cephalopods. With these bodies, the role for nervous
systems that we are familiar with – the fine-grained linking of percep-
tion and action – becomes prominent. There’s an opening up of senses
to the world and, through new capacities for behavior, tighter loops
between perception and action. Not only does what you do come to
depend in a finer-grained way on what you see, but what you do now
affects what you see next.

Figure 2 summarizes the steps described in the last few pages. As in
Figure 1, we start from the evolution of animals (metazoa) and nervous
systems (neuralia), at least on the nonctenophore line. A shaded band
marks the Ediacaran. Around this time we see the evolution of bilater-
ian animals. As the figure shows, genetic evidence suggests thatmany of

Figure 2 Further events in animal evolution. Many groups are not included.
The lower shaded bandmarks the Ediacaran (E), and the upper bandmarks the
Cambrian (C). Genetic evidence suggests that various familiar animal groups
branched off from each other in the Ediacaran, though we have little fossil
record of them there.
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the major animal groups had already diverged at this early stage, with-
out much morphologic fanfare. Then we reach the Cambrian, a band
shaded differently, a time of rapid evolution of bodies and behavior.

If this is right in broad outline, we reach the following picture: the
first nervous systems may have done rather little of what we now see
nervous systems as enabling – behavior in real time, the fine-grained
processing of what the senses tell us. Eventually, these did become
central to animal life, in a process that began perhaps in the
Cambrian. From that point on, the mind evolved in response to other
minds – in response to demands that the speeding-up of behavior, more
complex senses, and an ecology of individual-on-individual interaction
placed on each organism. Further, new bodies evolved in response to
other minds. Bodies that would not have been advantageous before
these new behavioral regimes now became essential. The ecology in
which new bodies evolved was an ecology of behavior.

The stage we’ve reached is well before we get to any of the animals
that people usually think of as having subjective experience. We are in
a world in which the behaviorally significant animals are arthropods,
simple fish, and (more so a little after the Cambrian) some mollusks.
With respect to the senses, behavior, and the nervous connections
between them, though, some plausible basics are now in place. From
this point, some animals evolvemore neurons, more complex modes of
interaction between them, and consequently more complex patterns of
behavior. Other animals remain, or become, simpler.

Latecomer and Transformation Theories

I’ll now start to bring this historical material into closer contact with
the philosophy of mind. I’ll organize this discussion with another
diagram, Figure 3.

Figure 3 has more than one interpretation. First, it is a picture of part
of the animal tree in which the shading within branches represents the
sensorimotor and cognitive complexity seen in some species within
particular groups. It is also an attempt to represent complexity that is
indicative of subjective experience, but I will reach that second inter-
pretation in a moment. For now, set subjective experience aside and
think of sensorimotor and cognitive complexity only. The figure
doesn’t represent overall values for each group but high values within
each group. The figure mixes taxonomic levels and leaves a great deal
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out; I’mvery aware of the limitations of this kind of representation, but
at a coarse grain, I think it’s informative. The drawing shows a partially
parallel development in these features, beginning especially in the
Cambrian. I’ve replaced “mollusks” in Figure 2 with cephalopods,
a small group within the mollusks. Within arthropods, in contrast,
complex behavior is seen across several different groups – bees, spiders,
hermit crabs, mantis shrimp, and so on. Cephalopods of the relevant
kind appear later than the other animal groups with complex behavior,
but once they arise, they evolve very large nervous systems, especially
octopuses.15

Figure 3 Part of the animal branch of the tree of life, with the shading within
branches on the left showing the location of high levels of sensorimotor and
cognitive complexity within some groups in those lineages. (Other groups are
omitted to simplify the figure.) The brackets mark the Ediacaran (E) and the
Cambrian (C).

15 See Darmaillacq et al. (2014). Some groups are omitted to keep the figure simple,
including fish and nonavian reptiles. As discussed later, I regard fish as likely to
undergo some forms of subjective experience.
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Stepping back for a moment, the overall picture looks like this:
animals are a branch of the tree of life – one way of being
a multicellular organism – unified even across nonneural groups by
shared patterns of cell-cell signaling. Nervous systems arose quite early
in this branch, though, making use of preexisting electrical capacities of
cells, and created a new kind of control system. Bilaterian bodies, like
ours, also seem to have evolved well before any regime of complex
behavior. Such behavior evolved in the Cambrian, and it evolved in
parallel in several groups, not as a radiation from a single source. This
process was genealogically parallel but also coevolutionary, with one
animal’s changes making life more complicated for others. The graded
nature of the shading within some branches is supposed to suggest that
a lot of what happened along these lines was quantitative change, in
a rough sense of that term. The behavioral advance is not one that can
be measured on a single scale of complexity but shows many forms –
different kinds of sensory sophistication, different means for locomo-
tion, and different ways of acting on the world.

Now let’s look at another interpretation of the figure. It can be seen
as a hypothesized map of the evolution of subjective experience.
To offer any such interpretation, we need tomake further assumptions.
I’ll set up these next steps with a distinction between two general
views. The first asserts a kind of proportionality – though that is not
quite the right word – between the cognitive side of the mind and
subjective experience. This can be seen as an application of a simple
kind of functionalism. What we call the “qualitative” side of the
mind is just the first-person point of view, the subject’s point of view,
on cognitive processes at work in the system. The qualitative is in no
sense an extra feature of the mind, something that might in principle be
absent; it’s an insider’s point of view on the cognitive.

This view gives us a way of thinking about the origins of subjective
experience, a way that emphasizes gradients and differences of degree.
It might be hard for us to imagine simple and minimal kinds of sub-
jective experience because we can’t give ourselves the point of view of
an animal very different from ourselves. But, on the cognitive side, we
can probably understand the gray areas quite well and get a reasonable
grip on the differences between a minimal scrap of mind and none at
all. The qualitative will then exhibit a gradient of the same general
shape. A failure of imagination is encountered on the qualitative side,
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but that’s just a limitation in us. There can still be a gradient on the
qualitative side that maps to a gradient on the cognitive side.

This view does lead to surprises. On the cognitive side, as I’ve
emphasized, there is a gradient in complexity that stretches well past
animals, all the way to unicellular life. In Figure 3, I started my shading
in the Cambrian, but why not much before, in earlier animals or single-
celled life, very faintly? Isn’t that the message of the analysis? A view
like that initially looks absurdly generous, but it need not be; after all,
gradients reach very low values.

Clearly, there is much uncertainty about how the details of this first
view would go, but the overall picture is one that makes sense.
The second view I’ll discuss has developed in more recent work – the
literature has seen a shift, I think, from the first to the second view. This
view rejects any sort of “proportionality” assumption about the rich-
ness of the cognitive and qualitative. Divergences between these are
now emphasized, and a large body of work charts the apparently
quirky manner in which some of the cognitive activity going on inside
humans has a subjective feel, alongwithmuch that does not. This I take
to be the theme of much recent neurobiology (Dehaene 2014). There’s
a distinctive kind of cognitive processing that brings with it subjective
experience, embedded in much that does not. Work of this kind can
motivate a view in which subjective experience is an evolutionary
latecomer. The small fraction of what’s going on in humans that has
a subjective feel seems to be indicative of a particular way of organizing
perception and cognition, a late-evolving way that features the achieve-
ment of forms of cognitive unification that many nonhuman animals
probably do not have.

I’ll take a closer look at these arguments. First, it is uncontroversial
that there is a lot of sophisticated processing going on in our brains that
we do not subjectively experience. The initial stages of visual proces-
sing and the processing of the syntax of sentences we hear are standard
examples. These, however, might have limited force as arguments
against the first view. Perhaps such kinds of processing (the second, in
particular) are just like doing sums or accounts in the background, very
different from the sensorimotor capacities we might associate with
simple forms of subjectivity in animals. Other work, though, shows
that there really is a problem here. An example is the work of
Dale Milner and Melvyn Goodale (2005) on vision. They argue that
there are two “streams” of visual processing in our brains. Only one,
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the “ventral stream,” leads to visual experience. This stream is con-
cerned with tasks such as the categorization of objects. The “dorsal”
stream, however, handles tasks related to basic navigation, and dorsal
stream vision feels like nothing – or perhaps like something, but very
different from vision. Here, allegedly, we have a sensorimotor arc
guiding biologically important behavior in a way that does not give
rise to sensory experience. Or if some faint subjective experience is
present in this sort of perception, there is still a surprising divide
between the cognitive and qualitative sides. Dehaene (2014) surveys
a wide range of work that shows further divergences between complex
cognitive processing and subjective experience; we do a huge amount of
sensing and thinking in a way that feels like nothing at all.

It is sometimes unclear how work of this kind relates to the ideas
developed earlier in this chapter. Much of the neuroscientific work is
presented as an investigation of “consciousness.” Some of the scientific
writers may be using, tacitly, a framework similar to mine, in which
a theory of consciousness is not a theory of subjective experience in the
broadest sense. But other parts of this work do seem committed to the
idea that recently evolved sophistications are necessary for an animal to
have any subjective experience at all.

What marks the difference between processes we experience and
those we don’t? A range of views is being defended. According to one
family of theories, what we are conscious of is information made
available in a “global workspace” that integrates information from
various sources (Baars 1988; Dehaene 2014). This machinery of inte-
gration is something that many animals probably do not have because
it is machinery linked in specific ways to memory, attention, and
executive control. Views of consciousness that give a special role to
“working memory,” such as Jesse Prinz’s AIR theory (2000) and Peter
Carruthers’s view (2015), have a similar character. All this work shares
the following picture: a lot of cognitive activity goes on in us that has no
felt side, and we need to work out which are the special pieces that do
have this feature. Once we find those special cognitive activities, and –

better still – their neural correlates, we know what other animals need
to have. It remains imaginable that animals without brains of the right
kind do have subjective experience; those inner structures might only
be necessary in our case, not in everything. But why should we believe
this? To entertain this possibility threatens to remove the study of
consciousness from science once again. It is better to conclude that
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when these features first evolved, so did subjective experience, and not
before; vague talk of “gradients” in this area does not take seriously
what we have been learning.

If so, subjective experience is not something that arises in all animals
with complex sensorimotor capacities, but only in those with
a particular kind of organization. There is a difficult question of
what an animal has to be like to have machinery that is close enough
to what enables subjective experience in us. Prinz (2000) thinks that
this question is probably unanswerable. But according to this second
family of views, there is no reason to regard Figure 3 as telling us much
about subjective experience. Instead, we should probably shade
a narrow band for subjective experience at the top of the mammal
branch (or perhaps the mammal and bird branches) and leave the rest
blank. The evolution of a significant amount of sensorimotor complex-
ity in other parts of the tree is beside the point because an animal can
have a lot of sensorimotor complexity and no subjective experience
associated with it – we know this from our own case.

I’ll now offer a reply to these ideas. I agree that some earlier work
assumed too simple a mapping between cognitive and qualitative. A
latecomer view is not the only response to what recent research has
taught us, though. Another possibility is what I will call
a “transformation” view. According to this view, the forms of proces-
sing studied in recent work on consciousness may have substantially
affected subjective experience but did not bring it into being. Instead,
they made it richer, perhaps, and brought it into different kinds of
contact with memory and verbal report. Basic forms of subjective
experience were present earlier and require less, and in us, these have
been transformed.

What argument can be given for this view? Is it a vague plea for
retention of a more generous attitude and no more? The best argument
I can offer at the moment is based on the role of what seem like old
forms of subjective experience that seem to appear alongside, and often
intrude into, more unified kinds of processing. Examples include pain
and what Derek Denton calls the “primordial emotions” – bodily
feelings that register important metabolic states and deficiencies, such
as thirst and the feeling of not having enough air. As Denton says, these
bodily feelings have an “imperious” role when they are present: they
press themselves into experience and can’t be easily ignored (Denton
et al. 2009). Do you think that those things (pain, shortness of breath,
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etc.) only feel like something because of sophisticated cognitive proces-
sing in mammals that has arisen late in evolution? I doubt it.

I will focus on the case of pain and evidence for pain in animals that
are unlikely to pass the tests for consciousness that people like Dehaene
and Prinz would impose. Making this argument is not straightforward.
One might initially say that it’s obvious that even simple animals
respond to pain in a way that indicates that they feel it. But many
responses to bodily damage that might initially appear to involve pain
and distress probably do not. For example, rats with a severed spinal
cord, and hence no channel from body damage to the brain, can exhibit
some of what looks like “pain behavior” and can also respond in quite
sophisticated ways to the damage.16 Given this, it is significant that
other experimental work has shown that more complex pain-related
behaviors are present in animals far from us on the evolutionary tree,
including some invertebrates.What I see as important in this work is its
indication that these animals respond to damage with more than
reflexes, with modifications to their behavior that are flexible, sensitive
to novelty, and balanced by other cost-benefit considerations.

The clearest results are in vertebrates, though some invertebrates
also have shown this pattern. In one study, prior testing was used to
work out which of two environments (empty or enriched) was pre-
ferred by some zebra fish. After injection with a chemical believed to
cause pain, the fish then preferred the normally less-favored environ-
ment when it had painkiller dissolved in it and not otherwise: “the fish
were willing to pay the cost of being in an unpreferred environment to
obtain analgesia, and thus it can be inferred that these fish must have
obtained some reward possibly in terms of pain relief such that the pain
was reduced” (Sneddon 2011). Similarly, in a study in chickens, birds
with damaged bodies chose a food that would usually be less preferred,
provided that it contained analgesic: “lame birds selected significantly
more drugged feed than sound birds, and . . . as the severity of the
lameness increased, lame birds consumed a significantly higher propor-
tion of the drugged feed” (Danbury et al. 2000). Finally, Robert
Elwood reports that hermit crabs could be induced to leave their shell

16 “The spinal cord distinguishes noxious stimuli from other stimuli, and adaptive
changes in behavior result . . . [L]earning about noxious stimuli can occur in the
absence of conscious awareness of pain” (Allen 2004). For recent work on
animal pain, see also Key (2015), who defends a latecomer view, and Jones
(2013).
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by a shock, but they were more reluctant to leave a higher-quality shell
or to leave when the odor of a predator was around: “hermit crabs
trade off competing demands in their responses to electric shock in
a way that cannot be explained by a nociceptive reflex response”
(Elwood 2012, p. 26).

It is important, also, that other animals appear to fail these tests.
Crabs may be very different from their fellow arthropods, the insects.
An older review, but not one that has been superseded as far as I know,
says: “No example is known to us of an insect showing protective
behavior towards injured body parts, such as by limping after leg injury
or declining to feed or mate because of general abdominal injuries.
On the contrary, our experience has been that insects will continuewith
normal activities even after severe injury or removal of body parts”
(Eisemann et al. 1984).

These results do provide some support for a view of pain as a basic
and fairly widespread form of subjective experience, one unlikely to be
dependent on late-arriving mechanisms of working memory, integra-
tion of information, and so on.

One response to this argument is to say that it suggests that many
more animals than we realized have the complex features that enable
subjective experience in us, including fish and hermit crabs. It would
require further empirical work to assess this view. Another possibility,
one that surely becomes vivid once these results are on the table, is that
there are forms of subjective experience that are simpler and older than
the form of consciousness that recent neurobiological work on humans
has been investigating. If so, there is something it’s like to be a fish or
hermit crab, even if (as I would put it) they are not conscious.

If the arguments offered over the last few pages are right, the trans-
formation view may well be correct, and the latecomer view is not as
well supported as it might have appeared. A case then can be made for
some sort of the separation of categories that have recently been
conflated. There’s the evolutionary origin of a subjective feel to life,
in a very broad sense, and this was later shaped eventually into some-
thing with the familiar features of consciousness. In these pages I’ve not
attempted to say much about the relation between these two things.
My aim has been to say something about the evolution of subjective
experience in a broad sense. The uncertainties in this area are
enormous. The shape of the tree of life around the time that nervous
systems first evolved is not yet clear, and there are puzzles about the
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relation between genetic and fossil evidence. But the idea of parallel
evolution of sensorimotor and cognitive complexity from the
Cambrian onward is better supported. As I emphasized, this process
was genealogically parallel but also coevolutionary, with one animal
responding to behavioral evolution in another. Any mapping between
behavioral complexity and subjective experience will also be
controversial, at least for now, and many assessments of particular
cases may change. The point of Figure 3 lies not in its details but in
contrasts with very different charts that might be drawn – charts that
present subjective experience as a latecomer, for example, and charts
marking a single origin of experience in one lineage, with radiation
from there. With all this in mind, I think that Figure 3 might be
a reasonable rough map of the history of subjective experience.
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4 Neurophilosophy
patricia churchland

Introduction: What Is Neurophilosophy?

“Neurophilosophy” explores the impact of discoveries in neuroscience on
a range of traditional philosophical questions about the nature of the
mind. This subfield aims tomove forward on questions such as the nature
of knowledge and learning, decision making and choice, and self-control
and habits by drawing on data from the relevant sciences – not only
neuroscience and clinical neurology but also evolutionary biology, experi-
mental psychology, behavioral economics, anthropology, and genetics.
It draws also on lessons from the history of philosophy and the history of
science, which saw mysteries about the nature of the blood or fire or
infectious disease become lessmysterious as experimental science began to
provide new observations and tested explanations (Thagard 2014).

The massive accumulation of neurobiological data from many levels
of brain organization and many species of nervous systems is a recent
development because neuroscience did not really reach full steam until
about the 1970s. Why was the development of neuroscience delayed
until recently?

Although clinical observations had long implicated the brain in
mental functions, understanding exactly why lesions affected mental
functions remained out of reach. This was so because essentially until
very recently nothing was known about the microstructure of brains –
about neurons and how neurons worked, about how the brain was
organized into networks and systems, and about how neurochemicals
mediated interactions between neurons. Notice that detailed drawings
of nerve cells were produced by Camillo Golgi and Ramón y Cajal only
in the latter part of the nineteenth century. How neurons interacted

Particular thanks to Paul Churchland and Joshua Brown for clear-headed discus-
sion and to David Livingstone Smith for wise advice.
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with each other to yield effects such as a behavior was still a profound
mystery.

Chemistry, by contrast, was a vastly more mature science in the
early nineteenth century, strengthened by basic organizing principles
of atomic theory, as outlined by Dalton in 1805 and a clear apprecia-
tion of the fundamental elements – no longer deemed to be earth, air,
fire, and water. Instead, the elements were characterized by
Mendeleyev in the 1880s in the periodic table – things such as oxy-
gen, hydrogen, tin, and gold. As for neuroscience, it is perhaps
surprising to realize that the existence of inhibitory connections
between nerve cells was demonstrated by John Eccles and colleagues
only in the 1950s. Physics, far more mature in terms of theory and
explanation by that time, had begun to investigate the inner structure
of the atom.

To get a perspective here, note that effective brain imaging techni-
ques came into their own only in the last two decades of the twentieth
century. At the micro level, many details regarding the synapse and
how neurons communicate are not completely understood even now,
nor are the functions and dynamics of neural networks. Neuroscience
is a young science.

Because the brain’s basic units work by changes in voltage across
the cell membrane and by chemicals that regulate such changes,
and because the units are not visible to the naked eye, development
has depended on a theoretically and experimentally rich physics
and chemistry. Specifically, neuroscience depends on tools and
devices that exploit the knowledge of physics and chemistry, for
example, the electron microscope, microelectrodes, nuclear mag-
netic resonance, monoclonal antibodies, and most recently,
optogenetics. It is noteworthy that understanding how neurons
work required knowledge of electricity, and that knowledge was
not in hand until Michael Faraday’s discoveries in the first half of
the nineteenth century.

Some philosophers take it as dead obvious that the enduring
existence of many puzzles in neuroscience entails that neuroscience
can never, ever discover much in the way of mechanisms of cogni-
tive function. One major reason for this conclusion is that they
have generally failed to appreciate the clear historical point that the
sciences of the nervous system are very young indeed.
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The Relation Between Mind and Brain

The words “mind” and “brain” are distinct. Even so, that linguistic
fact leaves it open whether mental processes are in fact processes of
the physical brain. (Remember: water and H2O are different words,
but they do name the very same stuff.) A favored theory in philo-
sophical thought, championed by Plato, developed by Descartes,
and even now defended by Thomas Nagel (2012), holds that just
as the words are distinct, so too are the processes. This approach is
known as “dualism” – a “two stuffs” theory embracing physical
stuff and the utterly different soul stuff. Thinking, seeing, and
choosing, according to dualism, are processes of the nonphysical
mind or soul. For dualists, the mind/body problem is the problem
of how a physical state of the brain can interact with a totally
nonphysical state of the soul. By contrast, according to an equally
venerable if less popular tradition, there is only the brain; mental
processes are processes of the physical brain whose exact nature
remains to be discovered. This is known as “physicalism” and
found adherents in Hippocrates, Hobbes, Hume, and Helmholtz.
Physicalists realize that there is no problem about how the mind
and body interact inasmuch as there are not two things, but only
one thing: the brain. The mind is what the brain does. For them,
the important problem concerns how the brain learns and remem-
bers, how the brain enables us to see and hear and think, and how
it enables us to move our eyes, legs, and whole body. Their pro-
blem concerns the nature of the brain mechanisms that support
mental phenomena. Interestingly, dualists also have a closely
related set of problems: how does soul stuff work such that we
learn and remember, see and hear and think, and so forth. Whereas
in neuroscience physicalists have a vibrant research program to
address their questions, dualists have no comparable program.
No one has the slightest idea how soul stuff does anything.

Neurophilosophy as a research program has poor prospects unless
mental processes such as remembering and attending are processes of
the brain. Otherwise, we should just study the stuff that does perform
attending and remembering and find out how that works, stuff such as
the “soul stuff” postulated by Descartes. At this stage in the sciences,
the evidence overwhelmingly indicates that all mental events and pro-
cesses, including visual or auditory perception, learning, memory,
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language use, and decision making, are in fact events and processes of
the physical brain. It is not that there is one single experiment that
decisively shows this. Rather, the evidence has steadily accumulated
over countless observations and experiments, and no counterevidence
raises doubts.1 Even though we may not understand in detail the
mechanisms whereby we recall an event that occurred in childhood,
we are reasonably sure that such a recollection is a brain process. This is
not unlike Michael Faraday’s realization that electricity was not an
occult phenomenon but rather a natural physical phenomenon, even
though he did not understand in precise detail the nature of
electromagnetism.

One of the most dramatic observations of mind/brain dependency
came from the split-brain studies published in the late 1960s. These
studies involved patients whose cerebral hemispheres were surgically
separated in order to treat drug-resistant epilepsy. The nerve sheet
connecting the two hemispheres – the corpus callosum – was the
structure that was cut, thereby disconnecting the cortex of the right
and left hemispheres. The aim was to aid the patient by preventing
a seizure from traveling from its origin in one hemisphere to the other
hemisphere. Astonishingly, tests of “split brain” subjects showed
that the mental life of the two hemispheres was also disconnected: the
right hemisphere might have knowledge the left did not or see some-
thing or decide something that the left did not, for example (Gazzaniga
and LeDoux 1978). The implications for the mind/body problem were
obvious: if mental states were not brain states, why would cutting the
corpus callosum allow knowledge and experience to be confined to
activity in one hemisphere? Although a defiant dualist might invent
some story to accommodate the facts (and a diehard few did this), the
best and most reasonable explanation for the disconnection effects was
simply that a physical pathwaywas interrupted, a pathway essential for
mental unity, and that soul stuff was just not in the game. As Michael
Gazzaniga (2015), one of the leading split-brain researchers puts it,
consciousness can be split.

Themany observationsmade by clinical neurologists of patients who
suffered focal brain damage also weighed in. Focal brain damage could
result in highly specific losses of cognitive function, such as the loss of

1 See P. M. Churchland (1996a), Frith (2007), and P. S. Churchland (2002) and
excellent textbooks such as Baars and Gage (2007).
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the capacity to recognize familiar faces, loss of recognition of a limb as
one’s own, and loss of the capacity to perform an action on command,
such as saluting or waving hello. The Damasios, Hanna and Antonio,
launched a huge project at the University of Iowa Medical College to
systematically document as many cases as possible involving similarly
located lesions to test whether there were similar functional effects.
This important project elevated brain lesion studies beyond the single
case study to a more systematic understanding of the outcome of focal
brain lesions and their effect on capacities.2

Studies of a few patients who had suffered bilateral damage to the
hippocampus (a small curved structure beneath the cerebral cortex)
showed them to be severely impaired in learning new things (antero-
grade amnesia). This finding initiated a massive research program to
understand the relation between learning and memory and the hippo-
campal structures (Squire, Stark, and Clark 2004). Memory losses
associated with dementing diseases also linked memory with neural
loss and further suggested the tight link between the mental and the
neural. Important also are studies of attention using brain imaging
along with single neuron physiology. These varied studies suggest that
at least three anatomic networks, connected but somewhat indepen-
dent of the other, are involved in different aspects of attention: alert-
ing, orienting, and executive control. Moreover, each of these
functions has been the target of detailed further study, indicating,
for example, that there are strong associations between these func-
tions and awareness, especially between detection of a target (conse-
quent on orienting) and awareness (Petersen and Posner 2012).

Developments in psychology, especially visual psychology, also
implicated neural networks in mental functions, and this work tended
to dovetail well with the neuroscientific findings on the visual system.
Explanations of color vision, for example, depended on the retina’s
three cone types and on opponent processing by neurons in cortical
areas. It was well appreciated that much in the world – such as ultra-
violet and radio waves – could not be detected by our visual system
because of its physical organization.3 Perception of visual motion was
linked to the behavior of single neurons in a visually sensitive area of

2 For a simple account, see Grens (2014).
3 See Solomon and Lennie (2007), pp. 276–86, and also chapters 9 and 10 in

P. M. Churchland (2007).
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cortex known as MT (middle temporal). Visual hallucinations were
known to be caused by physical substances such as LSD or ketamine,
and consciousness could be obliterated by drugs such as ether, as well
as by other substances employed by anesthesiologists, such as propofol.
No evidence linked these drugs to soul stuff. On the contrary, many
anesthetics appear to work by altering the normal balance of excitation
and inhibition of neurons in circuits.

Short-termmemory can be transiently blocked by a blow to the head
or by a drug such as scopolamine; emotions and moods can be affected
by Prozac and by alcohol; decision making can be affected by hunger,
fear, sleeplessness, and cocaine; elevated levels of cortisol cause anxi-
ety. Very specific changes in whole-brain activity corresponding to
periods of sleep versus dreaming versus being awake have been docu-
mented, and explanations for the neuronal signature typifying these
three states have made considerable progress (Pace-Schott and Hobson
2002). In aggregate, these findings weighed in favor of the hypothesis
thatmental functions are a subset of functions of the physical brain, not
of some spooky “soul stuff.”

Evolutionary biology encouraged us to dwell on the fact that nervous
systems are the product of evolution and that the human nervous
system is no exception. Comparisons of anatomy, between human
and nonhuman nervous systems, have revealed that the functional
organization, at both macro and micro levels, has been highly con-
served over hundreds of millions of years (Allman 1999). Although
human brains are larger than the brains of other land mammals, we
share all the same structures, pathways, innervation patterns, neuronal
types, and neurochemicals. Neurons in a fruit fly work essentially the
same way as neurons in the human brain. Molecular biology revealed
that the genetic differences between humans and our nearest relatives,
chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) and bonobos (Pan paniscus), are very
small (Striedter et al. 2014).

These evolutionary relationships imply that either no mammals have
nonphysical souls or all do. Now questions flood in: if humans alone do
have a soul, where do human souls come from, and why does the soul
suddenly appear, some 4million years after theHomo species branched
off from our common ancestor with chimpanzees? Did extinct Homo
species such as Homo erectus and Homo neanderthalensis have souls
too? Based on cranial measurements, anthropologists believe that the
brains ofHomo neanderthalensiswere typically larger than our brains.
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Neanderthals probably had some form of acoustic communication
even though they may not have been able to make all the vocalizations
of which humans are capable (Lieberman 2013). Moreover, genetic
data reveal that they did interbreed with Homo sapiens (Pääbo 2014).
What about their souls? Still other questions challenge the idea that the
human soul, not the human brain, is the repository of all that makes us
clever. How can ravens and rats and monkeys solve complex pro-
blems – how can they sleep, dream, pay attention, and so forth – if
a soul is needed for such functions?

By the 1980s, there was impressive, if cautious, agreement among
scientists as well as philosophers that the existence of a nonphysical
soul that feels, decides, sees, and reasons was improbable. Where
disagreement flourished unabated, however, concerned whether neu-
roscience could explain those functions, physical though they may be.
Neuroscientists tended to expect that with new techniques and more
experiments, progress would continue to be made. How far we shall
get, time and research effort will tell.

Some philosophers, by contrast, confidently predicted that neu-
roscience would never explain cognitive functions, a view particu-
larly associated with Jerry Fodor (1975, 1980, 1998) and his
colleagues but widely espoused within the subdiscipline of philo-
sophy of mind. This view tended to be known as the “autonomy of
psychology” – autonomous with respect to other sciences, espe-
cially neuroscience. It is important to understand that this claim
about the limits of neuroscience was just a prediction, and it was
supported by philosophical speculation, not scientific evidence.
Although highly popular until about 1990, the idea has slowly
and systematically been undercut by actual progress in the neuros-
ciences, especially by increasingly suggestive links between data at
the behavioral, whole-brain, and neural levels. Embarrassingly for
the philosophical prediction, convergent studies on functions such
as decision making (Glimcher and Fehr 2013), attention (Petersen
and Posner, 2012), and spatial representation (Moser et al. 2014),
for example, have revealed much more about mechanisms than
some skeptical philosophers thought was remotely conceivable
(Fodor 2000).

One further reason for ignoring much of neuroscience arose from
a misguided analogy. The idea was that cognition is like running soft-
ware on a computer, where the brain is analogous the computer
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hardware.4 Just as you need not know anything about a computer’s
hardware to understand an application such as PowerPoint, so you
need not understand anything about the brain to understand cognition,
or so the argument went. To anyone who looks at all closely at the
brain, the disanalogies between brains and conventional computers are
so numerous and so profound that the brain/hardware analogy was not
taken seriously in neuroscience or bioengineering. Not least among the
differences are that brains are parallel not serial processors, that sto-
rage and processing in brains are not done by separate modules but by
the same structures, and that brains change their structure as they
develop from gestation to adulthood and at all stages as they learn
(Churchland and Sejnowski 1992). The actual nature of the brain’s
anatomy and physiology became an inspiration for developing uncon-
ventional computers that are more brainlike (Hinton 2013; Yu et al.
2013).

The point where influential philosophers are still confident that the
mysteries permanently have the upper hand concerns conscious experi-
ence. Typically, there are two distinct arguments to support this con-
viction. The first argument makes a straightforward prediction about
where science will go in the future. It is based on current intuitions
about the tractability of the problem of explaining consciousness in
neurobiological terms. With great confidence it will be claimed that
consciousness is so completely and utterly and thoroughly mysterious,
it will never be explained at all, period (McGinn 2012, 2014). By way
of illustration, it may be suggested that expecting any science to explain
how conscious experience emerges from the activity of neurons is like
expecting a rat to understand differential equations. Despite its chest-
pounding confidence, this prediction should be taken with ample doses
of caution because predicting where science will go and what will be
discovered is really a rather risky business, to put it politely.

The second andmore influential argument rests on the dualist’s belief
that although nonconscious events such as memory consolidation and
preprocessing in vision are brain events, conscious events such as
feeling nauseous are not brain events. Hence neuroscience cannot
explain them. Thus, when I am aware of a pain in my tooth or
a decision to kick off my shoes, some philosophers, such as

4 Dennett (1987) was especially fond of this analogy and appears still reluctant to
abandon it.
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David Chalmers (1996) and Thomas Nagel (2012), consider those
conscious events to be extraphysical, merely running parallel to the
physical events.

A methodologic point may be pertinent in regard to the dualist’s
argument: however large and systematic the mass of empirical evidence
supporting the empirical hypothesis that consciousness is a brain func-
tion, it is always a logically consistent option to be stubborn and
to insist otherwise, as do Chalmers and Nagel. Here is the way to
think of this: identities – such as that temperature really is mean
molecular kinetic energy, for example – are not directly observable.
They are underwritten by inferences that best account for the mass of
data and the appreciation that no explanatory competitor is as success-
ful. One could, if determined, dig in one’s heels and say, “temperature
is not mean molecular kinetic KE, but rather an occult phenomenon
that merely runs parallel to KE” (Churchland 1996b). It is a logically
consistent position, even if it is not a reasonable position.

In a similar vein, causality, as Scottish philosopher David Hume
famously noticed, is not directly observable. It involves an inference
to the best explanation available.5 I cannot literally observe the causal
relation between a mosquito on my arm and the itch that follows its
departure. But my causal inference is based on strong background
knowledge. For another example, despite the powerful evidence that
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is themajor cause of AIDS, some
still insist, without contradiction, though perhaps with much mischief,
that the cause of AIDS lies elsewhere, such as God’s punishment for bad
behavior.

To be sure, caution concerning accepted theory does sometimes
facilitate the emergence of new causal hypotheses that surpass the
prevailing theory in predictive and explanatory power. Scientists, if
they are not foolish, then upgrade their causal explanations. For exam-
ple, it was widely believed that anxiety and poor diet were the major
causal factors behind gastritis (inflammation of the stomach lining)
until Barry Marshall and Robin Warren in the 1980s challenged that
hypothesis experimentally. They discovered the more fundamental
cause – a bacterium known asHelicobacter pylori. They did not merely
vaguely wave in the direction of a conceivable different causal claim,

5 For a new and quite possibly correct account of how causality is represented in
the brain, see Danks (2014).
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however. They showed experimentally that they had discovered a more
powerful causal explanation. In the case of conscious experience,
although philosophers such as Chalmers and Nagel express their reser-
vations about the brain, the only thing they really do have are reserva-
tions. Moreover, their reservations are based on intuitions about how
different experience seems to be from states occurring in the physical
brain. They have neither competing experiments nor a competing
hypothesis with any power or detail; in particular, they have no
hypothesis that surpasses let alone competes seriously with the neuros-
cientific hypothesis.6 For example, there is nothing that even begins to
approach the richness of the neuroscientific literature on attentional
mechanisms, for example, that alerting is different from orienting,
which, in turn, is different from detection and from executive control.
Surprisingly perhaps, with the appropriate intervention, these func-
tions are dissociable, and they are supported by different neural
networks.7

How do the dualists address the dependencies – the causal depen-
dencies that suggest identification – between consciousness and brain
activities? A favored strategy is to propose that conscious states just run
parallel to brain states. This proposal may be embellished, perhaps by
the idea that conscious states neither cause nor are caused by brain
states – the two streams are causally isolated. A variation of this opts
instead for a one-way causal street – brain states cause conscious
states, but conscious states do not cause brain states. Traditionally,
the view that mental states do not cause brain states is called “epiphe-
nomenalism.”Actual evidence is lacking for both hypotheses – both are
merely empty denials of the idea that consciousness is a biological
phenomenon.

Historically, the most renowned defender of two-way causal isola-
tion was Gottfried Leibniz. Leibniz held this view because he thought
that it was inconceivable that completely different substances could
interact causally. If they shared no properties – not even spatial proper-
ties – how could they affect each other? Moreover, with the benefit of
contemporary physics, we can see that the causal interaction between
nonphysical stuff such as a soul with physical stuff such as electrons

6 For discussion of a brain-based hypothesis, see P. S. Churchland (2013a) and
Graziano (2013).

7 See again Petersen and Posner (2012).
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would be an anomaly relative to the current and rather well-established
laws of physics.More exactly, it would affect the law of conservation of
energy. If brains can cause changes external to the physical domain,
there should be an anomaly with respect to conservation of energy.
No such anomaly has ever been seen or measured. The absence of
anomalous data suggests either that the hypothesis of a nonphysical
conscious stream of states lacks credibility or that the conscious stream
of conscious states does not interact with brain states at all.

When the neuroscientist Josef Parvizi used a tiny electrical stimulus
to activate a very specific part of the brain (the middle cingulate gyrus)
as part of the preparation of his human patient for surgery, his patient
described the emergence of a conscious state consisting of the determi-
nation to muster courage to deal with a problem. When the stimulus
was off, the feeling vanished (Parvisi et al. 2013; P. S. Churchland
2013b).8 This experiential event was repeatable in that patient.
Moreover, a very similar state was also reproducible in yet another
patient stimulated in the same region. The reasonable conclusion is that
the stimulus caused the change in conscious state. Some naysayers may
wish to take the option that the brain events and the experienced event
happen synchronously without causation: the experience stream and
the brain stream are separate.

What keeps the two streams synchronized? That is the stunning
puzzle that emerges from the epiphenomenal hypothesis. Here is how
Leibniz dealt with the puzzle: God sets up and maintains a “pre-
established harmony” to keep mental and physical states properly
aligned. Needless to say, Leibniz’ solution is completely ad hoc,
cobbled together to in order to fill an embarrassing silence. Chalmers’
does not appeal to God, but he does advert to a future physics that
allegedly will explain the alignment between noninteracting streams of
mental and brain events. A revolutionary new physics, according to
Chalmers’ (1996) conjecture, ultimately will explain the nature of
consciousness as a nonbrain phenomenon. I have been unable to escape
the feeling that this is really the old Leibniz solution suited up in the
duds of a future physics instead of theology.

Granting that there are uncertainties in physics, is there a rationale
within physics for claiming that a revolution provoked by the mysteries

8 For a review article on drug-resistant surgery for epilepsy, see Ryvlin, Cross, and
Rheims (2014).
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of consciousness is in the cards? According to Chalmers, there will be,
because nothing less will explain consciousness. Consciousness is so
extraordinarily mysterious that only a revolution in physics will
account for it.

My small sampling of physicists indicates that they do not wish to
rush into investing heavily in a new physics just to address conscious-
ness, especially when neuroscience has not by anymeans been stopped
dead in its tracks. And especially when neuroscience has not yielded
anomalies that challenge particle physics, but only puzzles that might
possibly challenge neuroscience. Physicists acknowledge puzzles con-
cerning the possibility of a new theory at the subatomic level to link
strong forces, weak forces, and gravity, but these are phenomena in
the range of 1017, not in the range of milliseconds and micrometers
(10−3), where neurons exist and function. As physicist Steven
Weinberg said, the puzzles in physics that motivate a possible revision
to the standard model are at the wrong spatial and temporal scale to
offer even the barest hint of a solution to the matter of explaining
consciousness.9 Have the philosophers themselves proposed anything
substantive by way of a new physics to replace existing physical
theory? No. There is nothing substantive – nothing even weakly
semisubstantive.

If you are a dualist, either you can pretend that the huge accumula-
tion of dependency evidence in neuroscience is not really there (not
a realistic option), or you can say something substantial to address
them. Rationally, something must be done insofar as this accumula-
tion appears strongly to favor the hypothesis that conscious states are
brain states. A novel strategy, tendered by Chalmers, claims that
neuroscientific data are actually neutral, as between his parallel-
stream hypothesis and the hypothesis that mental states are states of
the physical brain.10

To assess the figures of merit of this “neural data neutral” strategy,
try it elsewhere in science and see what results. Consider the nature of
light as understood within contemporary physics: light is electromag-
netic radiation (EMR) – light visible by humans is just one part of

9 This was Weinberg’s answer to a question at Gustavus Adolphus College,
October 8, 2014. See also Weinberg (2015).

10 This is a view Chalmers has made explicit only in conversation, though he
acknowledges that it is implicit in his earlier writing, even in The Conscious
Mind.
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a larger spectrum that includes x-rays, microwaves, and so forth. Here
is what the “neutral strategy” could say about light: “actually, the
physical evidence is neutral between the hypothesis that light is EMR
and that light is not EMR but a spooky thing. That is, light and EMR
run in parallel streams, whose synchrony will be explained by
a revolution in physics.”

Here is what the “neutral strategy” says about life: “all of cell
biology is neutral between the hypothesis that life is an occult force
(vitalism) and the hypothesis that life is the outcome of the biological
structure and organization – cells, membranes, genes, ribosomes, mito-
chondria, and so forth.”

Scientifically, these “data neutral” proposals look counterproduc-
tive and more elaborate that the facts require. Silly though they may
be, they are not, however, internally incoherent hypotheses. One
bizarre claim that oddly appeals to various philosophers of mind is
that if the “parallel stream” hypotheses are not internally contra-
dictory, they are as reasonable as established scientific theories.
Notice that it is not internally contradictory to say that the Earth is
only one hour old, but it would be strange to say that this is as
reasonable as saying it is about 5 billion years old.

The twin predictions regarding mind and brain – that neuroscience
will never account for conscious experience and that a revolution in
physics will explain why – are generally motivated by emphasizing the
difference between a neuron, on the one hand, and a feeling of tooth
pain, on the other, for example. On reflection, it is argued, the differ-
ences appear to be so profound and so complete that surely, surely it is
inconceivable that the pain in my tooth might really be the activity of
neurons in the brain.

Striking though the touted differences are, it is sobering to recall
that the history of science is full of discoveries in which seemingly very
different phenomena turn out to be one and the same but were viewed
from different perspectives (Thagard 2014; Churchland 1989).
Breathlessly dramatizing the striking differences lacks the scientific
heft to make the dual streams hypothesis compelling.

One problem with relying on what seems inconceivable is this:
what is and is not conceivable is, after all, merely a psychological
fact about us – about what we can and cannot imagine given our
current beliefs and our capacity for imagination. It is not
a metaphysical fact about the nature of the universe. In the opinion
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of some philosophers, however, trained philosophical intuition has
special status andmust be taken as revealing deep, “necessary” truths
unavailable to untrained others – in particular, unavailable to those
with only a scientifically educated intuition (McGinn 2014).11

An issue that spells trouble for a nonbrain theory of consciousness
concerns the fact that the division between awareness and lack of
awareness is typically blurry and often fluid. One place this really
shows up is in the automatization of behavior as a skill is acquired,
a commonplace phenomenon. As a child learns to read, she ceases to be
aware of a word’s individual letters; this is also demonstrated in the
“word superiority” effect, whereby it is easier for an accomplished
reader to read a word than to read individual letters, as measured by
reaction time and errors. Another simple case: I can ride a bike without
being aware of my feet working the pedals as I zoom along and think
about my upcoming swim. Not so at the beginning of learning to ride
a bike, where I had to pay attention to every aspect of riding. Here is the
issue: are the many behavioral decisions of which I am unaware just
mental brain events that blink out of themental experience stream until
an emergency arises and Imust pay attention?Ditto for skating, driving
a car, lots of speech and conversation, and, inmy case, recently learning
to be proficient at standing on my head. And here is related issue: are
you aware of body position when you are concentrating on pitching
a tent? Sort of and sort of not. Moreover, the neurobiological research
on attention helps us to see why the answer is not simple. Apart from
automatization of skills, what about shifts of attention, for example,
where I cease to hear the speaker and reflect on what I will order for
dinner? When I lose awareness of what the speaker is saying, does that
just snap out of the consciousness stream and then snap back in? How
does that work?What orchestrates and coordinates the snapping? And
what is snapping?

This raises a second issue. Are our short-lived conscious experiences
properties of a “substance”? Or are they just events, properties of “no
thing” in the experience “stream”? What maintains the stream as one
stream? Compared to the serious research in neuroscience on the
mechanisms of sleep, attention, visual perception, coma, anesthesia,

11 See my reply to McGinn (2014) in the New York Review of Books, June 19,
2014, p. 65.
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and so forth, the naysayers seem to have a totally threadbare alterna-
tive, with very little in the way of a substantive explanatory framework.

Why do some philosophers of mind oppose so strenuously the two
hypotheses: (1) mental states are states of the brain and (2) probably
neuroscience can at least outline the mechanisms of cognitive func-
tions? A range of reasons contributes, but as the frontiers of the
behavioral and brain sciences push ever forward into what seems like
a thicket of unapproachable mysteries, questions about turf and terri-
tory inevitably emerge. A strong assumption in the philosophy of
mind is that philosophers are uniquely equipped to set the boundaries
of what we can know and to outline the essential and enduring
features of concepts that scientists might apply. Philosophical intuition,
in this view, is a special trained capacity that can home in on those
necessary properties of a phenomenon that science must respect and
not challenge. In this way, philosophy sets the foundations for the
science. And if philosophers characterize necessary properties of the
mind that intuition and logic show cannot be explained by properties of
the brain, then that is the contribution of philosophy that science needs
to honor.

Thus some philosophers of mind believe that they own a problem
space that is concerned with conceptual necessities – necessary truths
about psychological states and processes, discovered by conceptual
analysis and so-called thought experiments.12 A necessary truth can-
not, according to this approach, be falsified by scientific data. Intuitions
trump data. Scientists, not surprisingly, are puzzled by where such a
priori knowledge might really come from, and they do not want to be
bamboozled by philosophical flimflam. After all, intuitions appear to
be just strongly held beliefs that are likely grounded in education and
reinforcement learning. Intuitions are not, by anyone’s account, special
reports from Plato’s heaven concerning Absolute Truths.

Philosophers are apt to defend their intuitions as supported by
thought experiments about what could obtain in any possible world.
Supposedly, the outcome of the “thought experiments” will identify
the necessary truths about, for example, the nature of knowledge. This
is a suspect strategy. Recall that Kant thought that he had shown by

12 This view is not limited to a small minority but is widely espoused and widely
taught in philosophy courses. This is readily seen in entries in the online Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, which presumably represents the mainstream in
the field. See, for example, the entry under “Analysis of Knowledge.”
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thought experiments that space – the space our Earth and solar system
inhabit – is necessarily Euclidean. Alas, the Euclidean claim is not even
true, let alone necessarily true. Space is non-Euclidean. Thought experi-
ments, for all the homage paid to them by philosophers, are not real
experiments in any sense. Starting an inquiry with intuitions is fine if
that is all you have to go on, but then experiment and observation
should subject those intuitions to test, and other hypotheses should be
considered. In this well-known fashion, experimental psychology and
neuroscience have illuminated the nature of our knowledge of the
world and the nature of learning, along with the broader question
concerning the nature of how nervous systems of all mammals repre-
sent the external world (Squire et al. 2012).

How could our intuitions be misguided? Here is how: complex
nervous systems are not mere reflex machines or simple conditioning
machines; they build models of the external world that are deployed in
navigating the world. But not all models are equally accurate to the
world itself. A mouse’s model of the spatial world may be sufficient to
get it around its environs given its limited goals, but it will not be as
accurate as my model of the spatial world or indeed that of a wolf.
Brains also build models of the causal world – for example, that fire is
hot and can burn us, that red raspberries are tasty, and so on.
Regarding causality, too, models have different degrees of accuracy –

my general causal model of the world is more accurate than that of my
great grandmother or my dog, for example. Finally, the brain builds
models of the inner world – the world of brain events, including
processes we call emotions, drives, and attention. Here again, there
are varying degrees of accuracy, and in particular, according to
Michael Graziano (2013), the brain’s ongoing model of attention can
be inaccurate. In particular, it will be inaccurate if it embodies the idea
that attention is a nonphysical, spooky phenomenon and hence that
consciousness is also. Can this sense of “spookiness” be easily shed?

Probably not. By and large, our brains update our world models for
us, but the control we have on the updating is limited. I might success-
fully update my causal model of the world as I come to realize that
cholera is caused not by “bad air” but by bacteria. Somehow that
information will modify and reshape my causal model of the world.
However, a rainbow will still look like it has a location in space, even
though I know full well that it does not. What about the model of
attention and mental states generally? The model of mentality may
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persist in seeming to be spooky, even when I know “cognitively” that
spooky is not accurate to the facts. This may be owed to deep biological
features of the way the neural model works.

Here is a comparison: it is a deep biological feature of brains that we
extend touch sensations to the end of the pencil or scalpel, to the digger
end of the backhoe, and so forth. It seems that we can feel the end of the
tool. We all know full well that we have no sensors at the end of the
backhoe bucket, but our brain’s model finds it very efficient to work
that way anyhow – an evolutionary adaptation, no doubt. The point is
that as we learn more about the brain, our scientific understanding of
our model of attention may become more accurate, but the brain’s
model of conscious states we use on a moment-to-moment basis may
itself be largely unmodified by such neuroscientific knowledge. Thus
we may understand more about why it is so easy (“intuitive”) to think
that consciousness is a spooky phenomenon, even when we appreciate
scientifically that consciousness is not spooky but brainy.13 What is
really interesting to me is that we can simultaneously hold both ideas –
“spooky” and “brainy” – in our minds, albeit in different ways.

How Did Neurophilosophy Get Started?

Neurophilosophy was more or less inevitable, given the progress in
neuroscience and the many links between higher functions and neural
activities. Because I happened to be the first to publish using the word
“neurophilosophy” (the title of my 1986 book bore that name), I will
say a little about my own history.

In about 1978, I came to think that the arguments for an autono-
mous psychology – a science of the mind autonomous with respect to
neuroscience – were too flimsy and self-serving to be taken seriously
(e.g. Fodor 2000). If, as seems probable, there is no nonphysical soul
but only the physical brain, then surely what is known in neuroscience
cannot help but be relevant to understanding the nature of psycholo-
gical phenomena, including vision, decision making, memory, and
learning. Although I have always emphasized that understanding
neuroscience was necessary to understand themind, some philosophers
read me as saying neuroscience is both necessary and sufficient. This

13 I owe this point to Michael Graziano in conversation. But see also Graziano
(2013).
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was a poorly disguised straw man designed to make the project look
extreme and unproductive (see McGinn 2014; Churchland 2014).

To appreciate more exactly the contribution neuroscience might
make, I recognized that I needed to know as much as I could about
neuroanatomy (structure) as well as about the developments in neuro-
physiology (function). I went to the head of the Neuroanatomy
Department at the University of Manitoba Medical College and
explained my need. To my everlasting gratitude, he warmly welcomed
me and encouraged me to take courses alongside the medical students.
The arrangement was informal because I was not enrolled as a medical
student – I was, after all, still being paid to teach philosophy to under-
graduates. Soon thereafter, I was invited to attend neurology rounds
and neurosurgical rounds with the clinicians, a weekly event in which
patients with neurologic conditions were presented, following which
their cases were discussed in detail. After finishing all available courses,
I then became associated with the spinal cord laboratory of Dr. Larry
Jordan, which was focused on the neural circuitry that maintained
rhythmic walking motions. In the lab, I began to dig much deeper
into basic neuroscience.

Among other things, the experience in the Jordan lab taught me that
understanding the available techniques is essential to evaluating an
experimental article. Data will be unreliable if the technique is unreli-
able. It also taught me to remember that nervous systems, including our
own, are the products of evolution.One of the deepest insights I learned
from visiting neuroscientist Rodolfo Llinas was this: the fundamental
function of nervous systems is to move the body so that the animal may
survive and reproduce. Perception, emotions, and cognition are func-
tions whose features were selected for insofar as they served behavior in
the business of survival and reproduction. More exactly, perception
and cognition serve prediction, and the capacity to make good predic-
tions is a major driver of brain evolution. Commonplace thirty years
later, Llinas’s insight provoked me to see everything about cognition
and perception in a fresh way.

Of course, my husband and philosophical colleague, Paul
Churchland, was as fascinated as I by the adventures in the lab, and
he too began to participate in experiments. He readily saw how his own
ideas about weaknesses in parts of folk psychology fit with emerging
data in the behavioral and brain sciences. Among my colleagues, Jeff
Foss and Michael Stack also became hooked, and our daily lunches
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were effectively seminars batting around what we were all eagerly
learning.

After Paul and I moved to the University of California San Diego, we
encouraged our graduate students to have some laboratory exposure
while engaged in philosophical research. Many of them did, and some,
such as Elizabeth Buffalo, Adina Roskies, and Eric Thomson, even-
tually left philosophy to find their professional home in neuroscience.
Others, such as RickGrush and Brain Keeley, successfully straddled the
two fields. In San Diego, the main neuroscience lab that I was asso-
ciated with was run by Terry Sejnowski, whose lab was located in the
Salk Institute. Francis Crick was also an associate of the lab and was an
active participant on a daily basis. Terry’s lab focused on a range of
topics, including reinforcement learning and the question of what kinds
of computations neurons and networks might be using.14 We also
frequently discussed the problem of consciousness and what experi-
ments might help us to understand it as a brain-based phenomenon.
Some of the most productive, broad-based, large-scale (one might say
“philosophical”) conversations took place over tea at that lab. Lab
meetings and teatime continue even now to be a source of inspiration
and reflection for me.

By and large, the reception of philosophers to the publication
of Neurophilosophy in 1986 was anything but welcoming.
Neuroscientists, by contrast, gave it a much warmer reception, some-
thing that seemed to further exasperate philosophers of mind.15 Owing
largely to the blossoming of the brain sciences, the book apparently
facilitated the decision of many philosophy undergraduates to do grad-
uate work in neuroscience rather than philosophy.

The hostility from philosophers that greeted neurophilosophy in its
early days has mostly abated, and a small but enterprising cohort of
younger philosophers has eagerly embraced its general intellectual
attitude. They tend to be comfortably immersed in the neuroscience
of psychology and philosophy with no sign of metaphysical angst.

14 What emerged early on was the collaboration that resulted in Churchland and
Sejnowski (1992).

15 John Marshall, a well-known neuroscientist and frequent reviewer of books in
Oxford, told me he was asked by the New York Review of Books in 1986 to
reviewNeurophilosophy. Several years after he submitted his review, he gaveme
a typewritten copy of the gratifyingly positive review he had written. He
explained that the New York Review of Books had declined to publish it. He
vowed never to write for them again and did not.
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Washing their hands of conceptual necessities seems to have left their
creativity undiminished. Washington University in St. Louis was the
first to set up a graduate program called “Philosophy, Neuroscience,
and Psychology” (PNP), which has truly flourished, as has the coordi-
nated undergraduate program. It set the benchmark for other similar
programs. Duke University also saw a future in linking with psychol-
ogy and neuroscience programs, and its programs also have flourished.

No one would call the shift to recognizing the relevance of scientific
data a philosophical stampede, however. A quick look at the current
graduate courses and syllabi from high-ranking schools in the United
States reveals that conceptual analysis tends even now to dominate the
philosophical agendas. Mainstream philosophical research on the
mind/brain prides itself in being mainly about words, not things.
Philosophers in other countries may be moving ahead more quickly.
For example, Poland’s prestigious Copernicus Center is at the forefront
of research on such difficult problems as norms –what norms are; how
they are learned, expressed and changed; and what data from psychol-
ogy and neuroscience reveal about how they guide behavior.16

Moscow’s Center for Consciousness Studies likewise has a cohort of
young researchers who are aiming to make progress on traditional
problems about the nature of consciousness, knowledge, and represen-
tation by integrating data from many labs.17

Quine and the Conceptual Analysis Dogma

A powerful but oft-ignored lesson of Quine’s (1960) discussion con-
cerning naturalizing philosophical inquiry18 is simple: clarifying
a concept used to categorize the world can be very helpful in avoiding
confusion in a seminar, but that clarification cannot itself tell us
whether that concept truly applies to phenomena in the world, whether
it should be revised in the light of facts, or even whether it possibly
should be ditched altogether.

The applicability of a concept to phenomena in the actual world
depends on science (broadly speaking) and discovery of the facts. This
is obvious in the case of a concept such as “caloric,” where we can be

16 See, for example, Brozek (2013) and Heller, Brozek, and Kurek (2013).
17 See the well-informed interviewers, Vadim Vasiliyev and Dmitry Volkov discuss

neurophilosophy with me at: https://youtu.be/GP8o-yjZePc.
18 See also my Preface to the second edition (2013).
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reasonably clear about what were believed to be the properties of
caloric fluid, were it to exist; for example, it moves from hot things to
cold things, hot things have more of it than cold things, it has no mass,
and so forth. All that clarity notwithstanding, there is no such thing as
caloric fluid. Differences in temperature are a matter of differences in
mean molecular kinetic energy, not in volume of caloric fluid.

Consider now the case of a concept such as “soul,” where we might
have something like Descartes’ idea of what we mean by the concept.
A philosophical analysis of that concept tells us precisely nothing
whatever about whether souls really exist or even whether they have
the properties outlined in its analysis. The meaning of a word merely
reflects current beliefs, and those beliefs may be misguided. Think of
wholesale revisions to the concept of an “element,” originally believed
to comprise earth, air, fire and water, not one of which is now con-
sidered an element. The point extends more generally. In particular, it
extends to words such as “knows,” “believes,” “rational,” and
“decides.”

To elaborate, Quine’s point was that what ismeant by aword reflects
what is believed to be true about the things the word denotes. Thus,
meaning changes as knowledge expands. This point has been stoutly
resisted by scientifically naive philosophers who supposed that if some-
thing is considered part of the very meaning of a word, then it is
a necessary feature of the stuff denoted by that word. That the phe-
nomenon has that meaning-linked feature is, allegedly, a necessary
truth, and necessary truths are, needless to say, necessarily true
regardless of what science discovers. Thus, these philosophers convince
themselves that they can dope out the deep – necessary – features of
the world by conceptual analysis.19

The argument sinks into the fallacious when it shifts from saying that
something is part of the meaning of the word to saying what is
a necessary feature of things in theworld. Hence, even if, for nineteenth-
century physicists,“is indivisible” is part of the verymeaning of theword
“atom,” this does not make it necessarily true – or even true at all – that
atoms are indivisible, that they have no substructure. Nevertheless,
philosophers have been prone to make claims about what must be true

19 See, for example, the entry in the online Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
under “Analysis of Knowledge.” The authors, Jonathan Jenkins Ichikawa and
Matthias Steup, state that a proper analysis of knowledge “should at least be
a necessary truth.”
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about the mind based on their analyses of the meaning of words, words
such as “knows” and “believes” and “conscious.”

One quick further point about conceptual analysis: typically what is
marketed under the banner of “conceptual analysis” is not actually
a reflection of what a word means in its everyday use by ordinary folks
(Schooler et al. 2014). Rather, it is a theory, albeit a camouflaged
theory, about the nature of some phenomenon, such as consciousness
or choice or knowledge. Consider, for example, the idea that beliefs
require language because beliefs are states of mind standing in relation
to a sentence. This idea is not based on what ordinary speakers of the
language mean or even on what is implied by what they mean. Such
claims go well beyond meaning. These are actually empirical hypoth-
eses, disguised and sold as conceptual truths, based on scanty, or even
no, empirical evidence.

Theorizing is an important undertaking in the effort to advance
knowledge and understanding of the world, including the world of
the mind/brain. Philosophers are as welcome into the theorizing tent
as anyone else, and certainly some philosophers have made important
contributions in this domain.20 Clinging to outdated ideas concerning
conceptual analysis and necessary truths impedes the progress that
philosophers might otherwise make. In general, it is more rewarding
to take account of existing data when trying to generate an explanatory
theory of a phenomenon than to troll one’s intuitions for “necessary
truths,” something the witty biologist Sir Peter Medawar (1979) sug-
gested is the philosophical equivalent of “psychokinetic” spoon
bending.

Concluding Remarks

As more is discovered about brain organization and the dynamics of
neural networks and whole systems, our knowledge of mental func-
tions also will expand, undoubtedly in unpredictable ways. Whether
unsurmountable obstacles will be encountered is not known – certainly
not known even by philosophers who insist that their well-trained
intuitions have already spied such obstacles.

20 For example, Eliasmith (2013), Craver (2009), Silva, Landreth, and Bickle
(2014), Smith (2011), Danks (2014), Bickle (2013), Arstila and Lloyd (2014),
P. M. Churchland (2013), and Glymour (2001).
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In science, we typically cannot tell whether a problem is just not yet
solved or absolutely unsolvable. You cannot tell just by looking – or
just by using your intuition. Just as the Straits of Gibralter were once
thought to mark the outer limits of the world, so it may be tempting to
think that what we cannot now imagine marks the limits of what
science can discover. This is a mistake, one that is rooted in philoso-
phical complacency and a failure of intellectual courage. Of course,
some problems are not problems for neuroscience or for philosophy –

such as the problem of making a vaccine against the Ebola virus or
sequencing the genome of an extinct species of humans such as Homo
erectus. Some problems, as Sir Peter Medawar wisely reminded us, are
political problems concerning the more effective way to address terror-
ism or whether to allow doctor-assisted suicide for the terminally ill.
Some problems are personal problems about whether to change jobs.21

But some problems are problems for science, and it is highly likely that
the nature of consciousness is one of those problems. Whether we do
actually solve it remains to be seen.

Young philosophers need to ask themselves a basic question: what is
it that I really want to understand? Is it just what other philosophers say
about a problem and how I might figure out a clever response within
their framework of assumptions? Is it something about current English
usage, such as what the word that names the problem usually means?
Or is it the nature of the thing – how it works? These are quite different
questions, using very different methods, and leading a researcher in
very different directions.

21 I too make this point, for example, in Brain-Wise (2002), yet philosophers such
as Roger Scruton (2014) continue to wag their finger and warn that science
cannot solve all problems.
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5 Teleosemantics
david papineau

The Problem of Representation

“Teleosemantics” is a theory of representation. There aremany different
kinds of representations. Some representations are mental states: beliefs,
perceptions, hopes, fears. Others are public, nonmental items: sentences,
maps, diagrams, pictures.

What all representations have in common is “truth conditions.”Any
representation will portray the world as being a certain way. It will
draw a line in logical space, dividing the possibilities into those that
verify it and those that do not. When I assert that “Elvis Presley once
visited Paris” or think the corresponding thought, my words, or my
mental state, will be true if and only if Elvis did once go to Paris and
false otherwise.

(“A picture is worth a thousand words.” It is not always easy to
articulate what is being claimed by a perception or by a map or other
pictorial means of representation. But this does not mean that these
states lack truth conditions, just that they have dense and complex
ones.)

Representation can seem puzzling. How can one state stand for
another? When I say or write something, my message will be conveyed
by sound waves or marks on paper, and when I believe or perceive
something, the vehicle of my ideas will be some arrangement of neu-
rones inside my head. What mysterious force gives these ordinary
physical arrangements the power to reach out and lay claim to further
possible states of affairs – often far removed in space and time, such as
when I represent that Saturn has forty-five moons or that England won
the World Cup in 1966?

A natural first thought is that the physical vehicles of representation
gain truth conditions in virtue of being interpreted as having those truth
conditions. The English sentence “Elvis Presley once visited Paris”
means what it does, for instance, because speakers of English
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understand it a certain way. This is not a bad initial thought, and we
shall return to it later, but without further elaboration, it can only get
us so far. Interpreting a sentence as meaning a certain truth condition is
most naturally understood in terms of its being associated with
a certain type of mental state by speakers of the language – in our
example, the state of thinking that Elvis once visited Paris. But this then
leaves us with the question of what gives those mental states their truth
conditions. And if the answer is that those mental states are interpreted
with the help of yet furthermental states, we are clearly off on a regress.
We need some account of original meaning (“original intentionality,”
as it is often called) –wewant to explain the kind of meaning that states
can have in their own right and not in virtue of being interpreted with
the help of other meaningful states.

Many philosophers think that original intentionality is a product of
consciousness. As they see it, it is specifically conscious states that have
the intrinsic power to represent the world to subjects.1 They appeal
to the way that perceptions and thoughts strike us introspectively.
Suppose that you are currently seeing a tree. Isn’t it built into the
conscious nature of your sensory state, these philosophers urge, that it
represents there to be a tree in your environment? Some take a similar
linewith thoughts, holding that it can be intrinsic to the conscious nature
of a thought that it represents, say, that the stock market has fallen.

This line of thought is seductive but fundamentally misguided.
Conscious states do represent, of course, but not in virtue of
their conscious properties. States with just those conscious properties
could, in principle, have represented different things or nothing at all.
But this is not the place to argue these points in detail; I have done so
elsewhere (Papineau, 2016). In this chapter, instead of tackling con-
sciousness-based accounts of representation head-on, I shall instead
explore an alternative approach to representation as depending on
nonconscious properties and relations. This approach will explain the
representational powers of conscious states in term of such properties
and relations, rather than their conscious nature, and moreover will
also allow that nonconscious states also can be representational in the
fullest sense.

1 This is, of course, the dominant tradition in the history of philosophy. For
contemporary defenses of this approach, see the Introduction and essays in
Kriegel (2013).
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One last preliminary point before proceeding: not all representations
are categorical, in the sense of being offered or entertained as saying
what is the case, as opposed to what might be the case. For example,
conjectures, imaginations, hopes, and fears are representations all
right, but they are not categorical. They have truth conditions and so
can turn out to be true or false, like other representations, but
they aren’t embraced as categorically conveying how things are, in
the way that assertions, beliefs, and perceptions are. They are merely
possibilities to be considered. In what follows, we shall be concerned
specifically with categorical representations. Once these have been
explained, then perhaps an account of noncategorical representation
can be built on that basis.

Representation as a Biological Category

The key to understanding representation is to view it as a biological
phenomenon. According to the teleosemantic program, representa-
tions are states whose biological function is to guide behavior in ways
appropriate to such-and-such conditions. Those conditions are then
the truth-conditional contents of the representational states.
The representations are true if those conditions obtain but not
otherwise.2

Let me illustrate. Vervet monkeys in Kenya have three distinct alarm
calls – for leopards, eagles, and snakes respectively. These calls are
designed to prompt specific behaviors in the monkeys. As Seyfarth,
Cheyney, and Marler explain in their classic 1980 paper, the monkeys
“respond to leopard alarms by running into trees, to eagle alarms by
looking up, and to snake alarms by looking down.” These responses
determine what the calls represent, in that the truth condition of each
call is that circumstance in which the monkeys’ consequent behavior
would be appropriate to its survival.

It will be helpful to analyze this case in terms made familiar by
Ruth Millikan (1984). Distinguish the “producer” of the call, the
signaler, from the “consumer,” that is, the monkey that responds to
the call. According to the teleosemantic analysis, it is the behavior
of the consumers that determines the truth-conditional content of

2 The first works developing this teleosemantic idea include Millikan (1984),
Fodor (1984), Papineau (1984, 1987), and Dretske (1986, 1988).
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the call, not the circumstances that prompt the producers. Suppose
that the consumers respond to some call with behavior that is
appropriate to an impending eagle, say. This then shows that the
call means “eagle.” And this remains the case even if the producers
also regularly produce that call in response to fast-moving clouds,
low-flying airplanes, and so on. The truth condition of the signal
depends on how the consumers behave in response to it, not on
what causes producers to emit it.

In this example, the producer is one organism, and the consumer
another. But the story will work just the same if the producer and the
consumer are inside the same individual. This then gives us a model for
representation by mental states as well as public signals. Suppose, as
seems plausible, that the monkeys also have three kinds of cerebral
states, “produced” by their visual systems and “consumed” by their
motor control systems. Then the story runs just the same. These brain
states will represent leopards, eagles, and snakes respectively, in virtue
of the fact that they are designed to lead the monkeys to behave in ways
appropriate to just those threats.

So here we have a simple explanation of representation. It isn’t
magic. It is just a matter of certain states having the biological
function of instigating behavior that is appropriate to such-and-
such conditions.

There is a sense in which this account preserves the intuitive idea
that the meaning of a representational state depends on how it is
interpreted. Representation arises whenever a consumer interprets
some state as signifying some circumstance, in the sense that it acts
in a way appropriate to that circumstance. The crucial point is that
the idea of interpretation now in play is not the idea of the
representation prompting some further mental state in the agent.
As we saw earlier, if we understand interpretation in this mental
way, the appeal to interpretation is no good for explaining original
intentionality because it inevitably degenerates into regress.
However, the current proposal cuts through this regress.
Interpretation is now a matter of acting, not thinking further
thoughts. A representation is interpreted as having a certain truth
if it leads a consumer to act in a way appropriate to that condition,
not to form a thought with that truth condition. By this means, we
explain representation without presupposing it.
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Generalizing the Story

It will be useful to schematizemore fully how the teleosemantic account
explains representation in terms of biological functions. Suppose that
we have some consumer system that responds to representation Rwith
some behavior B and that the biological purpose of this consumer is to
achieve some end E. Then the system that produces R will have the
function of producing R when condition C obtains, where C is that
condition that will ensure that B causes E. If all this is in place, then
R will represent C: the producer is biologically supposed to produce
R when C because this will then enable the consumer to serve its
function of achieving E.

In the vervet monkey example, we took the relevant end E simply to
be survival and reproduction. But we can also view biological ends in
a more fine-grained way, as aimed at more specific results than survival
and reproduction, and this will then allow the teleosemantic approach
to deal appropriately with more complex kinds of representation.

To understand how biological items can have biological functions
that are more specific than survival and reproduction, note that biolo-
gical systems can be decomposed into nested structures of interlocking
components. For example, the human body is composed of the brain,
the temperature-regulating system, the cardiovascular system, and so
on. The cardiovascular system can itself be decomposed into the heart,
the lungs, and the blood vessels. Now all these components have the
eventual biological function of fostering survival and reproduction. But
they are all supposed to contribute to this in special ways: the brain by
managing behavior and hormonal levels, the temperature-regulating
system by maintaining a constant temperature, the cardiovascular
system by circulating oxygen and nutrients and removing carbon
dioxide and toxins, and, in turn, the heart, lungs, and blood vessels
are supposed to do the latter by pumping, oxygenating, and
transporting the blood, respectively.

Given this, we can identify the functions that are specific to the
components in an overall biological system. For example, the specific
function of the heart is to pump the blood. Of course, the heart also has
the further functions of circulating oxygen and nutrients and removing
carbon dioxide and toxins and thereby of fostering survival and
reproduction. But these further functions are not specific to the heart,
as is shown by the fact that their nonfulfillment does not mean that the
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heart isn’t doing its job: if oxygen isn’t circulated, this might be because
the lungs aren’t oxygenating the blood, not because the heart isn’t
pumping. In general, we can say that the specific function of some
biological component is the most immediate effect it is supposed to
produce at that level of decompositional analysis where it itself appears
as an unanalyzed component. So, for example, pumping is the
immediate effect attributed to heart once we decompose the
cardiovascular system into its components.3

This means that the representational functions attributed to content-
ful states need not always be geared to survival and reproduction as
such. If the producer-consumer system in which some representation
R is a component itself has some specific end E, then the representa-
tional content of R will be the condition C that ensures resulting
behavior will achieve E, whether or not survival or reproduction
follows.

One obvious application of this idea will be to organisms that form
and activate desires and other motivational states. These motivational
states can be viewed as themselves consumer mechanisms whose spe-
cific biological purpose is to achieve certain proximal results, such as
water, or sex, or social esteem – or whatever themotivation is aimed at.
These motivational states are not aimed at such general results as
survival and reproduction because it is not their fault, so to speak, if
these further results do not follow once their specific ends have been
achieved. The specific job of my desire for water, for example, is to get
water into my body, and it will have fulfilled this aim even if my
stomach is malfunctioning and this does not help my survival and
reproduction.

Given this, representations that direct the selection of actions in
pursuit of desires and other motivations will then represent circum-
stances relevant to achieving the specific ends of those motivations.
The representational state that tells me what to drink when I am thirsty
has the specific function of tracking water and fulfills this function even
in cases where water will not aid my survival or reproduction.

Another important range of cases will be where the purpose of the
relevant consumer is itself to produce further representations. For
example, many producer mechanisms within our perceptual system
have the purpose of detecting “features” (e.g. edges of physical objects)

3 This account of specific functions is borrowed from Neander (1995).
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on the basis of which further consumer mechanisms will construct
representations of more complex phenomena (say, whole three-
dimensional objects). In this kind of case, the producer (the edge
detector) will represent edges, say, in virtue of the fact that its outputs
are treated by the consumer (the object representer) in ways appropri-
ate specifically to the presence of edges. (And this consumer will then
have the purpose of representing objects in virtue of the fact that its
outputs are in turn consumed by further mechanisms in ways appro-
priate, given their specific purposes, to the presence of objects.)

These examples show that the general teleosemantic approach will
discern different kinds of representations in different components of
different organisms depending on the details of their internal cognitive
architectures.What the states in an organism’s component mechanisms
represent will depend on such things as its structure of motivational
states, the computational structure underpinning its visual perception,
and so on. This is not a weakness of teleosemantics. On the contrary, it
shows that it is a powerful framework that can be applied to a wide
range of cognitive architectures to identify the specific representation-
alist purposes served by their components.

Is Truth Functional?

The teleosemantic approach to representation hinges on the idea that
the truth of a representation coincides with fulfilling its biological
function. This opens the teleosemantic approach to a common objec-
tion – namely, that truth and biological function can come apart for
representations. In particular, so the objection goes, there are plenty of
cases where representations fulfill their biological functions even
though they are false. Evolution doesn’t care about truth, but just
about practical biological success, object the critics. If we want to
understand truth, they conclude, we need to look beyond the biological
realm with its exclusive focus on practical results (Plantinga 1993;
Burge 2010).

There are three different kinds of cases worth discussing here. First,
there are representations for which the biological expectation is falsity
rather than truth. Second, there are representations that luckily happen
to lead to biological success despite being false. And third, there are
representations that systematically confer some positive biological
benefit in virtue of being false.
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Let us take these in turn. For an example where falsity is the biolo-
gical norm, the vervet monkeys will serve well enough. Let us
suppose that the monkeys are designed to err on the side of caution
and will alert the troop to an eagle threat on the slightest pretext, with
the result that the vast majority of “eagle” calls are occasioned by
clouds, airplanes, and so on rather than eagles. (I make no claims for
the ethological accuracy of this supposition.)

We can see why the monkeys might have been set up in this way.
The cost of a false-positive call – one prompted by a fast-moving
cloud – is far less than that of a false-negative call – ignoring a real
eagle. The former mistake only means a wasted upward glance, but the
latter could well mean death. It is far better, in biological terms, to bear
the cost of regular false alarms than to run the risk of being caught by
an undetected eagle.

But it is simply a mistake to think that cases such as these are
a problem for teleosemantics. Despite the frequency of false positives,
falsity is no part of the biological function of the “eagle” signal, nor of
the mechanisms that produce them. Biological functions are always
advantageous effects, results that contribute to survival and
reproductive success. There are no such advantageous effects
occasioned by false alarms. Pausing and looking upward because of
a cloud is pure wasted effort. The advantageous effects of the “eagle”
signal accrue specifically in those cases where there really is an eagle
around, and the signal enables the monkeys to avoid capture. That is
the function of the signal, and it is fulfilled specifically in cases where
the signal is true, just as the teleosemantic approach would have it.

The monkey example is just a special case of the point that the
biological function of some trait need not be normally or even often
achieved – provided the payoff when it does occur is big enough to
outweigh the cost of failed attempts. Male sperm are the standard
illustration. Nearly all sperm are fated to wither and die before fertiliz-
ing an egg. But that doesn’t mean that fertilization is not the function of
the sperm. We don’t want to say that perishing without achieving
fertilization is the function of sperm just because that fate is biologically
overwhelmingly probable.

Let me now turn to the second kind of example. Sometimes the
behavior prompted by a false representation can lead to biological
success by luck. A thirsty monkey sets off in a certain direction,
prompted by the belief that there is water in the stream. As it happens,
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the belief is false (the stream has dried up), but happily, the monkey
comes across a pool of water halfway there. At first pass, this looks like
a case of a belief serving its biological function even though it is false.
After all, the belief is here consumed by the monkey’s thirst-quenching
mechanism, and it leads successfully to the satisfaction of that
mechanism’s biological end.

But this is not a problem for teleosemantics either. While the thirst-
quenching mechanism has achieved its end, the belief itself has not
served its own biological function. Its specific function is to coordinate
behavior with the putative presence of water in the stream. It hasn’t
done that in this case because there was no water in the stream. It was
just a matter of luck that water was found; it wasn’t because the belief
was working as it was supposed to.

In general, a biological trait can lead to some eventual biological
success by luck in a particular case without serving the specific function
for which it was selected. On some occasion the camouflage of an insect
saves it from predation by delighting a child whose laughter scares
away a bird. But this clearly wouldn’t be a case of the camouflage
serving its specific function of hiding the insect. Similarly, the fact
that a belief can luckily engender success though false is no counter-
example to the teleosemantic claim that its specific function is to
coordinate its consumer’s behavior with its truth condition.

Third, there are arguably some few cases where representations do
genuinely serve a biological function in virtue of being false. Consider
the phenomenon of “depressive realism”: most psychologically healthy
people have an inflated view of their own social standing, by compar-
ison with objective measures; the only people with accurate beliefs
about their status tend to be depressed. Let us suppose that these
mistaken beliefs among nondepressed people have a biological pur-
pose: the function of the widespread false beliefs is to stop people from
retreating into their shells and to encourage them to be enterprising.
(Again, I make no claims for the biological accuracy of this
supposition.)

Now cases like these really do involve beliefs that serve a biological
function because they are false. It is specifically when lower-status
people think that they are higher status that they are encouraged to
be enterprising. And this certainly seems in tension with the teleose-
mantic idea that we can equate the truth-conditional content of a belief
with that circumstance in which it serves its specific biological function.
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Here the truth condition is that you are higher status, but the function is
served when you are lower status.

To deal with this issue, teleosemantics needs to recognize that some
representations can serve two different functions. This is a familiar
enough biological idea. For example, large earlobes can facilitate
both audition and thermal regulation and be selected for both these
positive effects. Similarly, in our case, the belief arguably has
the functions of both (1) guiding behavior aimed at satisfying currently
active motivational states and (2) boosting enterprise by fostering self-
esteem.

Once we recognize these two distinct functions, we can see that there
is nothing here to undermine the teleosemantic approach to representa-
tion. The function that matters to the teleosemantics of belief is the
former one: guiding behavior in a way that will serve whichever moti-
vations are currently active. To fulfill this function, your beliefs still
need to be true. (Suppose that you want to make money and enter
a popularity contest in the belief that your high status will win you the
$100 prize. You won’t get what you want if your belief isn’t true.) That
some specific beliefs, such as this belief about your status, might also
have some further function, such as bolstering self-esteem, that is
fulfilled when the belief is false does not eliminate the former teleose-
mantic function any more than earlobes acquiring a thermoregulatory
function eliminates their auditory function.4

Determinacy of Content

A standard objection to teleosemantics is that it is not able to explain
the possession of fully determinate contents by representational states.
Jerry Fodor (1990) has argued this point in connection with the states
in frogs’ brains that prompt frogs to snap their tongues in the direction
of passing flying insects. Fodor challenges teleosemanticists to explain
why these states should be regarded as representing flying insects rather
than small, black, moving things. After all, Fodor maintains, we could
as well take the frog’s visual system to be biologically designed to
respond to small, black, moving things as to respond to flying insects.
A healthy frog will snap its tongue whenever it is presented with
a small, black, moving thing, whether or not it is a flying insect.

4 For further discussion of this last kind of case, see Papineau (1993, chap. 3).
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An initial answer to Fodor is to respond that teleosemantics focuses
on conditions that ensure biological success, and the alternative condi-
tions he has in mind fail to satisfy this requirement. It is true that
a healthy frog will respond to small, black, moving things even if they
are not flying insects. But the conditions that teleosemantics is con-
cerned with are not those that can be expected to cause the frog’s state,
but rather those that will ensure that resulting behavior causes success.
The frog’s state clearly has the function of helping the frog catch flying
insects rather than small, black things: no selective advantage accrues
to a frog that grabs some nonnutritious speck of passing dirt. And so, in
line with this, defenders of teleosemantics can argue that the frog’s
brain state represents a flying insect in a given direction rather than
small, black things. For it is precisely when its brain state is prompted
by a flying insect, rather than any small black thing, that an advanta-
geous effect will accrue (cf. Millikan 1993).

However, it is not clear that this response fully deals with Fodor’s
worry. I just said that the advantageous result of the frog’s state is
flying insects rather than small, black things. No reproductive
advantage accrues when it catches a small, black thing that isn’t
an insect. But why stop there? The biological point of catching
flying insects is to get them into the stomach. No reproductive
advantage accrues if an insect is caught but isn’t ingested. Again,
the biological point of ingesting something into the stomach is to
get nutrients into the bloodstream. No reproductive advantage
accrues if an insect is ingested but yields no nutrients into the
bloodstream. And so on. In the end, the ultimate point of all
functional traits is survival and reproduction. No reproductive
advantage ensues from any intermediate effects if they don’t even-
tuate in survival and reproduction.

Given all this, it might not be obvious why we should interpret the
frog’s state as representing flying insects. Why not read it as represent-
ing stomach filler? Or as nutrient source? Or even as reproduction
enhancer?

To resolve this issue, we need to go back to the idea of biological
traits having specific functions of their own, in addition to those they
share with other components of the whole organism. In the example
used earlier, the specific function of the heart is to pump blood. It also
has the functions of circulating oxygen and eventually of fostering
survival and reproduction – but these functions it shares with other
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organs, such as the lungs, and so they are not specific to the heart as
such.

We saw earlier how this concept of specific functions matters when
we apply teleosemantics to organisms that have motivational states.
It allows us to think of states like desires as themselves biological
components with specific functions, namely, the production of the
specific effects that will satisfy them. And then we can equate the
truth conditions of representational states that inform the pursuit of
desires with conditions that will ensure that those desires are satisfied.

So, if we could credit frogs with motivational states, then this would
resolve our issue. If the frog’s behavior is motivated by the desire for
a flying insect as such, then the state that prompts tongue snapping in
a certain direction would signify that there is a flying insect in
that direction. Whereas if the frog’s is motivated by a desire for
a nutrient source, say, then the state would represent a nutrient source
in that direction.

However, there seem to be no good grounds for attributing such
motivational states to frogs. Modern physiologic research suggests
that frogs lack any integrated decision-making system in which
belief-like states serve desires. Rather, each of its behavioral systems
is guided by its own proprietary information, which is unavailable to
its other systems of behavioral control. One channel of sensory
information guides its prey-catching behavior, another guides its
obstacle-avoiding behavior, and yet another its ability to jump
away from looming threats. Lesions of the frog’s optical system
can dissociate these different abilities (Milner and Goodale 1995,
sect. 1.2.2).

Still, this lack of an integrated decision-making system does not
mean that the idea of specific functions has no grip on the frogs at all.
There is nothing to stop us from applying this idea directly to the prey-
catching system as such. As in other cases, this system has a sequence
of functions. It is designed to catch flying insects, thereby to have them
swallowed, thereby to allow digestion to place nutrients in the blood-
stream, and thereby . . . to lead to reproductive success. But only the
first of these is arguably the function peculiar to the prey-catching
systems, considered as the visuomotor system that governs head turn-
ing and tongue snapping. It is not necessarily the fault of this system if
a flying insect is caught but does not end up in the stomach (because
the swallowing mechanism is not working) or if it is placed in the
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stomach but not digested (because the stomach is malfunctioning), or
so on.

If we accept, on these grounds, that the prey-catching system has the
peculiar function of catching flying insects, rather than any later effects,
then we can view the sensory signals that prompt behavior in this
system as indicating the circumstance under which that behavior will
achieve the system’s peculiar end – that is, as indicating the presence of
a flying insect is such-and-such a direction.

There might seem a further issue here. I have been assuming that the
relevant signal is part of the prey-catching system. And this by no
means seems mandatory. After all, why not regard the frog’s sensory
signal as part of the prey-stomaching system or as part of the prey-
digesting system or so on? The effects occasioned by the sensory signal
don’t normally stop with the flying insect being caught – when every-
thing is working as it should, the flying insect will also promptly be
swallowed, and digested, and . . ..

This then threatens to render the content of the sensory signal
indeterminate once more. Each of the systems at issue – the prey-
catching system, the prey-stomaching system, the prey-digesting sys-
tem, and so on – will have a specific function of its own. But this won’t
give the sensory signal a determinate content if it is not determinate
which of these larger systems is informed by the signal. It will leave it
open that the signal tells the prey-catching system about insects, so to
speak, but also the prey-stomaching system about stomach fillers, the
digestive system about nutrient sources, and so on.

However, this point has in effect already been dealt with. The signal
in question is properly seen as a component of the prey-catching
system, not of the prey-stomaching or the prey-digesting system.
When we first analyze the larger prey-stomaching system, say, into its
component prey-catching and prey-swallowing systems, there is as yet
no need to bring in the signal as such. The larger prey-stomaching
system fulfills its specific function as long as its component prey-
catching and prey-swallowing systems fulfill theirs, however they man-
age to do that. It is only whenwe analyze the prey-catching system itself
that the signal comes into view, so to speak. The prey-catching system
fulfills its specific function when its components fulfill theirs – which
requires, inter alia, that the signal tracks the condition in which the
resulting snapping behavior will secure a flying insect. The signal is thus
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specifically a component in the prey-catching system and its truth
condition – the presence of a flying insect in a certain direction.5

Outputs over Inputs

According to teleosemantics, the truth condition of a representation
depends on the output of the representation, on what behavior it
prompts, and not on the input to it, on what circumstances cause it.
The vervet monkey’s state means “eagle” because it prompts the mon-
keys to behave in ways appropriate to eagles, even if most of the things
that cause the state are not eagles.

Teleosemantics contrasts in this respect with causal theories of repre-
sentational content, that is, theories that aim to explain truth condi-
tions in terms of their characteristic causes. The obvious problem
facing such theories is to distinguish causes that constitute truth con-
ditions from other things that cause the representation. This problem is
often termed “disjunctivism”: what makes “eagle” the truth condition
of the monkey’s state rather than the disjunctive condition “eagle-or-
low-flying cloud-or-airplane-or-anything else that causes the state”?

This problem is dealt with from the start by teleosemantics precisely
because it understands truth conditions in terms of outputs rather than
inputs. It doesn’t start by looking at the causes of representational
states and then seek somehow to narrow these down to the truth-
conditional causes.6 Rather, it simply asks what will ensure that the
behavior resulting from the state will be successful.7

5 In an earlier paper (Papineau 2003) I argued that the frog’s state was indeed
indeterminate, on the grounds that it could equally well be considered
a component in all the nested prey-catching, prey-stomaching, and prey-digesting
systems. It was only after writing that paper that I came to appreciate how
Neander’s notion of specific functions (1995) resolves this issue in favor of the
first option. (Perhaps it is worthmentioning here that in her 1995 paper, Neander
herself ends up arguing that the frog’s state represents “small, black thing.”
I would say that she is driven to this conclusion by her mistaken general
assumption that traits in healthy animals cannot malfunction simply because the
environment is unhelpful, which then implies that a healthy frog cannot be
misrepresenting simply because a black speck of mud shoots by.)

6 Perhaps the best-known causal theory is Fodor’s asymmetrical dependence theory
(Fodor 1987).

7 Sometimes teleosemantics is understood as equating truth conditions with
circumstances that are biologically supposed to cause the relevant state in “epis-
temically ideal conditions” and then criticized because it has no noncircular way of
defining “epistemically ideal.” But this criticism presupposes that teleosemantics is
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Not all commentators view this output orientation of teleosemantics
as an advantage. If the monkey’s representation is triggered as readily
by clouds as by eagles, would it not be better to include clouds in its
truth condition?

This reaction is bolstered by the following well-known thought
experiment due to Paul Pietroski (1992). The kimu are simple creatures
whose only enemies are the snorf. The snorf hunt the kimu at dawn.
Then one day a biological mutation endows one of the kimu with an
ability to register the presence of red things and an inclination then to
approach them. This is an advantage to its possessors because it leads
them to climb hills at dawn, the better to observe the red sunrise, with
the result that they avoid the snorf, which are ill suited to climbing hills.
As a result, the disposition spreads through the kimu population.

Now consider the state a kimu gets into when it is stimulated by
something red. It is natural to credit this state with the content “red.”
But an output-based teleosemantics sees things differently. In general,
nothing good happens to kimu when they approach red things. Most
red-approaching behavior is a waste of time. It is only when it takes
them away from the snorf that it yields a biological advantage. So an
output-based teleosemantics will construe the state in question as
representing “snorf-free” or “predator-free” or something like that.
Pietroski argues that this is highly counterintuitive. After all, by
hypothesis, the kimu’s senses are tracking redness, not snorf.

But this argument is by no means conclusive. Defenders of teleose-
mantics can object that Pietroski’s intuitions are reading more into the
story than is warranted. As Pietroski initially tells it, the kimu evolve
some state that is triggered by redness and that functions to keep them
away from the snorf. But his subsequent discussion invites us to sup-
pose that the kimu have some general-purpose visual system whose
outputs might inform an open-ended range of behaviors directed at
various possible ends (such as avoiding blood, or finding apples, or
indeed wanting to see red things). However, this supposition adds
significant extra structure to Pietroski’s initial story and so makes
room for teleosemanticists to argue that an organism with that extra
structure would indeed be representing redness rather than snorf-
freeness: if the kimu’s visual system did inform a range of different

in the business of distinguishing good causes from bad ones, when in truth it
doesn’t care about causes but only conditions for success.
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behaviors directed at different ends, then the content of its visual states
would be conditions that ensured in the achievement of all those ends,
and one such state might well come out as representing redness.
By contrast, if we stick to a minimal understanding of the snorf, in
line with Pietroski’s initial story, as having only a special-purpose
visual sensitivity that brings no advantage except snorf avoidance,
then it’s not so clear that there is anything wrong with reading their
states as representing “snorf-freeness”: after all, if these states never do
anything except trigger simple avoidance behavior, it seems natural
enough to read them as representing the danger they are designed to
avoid.

Doing Without History

Teleosemantics is not the only theory of representation that explains
content in terms of outputs rather than inputs. “Success semantics,” the
origins of which can be found in Ramsey (1927), focuses specifically on
belief-desire systems and in that context agrees with teleosemantics in
equating the truth conditions of beliefs with circumstances in which
resulting actions will satisfy desires. And, more generally, various
species of convention-based signaling theory agree with the structure
of producer-consumer teleosemantics in equating the truth conditions
of a signal with those circumstances in which the behavior performed
by the recipient of the signal will satisfy the recipient’s ends (Lewis
1969; Skyrms 1996, 2010).

Where these theories differ from teleosemantics is in not viewing
these structures as necessarily involving biological functions. For
teleosemantics, the satisfaction conditions of desires, and more
generally the ends of consumers of representations, are equated with
the effects that these systems are biologically supposed to produce. And
correspondingly, the producers of representations are taken to have the
biological function of producing representations in circumstances
where resulting behavior will fulfill the functions of their consumers.

Success semantics and signaling theory avoid these biological com-
mitments. They see no reason to bring biology into the understanding
of representation. In their view, we can understand what it is for
a desire to be aimed at some outcome or, more generally, what it is
for consumers to have ends, independently of any appeal to biological
function: these are perfectly good everyday notions, and it is not clear
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that they demand any further analysis. And even if they do, they can
arguably be understood in terms of other nonbiological everyday
notions, such as contributing to psychological or bodily equilibrium.

True, understanding representation in teleosemantic terms will auto-
matically carry with it an explanation of why the world contains the
representational systems it does. Teleosemanticists work with the stan-
dard etiological understanding of biological function: a trait T has the
function F if it was designed by natural selection to produce F, so to
speak – or, less metaphorically, if T is now present because ancestral
versions of T were selected because they produced effect F (Wright
1973; Millikan 1989; Neander 1991). On this etiological account of
function, to ascribe a function F to a trait T will therewith explain the
presence of T in terms of its selectional past. And in the case where we
are dealing with representational systems, as with teleosemantics, an
ascription of biological functions will carry with it an evolutionary
explanation of those systems.

But those who favor nonbiological alternatives to teleosemantics can
retort that it is one thing to explain the existence of the representational
systems and another to invoke such systems in giving explanations of
action. We don’t need an evolutionary (or any other) explanation of
why representation exists, just because we invoke representation in
explaining further things.

As a preliminary to addressing this challenge, it will be useful to
clarify exactly how representational notions do help us to predict and
explain further things. A first thought might be that they help us under-
stand how internal cerebral states such as perceptions, beliefs, and
motivations interact in generating bodily movements. However, this
kind of “narrow” psychological explanation makes no real use of
representational notions that relate internal cerebral states to features
of the environment. After all, if our focus of explanatory interest were
solely in predicting and explaining bodily movements, we wouldn’t
need to think of cerebral states as related to things outside the head at
all – we could just think of them as internal components in a structure
of causal pushes and pulls (Papineau 1993, chap. 3).

The real significance of representational notions is that they allow us
to predict and explain success, that is, the achievement of distal results.
My belief that there are lobsters in that bay leads me to place my traps
there – and then, if that belief is true, it further leads to my catching
lobsters. It is the explanation of this eventual result for which
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representation is crucial – hinging, as it does, on the way my belief is
supposed to track the whereabouts of lobsters.

So the crucial pattern is this: behavior B in pursuit of end E is
informed by representation R with truth condition C, and when
C obtains (when R is true), not only is B performed, but in addition,
E is achieved. In short, truth explains success. By ascribing representa-
tional contents, we are thus able to discern systematic patterns govern-
ing the achievement of distal ends.

Still, nothing in this, the opponents of teleosemantics can continue to
object, depends on biological functionality. Teleosemanticists may pick
out the relevant ends E as ones that fulfill biological purposes. But why
does that matter? The representation-invoking explanatory pattern
requires only that there be some C that systematically ensures that the
behavior B prompted by R yields some E. And if this is so for the E’s
and C’s identified by the teleosemanticists, it will remain so whether or
not those E’s fulfill biological functions. What matters are the present-
day patterns relating the interlocking parts of representational systems,
not the evolutionary history of those systems.

It is worth distinguishing two different ways of running this anti-
evolutionary line. So far I have been assuming that the output-based
alternatives will reject the teleosemantic appeal to biological functions
altogether. But an alternative is to view representation as a matter of
biological functions all right, but to understand function in some
nonetiological way. There are various nonetiological approaches to
biological functions available, united by the general thought that the
biological function of a trait involves a contribution to current or future
survival, reproduction, or other beneficial effect rather than to the past
effects that causally explain the presence of the trait (Cummins 1975;
Boorse 1976; Bigelow and Pargetter 1987). These nonetiological “for-
ward-looking” accounts of function mean that there is room for out-
put-based theories that agree with teleosemantics that representation is
a matter of guiding behavior in a biologically functional way but which
identify the relevant biological functions nonetiologically.8

8 Some writers extend the term “teleosemantics” to theories that in this way
explain representation in terms of nonetiological “biological functions” (Abrams
2005;Nanay 2014). There is nothingwrongwith this, but for present purposes, it
will be convenient to continue to restrict “teleosemantics” to etiology-based
theories.
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One issue here is the right way to understand claims about biolo-
gical functions. This is a much-debated matter. One relatively uncon-
tentious (if insufficiently remarked) point is that only etiological
functions are suitable for explaining the presence of the traits that
have them and so for taking such claims as the function of hearts is to
pump blood at explanatorily successful, as intuitively they certainly
are. Still, this does not mean that claims about biological functions
might not also sometimes be properly understood in a nonetiological
forward-looking way. Such forward-looking functional claims would
not explain the presence of the items with functions, but they might
for all that provide a useful way of categorizing some of their biolo-
gical effects.

Fortunately, in the present context, we can bypass this issue of
the proper understanding of claims about biological functions.
Perhaps there are important philosophical issues that hang on
which notion of biological function is most current in scientific
and other contexts (though I rather doubt it). But in any case, and
however that debate comes out, there is nothing to stop someone
from defining a notion of biological function in some nonetiologi-
cal way as involving contributions to current or future beneficial
effects, or some such, and then maintaining that representation is
best understood in terms of a contribution to biological ends so-
defined – perhaps backing up this claim by arguing that this under-
standing best captures the present-day patterns we appeal to when
we invoke representation to predict and explain success in achiev-
ing distal results.

The issue of biological functions thus turns out to be something of
a red herring in the context of output-based theories of representation.
Teleosemanticists want to explain representation in terms of etiological
functions, effects that mattered for the selectional history of represen-
tational systems. Alternative output-based approaches deny that selec-
tional histories matter, as opposed to identification of ends the
achievement of which can systematically be tracked representationally.
Whether these alternative approaches think of the relevant ends as
biological functions is a subsidiary issue. Either way, we have the
same challenge to teleosemantics: how can it matter to present-day
predictive and explanatory patterns what roles the relevant ends played
in the past?
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Swampman

This challenge is highlighted by the well-known “swampman” thought
experiment (Davidson 1987). Suppose that lighting strikes a steamy
swamp in the tropical jungle and by miraculous coincidence a perfect
molecule-for-molecule replica of a human being assembles itself from
organic materials in the swamp. By hypothesis, this “swampman” will
lack a history of natural selection and so, according to teleosemantics,
will be incapable of representing anything. Yet, intuitively, it seems that
swampmanwill be capable of at least some forms of mental representa-
tion. After all, it will be physically just like a normal human, so it will be
able to visually register its surroundings and make appropriate
behavioral responses. Given this, there would seem every reason to
credit its states with truth conditions and use this to track when it will
succeed in achieving its ends. So it looks as if teleosemantics has gone
wrong somewhere if it denies that swampman has any representational
capacities.

The standard teleosemantic response to this difficulty is to bite
the bullet and conclude that swampman will indeed be incapable of
representation. Maybe everyday intuition argues that swampman
can represent, allow the bullet-biters, but a good theoretical account
should be allowed to overturn a few everyday intuitions. Just as our
modern concept of fish excludes whales, despite any naive intuitions
to the contrary, so should a developed concept of representation
exclude swampman. According to this line of thought, then, we
should replace our naive concept of representation by the theoreti-
cally more powerful selection-based notion, even at the cost of
overturning intuitions about swampman (cf. Millikan 1996;
Neander 1996; Papineau 1996).

However, there is room for an alternative and more nuanced defense
of teleosemantics against swampman worries. Rather than seeking to
replace the everyday concept of representation with one that excludes
swampman as a representer, teleosemanticists can leave that concept as
it is and instead appeal to the status of teleosemantics as an a posteriori
reduction of representational facts. On this natural way of under
standing of teleosemantics, it is not offered as an analysis of our every-
day concept of representation (after all, it was always implausible that
this everyday concept should refer to selectional histories) but rather as
a theoretical reduction, which appeals to scientific theory to uncover
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the important underlying features that bind different instances of
representation together, just as scientific theory uncovers the under-
lying nature of water and other familiar chemical substances.

From this perspective, it is no argument against teleosemantics that
a representationally competent swampman is consistent with our
everyday concept of representation. You might as well argue against
modern chemistry on the grounds that XYZ-composed water is con-
sistent with our everyday concept of water. The fact that a swampman
with representations can be imagined does nothing to undermine the
central teleosemantic claim that in the actual world representational
facts are constituted by selectional facts.

Of course, if a swampman were to exist in the actual world, then
things would be different. Such a being certainly would display an
important explanatory pattern covering the representationally guided
achievement of its ends, in line with the everyday notion of representa-
tion. However, if a swampman were to exist, then teleosemantics
would simply be false. Selectional histories wouldn’t be an
a posteriori theoretically important part of what representing agents
have in common because it wouldn’t be something they had in common
at all. Still, none of this is relevant to how things are in the actual world,
where swampman does not exist, and all representers do turn out
a posteriori to share a selectional past. Given this, teleosemanticists
can insist that an imaginary swampman is no more relevant to tele-
osemantics than imaginary molecular makeups are to chemistry
(Papineau 2001).

Still, does this teleosemantic answer to the swampman challenge
really scratch the itch occasioned by nonetiological output-based
theories of representation? Maybe the general run of representers
in the actual world do have selectional histories. But why think of
this as the “important underlying feature” that constitutes repre-
sentation rather than as an incidental past circumstance that hap-
pens explain why the actual world contains representational
systems? After all, isn’t the important thing that representational
systems display present-day patterns of behavioral success, not what
caused them to be like that? As long as they do display such
patterns, they can fruitfully be viewed as representational, indepen-
dently of any selectional history they may have. We need only think
of swampman once more to see the point.
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In response to this continued challenge, teleosemanticists can first
make the initial point that it is no accident that all representational
systems found in the actual world have a selectional history.
Representational systems, even the simplest, are complex structures
involving information-gathering producers and flexibly behaving con-
sumers that are well suited to the needs of the organisms that possess
them. Along with all other instances of apparent design in the natural
world, the existence of such structures demands explanation. It beggars
belief that such helpful complex mechanisms could in reality ever arise
by chance, swampman-style. The only serious possibility is that they
are results of past selection processes that preserved and refined struc-
tures that were biologically helpful to their possessors.

Teleosemanticists then can follow this with the point that anybody
who wants to know about representational systems will inevitably also
be interested in their selectional histories. This is a heuristic rather than
a principled point. There is no absolute barrier to an investigator fully
understanding some representational system directly, figuring out
the operations of its various interlocking parts entirely from first-
hand observation. But this is not how it works in practice. As with all
cases of “reverse engineering” – figuring out the inner workings of
some mechanism from observing its operations – it is practically essen-
tial to consider how the systemwas designed, to think about the way in
which its parts are supposed to work together.Without considering the
designed purposes of the parts, it wouldn’t be feasible to distinguish
important effects from incidental features. And these points apply to
systems designed by natural selection just as much as they do to
humanly designed systems. Throughout biology, investigators appeal
to possible evolutionary histories to help them understand the current
workings of biological systems.

In the case of representational systems, this point applies particularly
to the causal transitions between representational states made within
the system – the “syntactic”moves whereby some internal states lead to
others and eventually to the selection of behavior. It is normally
assumed without thinking that these syntactic moves will tend to
respect the semantic values of the relevant states – that is, that they
will be made in a way that conduces to true states generally leading to
further true states and thence to the selection of behavior appropriate
to goals. Without this assumption, it would be impossible to draw the
information-processing flowcharts that are crucial to many theories in
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cognitive science and neuroscience. But this “syntax respects seman-
tics” assumption is itself a design assumption. It rests on the idea that
representational systems have been set up so as to ensure that the
selection of behavior will be appropriately geared to circumstances.

The opponents of teleosemantics might wish to object that none of
this really addresses their central point, which is that the current work-
ings of representational systems are metaphysically independent of
their causal histories, and that it is only the former that matter for
predicting and explaining current behavioral success. However, by this
stage, this point is wearing thin. If all actual representational systems
have a design history – and anybody who is interested in understanding
a representational system must also be interested in its design history –
then why continue to insist that real representation only involves pre-
sent-day patterns?

Consider watches. It is natural to think of watches etiologically.
Watches are portable items that make the time of day visible and,
what is more, have been designed for this purpose – not by natural
selection, of course, but by the conscious watchmakers who con-
structed their complex workings specifically to ensure that they display
the correct time.

However, one can imagine an antietiologist about watches. “What
matters is only that watches correlate well with the time. It is these
present-day patterns that we use to tell the time. True, all normal
watches have probably been produced by conscious designers for this
purpose. But that is a different matter. It might explain the existence of
watches but is incidental to their predictive and explanatory
significance.”

Well, one could insist in this way that a design etiology is not
a requirement for being a watch. But what would be the point? After
all, every actual portable item that displays the time has been designed
for that purpose, and moreover, if you want to understand the work-
ings of a watch, you have no option but to try to figure out what the
designer intended the components to do. Given this, nothing would
seem to be gained by dropping the etiological requirement for being
a watch apart from unnaturalness and an unnecessary purification of
categories.

The analogy should be clear. We could, in principle, opt to think of
representation as a nonetiological kind. But nothing would be gained.
The same range of instances would still come out as representational,
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and we would simply have cleansed representation of something that is
practically essential to understanding its workings.

Varieties of Selection

Let me conclude by addressing an issue that might have been worrying
some readers for a while. As the last two sections will have made clear,
teleosemantics is committed to regarding all original representation as
deriving its functionality from past histories of natural selection.9 But is
this at all plausible? The most familiar kind of natural selection is the
intergenerational selection of genes. However, it is highly unlikely that
all original representations can be explained in terms of such genetic
selection. For a start, most human mental representations are products
of ontogeny rather than phylogeny. No genes have been selected spe-
cifically to foster my desire for a new iPhone or my belief that the Mets
will win the World Series.

Fortunately for the teleosemantic project, the possession of etiologi-
cal functions by biological traits does not always depend on the selec-
tion of genes that give rise to those traits. I shall distinguish three ways
in we can have etiological functionality in nongenetic traits. The first,
emphasized by Ruth Millikan, appeals to a many layered account of
functions. The second involves nongenetic selection in learning.
The third depends on the intergenerational inheritance of nongenetic
items. Together these three processes greatly expand the range of items
that can possess etiological-selectional functions.

Let us take multilayered functions first. Millikan notes that some
biological items have a “relational” function, which is a function to do
something when bearing a certain relation to something else.
The chameleon’s camouflage system has the relational function of
matching the chameleon’s skin color to its environmental background,
whatever that may be. Given a specific background to adapt to, this
mechanism then generates traits with derived functions. When
the chameleon is crouching on a brown branch, its brown color has
the derived function of matching it to the branch. The camouflage

9 I say “original” because, of course, many derived representational systems – codes,
computer languages, and artificial languages generally – have been constructed to
serve their representational purposes not by natural selection but by conscious
designers. But original representation needs natural selection to serve as a “blind”
designer.
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mechanismmight never have produced that shade of brown before, but
even so the skin color will have this derived function, courtesy of the
fact that the overall camouflage mechanism has been selected to pro-
duce whatever color will match the background.

Such multilayered functions are relevant to the many representa-
tional systems that are compositional, in the sense that they construct
complex representations out of simpler components. Such composi-
tional systems often generate entirely novel representations, items that
have a meaning even though they have no historical precedents.

Consider the dance whereby bees can “tell” other bees where to go to
find nectar, with the direction of the dance indicating the direction of
the nectar and the duration indicating its distance. Any particular
dance will be adapted to the current location of nectar and so will
have a derived function of guiding behavior in a way appropriate to
that location. However, the dance that indicates this specific distance
and direction might never have occurred before in bee history. If so, it
would owe its functionality not to any beneficial effects of previous
versions of that specific dance but rather to the beneficial effects of the
overall representational system for indicating directions and
distances.10

This general model can be applied to many representational systems,
including human cognition. I doubt that anybody has ever thought that
“old tables make good toothpicks” until I wrote that sentence down.
But this won’t stop this mental representation deriving its biological
function, and hence its truth condition, from the functionality of the
overall system that generates complex thoughts out of simpler
concepts.

Still, what about the elements in this compositional system, like the
simple concepts “table” and “toothpick”? Won’t their functionality
have to derive from their past contribution to the selection of genes,
even if not in the specific combination “old tables make good tooth-
picks”? But it is scarcely credible that concepts like these can have any
kind of gene-based function.

Here teleosemantics can appeal to the other two ideas mentioned
earlier. The first was selection-based “learning.” This doesn’t involve
the differential reproduction of organisms over generations but the

10 Both these chameleon and honeybee examples are discussed in further detail in
Millikan (1984).
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differential “reproduction” of cognitive or behavioral items during the
development of a given individual. Such ontogenetic selection takes
place, for example, when cognitive responses are molded by experience
during learning. In such cases, we can think of the items selected as
having the function of producing those effects in virtue of which they
were favored by the learning mechanism. It is arguable that concepts
such as “table” and “toothpick”might gain representational functions
via this route.

An alternative form of nongenetic selection relevant to teleoseman-
tics is nongenetic “intergenerational selection.”Many traits are passed
from parents to children by nongenetic channels outside the sexual
“bottleneck”: these traits include the possession of parasites, the pro-
ducts of imprinting mechanisms, and the many cognitive and beha-
vioral traits acquired from parents via social learning. A number of
biological theorists have argued that such non–genetically inherited
traits can be naturally selected through the normal Darwinian process
of differential reproduction of organisms (e.g. Jablonka and Lamb
1999; Mameli 2004). Non–genetically inherited traits that become
prevalent in this way will have functions, namely, the effects that
favored their possessors. Again, it seems possible that functions of
this kind could help to explain the contents of mental representations.
After all, it seems a natural enough thought that certain
non–genetically inherited ways of thinking are an advantage to their
possessors because they make them sensitive to certain features of their
environment.

Conclusion

Teleosemantics offers a powerful framework that promises to explain
the nature of representation in nonrepresentational terms. At first sight,
it might seem unlikely that a simple appeal to biological functionality
can account for the significance of truth, or accommodate the determi-
nacy of representational content, or deal with aspects of representation
that have no genetic basis. However, once we appreciate the full extent
of the resources to which teleosemantics can appeal, we see that it has
the flexibility to deal with these and other objections.
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6 The Methodological Argument for
Informational Teleosemantics
karen neander

The Bare-Bones Version

Dennis Stampe (1977) and Fred Dretske (1986) proposed that mental
reference to content supervenes on information-carrying functions.1

Their proposal endorsed two main theses: (1) that mental reference to
content is grounded in the normal-proper functions of components of
cognitive systems (teleosemantics) and (2) that mental reference to
content is grounded in the natural information processed by these
systems (informational semantics). My aim here is to make explicit
a methodological argument in support of this dual thesis (“informa-
tional teleosemantics”). The argument is methodological in the sense
that it relies on certain claims concerning explanatory concepts and
practices in the mind and brain sciences.

This first section gives the bare-bones version of the methodological
argument. Later sections discuss each of the premises in turn, and then
they discuss the kind and degree of support that the argument provides
for the conclusion.Without further ado, here is the bare-bones version:

P1: A notion of normal-proper function is central to the multilevel
componential analyses (aka “functional analyses”) of the opera-
tion of bodies and brains that are currently provided by physiol-
ogists and neurophysiologists.

P2: The brain’s normal-proper functions include cognitive functions.
P3: The same notion of function (mentioned in P1) is central to the

functional analyses of cognition that cognitive scientists provide.

1 For other informational versions of teleosemantics, see Neander (1995, 2012),
Jacob (1997), Shea (2007), and Schulte (2012). Stampe (1977) did not see himself
as offering an informational semantic theory, but causal and nearby relations
have since been regarded as the basis of natural information relations.
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P4: An assumption in the mainstream branches of the cognitive
sciences is that cognition involves information processing.

P5: The (relevant) notion of information involved in talk of informa-
tion processing in cognitive science is a notion of natural, factive
information.

P6: Cognitive science posits “normative aboutness,” with the norms
derived from the normal-proper functions and the aboutness from
the natural, factive information.

C: Some version of informational teleosemantics (broadly conceived)
is supported by the explanations of cognition that the mind and
brain sciences currently provide.

Though probably implicit in the suggestions made by Stampe and
Dretske, this argument has not been fully articulated before. I try to cast
some light on the reasons for this in the discussion that follows.

Premise 1

The first premise says that a notion of normal-proper function is central
to the multilevel componential analyses (aka “functional analyses”) of
the operation of bodies and brains that are currently provided by
physiologists and neurophysiologists. This is a descriptive claim
about the kinds of functional analyses of living systems that biologists
presently give. It is not a prescriptive claim about the functional ana-
lyses that they should give. It still might seem controversial, but it
deserves to be considered uncontroversial for reasons to be explained.

The first thing to say in relation to this is that the relevant notion of
a normal-proper function is here identified ostensively, as the one that is
central to biological talk of normal and abnormal function(ing) – of
systems functioning properly, of dysfunction, malfunction, impaired
functioning, and functional deficits. So P1 does not commit us to any
particular philosophical analysis of the notion. It is controversial among
philosophers of biology how ascriptions of normal-proper function are
best understood, but P1 completely sidesteps this controversy.2

A few points about the notion are (rightly) generally accepted. In this
sense of “function,” the function of a component in a system is not
a mere effect of it. The heart has the function to pump blood but not to

2 Neander (2012) provides an introductory survey of views on biological function.
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make whooshing noises, although hearts do both, and whooshing
noises are useful diagnostic aids. Nor need a (token) component per-
form its function. The appropriate occasion might not arise (an ante-
lope born in a zoo might never need to use its long legs to escape from
predators) or the environment might not cooperate (a diver’s lungs will
not absorb oxygen if she is deep-sea diving when her tank runs out).
Also, a token component can malfunction. If it malfunctions, it lacks
the ability to perform its function, or it lacks the ability to perform it to
a normal degree of efficiency (a person’s pancreas can have the function
to produce insulin even if it is unable to produce insulin or to produce
the right amounts at the right times). And there is no incoherence in the
idea that functional impairment could become typical in a population
for a time, in a pandemic, or due to an environmental disaster, for
instance. Given that dysfunction could become typical for a time, the
function-dysfunction distinction is not simply the typical-atypical dis-
tinction (even if statistical facts are somehow involved, as some claim).

Most self-avowed supporters of teleosemantics have supported the
idea that such functions are (roughly) “Wright-style” functions. Larry
Wright’s (1973) seminal idea was that the function of an entity is what
it does that explains why it is there or why it has the form that it has
(e.g. why there are eye saccades or why we have pineal glands). A little
more precisely, most self-avowed supporters of teleosemantics employ
a more recent etiological theory (such as the one developed by the
present author3), which differs from Wright’s in significant ways.
Usually, such a theory explicitly ties the functions of components to
past selection. The core idea is that the function of an item is to do what
it was selected to do or what items of the type were selected to do
(depending on what type of selection is involved). On this view, nor-
mal-proper functions are “selected effects” or “selected functions.”
And everyone will agree that selected functions are, at least at first
blush, plausible candidates for identification with normal-proper func-
tions. The heart does not have the selected function tomake whooshing
noises. Tokens need not perform their selected functions because the
appropriate occasion might not arise or the present environment might
not cooperate. And there is also the possibility of both token and
typical malfunction because the selected functions of tokens depend

3 For details, see Neander (1991, 2016) and Neander and Rosenberg (2012).
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not on their current dispositions but on the past selection that resulted
from past dispositions.

Some dispute whether normal-proper functions are selected func-
tions and offer alternative analyses, but the present point is that they
need not dispute P1, which makes no commitment to an etiological
theory of normal-proper function.

On behalf of P1, the next thing to say is that physiologists and
neurophysiologists (and not just evolutionists) certainly use a notion
of normal-proper function. This is not sensibly disputed. For exam-
ple, a quick word count reveals that one paper published in the
American Journal of Physiology uses the term “dysfunction”
twenty-two times.4 (Of course, the logic of the notion requires
more work to ascertain, but I am assuming that its aforementioned
generally accepted features are not in dispute here.) What can be
sensibly and relevantly disputed is the theoretical purpose, if any,
that is served by the use of the notion of normal-proper function. P1
says that physiologists and neurophysiologists advert to the normal-
proper functions of components in explaining how bodies and brains
operate. And, in saying this, P1 goes beyond what can be established
by a word count. That physiologists and neurophysiologists speak of
normal and abnormal functioning is clear, but why do they?
To assess P1, a metascientific analysis of the general nature of the
explanations that physiologists and neurophysiologists give when
explaining how bodies and brains operate or function is needed.
There will not be space for a full discussion of this here, but a few
of the main points can be made.

To discuss this, we also need to take note of a second notion of
function, variously called a “systemic function” or “Cummins function”
(or sometimes a “causal-role function”). This is defined by a systemic
capacity theory, the classic version of which is Robert Cummins’
(1975).5 On Cummins’ original analysis, a function of a component in
a system is its contribution to whatever complexly achieved (Z*) capa-
city of the system happens to be under analysis. Cummins tells us that
a component X of a system S “functions as a Z in S (or: the function of
X in S is toZ) relative to an analytical accountA of S’s capacity toZ* just
in case X is capable of Z-ing in S and A appropriately and adequately
accounts for S’s capacity to Z* by, in part, appealing to the capacity of

4 Dayal et al. (2008). 5 See also Craver (2001).
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X to Z in S” (Cummins 1975, p. 762).6 Let’s call these functions, which
are defined by Cummins’ original analysis, “Cummins functions.”

According to Cummins, it is these Cummins functions, and not
Wright-style selected functions, to which contemporary biologists
advert. And numerous philosophers of biology have agreed with
Cummins about this, at least with respect to the biologists’ answers
to “how” questions (such as “howdoes the human visual system enable
vision?” or “how are our diurnal cycles controlled?”).7 Yet everyone
will also agree that, at least as Cummins originally defines them, such
functions are not normal-proper functions. They do not, for instance,
respect the usual function versus dysfunction distinction. Cummins
(1975, p. 757) comments that “[i]f the function of something in
a system S is to pump, then it must be capable of pumping in S” (and
this is indeed entailed by his analysis). This precludes the possibility of
token malfunction (let alone typical malfunction). In order for mal-
function to be possible, it must be possible for something to have
a normal-proper function that it lacks the capacity to perform, even
in the right circumstances. Furthermore, components will sometimes
have Cummins functions to malfunction. Because Z* is determined by
researcher interests, and physiologists are interested in explaining com-
plex pathologic processes, such as the growth of tumors,
components will have Cummins functions to contribute to pathologic
processes (if they contribute to them) when pathologic processes are
under analysis. Are we to conclude that physiologists and neurophy-
siologists advert to normal-proper functions for some reason or other
yet to be determined, but not in explaining how complex organic
systems operate?

The etiological and systemic capacity theories of function are some-
times presented as having quite different meta-analytic aims. For
instance, Paul Sheldon Davies says, “The theories appear to have
distinct explanatory aims. While selected functions explain the persis-
tence and proliferation of a trait in a population, systemic functions
explain how a system exercises some capacity” (Davies, 2001, p. 28).
(Davies demurs from this division of explanatory labor to dispute
whether selected functions are needed at all.) Along the same lines,
Phillipe Huneman (2013, p. 2) says that supporters of the etiological

6 Cummins’ symbols are changed for convenience.
7 See Godfrey-Smith (1993) and Millikan (1989) in contrast to Millikan (2002).
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and systemic capacity theory “[b]oth acknowledge that ‘function’ is
a concept used in some explanations, but they diverge from the first step
because the etiological account thinks that the function of X being
Y explains the presence of X whereas, for the causal role theorist, the
function of X being Y explains or contributes to an explanation of the
general proper activity of a system which includes X.”

Of course, there is no obvious inconsistency in holding (1) that
physiologists and neurophysiologists advert to normal-proper func-
tions, but (2) they do not advert to them in explaining how complex
organic systems operate. However, a careful look at the science reveals
that biologists often do advert to normal-proper functions in this very
context. Huneman’s reference to the “general proper” activity of
a system hints at why they do. If physiologists explain the “general
proper” activity of complex organic systems, some notion of “proper”
activity is involved.

Here is what I think: Cummins is right that, in explaining the opera-
tion of a complex organic system, biologists conceptually decompose
the system into its components, at multiple levels of analysis, and
describe how the system’s complexly achieved capacities are produced
by the diverse contributions that each of the diverse components make
to them. He is also right that much of the work of the physiologists and
neurophysiologists is aimed at explaining the actual functioning of
living systems. Much of the work is experimental and devoted to
understanding the actual activities of one or a few components in one
or a few individuals. However, physiologists and neurophysiologists
are also, as a collective, thereby contributing to the development of
descriptions of so-called normal systems, which among other things
involves descriptions of their functioning when they are functioning
properly. For example, physiologists try to explain the functioning of
the normal human immune system, and neurophysiologists try to
explain the functioning of the normal human visual system. This col-
lective enterprise involves the notion of normal-proper function(ing).
(Note that I do not say that it only involves this notion. Of course,
many other notions are used too, including, perhaps, other notions of
function.) Research reports to physiology and neurophysiology jour-
nals are routinely framed in terms of reports about what occurs in
normal or abnormal systems.

Some nonbiological sciences give multilevel componential analyses
of recurring processes. Cosmologists, for instance, give multilevel
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componential analyses of the formation of planetary systems.
They also may use statistics to generalize, describing the general causal
roles of components as small as subatomic particles or as large as
stars. However, adding the use of statistics to a multi-level
componential analysis is not the same as adding the use of a notion of
normal-proper function to it. Cosmologists do not ascribe malfunc-
tion-permitting functions to the components that typically contribute
to planetary formation. Why do physiologists and neurophysiologists
ascribe malfunction-permitting functions?

Scientific idealization is sometimes used as a means of simplification,
in response to the complexity of what is being described. And describ-
ing the operation of a single cell or somatic system, let alone a single
human brain, is a daunting challenge, owing to the sheer complexity of
what is to be described. However, the idealization involved in describ-
ing the normal-proper function(ing) of a living system does not seem to
serve the purpose of simplification, since the normal system can be at
least as complex as an abnormal one. It is hard to describe the purpose
of the idealization much more fully without taking sides on the issue of
how normal-proper function is to be understood. But its purpose, as
I see it, is in part to generalize in the face of the vast deal of variation in
actual functioning within a species, and in part to provide a description
of organized complexity, organized complexity being the kind that
results from the coadaptation of components to each other as well as
to the external environment.8

If physiologists and neurophysiologists use a notion of selected
function for this purpose, the normal system that they try to describe
is (among other things) one in which each component that was selected
to do something is able to do (is disposed to do) what it was selected to
do. But alternative philosophical accounts of normal-proper function
can also try to capture the idea that the description of normal-proper
functioning plays a useful idealizing role in explaining how complex
organic systems operate.

Neither physiology nor neurophysiology is a one-concept science
or a science with a single goal to which the relevant scientists are all
single-mindedly and solely dedicated. So, in claiming that

8 I describe this idealization in more detail in Neander (2015). For the point that
normal-proper function serves this theoretical purpose, see also Boorse (1977),
Neander (1991), Millikan (2002), Garson (2013), and Brandon (2013).
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physiologists and neurophysiologists seek to describe how systems
function when they function normally or properly, I am not making
an exclusionary claim. Physiologists and neurophysiologists also
want to explain pathologic processes (diabetes and Alzheimer’s,
for example). Plus, as indicated earlier, what is “general” and
“proper” can pull apart. Some general activity that is not “proper”
(at least on an etiological theory) is still described in creating the
composite portrait of a species. For instance, it is useful to describe
adaptive and maladaptive consequences of features that are hard to
change owing to architectural or developmental constraints. And
what is “proper” is not always general (at least on an etiological
theory). Selection does tend to drive a great many adaptive traits to
fixation, but there are also different ways to be normal (there are
different sexes, developmental stages, local adaptations, and alter-
natives with frequency-dependent fitnesses and so on). Plus there are
components that have the normal-proper function to adapt indivi-
duals within their lifetime to their peculiar circumstances
(some involving ontogenetic selection processes, such as the anti-
body selection involved in immunity and the neural selection
involved in learning). So even normal-proper functioning can in
some respects be idiosyncratic, but describing ontogenetic adaptive
processes (immune processes, learning processes, memory processes,
and so on) is consistent with the aim of generalization.

To reiterate, P1 claims that physiologists and neurophysiologists
use a notion of normal-proper function in explaining how bodies
and brains operate. It leaves it open how the notion of normal-
proper function is best understood. Someone could agree with P1
and support the etiological account of normal-proper function. Or
someone could agree with P1 and instead support the idea that
normal-proper functions are modified Cummins functions (perhaps
along the lines of the friendly amendment suggested by Philip
Kitcher [1993]). Or that someone could instead support some
other account of normal-proper function, such as Christopher
Boorse’s (1997, 2002) biostatistical and cybernetic account of nor-
mal-proper function.9 P1 does take a stand on whether normal-
proper function ascriptions play a role in the explanatory

9 Nanay (2010) offers a radically different alternative, but see Neander and
Rosenberg’s (2012) response.
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descriptions physiologists and neurophysiologists give when
explaining how bodies and brains operate, though it leaves it open
precisely why they do. In my view, while there is some room for
sensible debate over the details, P1 is true, if not obviously true.

Premises 2 and 3

P2 says that the brain’s functions include cognitive functions.
It does not say that every function of the brain is cognitive, that only
brains perform cognitive functions, or that everything that a brain does
is a function of it. One must hold a very nonstandard view of cognition
to deny P2, at least with respect to the human brain.
The “methodological argument” argues that informational teleose-
mantics is implicitly supported by the mainstream branches of the
mind and brain sciences as they are now. It makes no claim about the
support that the ideal, completed mind and brain sciences would
provide. So any support that it provides for informational teleoseman-
tics is anyway conditional on a very radical view of cognition (say,
a Cartesian dualist, ontological behaviorist, or ultraradical version of
an embodied cognition theory) not being true.

Paradigmatically, decision making, memory, learning, and delibera-
tive reasoning are counted as cognitive processes, but perception and
motor control are here counted as cognition, too. This is cognition in
the liberal sense of “cognition.” At least some aspects of motivation
(and, arguably, of emotion) also count. But the present argument does
not turn on precisely which processes count as cognitive. If someone
wanted to object to this liberal use of “cognition,” the argument would
need to be reworded if it were to accommodate them, but this would
only be a terminological alteration.

P3 says that the same notion of normal-proper function as was
mentioned in P1 is central to the functional analyses of cognition that
cognitive scientists currently provide. I believe that this is true. The way
in which cognitive neuropsychologists, for instance, speak of neurolo-
gic impairment seems the same as the way in which they speak of the
cognitive impairments that result. That is, they seem to use “functional
impairment” in the same sense in both cases. It is hard to argue for this
other than by an extensive linguistic analysis of the scientific literature
(which I won’t take on here), but I know of no good argument to the
contrary.
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Here is one argument in its favor: while cognitive science is not
neuroscience, the difference in the main aims of the two scientific fields
is one of emphasis rather than one of a sharp departure. The central aim
of cognitive scientists is to understand the normal information proces-
sing that is supported by the neural substrate. The central aim of the
neuroscientists is to try to understand the normal neural substrate that
supports the information processing. (By “neural substrate,” I mean,
more precisely, the neural-plus substrate.10 I do not mean to suggest
that the relevant substrate consists exclusively of neurons.) If the dif-
ference is, as just described, one of emphasis, the cognitive scientists
and the neuroscientists are working on the same overall functional
analysis of our cognitive capacities and their substrates, even though
they are working on different levels or aspects of this analysis or at least
with different emphases. If it is the same overall functional analysis and
seen by the practitioners as being the same, then the notion of normal-
proper function that is central to the analysis of the normal cognitive
system presumably will be the same as the one that is central in the
analysis of the brain (or the situated, embodied, evolved brain, if
speaking of the brain alone is too narrow).

This seems quite right to me. But I suppose that someonemight think
that the autonomy of psychology or, alternatively, the uniqueness of
each adult human cognitive system could undermine this argument.
If so, they might also think that it could undermine P3.

In a useful review of the literature on the autonomy of cognitive
science, Victoria McGeer (2007) classifies some people as ultra pro-
autonomy and some people as ultra-ultra pro-autonomy, and it might
help to consider the views of the “ultra” and “ultra ultra” people with
this issue in mind.

McGeer classifies cognitive scientist Alfonso Caramuzza as “ultra
pro-autonomy.” Caramuzza defends the investigative methods of his
field, cognitive neuropsychology, as allowing investigation into cogni-
tive systems to proceed independently of neuroscience.11 He argues
that inferences to the structure of normal cognitive systems can be
made from single-subject studies of functional impairment.12

Caramuzza argues that an accumulation of such single-subject studies

10 I borrow the useful term “neural-plus” from Felipe de Brigard.
11 See especially Caramuzza (1986).
12 See also Caramuzza and Coltheart (2006). And, for an interesting example of

such a single-subject study, see McCloskey (2009).
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can provide strong evidence concerning how cognitive capacities dis-
sociate and so strong evidence concerning how cognitive capacities
normally combine and interact, even in the absence of an understand-
ing of the substrate that implements them. So, he claims, cognitive
neuropsychology can proceed without any help from neuroscience.
But Caramuzza (1992, p. 85) also voices the sensible opinion that
there will be a “co-evolution of cognitive science and neuroscience,
moved forward bymultiple cross-adjustments at the level of results and
theory.”Note that a notion of normal system and a distinction between
normal functioning and functional impairment are central to
Caramuzza’s research strategy.13 He also allows that the findings of
neuroscience may inform and constrain cognitive science and vice
versa. His view is perfectly consistent with the view that the functional
analyses to which the two sciences are working are ultimately to be
integrated.

Max Coltheart, whom McGeer classifies as “ultra-ultra pro-
autonomy,” expresses a more extreme view in a passage (in which he
describes himself as “ultra”). He says:

No amount of knowledge about the hardware of a computer will tell you
anything serious about the nature of the software that computer runs. In the
same way, no facts about the activity of the brain could be used to confirm or
refute some information-processing model of cognition. This is why the
ultra-cognitive-neuropsychologist’s answer to the question, “Should there
be any ‘neuro’ in cognitive-neuropsychology?” is “Certainly not; what
would be the point?” (Coltheart 2004, p. 22)

This echoes the claims made by the “machine functionalists” of the
1960s and 1970s in ways that I wouldwant to reject.14 But, in any case,
Coltheart invokes the usual notion of a “normal” system. For instance,

13 A word count reveals that the word “normal” is used thirty-nine times in
Caramuzza (1986). Although I did not try to count howmany times it is used in
the special sense of normal versus abnormal functioning, in the same work,
Caramuzza also speaks of lesions, impaired performance, deviant performance,
brain-damaged patients, and so on.

14 Coltheart’s comments invite us to picture the mind and its substrate as a two-
tiered system, with the mind as the software and the substrate as the hardware.
The idea of two distinct tiers seems hard to sustain given that learning and
memory can involvemore or less persistent changes in anatomic structures in the
brain. See Squire and Kandel (2003). It also seems to require more plasticity and
less functional specialization than the evidence seems to suggest.
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when he describes the respective rationales for cognitive psychology
and cognitive neuropsychology, Coltheart (2004, p. 21) says:

The aim of cognitive psychology is to learn more about the mental
information-processing systems that people use to carry out various
cognitive activities. Some cognitive psychologists do that by studying the
performance of people whose cognitive processing systems are normal.
Others do it by studying people in whom some cognitive processing system
is abnormal: Such investigators are the [cognitive] neuropsychologists.

Nothing that Coltheart says (as far as I can see) contradicts the claim
that he uses the same notion of normal and abnormal systems, whether
he is discussing neurologic or cognitive normal systems or
abnormalities.

I do not know what proportion of cognitive scientists today would
support the autonomy of psychology. But those who do seem, as
McGeer notes, to be supporting only procedural autonomy (complete
procedural autonomy, in the case of ultra-ultra pro-autonomy people
and partial in the case of the ultra pro-autonomy people). Procedural
autonomy is perfectly consistent with the neuroscientists and the cog-
nitive scientists each working –more or less independently – on differ-
ent aspects of the same overall functional analysis of the same system.

If Coltheart”s ultra-ultra pro-autonomy stance were right, cognitive
science would have no need of the “neuro” in “neuropsychology.”His
stance is too extreme, inmy view. But even if it were right, neuroscience
still would need the “psychology” in “neuropsychology.” To try to
completely explain the functioning of the human brain and nervous
systemwithout explaining cognition would be like trying to completely
explain the functioning of the human immune system without explain-
ing how it defends against disease.15 It simply cannot be done given that
the brain’s functions include cognitive functions. So, for this and the
previously mentioned reasons, I conclude that P3 is true. The same
notion of normal-proper function as is used in physiology and neuro-
physiology, in explaining how bodies and brains operate, is also used in
explaining the functioning of cognitive systems.

Turning now to the question of whether adult human cognition is so
unique to each individual that P3 is undermined, it must be allowed
that the description of the “general proper” activity of the brain, with

15 Figdor (2010) argues that neither multiple realization nor multiple realizability
would entail the autonomy of psychology, and in my view, this is right.
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respect to cognitive functions, might encounter special difficulties.
The brain is a complex of mechanisms cobbled together and coadapted
by phylogenetic selection processes, at least as a first approximation,
but it is also a system that has been adapted by these processes to
further adapt itself to the creature’s individual environment over the
shorter term in the case of memory and learning and over the even
shorter term in the case of perception and the control of behavioral
responses. Someone might think that at least adult human cognition is,
as a result, so unique to each individual that talk of the normal-proper
functioning of an adult human cognitive system is not useful. Clearly,
there is much truth to the claim that some degree of plasticity, much
acquired culture, and much individual learning are the norm, and there
is much truth to the claim that each adult human mind is unique. But
each adult human body is probably unique too, as a result of different
genomes and different environments and a lifetime of different inter-
actions between them. What is more relevant, with respect to P3, is
whether there is normal-proper functioning of cognitive systems, in our
case endowing us with a special degree of plasticity and a special
capacity for culture and learning. Or what is more relevant, more
precisely, is whether cognitive scientists assume there is.

Cognitive scientists tend to assume, as a defeasible starting position,
that human cognitive systems share a more or less universal species
design. They speak of the normal human visual system and of certain
normal processes in human memory, for example. However, the pos-
sibility of progress in cognitive science does not depend on there being
a single uniform species design with respect to cognitive capacities.
There is no single uniform species design in the somatic case either.
It could conceivably turn out that the universality assumption is so
great an oversimplification in the case of cognitive systems, or at least
human cognitive systems, that not much real progress in cognitive
science is possible because there are so few useful true generalizations
to bemade. Optimism concerning future progress in cognitive science is
premised on this not turning out to be true. But future progress in
cognitive science does not require a universal species design.

Besides which, P3 does not commit us to thinking that progress in
cognitive science is possible. Rather, it speaks of explanations that
cognitive science currently provides and it makes no predictions
about the future.
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Premises 4 and 5

This brings us to P4, which says that a key assumption in the main-
stream branches of the cognitive sciences is that cognition involves
information processing. Again, this is a descriptive and not
a prescriptive claim, and as a descriptive claim, it should not be con-
troversial. Cognitive scientists standardly posit the transduction of
information at the sensory receptors, the carrying of information by
subsequent signals, the processing of information, the storing and
retrieving of information, the use of information to enable adaptive
actions, and so on and so forth.

According to P5, there is a natural, factive notion of information
involved in this. There are (at least) two senses of “information.”When
we say that Lizzie misinformed the police about the location of the
diamonds or that a government ran a misinformation campaign, the
informational content of which we speak is representational content.
In this sense of “information,” misinformation is misrepresentation.16

Cognitive scientists sometimes use “information” in this sense.
However, they are also thought to use, and I believe that they generally
see themselves as using, “information” in a second sense, too.
In this second sense, information is akin to Gricean “natural meaning,”
which is attributed to natural signs.17 It is factive. If the dark clouds on
the horizon carry the information that a storm is on its way, then
a storm must in fact be on its way. If Johnny’s spots carry the informa-
tion that he has the measles, then he must in fact have the measles.18

16 Dretske (2008, p. 2) also denies that even the intentional notion of information
permits misinformation in the following passage, when he remarks that
“information, unlike meaning, has to be true. If nothing you are told about the
trains is true, you haven’t been given information about the trains. At best, you
have been given misinformation, andmisinformation is not a kind of information
anymore than decoy ducks are a kind of duck.” Dretske is denying that “mis”
characterizes the information as false. Instead, he claims that the prefix is used to
say, in effect, that the misinformation is not really information. If Dretske were
right, this would not undermine the main argument here. It would only show
that there is no sense of “informational content” that is synonymous with
“representational content.”

17 See Grice (1989).
18 The claim that cognitive scientists use a fully factive notion of information is

vulnerable to challenge, given that the relevant concept of information has no
agreed-on analysis. This complicates the present argument. For example, suppose
that x is thought to carry the information that P just in case an occurrence of
x makes P more probable. Then x could carry the information that P consistent
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Because it is factive, there is no possibility of misinformation in
this second sense of “information.” If it turns out that no storm was
on its way, then the dark clouds did not in fact carry the information
that a stormwas on its way. If Johnny does not in fact have themeasles,
then his spots did not carry the information that he had.

Most analyses of factive information try to analyze it in terms of
causation, correlation, or conditional probability or the like. This
contrasts with attempts to ground the meaning of words or traffic
signs or sequences in Morse code, for example, in tacit social or legal
or explicitly agreed on communication conventions. Factive informa-
tion is in virtue of this said to be natural as well as factive.19

Unfortunately, there is no agreed-on analysis of natural, factive
information. Like the notion of representation, the notion of natural,
factive information is used as an explanatory primitive. It is used in
explaining cognition, but its analysis is ametascientific project.While it
is said to be “information theoretic,” it is also well known that infor-
mation theory as such does not provide an analysis of the relation in
virtue of which one event or state of affairs (the sign) carries informa-
tion about another (the signified). I am inclined to think that a simple
causal analysis best suits the purposes of cognitive science and informa-
tional versions of teleosemantics. But I anyway wholeheartedly agree
with Andrea Scarantino (2013, p. 64) when he says that “information
is a mongrel concept comprising a variety of different phenomena
under the same heading.” As Scarantino adds, the best that one can
do with a single analysis is to try to capture some interesting phenom-
enon invoked in some portion of its use.

Perhaps part of the point of using the term “information” in cogni-
tive science is that it is an agreed-on term for a natural, factive relation
between the inner and outer worlds, which components of the cognitive
system are supposed to bring about, but whose precise nature is con-
troversial. But the main point is to speak of how cognitive systems
create inner natural signs – enduring or transitory – of variable features

with x occurring and yet not P. Further, this might seem to provide for the
possibility of misinformation. So it might be argued that natural information is
already nonfactive andmisinformation permitting. I believe that this probabilistic
analysis is too weak. However, I will not take the time or space needed to develop
the argument against it here.

19 In the tradition of Shannon and Weaver (1998).
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of the environment and use them to modify the creature’s responses in
adaptive ways.

Despite the lack of an explicit and generally agreed-on analysis of
what flows when information flows during the course of information
processing, the information-processing paradigm remains dominant in
cognitive science. Again, it is important to remember that P4 and P5 are
intended to be descriptive, not prescriptive. Someone could agree with
P4 and P5 and yet think that the information-processing paradigm
should be replaced.

Premise 6

Finally, P6 says that cognitive science posits “normative aboutness,”
with the norms derived from normal-proper functions and the about-
ness from the information involved.

Natural information has “aboutness” despite being factive. Dark
clouds carry information about the coming of a storm and Johnny’s
spots carry information about his havingmeasles. Along the same lines,
activity in the visual cortex could carry information about the shapes,
colors, textures, motions, and locations of visual targets; so-called
traces could carry information about the past that allows memories
to be reconstructed; and so on. Signs that carry natural, factive infor-
mation can be said to have “informational content.” By itself, this is not
intentional or representational content.

Representational content is said to permit the possibility of misre-
presentation, while mere natural, factive informational content does
not by itself permit the possibility of misrepresentation. Not all mental
representations can misrepresent, or not in every context of use.
If I think, “Stop!” while I’m guzzling ice cream or listening to
a speaker drone on, that injunction cannot misrepresent, although it
can fail to be implemented. However, all mental representations con-
tribute to satisfaction conditions. That is, representational mental
states have truth conditions, correctness conditions, accuracy condi-
tions, fulfillment conditions, implementation conditions, and so on,
and the representational contents of the mental representations that
are involved in these states contribute to these.

Representational content is said to be “normative” because it is (to
adopt the usual shorthand way of putting it) misrepresentation permit-
ting. Normal-proper function is also said to be “normative” because it
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is malfunction permitting. However, there is no intended implication
that either the relevant semantic norms or the relevant functional
norms are prescriptive as opposed to descriptive. What is meant is
that there is correct representation and misrepresentation and there is
proper functioning and malfunctioning. This is not true of natural,
factive information or actual functioning as such.

However, wedded to the aboutness of factive information, in the
cognitive scientists’ explanations of cognitive capacities is the “norma-
tivity” associated with ascriptions of normal-proper function. Cognitive
mechanisms are said to have the (normal-proper) function to do various
things with information. They are said to have the function to transduce
it, send it, carry it, process it, store it, retrieve it, and use it in various
ways. And they can have the function to do so and yet can fail to do so
properly, in the way that they are (so to speak) “supposed to.”
It has quite frequently been alleged by supporters of teleosemantics

who have rejected informational teleosemantics that normal-proper
functions and natural, factive information are like oil and water and
cannot be wed in this way. The short version of their claim is that the
normal-proper functions of things concern their effects (their selected
effects), while any information they carry concerns their causes, and so
there cannot be functions to be caused in a certain way to do some-
thing. But this is simply a misunderstanding concerning the notion of
function. Normal-proper functions necessarily involve effects, but they
can involve causes too. There can be response functions, which are
functions to respond to certain causes (to specific stimuli) by changing
state in certain ways and thereby producing different effects in different
situations.20

Thus, a kind of normative aboutness is born as a theoretical posit in
the mind and brain sciences. This is the simple, elegant insight of
Stampe and Dretske, although they delivered it without the long pre-
amble. The insight is that normative aboutness – nature’s way of
making a mistake, as Dretske put it, is born of this marriage between
the normal-proper functions ascribed to components of cognitive sys-
tems and the natural, factive information that some components are
said to have the function to transduce, send, carry, process, store,
retrieve, use, and so on.

20 For extended discussion, see Neander (2013).
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From Methodology to Metaphysics

The conclusion is that some version of informational teleosemantics,
broadly conceived, is supported by the explanations of cognition that
the mind and brain sciences currently provide. Broadly conceived,
teleosemantics is the thesis that that mental reference to content is
ontologically grounded in the normal-proper functions of components
of cognitive systems. Broadly conceived, informational semantics is the
thesis that mental reference to content is grounded in the natural,
factive information that is processed by these systems. Informational
teleosemantics, so conceived, puts these two claims together but makes
no specific claims about how normal-proper functions or natural,
factive information is to be analyzed. Their analysis is a metascientific
project, not a scientific project (although scientists can, of course,
participate in it).

However, informational teleosemantics constrains the analyses of
normal-proper function and natural, factive information. It won’t do,
for example, to claim that functions are ontologically grounded in the
explanatory aims of researchers (as Cummins does) and to then turn
around and explain intentional mental phenomena (such as the expla-
natory aims of researchers) as grounded in such functions. It won’t do,
at any rate, while there is still hope for a naturalistic explanation of
intentional mental phenomena, a hope that is not to be abandoned
lightly.

This reminds me of the saying that one person’s modus ponens is
another’smodus tollens. If we have grounds for thinking that informa-
tional teleosemantics is true (or is anyway supported by the current
science) and expect intentionality is to be explained in nonintentional
terms, the relevant notions of normal-proper function and natural,
factive information will be expected to have nonintentional analyses.
However, someone else might argue from the opposite direction, that
we have independent grounds for thinking that one or both of the
relevant notions are intentionally laden (e.g. must be analyzed in
terms of a researcher’s explanatory aims) and therefore that we have
reason to believe that informational teleosemantics is not true or that
intentionality cannot be analyzed in nonintentional terms. Depending
on where different philosophers begin, they tend to take different
paths. But perhaps the methodological argument will help to tip the
scales for those who have not yet chosen either path.
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Short of a fairly radical revision of the way that physiologists,
neurophysiologists, and cognitive scientists give idealized descriptions
of how complex systems operate or of the information-processing
approach to explaining cognitive capacities, some sort of informational
teleosemantics enjoys the implicit support of the sciences most nearly
concerned. The sciences most nearly concerned with explaining cogni-
tion posit (natural, factive) information-processing (normal-proper)
functions. In doing so, they posit normative aboutness, where the
aboutness comes from the information and the normativity from the
functions. At a minimum, the argument shows that informational
teleosemantics, broadly conceived, is a highly conservative thesis.
In invoking the notion of natural, factive information and the notion
of normal-proper function, and in bringing them together to explain an
aspect of cognition, informational teleosemantics is only invokingwhat
is already invoked and is only bringing together what is already wed by
the sciences devoted to explaining cognitive capacities.

Of course, this does not prove that informational teleosemantics is
true. The support provided for informational teleosemantics is condi-
tional and defeasible. It is conditional because teleosemantics is
a theory about the real nature of mental reference to content, and the
mainstream branches of neurophysiology and cognitive science might
be on the wrong track in relevant respects. Perhaps they will be revised
or are already being revised in relevant respects. I’ve not tried to predict
the future of the mind and brain sciences or tried to arbitrate in already
existing disputes. Nor have I tried to clarify the role of the notion of
normal-proper function or the notion of natural, factive information in
the less mainstream approaches to explaining cognition that already
have some support today. But the methodological argument does not
rest on either, especially unstable or noncentral aspects of the mind and
brain sciences, relatively speaking. Both are central and well
established.

The support for informational teleosemantics is also defeasible.
If one looks at how the relevant sciences explain cognition, an informa-
tional version of teleosemantics seems to hang from its branches, ripe
for the picking. I think that in some vague sense of “we,” we philoso-
phers should not let it go to waste. Those who want to understand how
meaning emerges in a fundamentally meaningless world ought to take
note.Considered as a theoretical posit, this is how normative aboutness
arises, from the perspective of the mainstream branches of the sciences
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most concerned with explaining cognitive capacities. This places us
under some obligation to take a good, long, hard look at informational
teleosemantics. It would be stupid if, as a profession, we did not
seriously consider the possibility. But, of course, being philosophers,
we also should check the fruit for hidden worms. And I fully appreciate
that many think that they have already found worms that make the
fruit unpalatable. The methodological argument does not show that
informational teleosemantics is problem-free. It is even consistent with
it being hopelessly problematic. But the methodological argument
supports a certain amount of stubborn and optimistic perseverance in
seeking any solutions that it might have.

And even if informational teleosemantics were true, its scope would
still be up for debate. Perhaps it most plausibly applies to what some
like to think of as unconscious neural representations as opposed to
conscious mental representations, or to nonconceptual representations
as opposed to conceptual representations, or to the kinds of mental
representations that infants and nonlinguistic creatures can possess but
not, except as a kind of more primitive underpinning, to the mental
representations that are special to linguistically and culturally endowed
adult humans.

Concluding Remarks

I hope that this attempt to make the methodological argument for infor-
mational teleosemantics explicit casts light on the motivation behind
attempts to develop the best possible version of it. Different philosophers
will favor different scientific approaches to understanding the mind.
Certainly, some will reject the scientific approach here described as
“mainstream.” Some will think that it is already “old hat” or will prefer
approaches that I think have already been rejected for good reason (such
as overly behaviorist or Gibsonian approaches). But, whichever approach
is accepted or rejected, the science and the philosophy cannot be comple-
tely decoupled if the content ascriptions that a philosophical theory of
content generates are to be relevant to scientific explanations of cognition.
If the more mainstream branches of the relevant sciences ascribe normal-
proper functions to cognitivemechanisms to carry, store, and use natural,
factive information, then it makes perfect sense to try to understand how
far these already posited information-related functions will take us in
understanding mental reference to content.
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7 Nature’s Purposes and Mine
ronald de sousa

Whether or not we find what we are seeking
Is idle, biologically speaking.

– Edna St. Vincent Millay

No thank you. I don’t think nature intended us
to drink while flying.

– Passenger refusing a drink in Gardner Rea cartoon

“What is by nature proper to each thing,” wrote Aristotle, “will be at
once the best and the most pleasant for it” (1984b, pp. 6–7). This
chapter may be described as a meditation on the question of what can
be made of Aristotle’s sunny optimism in a post-Darwinian age.

Aristotle’s maxim immediately raises four questions. First, given that
philosophers have long attempted to elucidate ways in which humans
transcend nature, what does it mean to say that anything is “by nature
proper” to us? Second, talk of bitter medicine and mottoes such as “no
pain, no gain” suggests that Aristotle is here at odds with common sense.
Why should what is best be expected to be alsomost pleasant? Third, best
and most pleasant for whom? Because we are social beings, as Aristotle
himself famously stressed, should the maxim not be supplemented by
a reminder that what is best and more pleasant for you might be neither
for others? Even if strictly correct, the maxim would be of limited use to
onewhowishes to be a good citizen aswell as a happy child of nature. And
fourth, just what is the relevant sense of “a thing” in the maxim as we
might now understand it? We are composites of living parts, and contro-
versy has raged over the question of what “thing” we should be talking
about when we discuss what is “best”: species, populations, groups,
individuals, cells, genes, even mitochondria, and “all of the above” have
been candidates for the role of beneficiaries or “units” (whether these be
equivalent or not – also matter of dispute) of natural selection.

I am grateful to this volume’s editor and to Christopher Clarke for excellent
comments on previous versions of this chapter.
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All these questions are pertinent to what follows, if only implicitly,
but I will be more narrowly concerned with the questions of how
biological knowledge can have a bearing on our philosophical concep-
tion of ourselves as human beings. This question can be regarded from
a metaphysical point of view and from the point of view of ethics
broadly conceived. I care mostly about the latter, for although
a philosophy of the human person can’t avoid being metaphysical,
I am not interested in the sort of metaphysics that has no conceivable
relevance to how we should live. Barring speculation about the possi-
bility that quantum effects in microtubules might enable and explain
free will (Penrose 1994), for example, it is unlikely that facts about the
inner constitution of the atoms of which we are made will have philo-
sophically interesting consequences. There is a slightly higher likeli-
hood of philosophical payoff in the fact that we are made of cells, the
ancestors of which lived solitary lives for one or two billion years before
teaming up to form multicellular organisms. More clearly pertinent is
the scientific refutation of the popular belief that individual conscious-
ness will survive the annihilation of the brain, though what we should
infer from this about how to live is less obvious. The philosophical
tradition contains a wide variety of possible attitudes to mortality
ranging from a cheerful endorsement of Epicurean carpe diem to
nihilism about value. At the end of this chapter I shall ask some
concrete questions and hazard controversial answers concerning what
biology and psychologymight teach us about our traditional ideologies
of love and sex. But I begin with an old controversy concerning the very
idea of inferring anything about value from natural facts.

Nature and the Naturalistic Fallacy

Many of us were brought up to think that there is something called
a “fact-value” or “is-ought gap” and that any attempt to bridge this
gap commits the “naturalistic fallacy.”While it would be tedious to go
over the debates that have swirled about this claim, it is worth noting
that the existence of such a fallacy would entail that no justification of
ethics is possible. To see why, consider the ambiguity of the word
“nature” as neatly encapsulated by J. S. Mill:

In the first meaning, Nature is a collective name for everything which is.
In the second, it is a name for everything that is of itself, without human
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intervention . . .while human action cannot help conforming to nature in one
meaning of the term, the very aim and object of action is to alter and improve
nature in the other meaning. (Mill 1874, p. 12)

In the sense in which “we cannot help conforming to nature,” the
reference is simply to the totality of facts about the actual world.
That (call it N1) includes everything that humans bring about.
Mill’s second sense (call it N2) is the status quo, which it is the aim of
any action to modify. The difference between N1 and N2 is the sum
of everything that we actually do. Call it A for “action.” Some
members of A are things we ought to do. Other members of A are
things we should have refrained from doing, and still others are deon-
tologically and axiologically indifferent. Because values can conflict,
a single action, event, or situation might be positioned differently on
different evaluative dimensions. Recall E. M. Forster’s famous remark,
“If I had to choose between betraying my country and betraying my
friend, I hope I should have the guts to betray my country” (Forster
1951, p. 68). Caring for one’s friends and caring for one’s country
represent different values, differently correlated with other scales of
value, depending on the priority accorded to individuals or community.
But what justifies such judgments? Where should we seek reasons for
claims about values?

By hypothesis,N1 refers to all actual facts.N2, by contrast, lists only
facts that existed before we acted, as well as counterfactual possibilities
that would have been actual had we not acted. If no normative state-
ment can be derived from any statement of fact, then no normative
proposition can figure in eitherN1 orN2.

1 So what, if not a fact (for all
facts are contained in the union ofN2 andN1), can constitute a reason
to justify a normative claim? If that reason cannot consist of any facts,
must it consist of some nonfact?

Unless the question is rhetorical, we presumably have in mind some-
thing other than mere falsehoods (although many moral precepts may
well rest on nonfacts in precisely that sense – nonfacts about God and
his commands, for example). What other nonfacts could there be?

A vigorous philosophical tradition, going back toHume’s distinction
between matters of facts and relations of ideas (Hume 1975),

1 For the purposes of this chapter, I make no distinction between norms, “oughts,”
and values. “Normative” is used generically for anything that faces facts across
the alleged gap.
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distinguishes empirical facts, discoverable only by experience, from
a priori truths, which owe their status to logic or meaning alone. But
logical or analytic truths, even though they are not always transparent
to intuition, are unlikely to entail claims about the desirability of some
ways of life over others or about the rightness of some actions and the
wrongness of others.

In short, no normative statements can be justified at all unless we
relax the constraints on the range of statements admissible in their
support. One way to relax those constraints is to select a normative
major premise so mild that it might command universal assent. In past
ages when all could take religious belief for granted, the precept that
one ought to follow God’s command might serve, though securing
agreement on the content of such commands was another matter.
In a postreligious age such as we might optimistically assume ourselves
to have reached, by contrast, basic facts about us, such as biologymight
disclose, might constitute the privileged class of facts apt to provide
guidance about how to live.

But among the myriad facts of biology, which are we to select for
inclusion in that privileged class? What biology teaches about the sorts
of beasts we are can be viewed in either a minimalist or in an expansive
mode. A minimalist interpretation would collect only facts about what
is possible. A person might run a mile in four minutes, but no one can
leap unaided over tall buildings. Morality can neither require nor
forbid the impossible, and if we are to get guidance from natural facts
about what is possible, these will have to be characterized more expan-
sively as not only possible but also more or less conducive to
a worthwhile life. If we all agreed on what counts as a worthwhile
life, we might hope to find novel and relevant knowledge in evolution-
ary theory, psychology, and brain science.

There are many working illustrations of how useful such knowledge
could be if one could only persuade politicians to take it into account.
Recent books by Patricia Churchland (2012) and Sam Harris (2011)
have attempted to do just that. Both have been accused of attempting to
leap across the fact-value gap, oblivious to the philosophers standing
guard to stop them. But if we grant a broad consensus on certain basic
values, such as autonomy, happiness, and the development of capabil-
ities conducive to the realization of these values, biological and social
sciences offer much information to improve the lot of human beings
(Nussbaum 2000). There is increasingly compelling evidence, for
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example, that poverty is bad for your health, and extreme inequality is
correlated with a slew of other social ills (Wilkinson and Pickett 2010;
Atkinson 2015). From a philosophical point of view, however, any
argument premised on facts such as these remains an enthymeme, and
its silent evaluative major premise is of just the sort that antinaturalists
reject, namely, that human thriving and happiness are inherently good
and that pain and unjustified coercion are inherently bad. We must
either renounce the enterprise of justifying any statement of value or
else relax the strictures imposed by the nonnaturalist principle that
bans any inference from fact to norm or value.

Relaxing the Prohibition Against Naturalism

Howwould such a relaxation work? I see two ways, based on different
principles for selecting a privileged class of facts that straddle the fact-
value distinction. The first treats values as response-dependent proper-
ties and looks for the privileged facts among human emotional
responses. The second, which has a much longer pedigree, privileges
certain facts about nature as representing not merely what happens but
what is supposed to happen.

On the first option, the values of existing things in the world are
something like “Cambridge properties,” not inhering in the world but
derived or projected from properties inhering in something else,
namely, human responses. These are, of course, facts about human
beings, but on this view they do not presuppose the independent
objective reality of value. Hence they can count as reasons for
judgments of value. The appeal to emotional responses illustrates the
subjectivist response to the question raised in Plato’s Euthyphro,
whether we prefer things because they are inherently good or whether
good is so-called because it is preferred. Variants of this proposal have
come to be known as “sentimentalism” (Kauppinen 2014). There are
two things to note about it. First, while the privilege accorded to actual
emotional responses is a form of relativism, it is not incompatible with
the objectivity of the value properties in question. This is so for two
reasons. First, although the responses that constitute the privileged
class of facts are subjective states, the fact that they occur is an objective
fact about observers. Their occurrence can be assessed from an axio-
logical point of view. Second, on the model of Locke’s view of the
relationship between secondary qualities and the primary qualities that
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underlie them, we can postulate some inherent properties of the world
that normally give rise to the responses in question. Those too are
objective, but they are not inherently value laden. To be yellow is not
to have a determinate property defined in terms of any specific light
frequency but to have the capacity to produce, in normal viewers under
normal circumstances, the impression of yellow. Yellowness super-
venes on objective properties that are not identical to it. Because
circumstances can be abnormal, this allows for mistakes and illusions.
Similarly, the view that ethical properties are response dependent
allows us to regard them as both relative and objective.

But relative to what? The question leads to a second way of relaxing
the nonnaturalists’ strictures. This is the principle of “natural law,”
which goes back to Aristotle and Aquinas and still forms the basis of
most of the edicts that come out of the Vatican. It is also advocated,
among contemporary philosophers, by “virtue theorists” (Hursthouse
1998). Virtue theory posits a substantive equation between the good,
the pleasant, and the thriving in the spirit of Aristotle’s observation
with which I began. Although is not clear whether virtue theory
requires us to believe in objective, human-independent moral truths,
it does seem committed to the existence of a universal human nature.

But how can we discover what human nature, in the relevant sense,
actually consists of? The answer to this question, which constitutes the
key move of natural law theory, in effect promotes statistical norms to
a normative status, on the basis of Aristotle’s criterion that what
happens “always or for the most part” is what nature intends
(Aristotle 1984a, Met. 1027a20). The strategy is bait and switch,
playing with the ambiguities in both the words “nature” and “law.”
It relies for its normative force on making sense of the idea that not
everything in the set of facts N1 is good: certain things that actually
occur in nature are deemed unnatural, aberrations of nature rather
than what nature “intended.” The “bait” is the promise that nature
itself will somehow reveal what it “intends,” allowing us to uncover its
laws in the sense in which that term is understood in science.
The “switch” occurs when encountering exceptions to the alleged
law: instead of regarding these as falsifications of a hypothesis, the
natural law theorist condemns them as normatively unacceptable on
the basis of their incompatibility with that “law” – thus begging the
question by switching from the scientific to the legislative use of the
word.
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Despite its theological component, Aquinas’s modification of
Aristotle’s scheme is more congenial to the modern mind that
Aristotle’s own. Aristotle thought that teleology was inherent in nat-
ure, without any need for an intelligent intention to explain it. Whether
this applies to nature as a whole is controversial (Broadie 2007), but it
certainly applies at the level of individual organisms, regarded as
members of a species with a fixed nature. If teleology is inherent in
nature itself, then we should be able to derive at least some normative
statements from those natural teleological facts. But despite recent
attempts by Thomas Nagel to resuscitate the notion of a natural
teleology without intelligent design (Nagel 2012), that idea now strikes
most of us as unintelligible. So the assimilation of the designs of nature
to the purposes of Godmakes it easier to accept that nature actually has
intentions. Its drawback is that it requires those not privileged to read
God’s mind to decipher those intentions from the empirical facts
around us.

As Ruth Millikan (1984, 1993) and others have shown, the concept
of objective teleology – independent of human interests and purposes –
does not require intelligent design after all. Natural functions can be
identified with those effects of an organ’s activity that resulted in its
being selected for and hence explain its present existence. Though
refinements and objections have not been lacking (Allen, Bekoff, and
Lauder 1998), I venture to think that the etiological explication of
natural function marks one of the few genuine advances in philosophy
in the past hundred years. But it does not answer the crucial question of
what natural functions we should endorse as valuable and which ones
we should regard – in the words of Katherine Hepburn’s character in
the movie African Queen – as “what we are placed in the world to rise
above.”Or rather, it does answer the question for natural law theorists.
But it does so quite arbitrarily, in much the way that self-proclaimed
biblical literalists interpret some pronouncements as the word of God,
such as the prohibition of homosexuality, while dismissing others –

such as the permissibility of selling your daughter into slavery – as
reflecting mere accidents of history.

We may come to think better of natural law theory on the day that
the Vatican reverses its ban on homosexuality after noticing the exis-
tence of gay penguins, but even that policy, taken to its logical conclu-
sion, would lead only to the equally rebarbative endorsement of the
doctrines of the Marquis de Sade. For the “divine Marquis” proved
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himself to be the only consistent naturalist philosopher by scrupulously
following every natural inclination (Sade 1810). Just as we cannot
avoid making choices among different elements of N1, so we cannot
evade specifying the criteria on which such choices are made.

The fact that some process serves an objective function does not
imply that we should value it. Conversely, the fact that a capacity
lacks a natural function is no reason not to prize it. Consider male
and female orgasms.While the male orgasm serves reproduction by the
ejaculation of sperm, the female orgasm does not appear to have any
clear function. Like male nipples, it arises primarily as a side effect of
the homology between the penis and the clitoris (Lloyd 2005). One
indication of this is that among some of our relatives, such as the rhesus
monkeyMacacamulatta, female orgasm has been shown to be possible
but extremely unlikely ever to occur in the wild (Burton 1971). This
implies that it cannot have been visible to natural selection and hence
cannot have been selected for. Unlike male nipples, however, female
orgasm has value. Some of the best things in life are spandrels.

One last reason for dismissing natural law theory is that Aristotle’s
criterion makes sense only if species remain unchanged. Applied to
evolving species, it entails that millions of our ancestors must be con-
demned as perverts. For among our ancestors, all those that came a step
closer to being human necessarily were exceptions towhatever was true
“always or for the most part” of their peers. Human beings are
descended frommillions of freaks. If all our ancestors had been normal,
we would be unicellular organisms.

Evolutionary Ethics

Natural law theory is based on an expansive interpretation of the
lessons of biology at the level of behavior. Expansive interpretations
of biology on the scale of evolution have not been lacking. Although
philosophers and biologists generally regard the attribution of purpose
to the universe as absurd, most laypeople regard evolution as
a teleological process of ever-greater refinement and improvement, by
which organisms got closer and closer to the ideal represented by the
human species (or what the human species is destined to become).
A few serious thinkers have also adopted this view and attempted to
extract from the idea of evolution itself some sort of suggestive pattern
that we could then use as a guide to life. Some, like the Jesuit
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paleontologist Teilhard de Chardin (1961), have regarded the process
of evolution as implementing a long-term design tending to ever greater
complexity, destined to achieve ultimate perfection in an “omega
point” featuring some sort of higher collective consciousness.
Surprisingly, some, more recent thinkers have construed this as
a prophetic foreshadowing of the Internet (Kreisberg 1995). Biologist
Julian Huxley wrote an introduction to Teilhard de Chardin’s book
endorsing the general idea that evolution is bound to yield ever-greater
complexity. (T. H. Huxley, “Darwin’s bulldog,” was more tough
minded than his grandson Julian. He maintained that “the ethical
progress of society depends, not on imitating the cosmic process, still
less in running away from it, but in combating it” [Huxley and Huxley
1947].) Again, some have speculated that optimal body plans and
human-like intelligence were destined to result from natural selection
(Conway Morris 2003).

It is true that a randomwalk that begins at the lowest possible degree
of complexity has only one direction in which to move – namely, away
from the wall of zero complexity. But some have worried that the
human genome has reached a stage where any further increase in
complexity would incur “mutational meltdown”: barring an increase
in the already remarkable fidelity of DNA copying, disruptive muta-
tions would claw back any further increase in complexity (Ridley
2000). There are also reasons to think that an unlimited increase in
complexity may eventually issue in a formless chaos of maximum
entropy; with all interesting patterns that include those that implement
living things lying somewhere between the stillness equivalent to abso-
lute zero and the “edge of chaos” (Langton 1992). Nevertheless,
a number of people have quite recently continued to try to make
good on the promise of grounding ethics in evolutionary theory in
one way or another. This is attested by the contributions to a volume
on the subject edited by Paul Thompson (1995). Thompson himself has
proposed that we can define “evil” in evolutionary terms. According to
Thomson, we can give the word a biological sense:

Evil . . . is the attempt to enhance one’s own individual fitness at the expense
of the short- or long-term perpetuation of the population to which the
individual belongs. That expense ultimately reduces one’s own fitness since
population collapse thwarts the perpetuation of that individual’s lineage
along with everyone else . . . A framework of behaviors that is
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evolutionarily stable constitutes a viable, implicit social contract. The basis
for this social contract arises from the essential feature of neo-Darwinian
fitness – a propensity for self-preservation . . . In cognitive agents this – in
part – manifests itself as rational self-interest. The term “evil” simply
designates behaviors that break the rules of the social contract, that is, that
work against the maintenance of an evolutionary stable system . . .

behavior . . . that, were it generalized, would reduce the long-term fitness of
all members of the group (even the perpetrator of the evil). (Thompson 2002,
p. 246)

It might be complained that his definition doesn’t completely capture
what the wordmeans in ordinary language. But a good precedent exists
for giving a common term a slight technical twist: the biological treat-
ment of the word “altruism” is compatible with egoism in the common
psychological sense (Sober and Wilson 1998). The fatal objections to
Thompson’s proposal are of a different sort.

Both pro-social behavior and long-term fitness – in the guise of
individual human beings’ interest in having progeny – are conveniently
things that we generally tend to approve of. But both are, for interest-
ingly different reasons, contestable.

First, while it is certain that we have innate dispositions compatible
with the development of psychological altruism, our dispositions to
antisocial behavior are no less natural. What commends pro-social
behavior is not the fact that it has been favored by natural selection.
Rather, it is the very fact that it is pro-social. A preference for nice
people over nasty ones has no need of support from evolutionary
theory. To suppose otherwise is to violate a sound methodological
principle that enjoins us to avoid wheeling in dubious propositions
such as “Evolution favors pro-social behavior” in support of perfectly
obvious ones like “Nice is better than nasty.”

As for the desirability of progeny, the fact that most people find it
obvious does not insulate it from the charge of question begging. David
Benatar, for one, has argued that having progeny is always immoral, on
the grounds that never being born at all is better absolutely than even
what we would, when alive, regard as a good life (Benatar 2006).

The verdict on evolutionary ethics, in short, is that its various
versions are all unconvincing. Neither the frequency of a given beha-
vior nor the detection of any trend or pattern in evolution would be
sufficient reason to think it good. On the contrary, as T. H. Huxley
suggested, we might have reason to “combat the cosmic process,”
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however quixotically, in the name of some more important value. But
where would such more important values come from, if not from our
nature as humans?

The Multiplication of Possibilities

To answer the question in earnest, we should look beyond the limited
range that has occupied me so far – the question of what might be
inferred from natural facts about what it is to be human – and focus on
the possibilities that are afforded us by the one capacity we do not share
with other animals. I refer, of course, to our capacity for speech, which
provides us with a virtually unlimited potential for generating new
values. Once one goes beyond the minimalist view that is content
with identifying impossibilities, one can begin to make distinctions
between different kinds of possibility.

In the abstract, it may seem as if kinds of possibility are related like
Russian dolls, of which each is contained by the last and contains the
next. What is logically possible is compatible with the laws of logic.
What is mathematically possible is logically possible but constrained by
the laws of mathematics. The physically possible is constrained by all
those but also by the laws of physics. Chemical possibility further
constrains what is logically, mathematically, and physically possible.
And, prima facie, we might think that biological possibility similarly
constrains chemical possibility.

Unfortunately, the neatness is only apparent. There may not be such
a thing as a biological law. Suggested examples, such as the Hardy-
Weinberg law and Mendel’s laws of inheritance, are either mathema-
tical principles that happen to be applicable to some biological
phenomena, or they are just not true. Or both. Biological possibility,
I want to suggest, is constrained not by a further set of laws but by
specific circumstances of the sort exemplified in Szathmáry
and Maynard Smith’s “major transitions” of evolution (Maynard
Smith and Szathmáry 1999).

Examples of major transitions include the “invention” of prokaryo-
tic and, later, of eukaryotic cells. Another key transition is from asexual
to sexual reproduction. Here the reliability and stability of cloning is
traded for a risky but potentially much more diverse exploration of
radically new forms because sexual reproduction is really not “re-
production” at all but radically new production in which every
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individual is novel. Again, with the coming together of unicellular
organisms into cooperative systems, first in homogeneous temporary
bodies such as cellular slime mold and then into stable metazoans,
individual cells lose their autonomy, becoming confined to specific
roles. They must submit to the drastic process of apoptosis for the
sake of the collective organism. In exchange for the loss of cellular
autonomy, the resulting organisms acquire a rich new range of possible
forms, behaviors, and potential niches. Later still, something similar
happened when individual organisms formed societies, whether on the
model of eusocial insects or that of hypersocial humans.

Several of these transitions involve a tradeoff between novel con-
straints and an enlargement of the range of concrete possibilities. In the
latest of Maynard Smith and Szathmáry’s key transitions, from ele-
mentary signaling to language, the new possibilities come not so much
with new constraints as with new dangers. Language exposes one to
manipulation and triggers an arms race between deception and detec-
tion. But what is most remarkable is the explosion of possibilities that it
affords. Through discussion, debate, and inference, language makes
possible the creation and transformation of values. In this process of
proliferation, some values come in conflict with nature’s basic impera-
tive of replication, such as when an individual sacrifices herself and her
chance of progeny for the sake of some idea. The whole process has
a good claim to be regarded as the specific human differentia, which the
existence of language merely enables.

The proliferation of values, which relies essentially on our capacity
to talk, to debate, to make correct or fallacious inferences, involves
a process that leads us to respond emotionally to new possibilities.
Our beliefs, our desires, and the very nature of our interpersonal
relationships are no longer simply determined by the emotional pre-
dispositions that we have inherited from our mammalian ancestors.
We transcend biology, but as Daniel Dennett has pointed out, “This
fact does make us different, but it is itself a biological fact” (Dennett
2006, p. 4).

In short, we might conclude that the main philosophical implica-
tion of biology is that we should be existentialists. Insofar as it is
a biological fact that we have crossed that threshold beyond which
we are faced with an indefinitely large set of possibilities, there is
a sense in which our existence precedes our essence both as a species
and as individuals.
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Why Natural Selection Is Not Providence

While it may indeed be a biological fact that we transcend biology,
this doesn’t mean that we are not subject to deplorable atavisms.
Many of our emotional dispositions prepare us in often astonishingly
subtle ways to respond efficiently to life’s challenges; at the same
time, however, they can constrain and hamper our choices. The more
optimistic perspective tends to dominate in the popular mind, where
evolution is often credited with having assumed the role of
Providence. Although sadly negligent in some particulars,
Providence was nevertheless trusted to have done most things for
the best, and both science and philosophy have flirted with that
Panglossian perspective. While emotions used to be regarded as
inimical to reason, much interdisciplinary work now stresses their
functionality. The rehabilitation of shame, for example, is well under
way (Deonna, Rodogno, and Teroni 2011), and even what looks to
be an unequivocally nasty emotion, spite – the desire to harm another
at high cost to oneself – has recently been commended for having an
important part to play in the evolution of fairness (Forber and Smead
2014). Spite is also closely related to altruistic punishment:
a willingness to incur some cost on behalf of a social group in
order to punish an offense against the group, even if the offense
has not directly affected the punisher (Boyd and Richerson 2005).
These are just different aspects of the much-studied disposition to
altruism, the exact explanation of which is still highly controversial
(Nowak, Tarnita, and Wilson 2010; Wilson 2015). Whatever
emerges as the resolution of these controversies, they illustrate
a number of ways in which the workings of natural selection, parti-
cularly on our emotions, result in dispositions that we might have
reason to deplore – and which undermine Aristotelian optimism.
Here are three more examples.

McDonald’s Emotions. McDonald’s food is relished on first
acquaintance by any child, from any culture, who might otherwise
resist unfamiliar foods. Clearly, it is the food God or Nature intended
for humans. The cravings that it satisfies originate in its provision of
four nutrients that natural selection programmed us to seek when they
were scarce: fat, sugar, salt, and protein. Our native emotional equip-
ment has much the same problem: some of it, including perhaps dis-
positions to rape and violence, probably spread genes for their own
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perpetuation. (It has been claimed that one man in 200 is descended
from Genghis Khan.2) What was once adaptive may not be valued
under now changed conditions.

Individuals Are Expendable. More generally, we have no reason to
believe that evolution has any “interest,” however metaphorically
understood, in individual organisms, including humans. Individuals
are just one way that replicators use to replicate, and the type of
sexually reproducing individuals we are constitutes only a very small
proportion of the biosphere (de Sousa 2005; Clarke 2012). Whatever
we might think about the relative importance of genetic, epigenetic, or
extragenetic inheritance, individuals are never, as such, beneficiaries of
natural selection. They are expendable. If evolution is based on the
survival of the fittest, those fittest can’t be individuals, for no individual
survives. What survives is information, carried by whatever replicators
there turn out to be. Given that one of the values that we have insti-
tuted, in recent liberal Western societies, is the supposedly priceless
value of the individual, the system of values that we claim to live by
provides us with a strong reason not to take evolution’s choice of
beneficiaries too seriously as a guide to what we should regard as
important.

Frequency-Dependent Fitness. A third reason to mistrust the gifts of
natural selection that can be illustrated in terms of a further problem
for Paul Thompson’s proposal about biological evil. As we saw earlier,
Thompson appealed to evolution’s supposed fostering of what was
good for society. The implicit assumption was that if a trait is, from
some applicable point of view, a “good thing,” then natural selection
will bring it to fixation; if it is a “bad thing,” it will eventually be purged
from the population. For many, if not most, traits, however, the fitness
of the trait or gene depends in part on its frequency. When fitness is
frequency dependent, alternative traits are in equilibrium, in the man-
ner memorably modeled by Maynard Smith’s fable of hawks and
doves. When hawks dominate, doves have the advantage; when doves
dominate, hawks have the advantage (Maynard Smith 1984). This sort
of equilibrium is known to be at the root of the rather wasteful propor-
tion of males to females in sexually reproducing populations. It may be
the sort of equilibrium that also sustains the existence of psychopaths

2 See http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/gnxp/2010/08/1-in-200-men-direct
-descendants-of-genghis-khan/.
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among us. Being a psychopath is probably a good strategy for an
individual living among people capable of altruism and empathy.
Conversely, in a society of psychopaths, mutants capable of empathy
might well have an advantage similar to that of rare doves in a virtually
all-hawk environment in Maynard Smith’s thought experiment.

Global Reflective Equilibrium

The moral of these last reminders is that we cannot assume that what
natural selection has made possible is also desirable. Conceptions of
morality or, more broadly, of the best ways to live, whether they are
modeled on what appears natural to humans or merely inspired by
what is possible, will remain essentially contested. One point does
emerge, however, from recent work on the biological origins of mor-
ality. That is that the responses that count for or against certain moral
stances are emotional ones (Haidt and Bjorklund 2008). Because our
emotions are far from forming any coherent unity, anyone who is
committed to finding the best answers to questions about how to live
is condemned to allowmutual confrontation among all the members of
a chaotic set of emotions and dispositions. It seems highly unlikely that
we can discover anything like a simple vectorial sum of all our emo-
tional responses. This is bad news for anyone who aspires to find
a rational justification for ethical principles, even in my loose sense of
justification, in some set of natural facts. Yet there is no serious alter-
native to bringing into mutual confrontation our conflicting intuitions
about general principles, specific cases, valuable activities, legitimate
responses, and beneficial behavior. That process will not yield to
scruples about the “naturalistic fallacy.” The question is not whether
any logically valid reasoning processes can carry you from a set of facts
to one or more evaluative judgments. Rather, it is about our emotional
inclinations to prize certain things and despise others in response to the
contemplation of facts. This by no means excludes rational delibera-
tion and logical reasoning. On the contrary: reasoning is essential to the
process and itself subject to its own set of epistemic feelings, such as
the despair and the feeling of recognition described in Plato’sMeno or
the “clarity and distinctness” promoted as criterial in the Cartesian
project of grounding knowledge (de Sousa 2008).

In that perspective, Mill’s assertion that “the sole evidence it is
possible to produce that anything is desirable is that people do actually
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desire it” (Mill 1991) looks entirely reasonable. We don’t need biolo-
gists to confirm the biological fact that we desire pleasure. Mill’s claim
has been criticized for fallaciously exploiting an ambiguity in the suffix
“-able” or “-ible” that indicates worthiness in “desirable” but signals
mere possibility in “visible.” Semantically, the criticism is valid, but it is
also beside the point. What counts is that we are strongly inclined to
take desire as a reason for judging something to be desirable. If no
inference is any better than that, then Mill’s inference seems to be
reasonable, even though it is sanctioned neither by logic nor by
semantics.

If this seems dissatisfying, we should recall Hume’s demonstration
that inductive inference cannot be provided with any noncircular jus-
tification. Inductive inference is just what we do in virtue of the way our
minds are constructed. Actually, the same holds for deductive infer-
ence: in a mode of reasoning that looks “flagrantly circular,” as Nelson
Goodman pointed out, “[a] rule is amended if it yields an inference we
are unwilling to accept. An inference is rejected if it violates a rule we
are unwilling to amend” (Goodman 1983, p. 64). This is essentially
similar to the quest for “reflective equilibrium” recommended by John
Rawls (1977) as the test for ethical practice and principle. In the
absence of a consensus on foundations, nothing else is going to be
either required or possible in ethical reasoning than the pragmatic
endorsement of reflective equilibrium. The lineage of this idea goes
back, before Goodman and Rawls, to Nietzsche and Hume. Rawls’s
appeal to reflective equilibrium is of a piece with Goodman’s charac-
terization of the predicates we commonly use as “entrenched” in
existing projective practice; in turn, it reflects Nietzsche’s (1967) con-
tention that instead of vainly attempting to justify ethics, we should
attend instead to its genealogy. It is also clearly in harmony with
Hume’s reduction of our inductive knowledge of cause and effect to
“custom and habit” (Hume 1975, sect. V, pt. 1).

Our search for a philosophical reflective equilibrium that takes
account of biology must be grounded in our emotional responses not
only to the facts of biology but also to the models these provide. These
can be valuable even when they are merely metaphors. They may even
derive from facts (or ways of thinking about facts) about species other
than our own. Recently, for example, a movie about penguins was
taken up as a model for human behavior by certain fundamentalist
groups, who enthused that it “passionately affirms traditional norms
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like monogamy, sacrifice and child rearing” (Miller 2005). Rather than
inferring that the two species exemplify two very different types of
sociality, this approach bizarrely derives norms for humans from
facts about a species with which we have no common ancestor for
millions of years. As it happens, the penguin example was (like many of
the “facts” that Aquinas thought to notice in nature) an invention
bearing little relation to reality.

For an example to which one might feel more sympathetic, consider
the idea of individuality.Asmammals, people, unlike some other forms
of life, are individuals in a sense that can be made quite specific and
differs from the mode of life of other life forms, including most plants
but also some parthenogenetically reproducing metazoans. In addition
to being unique at the genetic level (with the exception of monozygotic
twins), the sort of individuals we are enjoy an extraordinarily large
potential for becoming even more different from one another in the
course of development and learning. This is a fact of biology, but our
attitude to it and what we make of it are obviously not determined by
that fact. Onemight, for example, insist that in order to compensate for
that unfortunate diversity, we need a strong dictatorial power that will
bend us all to the same mold. But we may also be inspired to think that
we should, in some nonmoralistic sense of “should,” take advantage of
the opportunity this affords us to make of ourselves, in a phrase once
used by the French writer André Gide, “Ah, the most irreplaceable of
beings” (Gide 1942, p. 186).

With individuality, we can reflect, comes diversity. Diversity in forms
of life is attractive from both an ecological and an individual perspec-
tive. On the one hand, when plant species disappear, we may lose
potential cures for diseases yet unheard of. But, on the other hand,
we also value diversity for its own sake. The living world’s astounding
range of forms of life is awe inspiring. Analogously, the multiplicity of
possible experiences appears as a gift bestowed on us by nature herself,
which it would be churlish to reject.

Monogamy

If human diversity is deemed of intrinsic worth, why should diversity in
relationships not seem equally desirable? And yet, in practice, we
pigeonhole everyone and every relationship into one or two of a small
number of categories: straight, gay, or bi and single, married, engaged,
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or “just friends.” Why should this be? I conclude with some very brief
remarks on this somewhat controversial question, intended to illustrate
how we might actually take seriously certain findings of biology about
possibility. A reasonable application of the strategy of reflective equili-
brium, I want to suggest, might lead us to a fresh conception of often
unquestioned assumptions about the role of the erotic in our lives.

The dominant ideology governing our normative conceptions of
love, sex, and marriage is grounded in the ideal of monogamy and
guarded by the social endorsement of the emotional sanction of jea-
lousy. In Western society, the ideal of sexually exclusive monogamy,
though honored more in the breach than the observance, is recognized
officially in the institution of marriage and unofficially in the hypocrisy
of shocked responses to celebrity scandals. The characterization of
human beings as by nature a monogamous or “mildly polygynous
species” (Barash and Lipton 2001, p. 41) is frequently brought out to
explain or excuse a sexual double standard and is conveniently sup-
ported by a standard story told by evolutionary psychologists. That
story starts from the discrepancy in gamete size between males and
females and by a suspiciously swift chain of inference deduces that men
and women should differ in many ways, supposedly traceable to dif-
ferent strategies of reproduction, resembling r-reproducing and
k-reproducing species, respectively. Sexual jealousy should be more
intense in men because of their uncertainty about paternity; women,
however, are supposed to be more likely to experience emotional
jealousy on account of their need for continuing support in the upbring-
ing of offspring. Unfortunately for the standard story, that difference,
although it seemed borne out in the United States (Buss 1994), tends to
vanish altogether in countries withmore gender equality (Harris 2004).
Much the same is true for other alleged sex differences: on further
examination, most turn out to be effects of the very stereotypes that
they supposedly justify (Tavris 1992; Fine 2011). If anything, it now
seems likely that the biological facts about female sexuality are closer to
the traditional view of women as sexually insatiable than the
nineteenth-century view, still prevalent in some circles, of coy females
requiring to lie back and think of the Empire in order to serve the needs
of procreation (Baker and Bellis 1995; Ryan and Jethá 2010).

Helen Fisher (1998, 2004) has shown that what we call love tends to
conflate three very different syndromes, each of which has its own
characteristic phenomenology, neurochemical correlates, and
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duration. These three are lust, obsessive romantic love or “limerence”
(Tennov 1979), and long-term attachment. By conflating these, the
monogamist ideology comes very close to requiring what even
a minimalist biological perspective might judge to be simply impossi-
ble. George Bernard Shaw put it thus:

When two people are under the influence of the most violent, most insane,
most delusive, andmost transient of passions, they are required to swear that
they will remain in that excited, abnormal, and exhausting condition
continuously until death do them part. (Shaw 1986, pp. 34–5)

Multi-million-dollar industries of couple counseling, prostitution, and
pornography bear witness to the fact that the resulting norms are
unenforceable and exact a severe toll from individuals attempting to
conform to them. Among the multifarious possibilities brought on by
the human capacity for language, one might therefore infer that an
alternative ideologymight be more likely to fulfill a modestly expansive
view of how nature might best be recruited to promote thriving rela-
tionships. For those who might still see this as “incompatible with
human nature,” proofs of possibility can be found both in anthropol-
ogy and in experiments conducted by minority explorers in ordinary
liberal society. Anthropology affords examples of societies, such as the
Mosuo, where marriage is unknown. Mosuo women choose their
lovers as they please, and men’s interest in their progeny is dealt with
not by jealous sequestering of the mothers of their children but by
raising their sisters’ offspring (Yang and Mathieu 2007). Increasingly
visible polyamorous communities bear witness to the fact that to
recognize the factual separability of attachment and sexual attraction
enables many people to reject the bizarre conception of loyalty or
“fidelity” in terms of sexual exclusion (Easton and Hardy 2009).

It will not be easy to adjust social norms, even in the light of the
undeniable fact of diversity in individual temperaments and prefer-
ences. But the considerations just alluded to suggest that different
ideologies of sex and love are possible. Racism, slavery, sexism, and
the fanatical opposition to gay marriage offer instructive precedents.
All were supported by an abundance of allegedly scientific evidence
about “human nature,” now plainly seen to be worthless (Gould
1981). In only a couple of hundred years – or a surprisingly short
fifty in the case of gay marriage – the stronger arguments have won
out with the majority of the society as a whole. Perhaps a similar
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regestaltingmight, in another fifty years, result in the current normative
ideal of sexually exclusive monogamy being seen as resting on objec-
tively false dogmas about human nature. The ideology of monoga-
mism, just like racism, slavery, sexism, and heterosexism, might then
come to seem almost unintelligible.

That would be one way of implementing the deepest philosophical
lesson of biology. That lesson, which should come as an ironic rebuke
to the army of fulminating biophobes who think they are defending
humanism by attacking a supposed “biological determinism,” is that
we should all be existentialists.
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8 Biology and the Theory of
Rationality
samir okasha

Introduction

Philosophers since antiquity have been interested in the nature of ration-
ality. A central concern in epistemology is to assess the rationality of our
beliefs, while a central concern in practical philosophy is to assess the
rationality of our actions. These topics are interesting partly because it is
not clear what the relevant standards are for assessing the rationality of
beliefs and actions. For example, it is often said that rational beliefs are
ones that are “apportioned to the evidence,” but what exactly does that
mean?Does it imply that two individualswith the same evidencemust be
in identical credal states on pain of one of them being irrational?
Similarly, it is often said that rational actions should reflect an agent’s
beliefs about how best to bring about the consequences she most desires,
but what exactly does this mean? What if the agent does not know the
likely consequences of the different courses of action open to her? What
if the agent desires things that are harmful for her? Though we all have
an intuitive grasp ofwhat rational belief and action consist of, producing
substantive analyses of these concepts has not proved easy.

Some progress on these issues comes from the theory of rational
choice, the mainstay of modern economics. Rational-choice theory
offers a precisely defined, albeit rather “thin,” notion of rationality.
A rational agent’s beliefs, on the standard picture, can be modeled by
a subjective probability function over some set of alternatives (“states
of the world”); when the agent gets new evidence, he update his
probabilities by Bayesian conditionalization. As regards action,
a rational agent chooses between alternative actions using expected
utility maximization, that is, by assigning utilities to the possible con-
sequences of each action and picking an action that maximizes
expected utility with respect to his probabilistic beliefs. This picture
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of rationality involves a healthy dose of idealization because real-life
agents rarely have explicit probabilistic beliefs and almost never con-
sciously compute expected utilities. However, an ingenious argument,
due originally to Ramsey (1931) and Savage (1954), shows that an
agent whose binary choices satisfy certain fairly intuitive conditions
necessarily behaves as if he had explicit probabilistic beliefs and an
explicit utility function and was aiming to maximize his expected
utility.

Many philosophers define “rationality” in a richer sense than
this – to mean that an agent has good reasons for his beliefs and
actions and that these reasons have been instrumental in causing the
beliefs and actions. (Some would go further and require that
a rational agent be aware of these reasons.) Understood this way,
rationality requires fairly sophisticated cognitive abilities and so is
presumably the preserve of a few species, perhaps only Homo
sapiens. By contrast, conforming to the consistency requirements
of rational-choice theory could in principle be achieved by an
organism that lacked “reasons” altogether but was capable of
making behavioral choices. In a useful discussion, Kacelink (2006)
refers to rationality in the sense of acting or believing on the basis of
reasons as “PP-rationality” (standing for “philosophers and
psychologists”) and contrasts it with the “E-rationality” of
“economists,” by which he means satisfying the standard principles
of rational choice, such as expected utility maximization.

Can a biological perspective shed light on the nature of rationality?
Scholars from a number of disciplines have suggested that it can.
In philosophy, naturalistically inclined thinkers at least since Quine
(1969) have suggested that human rationality is the result of Darwinian
selection; thus, for example, Dennett (1987) claims that “natural selec-
tion guarantees that most of an organism’s beliefs will be true, most of
its strategies rational” (p. 7).More recently, Sterelny (2003) argues that
belief/desire psychology, which arguably underpins our capacity for
rational thought and action, can be considered an adaptation to
a “hostile environment” and has sketched an account of how it might
have evolved; Godfrey-Smith (1996) argues similarly. In a different
vein, authors such as Skyrms (1996) and Binmore (2005) have argued
that evolutionary considerations can illuminate a variety of phenomena
that traditional rational-choice theory struggles to explain, such as the
human sense of fairness and our capacity for altruism. A useful survey
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of philosophical work on the evolution/rationality connection is
Danielson (2004).

In psychology, a number of authors have advocated a Darwinian
approach to human cognition and decision making by focusing on
the question of adaptive function. Thus Gigerenzer and colleagues
argue that many aspects of human cognition that appear defective
by traditional rationality criteria may generate adaptive behavior in
particular environments and so are thus “ecologically rational.”
A recent paper in this vein by Hammerstein and Stevens (2014a),
entitled, “Six Reasons for Invoking Evolution in Decision Theory,”
argues that instead of the traditional axiomatic approach to rational
decision making, we should study decision making using an evolu-
tionary approach. They suggest that considerations about what is
adaptive rather than what is “rational” according to some idealized
theory will shed more light on how humans actually make deci-
sions. A related argument is made by the evolutionary psychologists
Cosmides and Tooby (1994), who argue that the mind comprises
evolved “modules” equipped for specific tasks, which enable “better
than rational” behavior. Useful surveys of this area include
Gigerenzer and Selten (2001) and Hammerstein and Stevens
(2014b).

In behavioral ecology, the branch of evolutionary biology that stu-
dies animal behavior from a Darwinian basis, rationality concepts play
an interesting role. Though this field focuses mainly on nonhuman
animals, it has often borrowed models and concepts from rational-
choice theory and given them a biological twist. Typically, this involves
reinterpreting the utility function as a biological fitness function and
allowing natural selection rather than a rational agent to do the opti-
mizing. Thus, for example, models of optimal foraging often assume
that animals foraging for food behave like rational Bayesian agents,
updating their “beliefs” on receipt of new information and choosing
fitness-maximizing strategies (Houston and McNamara 1999).
Similarly, Maynard Smith (1982) famously used concepts from classi-
cal game theory to shed light on social interactions among animals,
giving rise to the field of biological game theory (see below). It is
striking that rational-choice models, which have often been criticized
for assuming “superhuman” reasoning abilities, should prove so useful
for understanding the behavior of animals with only limited cognitive
powers.
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In cognitive and comparative psychology, there is considerable dis-
cussion of whether, and in what sense, the behavior of nonhuman
animals qualifies as rational. Researchers in this area often give inten-
tional or “belief/desire” explanations of the behavior of animals,
including mammals and birds. For example, Clayton, Emery, and
Dickinson (2006) argue persuasively that the food caching and
recovery behavior of Western scrub jays is most naturally
explained by attributing to them beliefs and desires, that alternative
nonintentional explanations fail, and that the jays’ behavior is there-
fore rational. Against this, it might be argued that the birds do not have
beliefs in the full sense (perhaps because they lack language) or that,
even if they do, their behavior is not rational because it is not reason
based in the requisite way. This issue turns in part on the correct
interpretation of the empirical evidence and in part on the precise
concept of rationality that’s in play. A useful collection of papers in
this area is Nudds and Hurley (2006); see also Andrews (2014,
sect. 2.3).

In economics, there is a growing literature on the biological founda-
tions of preferences. While most economic theorizing takes an agent’s
preferences (e.g. over consumption bundles) as a given, this literature
asks what sort of preferences we should expect to evolve by Darwinian
selection. The underlying assumption is that human preferences stem
from our evolved psychology and so should admit of a Darwinian
explanation. Thus, for example, Robson (1996) studies the evolution
of attitudes toward risk, producing the striking finding that in certain
circumstances, agents whose preferences violate the axioms of expected
utility theory should enjoy a selective advantage (see below).
In principle, this type of argument could help to explain why the actual
behavior of humans seems to systematically depart from the predic-
tions of rational-choice theory. A useful overview of work in this field is
Robson and Samuleson (2011).

A proper survey of the diverse lines of investigation described earlier
would be beyond the scope of a single chapter (and, most probably,
author). Here my focus is on overarching philosophical and conceptual
issues. In the next section I examine the idea that biology supplies an
alternative evaluative yardstick for assessing beliefs and actions,
distinct from the yardstick employed in traditional discussions of
rationality. In the section that follows I look briefly at the concept of
ecological rationality and its implications for the study of the human
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mind. Then I examine the link between evolution and rational choice,
focusing on the idea that Darwinian fitness can supply some “meat” to
the abstract utility function of rational-choice theory. In the final
section I examine the idea that evolution and rationality can “part
ways,” that is, that evolutionarily successful behavior may fail to
coincide with rational behavior.

Biology and the “Yardstick” of Rationality

Rationality is a normative notion. Rational beliefs and actions are ones
that conform to the norms of belief formation, belief change, and
choice of action, whatever exactly they are. (This is so whether we
are talking about “PP-rationality” or “E-rationality” in Kacelnik’s
terms.) Thus, to call a belief or action rational is not simply to describe
it but also to evaluate it. Indicative of this normativity is the fact that it
makes sense to ask what beliefs a person should have, given her
evidence, and what action the person should choose, given her aims
(or, perhaps, given the aims that we think she should have). The source
of this normativity is a deep philosophical issue according to some
authors, but fortunately, we can leave this matter aside. For the
moment, the point is simply that inherent in the idea of rationality is
the idea that an agent should believe or act in a certain way and thus the
possibility that the agent’s actual belief or action will fail to be as it
should, hence irrational.

One way to see the relevance of biology to rationality theory is to
note that evolutionary biology suggests its own normative standard by
which to assess actions (and, indirectly, beliefs). Consider a male
organism in a sexual species who is trying to attract a mate.
A number of possible mating strategies exist, for example, performing
a showy display, engaging in male-male combat, or trying to take
control of another male’s harem, each of which will have different
consequences for the organism’s reproductive success (or “fitness”).
This suggests a natural way of normatively evaluating the organism’s
choice of strategy. As well as asking which mating strategy the organ-
ism does actually adopt, we can also askwhich strategy it should adopt,
that is, which strategy will be fitness maximizing in the relevant
environment, or evolutionarily optimal. If the organism chooses
a suboptimal strategy, it makes sense to say that the organism has failed
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to do what it should have done or has failed to achieve the “goal” of
maximizing its reproductive success.

The fact that evolutionary biology supplies its own yardstick of
normative evaluation, based on the calculus of Darwinian fitness,
yields a notion of “biological rationality” (cf. Kacelnik 2006) that is
logically distinct from the rationality notions used in other disciplines
but may nonetheless bear interesting relations to them. Because biolo-
gical rationality is all about enhancing one’s fitness, the notion applies
in the first instance to behaviors or choices. As such, the notion is
applicable to any organism capable of behavioral plasticity.
A bacterium that swims toward a chemical gradient has made
a “choice” about which direction to swim in, and it makes sense to
ask whether its choice is the “correct,” that is, fitness-maximizing, one.
The notion also can be applied to beliefs and desires as long as the
organisms in question are capable of having them, for these mental
states give rise to behavior. Thus, in principle, various aspects of human
cognition and decision making can be evaluated by the yardstick of
biological rationality (see below).

Biological rationality appears logically independent, in both direc-
tions, of rationality in the sense of having reasons for one’s beliefs
and actions. An agent’s beliefs and actions might be suitably reason
based and yet not enhance his biological fitness; conversely, an agent’s
beliefs and actions might be fitness enhancing and yet not based on
good reasons, perhaps because the agent lacks the capacity to have
reasons at all. What about rationality in the sense of conformity to the
norms of rational-choice theory? It seems obvious that this need not
imply biological rationality: an agent may have consistent preferences
that are detrimental to his biological fitness, as many modern humans
arguably do. But the converse inference, from biological rationality to
conformity to rational-choice norms, has often been defended (e.g.
Gintis 2009, p. 7; Kacelnik 2006; Chater 2012). This inference seems
reasonable: if an organism displays adaptive behavior and so chooses
actions that maximizes its fitness, then presumably it is behaving like
a utility-maximizing agent whose utility function is simply its fitness
function? In fact, matters are not quite so simple, for reasons discussed
in the last two sections of this chapter.

Some philosophers might dispute whether biological rationality
counts as a genuine species of rationality on the grounds that it is really
just another name for adaptiveness or fitness maximization. According
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to this objection, the sense of “should” in which an animal should
perform a biologically rational action carries no real normative force
and is not interestingly similar to the sense of “should” in which
humans should base their beliefs on the evidence or conform to the
dictates of rational-choice theory, for example. After all, wherever the
notion of adaptive function applies, then it makes sense to talk about
malfunctioning or not doing the “correct” thing, as proponents of
teleosemantics have long stressed, but malfunctioning is not usefully
equated with irrationality. So biological rationality does not deserve its
name, the objection goes.

In response, it must be granted that the notion of adaptive function
applies in contexts where talk of rationality or irrationality would be
inappropriate. If an organism’s digestive system malfunctions, for
example, it makes good sense to say that the system has not done
what it should do, but this is not a rational shortcoming.
The operation of the digestive system is too automatic for such
a characterization to be useful. However, matters are different when
we are dealing with behaviors or actions, particularly if the organism in
question displays considerable behavioral plasticity or is capable of
learning about its environment and modifying its behavior to suit the
circumstances, as many birds and mammals can. Animal behavior of
this sort is objectively similar (at a suitable grain of description) to
human behavior and in some cases is homologous with it, despite the
desire of some philosophers to see a chasm between humans and
nonhumans. Where such behavior is concerned, the normativity that
derives from the notion of adaptive function is plausibly regarded as
a type of rationality, or proto-rationality.

This point can be bolstered by recalling two facets of the traditional
rationality concept discussed by philosophers. First, rational action is
goal-directed action, in which an agent is trying to achieve an end.
An action qualifies as rational to the extent that it serves the agent’s end
(or is believed by the agent to do so). Much animal behavior appears
unambiguously goal directed – think of a bird collecting sticks in order
to build a nest, or a primate sharpening a tool in order to crack a nut, or
a honey bee performing a waggle dance in order to communicate the
location of a nectar source. It is difficult to make sense of such behavior
without the assumption that it is goal directed (certainly in “as if” sense
and arguably in a stronger sense). In recognition of this, behavioral
ecologists frequently use an intentional idiom (e.g. “wants,” “tries,”
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“knows,” “communicates”) to describe and explain animal behavior;
this idiom is typically regarded as neither metaphorical nor
dispensable. Calls to banish the intentional idiom from the study of
animal behavior (e.g. Kennedy 1992) have been noticeably unsuccess-
ful. From this perspective, the evaluation of behavior in terms of its
biological rationality looks like a bona fide species of rational
evaluation.

Second, as McDowell (1994) argues, following Davidson (1984),
when we give a folk psychological explanation of an agent’s action or
belief, our explanation makes the belief or action intelligible by ratio-
nalizing it; this is quite different from an explanation in physics, in
which a phenomenon is made intelligible by showing that it had to
happen as a matter of natural law. I suggest that this lends support to
the view that biological rationality is a genuine type of rationality,1 for
when we explain an organism’s behavior in terms of its biological
rationality, for example, a chimpanzee fashioning a tool from a twig
in order to catch termites, this yields exactly the sort of intelligibility
that McDowell treats as definitive of rationalizing explanations.
We are able to see how the behavior makes sense, or is appropriate,
in terms of the organism’s goal (acquiring food), which itself subserves
the ultimate goal of maximizing fitness. The type of understanding that
we get of the organism’s behavior is more akin to the type of under-
standing we get from intentional explanation than from physical
explanation.

One distinctive feature of the biological rationality concept is that it
is externalist. A behavior counts as biologically rational if it is fitness
maximizing or adaptive, which depends on the environment. Craving
high-calorie foods was adaptive in the Pleistocene environment of our
hominid ancestors but for humans in today’s environment is not.
By contrast, rationality in the sense of having reasons for one’s beliefs
and actions, or in the sense of conforming to the consistency conditions
of rational-choice theory, are internalist matters. Whether an agent is
rational in either of these senses depends on how things are “in its
head,” not in the external environment, so a suitably intelligent agent
should be able to achieve rationality simply by a process of self-

1 This is somewhat ironic, given that both McDowell and Davidson treat
rationality as the preserve of human beings.
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reflection and amelioration. For biological rationality by contrast, the
world must cooperate, too.

Though biological rationality may be logically independent of
rationality, in the other senses discussed earlier, it is tempting to think
that empirically it must be related somehow to them. Creatures that act
and believe for good reasons or whose choices conform to rational
choice norms will generally enjoy a selective advantage over ones that
do not, the suggestion goes; thus rationality in these senses and the
cognitive equipment necessary for them are themselves Darwinian
adaptations. Therefore, for the most part, beliefs and actions that are
rational in the philosophical or economic senses are also likely to be
biologically rational – or else natural selection would never have led to
them. Dennett (1987) gives voice to this sentiment in the preceding
quotation when he asserts that natural selection ensures that most of
our beliefs will be true and most of our strategies rational (cf. Stephens
2001).

This conjecture may be correct, but it is an empirical issue, and
potential counterexamples abound. One interesting counterexample
comes from D. S. Wilson’s work on the evolution of religion. Wilson
(2002) opposes the modern liberal idea that religious belief is simply
a rational pathology or the result of our usually accurate belief-forming
processes going awry. Instead of assessing religious beliefs against the
yardstick of factual truth or epistemic rationality – by which they
inevitably fall short – he argues that we should instead use an adapta-
tionist yardstick. Wilson claims that religious believers are motivated
to engage in pro-social actions to fellow group members, resulting in
group-level benefits. Thus a process of between-group selection would
have favored religious over nonreligious groups, he argues. If Wilson’s
(controversial) theory is true, then it renders religious beliefs and
practices intelligible by showing that they “make sense” when judged
by the criterion of fitness maximization despite violating the usual
norms of rational belief formation.

To summarize so far, evolutionary biology suggests a way of
normatively evaluating actions and beliefs by how well they
promote an organism’s fitness in its environment that is distinct
from the type of normative evaluation traditionally invoked in
philosophy and in rational-choice theory. Though sui generis, bio-
logical rationality is still a bona fide type of rationality because it
enables us to “make sense” of the beliefs and actions of both
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humans and nonhumans by showing how they help to fulfill their
evolutionary goal.

Humans and Ecological Rationality

Proponents of “ecological rationality,” notably Gerd Gigerenzer and
Peter Todd and colleagues, focus primarily on human psychology and
cognition (Gigerenzer 2010; Todd et al. 2012). Their theory incorpo-
rates aspects of biological rationality, in that it emphasizes successful
performance in particular environments, but it has a distinct focus.
Gigerenzer’s point of departure is Herbert Simon’s concept of
“bounded rationality,” which stresses that humans do not have
unlimited computational abilities and so cannot implement
sophisticated optimization algorithms. Thus we rely on heuristics, or
rules-of-thumb, tomake decisions and solve problems. These heuristics
are special purpose and are tailored to specific environments, allowing
them to exploit environmental regularities. (For example, the “recog-
nition heuristic” says that if choosing between two objects, one familiar
and the other unfamiliar, choose the familiar one. In an environment
full of dangerous objects, this heuristic makes sense.) These “fast and
frugal” heuristics are computationally cheap but get the job done.

Ecological rationality theorists emphasize the domain-specific nature
of the heuristics that guide human decisionmaking. A heuristic helps us
with a particular task, for example, determining whether a social
partner is honest. Different tasks call for different heuristics, so the
human mind is an “adaptive toolbox,” Gigerenzer and Selten (2001)
argue. By contrast, traditional rational-choice theory is a domain-
general approach: the “maximize expected utility” rule can be applied
to any choice problem, and the rules of probability can guide uncertain
reasoning about any subject matter. This emphasis on domain specifi-
city is also a theme in the work of evolutionary psychologists Cosmides
and Tooby; they argue that on general Darwinian grounds we should
expect the mind to be composed of specialized modules because this
allows more efficient problem solving than applying an all-purpose
“general intelligence” (Cosmides and Tooby 1994). This inference –

from a Darwinian premise to a conclusion about the structure of the
mind – seems plausible, but ultimately the issue must be settled by
direct psychological and neurobiological evidence.
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Ecological rationality theorists paint an optimistic picture of human
psychology. This contrasts with the emphasis on “cognitive biases” by
theorists such as Kahneman and Tversky, who document systematic
departures from the norms of rational-choice and probability theory
(Kahneman 2011; Kahneman and Tversky 2000; Kahneman, Slovic,
and Tversky 1982). According to these theorists, humans commit basic
probabilistic errors, exhibit time inconsistency in their intertemporal
choices, commit the base-rate fallacy, display “loss aversion” and
“uncertainty aversion,” and are prone to an alarming variety of “fram-
ing effects.” These results, which are well confirmed experimentally,
are often interpreted as showing that humans are “just not irrational.”
From a biological perspective, this is somewhat puzzling because it is
hard to see why evolution would favor creatures prone to such biases.
However, ecological rationality theorists offer a different picture.
Relying on simple heuristics, rather than attempting to implement
optimization, is an efficient way of solving problems. In our evolution-
ary past, there was a premium on making quick decisions and choices,
so using a simple heuristic (rather than searching through all the
options looking for the “best,” for example) was an adaptive strategy
given our limited computational powers. In their natural settings, such
heuristics work well, but applied out of context, they can make us look
irrational.

To the extent that this line of argument is successful, it makes it more
intelligible, in broad biological terms, why human reasoning and deci-
sion making exhibit some of the features they do. However, this is
different from showing that the specific violations of rational-choice
precepts found by Kahneman, Tversky, and others were to be expected.
It is one thing to be able to explain, as Gigerenzer and colleagues
arguably can, why humans do not make choices by explicitly trying
to compute expected utilities, relying instead on simple shortcuts, but
this does not explain the specific violations of expected utility
maximization that have been found, such as displaying the Ellsberg
preferences in choice under uncertainty or using hyperbolic discount-
ing in intertemporal choice, for example. It is conceivable that these
and related phenomena could be accounted for in terms of ecological
rationality, but to date, they have not been.

Proponents of ecological rationality are often rather disparaging of
probability theory and rational-choice theory. They regard the latter as
a priori philosophical and mathematical exercises, which do not help
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the quest to understand real-life decision making and cognition.
Gigerenzer and colleagues argue that an agent who relies on ecologi-
cally rational heuristics for making choices will often outperform an
agent who tries to conform to the decision-theoretic ideal, at least in the
particular environments for which the heuristics were tailored. So not
only is rational-choice theory unhelpful for scientists seeking to under-
stand human psychology, but it is also unhelpful for agents themselves.
Cosmides and Tooby (1994) argue similarly.

At times ecological rationality theorists go further and argue that
probability theory and rational-choice theory are incorrect even as
normative ideals, not merely that they are poor descriptions of how
actual human cognition works. Thus Gigerenzer and Selten (2001) say
that their theory “provides an alternative to current norms, not an
account that accepts current norms and studies when humans deviate
from these norms . . . bounded rationality means rethinking the norms
as well as studying the actual behavior ofminds and institutions” (p. 6).
The suggestion, in short, is that the norms of traditional rational-choice
theory constitute an inappropriate standard by which to judge crea-
tures that have evolved to be ecologically rational.

This negative attitude toward rational-choice theory is by no means
mandatory for those persuaded that adaptive considerations can illu-
minate the study of rationality. Indeed, it is perfectly possible to hold,
with the philosophical mainstream, that deductive logic and probabil-
ity theory yield correct norms of rational belief and that decision theory
correct norms of rational action while at the same time holding that
biological or ecological rationality constitutes a different standard by
which our beliefs and actions can be normatively evaluated. I suggest
that this attitude – permitting a plurality of valid rationality concepts –
is more reasonable. We should allow that rationality in the sense of
having good reasons for one’s beliefs and actions and rationality in the
sense of conformity to rational-choice precepts are both valid forms of
normative assessment, while also allowing that our beliefs and actions
can be assessed in terms of ecological/biological rationality.

I suspect that the hostility of some ecological rationality theorists
toward rational-choice theory stems from the tendency, particularly
among economists, to use the assumption of ideal rationality to build
what are meant to be descriptively accurate models of human behavior.
This is certainly a questionable way to proceed, given that experimental
work shows clearly that humans systematically violate the rational-
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choice norms in at least some contexts (e.g. Ariely 2008). Given this
fact, the idea of basing a science of human decision making on
Darwinian principles rather than on the abstract axioms of decision
theory is undeniably attractive. However, it does not follow that we
should jettison decision theory and probability theory as normative
ideals, but only that we should not assume without evidence that they
are descriptively valid.

Utility and Fitness

Rational-choice theory is sometimes criticized for relying on a purely
abstract utility concept. To say that rational agents maximize their
utility is not to say much, the criticism goes, because “utility” is in
effect defined as whatever an agent wants. One version of this criticism
goes further and alleges that utility maximization is both empirically
empty and normatively silent because virtually anything that an agent
does can be reconciled with it. This criticism is arguably overstated,
particularly for choice under uncertainty, because the axiomatic con-
ditions that an agent’s choice behavior must obey for the agent to be
describable as an expected utility maximizer are not trivial, but it is
nonetheless true that the doctrine of utility maximization provides little
insight into why agents act as they do or the reasons behind their
choices. This is partly why traditional philosophical work on “practical
reason” makes little use of utility theory.

If we are persuaded by the idea of a Darwinian approach to ration-
ality, then a natural hope is that Darwinian fitness may put some
“meat” on the abstract utility function of the rational-choice theorists.
To see why, consider a typical case of goal-directed animal behavior:
a foraging bird moving from one food patch to another as its rate of
food intake declines. Moving patch incurs significant costs and risks
but may still be the best thing to do if food becomes too scarce in the
current patch. So the bird needs to settle on a strategy for when tomove
from one patch to another. Suppose that the bird’s foraging behavior
has been honed by natural selection and so is biologically rational: it
implements the strategy that will maximize its expected reproductive
success, given the information it has. Armed with this knowledge,
a scientist-observer can make precise sense of the bird’s behavior,
which might otherwise appear inexplicable or random.
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The key point is this: the bird’s behavior becomes explicable once we
posit a specific goal, namely, maximizing reproductive success (or some
proxy for it); we know from evolutionary theory that behavior directed
toward this goal is a likely (though not inevitable) outcome of
Darwinian selection. Thus our foraging bird is behaving like a utility
maximizer of the sort described by rational-choice theory, but whose
utility function is of a very specific sort. The bird behaves “as if” it cares
about maximizing its expected reproductive success. Merely hypothe-
sizing that the bird’s behavior maximizes expected utility, modulo
some utility function or other, so satisfies the canons of rational choice
on its own explains rather little. It is the additional hypothesis that the
bird’s utility function is its fitness function that enables us to explain
and predict its behavior. This is the sense in which a biological per-
spective can put flesh on the bones of the utility function.

This observation tallies with the way that game-theoretical models,
in particular, have been deployed in a biological context. Consider
a simple two-player simultaneous game as depicted in Table 1, in
which each player has two (pure) strategies at his or her disposal.
The entries in each cell denote the payoffs to (player 1, player 2).
In traditional game theory, these payoffs are assumed to be utilities;
the assumption is that each player wants to maximize his or her
(expected) utility. This game has two pure-strategy Nash equilibria,
(Top, Left) and (Bottom, Right), yielding payoffs of (2, 2) and (1, 1),
respectively. Classical game theory offers these as the “solutions” of the
game and predicts that one of them will be observed; at such an
equilibrium, each player is choosing the strategy that maximizes his
or her payoff conditional on his or her opponent’s strategy and so has
no unilateral incentive to deviate.

Table 1 A Game with Two Pure-Strategy
Nash Equilibria

Left Right

Top (2, 2) (0, 0)
Bottom (0, 0) (1, 1)
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Beginning with Maynard Smith (1974, 1982), biologists have taken
models of this sort and given them a biological twist by interpreting the
payoffs as fitnesses rather than utilities. So interpreted, the model
describes a social interaction between two organisms, the outcome of
which augments each organism’s fitness by the relevant amount, so an
organism’s overall fitness depends both on its own strategy and that of
its social partner. On the simplest assumption, each organism’s strategy
is genetically hardwired and faithfully transmitted to its offspring.
(Alternatively, the organisms may exhibit behavioral plasticity and be
capable of choosing a strategy depending on an environmental cue.)
Biologists typically imagine a large population of organisms, evolving
by natural selection, and ask which strategy will come to dominate the
population. Under reasonable assumptions, it can be shown that the
population will usually reach an evolutionary equilibrium correspond-
ing to a Nash equilibrium of the original game.2 Unlike in classical
game theory, where an equilibrium is meant to result from a process of
rational deliberation by intelligent agents, in biological game theory an
equilibrium is reached as a result of a dynamical process, namely, the
differential proliferation of the fittest strategies.

This illustrates the fact that utility and fitness play isomorphic roles
in rational and biological game theory, respectively. The former is the
quantity that determines which strategy a rational agent will choose;
the latter is the quantity that determines which strategy Darwinian
evolution will program organisms to choose. When rational agents
choose utility-maximizing strategies, this leads to an equilibrium in
rational deliberation; when organisms choose fitness-maximizing stra-
tegies, this leads to an equilibrium of an evolutionary process. This
consideration, and, more generally, the close analogy between the
fitness-maximizing paradigm of evolutionary biology and the utility-
maximizing paradigm of economics, has ledmany authors to see a deep
connection between evolution and rationality theory (cf. Maynard
Smith 1974; Stearns 2000; Grafen 2006a; Orr 2007; Okasha 2011).

The suggestion that utility and fitness are isomorphic in this way is
appealing but needs qualifying for three reasons. First, it is not always
clear what the analogue of the rational agent actually is in a biological
context. Usually it is individual organisms that engage in goal-directed
behavior and whose choices thus may be evaluated in terms of

2 See, for example, Weibull (1995) for a careful account of these assumptions.
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biological rationality, but in other cases it is groups of organisms (or
“superorganisms”) that are the locus of goal-directed action, for exam-
ple, the coordinated behaviors of certain social insect colonies (cf.
Seeley 1996, 2010). In other cases still, involving conflicts of interest
between the genes within an organism, the entity that has a “strategy”
and is thus akin to a rational agent is the gene itself (cf. Haig 2012).3

The question of which biological unit should be treated as agent-like
(and why) is closely related to the discussion of “levels of selection” in
evolutionary biology (Okasha 2006; Gardner and Grafen 2009).

Second, utility and fitness are measurable on different scale types.
In rational-choice theory, utility is generally taken to be either ordinal
or cardinal depending on the problem at hand; in biology, fitness is
generally treated as a ratio-scaled quantity, for the zero point of fitness
is meaningful, so it makes sense to say that one strategy (or genotype) is
twice as fit as another (cf. Grafen 2007). One might think that there is
a further disanalogy in that utility is usually taken not to be interper-
sonally comparable, while the whole point of the fitness concept is to
compare the fitness of different individuals. On themost natural way of
formulating the utility/fitness connection, though, there is a single fit-
ness function for all individuals in the population, mapping strategies
(or profiles of strategies in the game-theoretic case) onto fitness.
Different organisms play different strategies and hence receive different
fitness payoffs, but this is simply the analogue of a rational agent
receiving a different utility payoff from different outcomes, which
involves only intrapersonal comparison.

Third and most important, the appropriate definition of “fitness” is
a subtle issue in biology and depends on modeling assumptions. In the
simplest evolutionary scenarios, expected lifetime reproductive success
is the right fitness measure; natural selection favors organisms whose
behavior maximizes this quantity. Many phenotypic traits can be
understood in terms of their contribution to maximizing expected
reproductive success. However, inmore complicated scenarios, matters
are different. For example, if organisms engage in social interactions,
then it is necessary to take account of the effect of an organism’s actions
on its genetic relatives, so Hamilton’s “inclusive fitness” becomes the
relevant measure (cf. Hamilton 1964; Grafen 2006a). If there is class

3 This is known as “intragenomic conflict” and arises because the genes in
a sexually reproducing organism are not transmitted en masse to its offspring.
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structure in a population, for example, individuals belonging to differ-
ent age cohorts, then the appropriate fitness measure is different again,
for it is necessary to weight offspring by their “reproductive value”
(Charlesworth 1994; Grafen 2006b). Thus we cannot assume a priori
that we know which quantity (if any) of evolved organisms will behave
as if they are trying to maximize (cf. Mylius and Diekmann 1995).

This consideration complicates the fitness/utility analogy but does
not invalidate it altogether, for the basic Darwinian idea that natural
selection will often give rise to adaptive behavior is a mainstay of
evolutionary biology and enjoys broad empirical support. Many
organismic traits, including behaviors, are manifestly there because
they enhance the organism’s “fit” to its environment. The fact that
the appropriate quantitative measure of “fit” depends on the details of
our evolutionary model shows that natural selection is a more compli-
cated process than was once thought but does not undermine the idea
that adaptation to the environment, which results from selection, is
a pervasive feature of the living world. To the extent that such adapta-
tion occurs, it is legitimate to regard adapted organisms as akin to
utility-maximizing rational agents trying to maximize their fitness,
with the caveat that “fitness” must be defined appropriately for this
idea to work and that different definitions may be needed in different
cases.

Can Evolution and Rationality “Part Ways”?

I noted earlier that philosophers such as Quine and Dennett have
argued that rational beliefs and behavior are the likely outcome of
natural selection. However, against this, a number of authors have
argued that considerations of rationality may sometimes “part ways”
from considerations of fitness maximization, to use an expression from
Skyrms (1996). This is a striking suggestion, raising the prospect of an
evolutionary explanation for why humans sometimes depart from
traditional canons of rationality.

Skyrms illustrates this “parting of ways” with a simple “prisoner’s
dilemma” game, as in Table 2. In a rational-choice setting, in which the
payoffs denote utilities, it is widely agreed that in the one-shot game the
rational agent should play D (defect) because it strongly dominates
C (cooperate). Thus the expected utility of playingDmust exceed that
of C. This is so even if the agent believes that its opponent is likely to
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play the same strategy as itself, presuming the truth of “causal decision
theory” (Lewis 1981) because the two players are causally isolated.

Suppose that we now transpose to an evolutionary setting and con-
sider a large population of organisms engaged in a one-shot pairwise
interaction; the payoffs now represent increments of (personal) fitness.
Which type has the higher fitness? As Skyrms observes, this depends on
the pairing assumption that we make. Under random pairing, in which
the probability of having a C partner is the same for both types, it is
obvious that type D must be fitter. The expressions for the fitnesses of
the two types are then

WC ¼ 6:PðCÞ þ 0:PðDÞ
WD ¼ 10:PðCÞ þ 2:PðDÞ

where P(C) and P(D) denote the probabilities of being paired with
a cooperator and a defector, respectively; these probabilities are given
by the overall frequency of each type in the population. As Skyrms
notes, these expressions for expected fitness are identical to the corre-
sponding expressions for the expected utility in the rational-choice
context, calculated using standard (Savage-style) decision theory.
Under random pairing, the type with the highest expected fitness
chooses the action that confers the highest expected utility, so evolu-
tionarily optimal behavior is identical to rational behavior.

Skyrms observes that matters are different if there is correlated pair-
ing. We must then calculate the expected fitness of each type using the
conditional probabilities of having a partner of a given type, which may
differ for cooperators and defectors. The resulting expressions are

WC ¼ 6:PðC=CÞ þ 0:PðD=CÞ
WD ¼ 10:PðC=DÞ þ 2:PðD=DÞ

Table 2 Prisoner’s Dilemma

C D

Player 2 C (6, 6) (0, 10)
Player 1 D (10, 0) (2, 2)
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where P(X/Y) denotes the probability of having a partner of type X,
given that one is of type Y oneself. It is easy to see that if the correlation
is strong enough, that is, the conditional probability of having a C
partner is sufficiently greater for C types than for D types, then the
C type may be fitter overall and so spread by natural selection.4 Skyrms
concludes that with correlated pairing, “rational choice theory com-
pletely parts ways with evolutionary theory. Strategies that are ruled
out by every theory of rational choice can flourish under favorable
conditions of correlation” (1996, p. 106).

Sober (1998) develops the same point slightly differently in the
context of discussing what he calls the “heuristic of personification”
in evolutionary biology. This heuristic is the idea that “if natural
selection controls which of traits T, A1, . . ., An evolves in a given
population, then T will evolve, rather than the alternatives, if and
only if a rational agent who wanted to maximize fitness would choose
T over A1, . . ., An” (p. 409). Sober maintains that this heuristic is
usually unproblematic but fails in certain contexts, one of which is
the one-shot prisoner’s dilemma. The rational agent will never play
cooperate because it is strictly dominated, Sober reasons; however, it is
possible that natural selection will favor cooperate over defect if the
requisite correlation exists. Thus the heuristic of personification fails:
the rational strategy and the evolutionarily optimal strategy do not
coincide.

These arguments are intriguing, but there is an obvious response,
developed in detail by Martens (forthcoming). In the Skyrms/Sober
model, there is no particular reason to equate the rational agent’s utility
function with its personal fitness function. Indeed, evolutionary biol-
ogy teaches us that in social settings, the relevant fitness measure is not
personal fitness but inclusive fitness, as noted earlier. To calculate an
organism’s inclusive fitness, we need to take account of the effect of the
organism’s action on othermembers of the population, weighted by the
“coefficient of relatedness” (denoted r) between them. This coefficient
is a measure of the genetic (and thus strategic) correlation between
them; in the current context, the natural measure of r is [P(C/C) –

P(D/C)].5 It is straightforward to show that if a rational agent’s utility

4 This is an instance of the statistical phenomenon known as “Simpson’s paradox.”
5 This is a special case of one standard definition of r in evolutionary theory,

namely, the linear regression of recipient genotype on actor genotype.
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function depends suitably on its inclusive fitness, then the Skyrms/
Sober “parting of ways” disappears.

This particular “parting of ways” argument therefore does not suc-
ceed. Skyrms and Sober’s model does not show that irrationality will
evolve but rather that “other-regarding” preferences will evolve –

organisms will appear to care about the biological fitness of others as
well as themselves. However, there are other suggestions in the litera-
ture for how irrational behavior may evolve. For example, Robson
(1996), in an intriguing analysis, shows that organisms whose choice
behavior violates the axioms of expected utility theory will often enjoy
a selective advantage and so will evolve in a population. This remark-
able result arises from the existence of “aggregate risk,”which refers to
risks that are correlated across members of a biological population, for
example, bad weather. From a rational-choice perspective, it should
not make any difference to an agent whether a given risk is aggregate or
not, but from an evolutionary perspective, it does, given that what
matters in evolution is reproductive success relative to the rest of the
population. This is why Robson’s model appears to yield the evolution
of irrationality.

As with the Skyrms/Sober argument, however, it has proven possible
to restore the connection between evolution and rationality in
Robson’s model by judicious choice of the utility function (though
the necessary “fix” in this case is far from obvious). Grafen (1999)
and Curry (2001) both show that if an organism’s utility, in each state
of nature, is defined as its fitness divided by the average population
fitness in that state, that is, its relative fitness, then evolution will in fact
favor maximization of expected utility after all because expected rela-
tive fitness is the appropriate criterion of evolutionary success in the
presence of aggregate risk. The key point is that with aggregate risk,
behavior that fails to maximize an organism’s expected absolute fitness
may nonetheless maximize its expected relative fitness. So, in theory,
Robson’s “parting of ways” also can be eliminated, though,
empirically, the idea that evolution could program an organism to
care about its relative fitness is questionable, given that relative fitness
depends on the actions of others and so is not within an individual
organism’s control (cf. Okasha 2011).

It is tempting to suggest that the moral of the two preceding cases
generalizes; that is, that any putative “parting of ways” between evolu-
tion and rationality can in principle be avoided by suitable choice of
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utility function. However, there is no theoretical reason to think that
this must be true. Moreover, a number of authors have successfully
developed models in which clearly irrational behaviors, for example,
intransitive choices, are favored by natural selection and in which there
is no obvious way to “restore” rationality by suitable choice of utility
function (Houston, McNamara, and Steer 2007). Thus it would be
premature to conclude that a “parting of ways” argument cannot
succeed, even given the latitude of defining an agent’s utility function
as we please. This issue needs to be judged on a case-by-case basis.

The “parting of ways” idea just discussed should be sharply distin-
guished from the quite different idea that humans derive positive utility
from things that do not enhance their biological fitness (personal or
inclusive). Empirically, this clearly seems to be so: modern humans
often have preferences for things that are neutral or detrimental to
their fitness, for example, skydiving, contraception, or reading
philosophy books. This is an interesting phenomenon, but it need not
involve any irrationality in the sense of a violation of rational-choice
norms and so does not involve any “parting of ways” in the preceding
sense. I conclude by briefly discussing the phenomenon.

From a biological perspective, is it possible to explain why humans
derive utility from things that are detrimental to their fitness? Opinions
on this issue differ. One response is that human preferences are heavily
dependent on learning and culture, exhibiting extensive cross-cultural
variation; thus preferences are not under tight genetic control and so
are not susceptible to biological explanation. This may be partly cor-
rect, but it pushes the question one step further back. Why did evolu-
tion make humans susceptible to acquiring preferences by learning or
cultural transmission, which would cause them to behave in ways that
harm their biological fitness? Was it an unintended side effect of selec-
tion for the ability to learn, for example?

One interesting take on this issue comes from Sterelny (2012),
who argues that at a certain point in hominin evolution, we chan-
ged from being “fitness maximizers” who desired things that are
good for our genes to being “utility maximizers” who desired things
that are nonadaptive or even maladaptive. Sterelny attributes this
change to the shift from small-scale to mass society. In traditional
small-scale societies, cultural transmission is primarily vertical, from
parents to offspring, but as societies got larger, horizontal transmis-
sion becomes dominant. So individuals became susceptible to
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acquiring maladaptive beliefs and preferences by horizontal means.
Moreover, in mass society, the power of cultural group selection
declines, so the filtering mechanism by which socially disadvanta-
geous traits would be selected out was weakened. The upshot,
Sterelny claims, is that humans retained their powers of instrumen-
tal reasoning but came to have preferences for things that did not
enhance genetic fitness.

A different take comes from work by Samuelson and Swinkels
(2006) and Rayo and Robson (2013). They argue that the challenge
is to explain why humans derive utility from anything other than
biological reproduction itself. Food, sex, and shelter, for example,
obviously causally promote our fitness, but our desire for these goods
is not purely instrumental. We desire tasty food as an end in itself, not
simply because we know that consuming food will enhance our survi-
val and hence our fitness. From an evolutionary viewpoint, this seems
odd. Given that biological fitness is what really matters, surely Mother
Nature should have produced organisms who care noninstrumentally
only about their fitness and whose desires for “intermediate goods”
such as food and sex are purely instrumental? Yet modern humans are
not like this. So, according to this view, the challenge is not so much to
explain why humans derive utility from things that are detrimental to
fitness, but rather to explain why we derive utility from anything other
than fitness itself.

The answer, according to the preceding authors, depends crucially
on lack of information. Organisms are not born knowing the causal
structure of the world and can only learn some causal regularities by
trial and error within their lifetime. Plausibly, the causal consequences
for fitness of consuming different foodstuffs, having sex, and so on are
not something that our ancestors could have learned. If these causal
consequences could be learned, then Mother Nature could make each
organism care only about fitness itself. After learning the relevant
causal facts, organisms would then produce biologically optimal beha-
vior. But, given that this is impossible, Mother Nature instead equips
organisms with intrinsic (noninstrumental) desires for intermediate
goods. Therefore, humans have the utility functions they do precisely
to compensate for their bounded rationality, that is, the limitations on
what can be learned. This intriguing theory puts the connection
between evolution, learning, and rationality into a new perspective.
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Conclusion

Traditionally, the topic of rationality has been discussed without the
benefit of a biological perspective by philosophers, psychologists, and
economists. This traditional approach has undoubtedly yielded much
interesting work. However, as this brief survey shows, a biological and,
in particular, a Darwinian perspective offers the potential for new
insights into the nature of rationality, both human and nonhuman, and
suggests interesting new questions to ask. This is so for three main
reasons. First, Darwinian fitness suggest a new normative yardstick –

biological rationality – by which to evaluate beliefs and actions. Second,
the cognitive capacities underlying rational thought and action are pre-
sumably evolved, raising the specter of a Darwinian explanation of
aspects of human rationality and of our rational shortcomings. Third,
the science of evolutionary biology itself has drawn extensively on ideas
from rational-choice theory, suggesting a deep isomorphism between the
fitness-maximizing paradigm of the former and the utility-maximizing
paradigm of the latter. Each of these three topics is an ongoing field of
enquiry.
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9 Evolution and Ethical Life
philip kitcher

In 1975, E. O. Wilson (1975) famously declared that “the time has
come for ethics to be removed temporarily from the hands of the
philosophers and biologicized” (p. 27). Wilson’s own program for
“biologicizing” ethics proposed to align fundamental maxims for con-
duct with the demands of natural selection. Although that particular
venture has not attracted many adherents, Wilson reintroduced an
important question: “How exactly does ethics relate to evolution?”
During recent decades, this question has been addressed not only by
evolutionary biologists, primatologists, and anthropologists but also
by members of the community that was supposed, temporarily at least,
to let it go.

My aim is to consider two traditions in approaching the relation
between evolution and ethics. The first, prominent in recent analytic
philosophy, debates whether various standard metaethical positions
can be reconciled with the operation of natural selection. Ironically, the
philosophers engaging in these debates, like Wilson before them, take
the crucial evolutionary connection to be with Darwin’s notion of
natural selection. Unlike Wilson’s discussion, however, their involve-
ment with biology ends once that notion has been introduced. As I’ll
argue, this influential philosophical movement is even more vulnerable
than human sociobiology to complaints about its overly narrow con-
ception of evolutionary mechanisms.

The alternative approach, pursued by writers from a variety of
disciplines, cleaves more closely to Darwin’s own treatment of the
evolution of ethics. In his Descent of Man (1871), Darwin was princi-
pally concerned to show how the “moral sense” might have emerged
from capacities present in nonhuman animals. He aimed to make
genealogical connections, and the putative operation of natural selec-
tion was left in the background. The traditions, then, can be character-
ized in terms of the two great contributions of the Origin: one, the
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“selectionist” emphasizes the mechanism(s) of evolution; the other, the
“genealogical,” approaches ethics in light of the interconnectedness of
living organisms.

Because I am among those who have attempted to articulate the
genealogical approach, it should be unsurprising that I shall argue for
its superiority.My concern, however, is not somuchwithmy particular
version as with a cluster of related, sometimes mutually supporting
lines of research: the following discussion is (mostly) intended to be
ecumenical toward my fellow genealogists. Moreover, there may be
little surprise in the need to study historical connections first – after all,
it’s hard to make serious use of appeals to natural selection until you
have some clear conception of the traits that were supposedly selected
for. When the philosophical embrace of evolution is divorced from
biological and anthropological details, philosophers all too easily lose
contact with the phenomena they are out to explain. For all the admir-
able precision they bring to some of the issues they address, no linkwith
the history of life is ever forged, and, in consequence, no “[l]ight will be
thrown on the origin” of our moral practices.1

To provide a genealogy for some aspect of human behavior is to
specify a series of transitions out of which the current form of that
aspect emerged. If the genealogy is to be Darwinian, it must be possible
for Darwinian mechanisms to bring these transitions about. Hence,
proposing a Darwinian genealogy will typically require the proponent
to indicate how this constraint can be met. Almost inevitably that is
done by offering “how possibly” explanations, hypothetical accounts
that reveal how the transitions envisioned might have emerged, with-
out any commitment to supposing that these explanations tell the
actual story. Genealogists will maintain that there are many alternative
hypotheses between which the evidence available cannot discriminate.
It is important to realize, however, that the “how possibly” explana-
tions are not part of the genealogy but rather ancillary material used to
defend it against a reasonable concern.

By contrast, the selectionist tradition puts the evolutionary mechan-
isms front and center. Its guiding idea is that Darwinian mechanisms
rule out the emergence of certain types of traits, traits to whose exis-
tence some target metaethical view is committed. A seminal

1 The quoted phrase is part of Darwin’s single sentence about human beings in the
Origin (1859, p. 488).
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contribution to the selectionist tradition is Sharon Street’s widely dis-
cussed article, “A Darwinian Dilemma for Realist Theories of Value”
(Street 2005). Street starts from the thesis that “[e]volutionary forces
have played a tremendous role in shaping the content of human eva-
luative attitudes” (p. 109). She then develops her dilemma by claiming
that value realists have two options: they can either suppose our
evaluative attitudes to be uncorrelated with the pressures of natural
selection, or they must see natural selection as favoring a capacity for
grasping value-theoretic truths. The former horn leads to an untenable
form of skepticism, while the latter asserts an inferior scientific (evolu-
tionary) hypothesis.

Street’s initial thesis is vague in two important respects. What “evo-
lutionary forces” does she have in mind – those merely of biological
evolution or those pertaining to cultural evolution as well? Second,
what exactly is the trait whose emergence is problematic? Although
Street makes some serious efforts to explore evolutionary options –

unlike most of the philosophers who have responded to her article, she
engages with some of the recent discussions of human evolution and of
primate behavioral biology – her picture of the workings of evolution
remains in the vicinity of a much-criticized oversimplification of evolu-
tionary analysis. According to that picture, would-be theorists can pick
any trait that strikes their fancy and explain its presence by hypothesiz-
ing advantages it would have conferred in the struggle for existence.2

Or, to adapt the point to the selectionist program, they can argue that
a particular trait would have been somehow disadvantageous in repro-
ductive competition and, without considering that there is more to
Darwinian evolution than individual natural selection and that traits
are often developmentally bound together in suites, conclude that it
could not have emerged. The obvious riposte for Street’s target, the
value realist, is to seek an evolutionary explanation of the relation
between our evaluative attitudes and independent values by supposing
that selection shaped a collection of psychological dispositions that,
when jointly employed, could give rise, in social environments with
considerable cultural transmission, to a process of inquiry that could
disclose those independently existing values. Neither Street nor any of
the realists who have responded to her has articulated any such

2 A classical source of the critique of this “adaptationist program” is Stephen Jay
Gould and Richard Lewontin (1979).
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explanation. In the absence of a candidate genealogy, the question of its
possibility is simply unsettled.

Subsequent philosophical discussion has brought some of the issues
that Street raises into sharper focus.3 Yet, despite the clarity achieved
for parts of the debate, the traits taken to have evolved remain nebu-
lous, and there is no attempt to use what is known about human
evolution to explain how they might have emerged. Distinguished
value realists have been driven to apparently desperate positions.
Derek Parfit (2011) confesses his inability to articulate either the meta-
physics or the epistemology of the realm of values; moved by Street’s
dilemma, Thomas Nagel (2012) concludes that something fundamen-
tal must be missing in the Darwinian picture of life.

In the Descent, Darwin expressed the hope that tracing the connec-
tions between traits in nonhuman animals and the human moral sense
would “[throw] light on one of the highest psychical faculties of man”
(1871, p. 95). In effect, he conjectured that constructing a genealogy
might enable more exact specification of the capacities underlying
ethical life. The genealogical tradition shares this hope. It is also moti-
vated by a breathtakingly obvious point: it’s folly to debate possibilities
of evolutionary explanation until you have some relatively clear con-
ception of what is to be explained – first, catch your explanandum.

Moreover, the genealogical program has obvious advantages in
being far less vulnerable to the charge that it has replaced the rich
framework of contemporary evolutionary theory with a simplistic car-
icature. Today’s evolutionary analysts recognize that natural selection
acts on traits that are often developmentally linked, that cultural selec-
tion is an important force that operates on a significant number of
animal lineages, and that cultural selection can favor traits that would
have been eliminated by natural selection. The failure to appreciate
these points posed difficulties for human sociobiology, and the pro-
blems are even worse for the selectionist program. That program aims
to show that certain – imprecisely characterized – traits (such as
a “capacity for tracking moral truth”) couldn’t arise out of
Darwinian mechanisms. Its tools for the supposed demonstration are
analyses showing the disadvantages of the traits. But, to repeat, a trait
reproductively disadvantageous for its bearer might either belong to

3 Two excellent articles probing the metaphysical issues are Clarke-Doane (2012)
and Shafer-Landau (2012).
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a suite of developmentally linked traits that are overall advantageous or
might be favored by cultural selection. Genealogists, by contrast, only
invoke natural selection in the ancillary work of defending their
sequence of transitions. They can shrug off the complaint that they
are spinning “just so” stories about selection, for given that we cannot
know the actual evolutionary causes, what is required is a story, com-
patible with the available evidence, demonstrating how a transition
could have occurred.

Interestingly, selectionists seem to think ventures in genealogy are
committed to storytelling. Shafer-Landau expresses his reluctance to
venture into genealogy by referring to a “non-negligible amount of
speculation” in reconstructing the emergence of ethical life (2012,
p. 26).4 He is correct to suspect that some important facts about the
human past probably will never be known. However, there are other
facets of the emergence of our individual psychological capacities and
the forms of our social life about whichwe can be reasonably confident.
The fact that we cannot know all we would like to know about the
route from the Upper Paleolithic to the present should not incline
philosophers to throw away the information and the clues that we do
possess.

Darwin’s own genealogical account elaborates a basic proposition
he takes to be highly probable: “[A]ny animal whatever, endowed with
well-marked social instincts, the parental and filial affections being
here included, would inevitably acquire a moral sense or conscience,
as soon as its intellectual powers had become as well, or nearly as well
developed, as in man” (1871, p. 95). The story Darwin reconstructs
supposes that many animals, including those with which we share
recent common ancestry, associate in small groups and sometimes
respond to one another’s behavior in cooperative ways. Darwin recog-
nizes that positive responses inside the band are far from ubiquitous
and stop at the boundary of the local group. He hypothesizes that our
ancestors already had the ability to recall past actions bringing signifi-
cant positive or negative consequences for them. After the acquisition
of language, those consequences would have included openly expressed

4 The remark is made in connection with my own genealogical account (kindly
characterized as “perhaps the best”). Even here, however, he blurs the difference
between a genealogical reconstruction of ethical life and an attempt to show how
it evolved (or, more precisely, how some transitions evolved and how others
could have evolved).
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judgments from fellow group members. Because of individuals’ “sym-
pathy” for those around them, they would have been especially sensi-
tive to judgments of this sort (our ancestors had, he claims, a “regard
for the approbation and disapprobation of [their] fellows”). So they
acquired a “habit” of reinforcing or overriding their desires and
impulses in ways that would improve the conformity of actions “to
the wishes and judgments of the community” (1871, p. 96).

Darwin’s outline genealogy ascribes traits to human precursors and
to the communities to which they belong. Our preethical ancestors are
assigned the following characteristics:

1. Living in enduring communities with others.
2. Sometimes, but not always, responding cooperatively to the needs

of their fellows. This involves both cognitive abilities (to detect the
needs) and sympathy (to modify behavior).

3. A capacity for restraining some behavioral tendencies and reinfor-
cing others.

The route away from the preethical situation is seen as extending two
and three: Darwin’s story supposes that the original sympathies are
enlarged. We can see this as involving

4. An ability to identify patterns of behavior eliciting positive or
adverse reactions.

5. The extension of item 3 to some of the identified patterns, thus
increasing the frequency of positive reactions and decreasing the
frequency of negative ones.

6. The use of language to describe such patterns and to mark some of
them as approved and others as repudiated.

Once items 4 to 6 are in play, the hominid/human lineage has arrived at
a primitive form of ethical life. The individuals involved meet Darwin’s
criterion for possessing a “moral sense”: “[a] moral being is one who is
capable of reflecting on his past actions and their motives – of approv-
ing of some and disapproving of others” (1871, p. 605).5 Nevertheless,
the scope of the actions subject to such reflections is surely limited, and
the grounds for engaging in them are crude. Ancestral humans are

5 In fact, when items 4 to 6 are operative, individuals not only reflect on the past
but use their reflections as guides to current action.
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troubled by the adverse reactions to some of their behaviors – more
simply, they dislike being punished.

Darwin sees that the list of extensions so far offered is incomplete. He
adds

7. The expansion of powers of sympathy beyond the local group.
8. The recruitment of other forms of motivation to reinforce or over-

ride impulses and desires (going beyond the “low motives”).6

9. Extension of approbation and disapprobation to conduct that does
not directly affect others (self-regarding virtues).

With these further extensions, something like genuine ethical life has
emerged. The individuals with the expanded psychological capacities
are closer to people we know. They act by recognizing particular
features of the options before them, responding to those features with
sympathy for others, with a sense of solidarity with a group, and with
respect for the patterns of conduct it has commended. Sometimes,
when matters are complicated, they weigh up aspects of the situation
or they discuss with others. Even though they continue to dislike
disapproval and to fear punishment, those emotions are embedded in
a broader cluster of potential springs of action. If philosophers are
tempted to seek in this cluster some core constituting the “moral
point of view,” that is temptation. Darwin’s well-known gradualism
extends to his treatment of ethical life, decomposing capacities philo-
sophy tends to elevate as single powers: that is, after all, the point of the
relevant parts of the Descent.

The genealogical tradition has deepened and further articulated the
evolutionary narrative by studying the capacities appearing on
Darwin’s list and showing how they vary across species and intraspe-
cific populations. Patricia Churchland’s work offers us a detailed
account of some neural mechanisms contributing to sociality and
a rich description of variation in social capacities. She provides
a thorough analysis of item 1 (in her terminology: the “platform” on
which ethical life is built).7 In a series of books and articles, Frans de

6 Darwin discusses the motives of fear and self-interest in Descent (pp. 112 and
127), supposing the cooperative behavior originally undertaken for its selfish
benefits may strengthen the capacity for sympathy.

7 Braintrust (Churchland 2011); also “The Neurobiological Platform for
Moral Values,” in Vol. 151 of Behavior (I shall henceforth cite this issue of
Behavior as B).
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Waal identifies in apes and monkeys many of the capacities on the
Darwinian list: complex forms of sympathetic response to conspecifics,
restraint in the presence of higher-ranking animals, abilities to recog-
nize patterns of behavior and their consequences, and a capacity for
using that recognition to adjust conduct.8 Michael Tomasello’s
research into cooperation and shared intentions in chimpanzees and
young children provides establishes continuity between nonhuman and
human awareness of some behavioral patterns as normative (see items
4 to 6 on the Darwinian list) (de Waal 2009). Christopher Boehm
(1999, 2012) presents a picture of human social evolution that synthe-
sizes a wide range of anthropological findings; a particularly relevant
feature of his account is the emphasis on normative discussion, under-
taken by all adult members of hunter-gatherer groups on terms of
rough equality.9 Kim Sterelny explores the consequences of cultural
selection for hominid and human social life.10

This body of recent work shows that a Darwinian genealogy of
ethical life is not simply speculation but a plausible hypothesis about
the human ethical past. Shafer-Landau is on firmer ground, however,
with respect to some later developments in the envisioned sequence.
It is uncontroversial that during the late Paleolithic and early Neolithic,
human communities grew in size. Deposits at sites reveal that 20,000
years before the present (20KYBP) human bands of the standard size
(thirty to seventy members) were coming together for short periods of
time. By 15–10KYBP, there is evidence of larger communities (up to
200members), and the first cities (containing a thousand inhabitants or

8 For sympathy, hisGood Natured (1996) offers a treasure trove of instances; for
restraint, see The Bonobo and the Atheist (2013) – the example of turn taking at
pp. 149–50 is especially cogent; for the exercise of cognitive abilities in social
contexts,Chimpanzee Politics (1982) andPeacemaking Among Primates (1989)
provide a rich collection of examples. de Waal’s synthesis of these contributions
to Darwinian genealogy, which he sees as exhibiting the “building blocks” of
morality, is given in Primates and Philosophers (2006). A concise summary,
with some refinements of his earlier discussions, is given in “Natural
Normativity,” B, pp. 185–204.

9 Boehm presents his own concise version of a Darwinian genealogy (coupledwith
selectionist explanations) in “The Moral Consequences of Social Selection,” B,
pp. 167–83.

10 The Evolved Apprentice (2012a); he discusses my own approach in “Morality’s
Dark Past” (2012b) – his genealogy and mine offer two ways of elaborating the
Darwinian version (although I think Sterelny makes too much of the differences
between them).
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more) date from 8KYBP. For the more distant past, the clues are much
scarcer, although archeologists have built a strong case for the exis-
tence of trading networks stretching over a few hundred kilometers
active even before 20KYBP.11 Nevertheless, we cannot reliably fill in
the details of how groups came to extend their moral frameworks to
embrace outsiders (at least in trading contexts) or how exactly sympa-
thies were expanded beyond the local band.12

With respect to items 8 and 9 on the Darwinian list, direct evidence
from the Paleolithic and early Neolithic is even harder to obtain.
The first written documents (from Mesopotamian cities, 5KYBP)
demonstrate that citizens were expected to exhibit some self-
regarding virtues and to be motivated by social solidarity and respect
for the law.13 Hence, at some point between the beginnings of ethical
life and the invention of writing, our ancestors developed conceptions
of self-regarding virtues, of social solidarity, and of respect for the law.
It is, nevertheless, quite impossible to pinpoint the changes that
occurred or to make responsible estimates of when they happened.

Attention to documents that have survived from the first two millen-
nia of writing inspires two further additions to Darwin’s list.
The preambles that frame the legal codes, as well as myths and stories,
provide conceptions of human relationships and explore the conditions
under which human lives go well. Thus we might extend the list:

10. The development of a conception of relationship, identifying some
relationships as valuable.

11 The hypothesis of Paleolithic trading networks was originally advanced by
Colin Renfrew (see Renfrew and Shennan 1982), based on the discovery of
obsidian tools used at sites quite remote from the nearest source. Contemporary
excavations provide extensive documentation of trading routes in the late
Paleolithic (15KYBP), and some archeologists argue for significantly earlier
development of trade in Africa (McBrearty and Brooks 2000).

12 Darwin’s own account of this is uncharacteristically flat footed. He suggests that
enlarged sympathies came about as the consequence of uniting two small groups
to form a larger social unit (1871, p. 119). This puts the cart before the horse.
Sympathies would have required enlargement, at least to the extent of providing
the local moral protections more broadly, before any such coalescence could
occur.

13 These features pervade what we think of as ancient legal codes (the Lipit-Ishtar
Code, the Code of Hammurabi, and so forth) but which are plainly addenda to
vastly more extensive systems of agreed-on rules, transmitted orally for hun-
dreds of generations. The preambles often provide insight into expected forms of
moral motivation.
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11. An emerging conception of the worthwhile human life including
more than the satisfaction of physical needs.

Here, too, the exact character of the intermediate steps cannot be
determined. We may “speculate” – as Darwin did – that engaging in
systematic cooperation with another human being might intensify the
capacity for sympathy so that from an initial stage at which human
beings approve cooperative interactions as a means for realizing bene-
fits (for both parties or for one), they may come to see adjustment of
conduct to the behavior of another as desirable in itself and ultimately
even to be valued in the absence of the first-order benefits.14 Thus they
may have expanded the range of goals to which they aspired, envision-
ing a worthwhile life as demanding more than physical satisfactions.

A Darwinian genealogy must meet a condition: the steps it posits
must be ones the recognized forces of evolution could have generated.
As already explained, the elements of narratives offered by the genea-
logical tradition fall into two classes: those lending themselves to
relatively detailed specification and those for which the clues are too
scanty. With respect to the former class, it needs to be shown how the
envisioned transition could have occurred – we need a “how possibly”
explanation (explaining how the change was actually caused would be
even better, but showing that it is compatible with evolutionary
mechanisms suffices). For the latter class, it is necessary to construct
a series of steps through which the psychological trait (often an
expanded capacity) might have emerged and to show that those steps
are consistent with evolutionary forces. For stages at which we have
reason to believe that cultural transmission and selection might have
played a role (including, but not limited to, the transitions occurring
after the full acquisition of language), the appropriate complex of
forces includes both natural and cultural selection. Because that com-
bination typically allows for more possibilities than natural selection
acting alone, it suffices to provide a “how possibly” explanation
appealing only to natural selection.

Providing such accounts is not difficult. Churchland’s review of the
physiological bases of sociality across many groups allows a relatively
precise analysis of the emergence of the “moral platform.” The other

14 SeeDescent (1871, p. 106) on strengthening sympathy by habit. I discuss
enhancement of sympathy in The Ethical Project (2011, pp. 135–7) and at greater
length in “Varieties of Altruism” (2010, pp. 121–48, particularly 133–6).
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capacities on the list – increased cognitive powers to recognize and
predict the behavior of conspecifics, expansions of sympathy, improved
memory, and an enhanced ability to override or reinforce impulse to
action – come with obvious advantages for individual performance or
for social stability and increased cooperation.15 From Darwin on,
genealogists have had an easy time turning back the challenge that
the sequence of transitions they envision is not compatible with the
mechanisms of evolution.

Is the task too easy? Are the ground rules too lax? The answer is
straightforward. To the extent that we can identify changes that must
have occurred in the development of ethical life – changes pertaining
both to individual psychology and to the organization of human socie-
ties – we can effect that illumination of moral practice for which
Darwin hoped. Even without detailed knowledge of the timing and
causes of the transitions, simply picking out those transitions as crucial
decomposes the nebulous “trait” about which many philosophers
speculate. Items 1 through 11 form the data for a philosophical account
of ethical life. In the next section I’ll offer part of my own preferred
version (with apologies to fellow genealogists who might want to
diverge at various points). We can then end the disputes that are the
inevitable stuff of selectionism.

The question of progress in evolution is much debated. Many influ-
ential evolutionary theorists have been skeptical about claims to
progress in the history of life. Skepticism concerning the “advance”
represented (say) in the emergence of multicellular organisms is, how-
ever, quite compatible with supposing more limited types of progress –
there are no general difficulties in making sense of the idea of progress
in the ability to fly or to digest particular types of plants. A genealogy of
ethics might also allow a limited notion of progress, supposing some
transitions to constitute genuine advances. Some of the changes history
records – the abolition of slavery and the abandonment of public
performances in which human beings and other animals were
forced to fight to the death – make the idea of an asymmetry in the
direction of change hard to resist. Giving up the practice and returning
to it are not equivalent.

15 As Darwin himself saw. Embryonic explanations of the possibility of various
transitions are scattered through chapter 4 of the Descent.
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Moral realists can offer an apparently simple account of moral
progress. Societies make moral progress when they replace false
moral beliefs with true ones.16 Questions about progress should be
separated from issues about rationality or justification: to count
a transition as rational is to claim it to be generated by processes with
a privileged status (perhaps processes with a reliable tendency to gen-
erate replacement of false beliefs with true ones). Once this point is
appreciated, there can clearly be rational moral transitions that are
not progressive (the tendency for replacement of falsehoodwith truth is
not exemplified in the case), as well as progressive moral transitions
that are not rational. In principle, moral realists might suppose all our
ethical ancestors to have been sleepwalkers, stumbling toward moral
truth without any sense of where they were going. Yet moral realism
cannot escape attributing some capacity for “tracking the moral
truth.” At least at the end of the genealogy, enlightened philosophical
analysts have some such basis for making their judgments of
progressiveness.

I propose to retain the concept of moral progress without the realist
metaphysics.17 I am motivated by wanting to hew closely to the phe-
nomena revealed in the Darwinian account of the preceding section.
Progress is not viewed as toward some hypothetical independent moral
truth but away from the predicaments in which consecutive groups of
our ancestors found themselves.18 People make progress by solving
problems.

We often think of progress in teleological terms –whenwe travel, we
measure our progress by the diminishing distance to our destination.
Yet there are familiar examples of progress from. Doctors make pro-
gress by finding ways to cure, treat, or palliate the diseases afflicting

16 This rough formulationwill do for present purposes, even though there are other
modes of progress (replacing a state where a question is unsettled with a belief in
the true answer, for example). More important, what is believed (part of the
official code) may not be what guides action. For some complexities, see my
article, “On Progress” (2015).

17 Making sense of moral progress is the principal task of chapters 5 and 6 of
The Ethical Project (Kitcher 2011), from which the material of the next few
paragraphs is largely drawn. The views of that book are refined (and aligned
with those of some of my fellow genealogists) in “Is a Naturalized Ethics
Possible?” (Kitcher 2014, pp. 245–60).

18 A concept of progress of this sort is deeply embedded in the pragmatist tradition
and is especially evident in Dewey, an early subscriber to the genealogical
approach to morality.
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their patients. No teleology is required to make sense of their accom-
plishments: we don’t need “medical realists” to invoke an ideal of
perfect health, successively approximated by advances in research.

Pragmatic progress, progress as problem solving, is an obvious
way to introduce a notion of progress into the Darwinian geneal-
ogy, for it simply replicates the ways limited notions of progress
apply in thinking about evolution. The descendants of Eohippus are
not taking (ever faster) steps toward the ideal horse but overcoming
problems posed by their environments. Similarly for our own spe-
cies in its preethical state. At the root of our problems lie the
psychological features Darwin identified. Human beings are social
animals, drawn together (in ways Churchland illuminates), but
imperfectly equipped for their social environment. Our ancestors
had a limited capacity to respond to those around them, a capacity
sometimes leading them to discern the plans and intentions of other
group members and to respond in ways that furthered those plans
(sometimes by forming new joint intentions, as Tomasello has
shown). Because that capacity was limited, however, they were
often unresponsive, even persisting with their own prior activities
in ways that thwarted the plans of their sometime allies. The ur-
problem that sparked a sequence of transitions introducing partial
solutions to it was the problem of “limited responsiveness.”

Darwin’s account implicitly recognizes the limitations in pointing to
human desires to avoid “disapprobation.” His contemporary succes-
sors offer a rich body of evidence about the existence and limitations of
responsiveness in our evolutionary cousins: thanks to de Waal,
Tomasello, and Boehm, we now understand far more about how
chimpanzee and bonobo societies both cohere and break down and
recognize what are plausibly the similarities between those societies
and the hominid and early human modes of community life.
The capacity for responsiveness is developed enough to preserve
a group for relatively long periods of time, but its limitations require
constant work of mutual reassurance and peacemaking; they constrain
the amount of cooperative activity and set bounds on the size of
a functional group. Occasionally, even prolonged activities of peace-
making are not enough, and the society falls apart. Although the lives of
our actual ancestors were poor and relatively short, they were not
always nasty or brutish and certainly not solitary – but they were
often plagued by social tensions.
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The ethical project responded to the ur-problem by introducing
patterns of approved conduct, effectively amplifying the capacity for
responsiveness and thus facilitating cooperation and decreasing the
frequency and intensity of social disruption. Even before the acquisi-
tion of language, some such patterns may have been introduced and
yoked to the prior ability to restrain or reinforce impulses to action.19

After the emergence of language, I hypothesize that troublesome pat-
terns could more easily be identified and that the moral practices of the
small human groups (which remained at the chimpanzee-bonobo size
until 20KYBP) were codified as they are in surviving hunter gatherers:
through discussions among all adults, on terms of equality, in the
“cool hour.” This hypothesis does not simply assume that today’s
hunter gatherers continue a social arrangement once universal among
our ancestors (who all interacted in similar ways with their environ-
ment). The ur-problem stems from our limited capacities for respond-
ing to others, and the most straightforward way of addressing that
problem, once band members could talk to one another, was to foster
a discussion in which all voices were heard.

As is the way with medicine and with technology generally, partial
solutions to a problem generate further problems to be solved. So, too,
with the ethical project. The genealogy of the preceding section recog-
nizes important changes, both in individual psychology and in the
structure of human societies. The latter is evident not only in the
increase in group size but also in the differentiation of roles and
the emergence of institutions that address specific contexts in which
failures of responsiveness might arise (marriage and private property
are obvious examples). The social changes provide material for new
desires and emotions – human beings have come to want new forms of
recognition and to yearn for particular types of relationship. Our
conception of the good life has expanded beyond the horizons of the
first participants in the ethical project, providing a far richer field on
which human aspirations may conflict.20

19 In The Ethical Project, I overemphasize the importance of linguistic formula-
tions of norms. Tomasello (Why We Cooperate) has shown how norms can be
recognized in the absence of language; Sterelny (“Morality’s Dark Past”) is right
to chide me on this point.

20 As The Ethical Project argues, the emergence of new problems out of partial
solutions to the ur-problem causes complications for the notion of ethical
progress, as well as being the source of many practical ethical difficulties. I argue
that the ur-problem remains fundamental.
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When some problems are addressed at a cost to partial solutions
obtained for others, it is not always possible to make determinate
judgments of progressiveness. My concept of ethical progress is prag-
matic (progress from), local (focusing on transitions from one social
state to its successor), and locally incomplete (not all transitions are
awarded a determinate status). With respect both to the Darwinian
genealogy and to recorded history, my concept categorizes some epi-
sodes as progressive and others as regressive, abstaining from judging
the rest.

Moral realists view progress as acquisition ofmoral truth. I invert the
relationship. In accord with Peirce’s well-known approach to truth,
moral truths are viewed as emerging as we make ethical progress.21

More exactly, a moral statement counts as true just in case it, or some
counterpart prescription, is introduced into ethical practice in
a progressive transition and would be preserved throughout any inde-
finitely proceeding subsequent sequence of progressive transitions.
A corollary of my thesis that the notion of ethical progress is locally
incomplete is that some moral statements are neither true nor false.22

I’ll close my attempt to provide a philosophical interpretation of the
genealogy with a brief response to an important objection.23

My approach to ethical progress may seem irremediably subjective.
For the notion of a problem, or of a situation’s being problematic,
appears to depend on someone’s regarding it as something from which
relief is needed: the problem arises because the person wants to escape
it. A “Berkeleyan” view of problems – in which to be a problem is to be
perceived as one – cannot be quite right, for we recognize problems of
which subjects are totally unaware (and, by extrapolation, the poten-
tial existence for problems of which nobody is aware). The deeper
reason for rejecting the charge of subjectivism lies in the fact that
problems often have an objective face, leading us to move beyond the
subject’s wishes to features of the environment that generate them.
Cystic fibrosis patients in crisis, struggling for breath, have a problem
to which we cannot – or should not – react by declaring that it’s only

21 See Peirce (1934). William James (1978) expresses a similar thought in his
suggestion that “truth happens to an idea” (p. 97).

22 This is elaborated in section 38 of The Ethical Project, where I relate my
treatment of ethical truth to Isaiah Berlin’s pluralism.

23 Originally posed to me by Sharon Street, to whose thoughtful critique I am
indebted.
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a problem because they perceive it as such. The desire to breathe is not
idiosyncratic. Place any developmentally normal person in the predica-
ment and that person would want relief. The objection rightly appreci-
ates that problems vary in their objectivity, according to the
inclusiveness of the class of subjects who would want relief. Because
the difficulties generated by our limited responsiveness to others per-
vaded the social environment in which our ancestors lived, any devel-
opmentally normal human subject would desire to escape that
situation. My ur-problem achieves the maximal degree of objectivity.
That is all a defense of my analysis of moral progress could wish for.

In conclusion, let’s return to the selectionist approach to metaethics
and to the debate generated by Street’s “Darwinian dilemma.” I’ll
proceed in two stages. First, assuming that the Darwinian genealogy
does not already reveal any capacity for “tracking moral truth,” I’ll ask
whether some possible extension of it could have yielded the favored
capacity. Second, I’ll outline an argument related to Street’s, suggesting
that it provides challenges for moral realism.

Earlier, I offered a strategy for the moral realist: claim selection
shaped psychological dispositions, whose joint employment could
give rise, in social environments with cultural transmission, to
a process of inquiry able to disclose independently existing values.
Implementing this strategy is easy: we need only attend to a facet of
the evolution of morality about which I’ve hitherto deliberately been
silent. The linkage of morality to religion is a well-known feature of the
contemporary world: it provides the most popular “folk theory” of
morality. For more than a century, anthropologists have recognized
that this link pervades almost all known societies (Westermarck 1926).
Its selective value is readily recognized. Ask tribespeople why they
follow moral rules when they are no longer visible to their fellows,
and they explain that they are always under observation (by ancestors,
spirits, local deities, or whatever); if they break the rules, disaster will
descend upon them, their families, or even the whole tribe. If, as
genealogists typically suppose, conformity to agreed-on rules
increases cooperative benefits and thus (ultimately) reproductive suc-
cess, devices fostering conformity are favored by natural selection. So,
introducing a version of the folk theory, a kind of moral realism, is not
at odds with Darwinian mechanisms.

Once the folk theory is accepted, the course ofmoral deliberation can
be modified. When we sit around in the “cool hour,” sharing our
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perspectives as equals, nobody can impose his or her favored ideas
about the rules. But what if one of us devised a means of convincing the
rest that he or she had a special power, an ability to fathom the will of
the transcendent police officer? It’s easy to understand how, under
cultural selection, a special role might emerge, one held by people
who claimed the capacity to fathom the moral order. As, in fact, it has.

Moral realists need only amend the story a bit. Members of an
extremely sophisticated tribe come to suppose that the rules they have
constructed in their deliberations conform to an independent moral
order. Tribespeople add the less sophisticated belief that “the moral
order strikes back”: violate it, and there will be trouble. Sometime later,
fortunate individuals actually acquire the capacity to detect the features
of this order. They convince others (or maybe most of the group comes
to have the ability?) and from this point on, the code is modified not by
the old style of deliberation but by careful detection of what is objec-
tively morally required. Some previous rules might be overridden – and
perhaps there are protests from people whose perspectives suffer in
consequence. Would this lead to a regression in cooperation and thus
selective disadvantages? Not necessarily. For the environment is now
adjusted, most probably by introducing punishment for breaches of the
new code, and correctly convinced of the powers to detect the moral
order, erstwhile protesters fall into line. As the emotion of respect for
the moral order becomes more prevalent, the primitive belief in the
vengefulness of that order is discarded. The descendants of this tribe
correspond to the realist’s image of the enlightened contemporary
moral subject.

This story is easy to tell partly because a variant of it belongs to the
actual genealogy (and the divergent features are simple to adjust) and
partly because of a “folk theorem” of contemporary evolutionary
studies. Cultural selection is by no means restricted to Homo sapiens,
and it was surely a significant force in human evolution long before we
acquired language. Thereafter, it has been a dominant influence on our
psychological traits and on our social organization. Once this is under-
stood, there should be no astonishment that Street’s dilemma is tooth-
less – or that it doesn’t need complicated abstract principles (typically
controversial) to reply to it.

Yet moral realism is not entirely off the hook. There is an argument
in the vicinity of Street’s dilemma posing a serious challenge to it.
The argument starts from observing how vague accounts of the
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independent moral order and our access to it typically are. How exactly
is moral realism connected with the genealogy of ethical life? Consider
an obvious parallel. We cannot understand the growth of our under-
standing of other aspects of nature without some view of what those
aspects are and how people have entered into different cognitive rela-
tions to them: explaining our increased grasp of heredity involves
recognizing what genes are, how they relate to chromosomes, what
the genetic material is, and howMendel, Morgan, Watson, Crick, and
many others interacted with these constituents of reality.
The Darwinian genealogy and the philosophical interpretation of it in
reveal that nothing similar is required in explaining ethical progress.
Where does moral realism fit in?24

At this point, moral realists have three options. They might accept
the genealogy and argue that it is better interpreted by viewing our
ancestors as successively discovering more about the moral order.
Alternatively, they might suppose the genealogy to be incomplete –

somewhere along the way, people really did acquire capacities for
tracking independent moral truth. This latter approach might be
developed in either of twoways: by supposing that the capacity became
available to all or that it was only fully developed in certain privileged
people.

To pursue the first option would be to view the discussions through
which past societies have worked out solutions to the ur-problem as
embodying a collective method for fathoming moral truth. This is
effectively to reintroduce an unnecessary teleology, to envision some
ideal of collective human flourishing against which ethical progress is
to be measured – an analog of my imagined “medical realist’s” picture
of perfect human health. Moral realists who aim to pursue this option
must address two challenges: Can they either avoid this teleological
conception or justify it? What, if anything, does it add to the (con-
structivist) account of ethical progress as problem solving?25

The second option, probably that favored by the majority of moral
realists, hypothesizes an individual capacity for discovering moral

24 Similar questions arise about moral changes in recorded history. I use these to
make a similar point in chapters 4 and 5 of The Ethical Project.

25 In a forthcoming essay, “Tracking the Moral Truth,” Paul Bloomfield offers
a version of moral realism that pursues this first option. His proposals deserve
a more detailed treatment than I can offer here, and I shall content myself with
issuing these two challenges.
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truths that has been overlooked in the genealogy I have presented.
Realists who favor this idea face the challenge of specifying the
capacity and moral reality to which it allows access, identifying
when it arose, explaining how progressive transitions made prior to
its emergence were able to disclose facets of the moral order, and
showing how it operated once it had been acquired. That is a tall
order.

But the realist’s predicament is worsened by the need to decide
between the democratic and the elitist versions of the preferred
story. If the capacity is supposed to be present in all of us, realists
should explain the stubborn persistence of disagreement, especially
at times of moral advance. Interestingly, the great ethical theorists
who have emphasized democracy with respect to individual moral
capacities have inclined toward a form of constructivism easily
linked to the genealogical interpretation I have offered.26

The elitist version of individualistic moral realism is worse, for it
introduces the idea of a moral judgment that could override the
best collective attempt at resolving the conflicts besetting our lives
together. Moral realists will surely have been unhappy with my
way of resolving Street’s dilemma on their behalf – the story told at
the beginning of this section. Yet, if they insist on an individual
“tracking” capacity that can trump any ideal collective delibera-
tion, they are effectively acquiescing in that historical modification
of ethical life in which authority passed from the group to the
religious teacher. They are accepting a distortion of the ethical
project (albeit in a more abstract form).27

The genealogical account I have presented portrays human com-
munities as engaged in a collective project to solve the problems
descending from the ur-problem. Deweyan pragmatism extends the
Darwinian hope of illuminating ethical life by supposing the illu-
mination can guide our modification of the practices we have
inherited: we see what we have been up to, and that helps us to

26 I have in mind the approaches taken by Adam Smith and Kant (especially in the
third formulation of the categorical imperative). In both instances, the preferred
methods might be seen as attempts to simulate the collective discussion in the
mind of an individual subject.

27 Ironically, distinguished moral realists sometimes appreciate the point: Ronald
Dworkin’sReligion without God (2013) sees the independent order of values as
replacing traditional theism; similar considerations seem to underlie Thomas
Nagel’s Mind and Cosmos (2012).
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see how to go on.28 Because human interconnections are now so
vast and complex, we can no longer pursue the ethical project in
the way it was developed through most of its history. We cannot sit
down, as our ancestors did, working for a solution acceptable to
all. Although it is possible to envision a collective ideal,
a conversation in which all perspectives are represented, factual
errors corrected, and all parties concerned to address the claims of
others, that ideal cannot be realized. At their best, the great ethical
theorists of the past supply tools with which we might try to
fashion acceptable approximations to it.29 Darwinian genealogy
helps us to reframe their efforts. Within that frame, I suggest,
moral realism comes to seem either irrelevant or, worse,
a continued distortion of the ethical project.

28 Appreciating this point is the key to addressing the frequently voiced complaint
that (Darwinian) naturalism must commit a fallacy. For a brief response, see
“Is a Naturalized Ethics Possible?”

29 In effect, Adam Smith’s treatment of sympathy and his construction of the
impartial observer, as well as Kant’s conception of legislation in the kingdom of
ends, are built into the conditions of the ideal ethical discussion. It should thus
not be surprising that genealogists like Darwin and Dewey incorporate ideas
from these traditions in their accounts. Genealogists also can learn from those
who have explored ways in which historical developments have constrained
human lives: Rousseau, Marx, Nietzsche, and Foucault are all pertinent.
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10 Human Nature
edouard machery

According to the traditional “essentialist notion of human nature,”
human beings have in common a set of properties that are separately
necessary and jointly sufficient for being human. Following trenchant
criticisms by biologists and philosophers of biology (Hull 1986;
Ghiselin 1997; Kitcher 1999), a consensus emerged in philosophy
that this essentialist notion is untenable. At the same time, many
think that it is important to develop a notion of human nature that is
consistent with advances in genetics and evolutionary biology.1 This
“successor notion” should meet two conditions of adequacy. First, it
should not fall prey to the objections formulated against the essentialist
notion (Machery 2008; Griffiths 2009, 2011; Stotz 2010; Samuels
2012; Ramsey 2013). Second, it should not be anemic: it should fulfill
some or, if possible, many of the functions the traditional essentialist
notion of human nature was supposed to fulfill (Samuels 2012).
In previous work (Machery 2008; see also Machery and Barrett
2006), I have argued that the “nomological notion of human nature”
is immune to Hull’s and others’ objections, but I did not show that this
notion can fulfill at least some of the functions that the essentialist
notion of human nature was supposed to fulfill. The goal of this chapter
is to show that the nomological notion of human nature is a satisfying
successor notion to the essentialist notion: in addition to being consis-
tent with advances in genetics and evolutionary biology, it fulfills
exactly the roles that should be fulfilled without fulfilling those roles
that, I argue, should be left unfulfilled (for a very similar dialectical
setting, see Samuels 2012).

Here is how I will proceed. In the first section of this chapter, I will
introduce the nomological notion of human nature. In the second

Thanks to Liam Bright, Grant Ramsey, andDavid Livingstone Smith for comments.
1 For review of recent debates, seeDownes andMachery (2014), andKronsfeldner,

Roughley, and Toepfer (2014). Some remain skeptical of the notion of human
nature, for example, Lewens (2012).
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section, I describe five functions that the essentialist notion of human
nature was supposed to fulfill. In the remainder of this chapter, I will
examine whether the nomological notion fulfills the functions that are
worth fulfilling. The third and fourth sections discuss whether the
nomological notion of human nature can be useful to characterize
human beings and to distinguish them from nonhuman animals.
The fifth section examines whether, and in which sense, the nomologi-
cal notion can make sense of explanations of human characteristics
that appeal to human nature. And the final section examines whether,
and in which sense, one can turn to human nature to circumscribe
human flexibility.

Why Develop a Successor Notion?

I will not repeat here the well-known arguments against the essentialist
notion of human nature, but it is worth asking why one would want to
develop a successor notion. Why not simply eliminate the notion of
human nature from science, as some have suggested (e.g. Hull 1986)?
There are at least three reasons for developing a successor notion of
human nature.

First, the notion of human nature is used in some influential and
successful research programs in the behavioral sciences – including
generative linguistics, which attempts to determine the universals (if
any) that underlie the diversity among languages (e.g. Chomsky and
Foucault 2006), the nativist research program in developmental psy-
chology (e.g. Carey 2009), the work of many comparative psycholo-
gists with an evolutionary bent (e.g. Frans deWaal 2009), and much of
the research in the evolutionary behavioral sciences (e.g. Tooby and
Cosmides 1990; Richerson and Boyd 2005).2 Let’s consider first some
quotations. Psychologist Paul Bloom argues that fairness is part of
human nature:

What we do see at all ages . . . is an overall bias toward equality. Children
expect equality, prefer those who divide resources equally, and are strongly
biased to divide resources equally themselves. This fits well with a certain
picture of human nature, which is that we are born with some sort of fairness
instinct: we are natural-born egalitarians. (2013, pp. 65–6)

2 It is not uncontroversial whether these research programs are really successful
(see, for example, Evans and Levinson (2009) on generative linguistics).
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Similarly, evolutionary biologist and cognitive scientist Tecumseh Fitch
notes that the search for linguistic universals in generative linguistics
is connected to the development of a theory of human nature.
“Understanding this broadly shared basis for language, whatever it
might be, was seen as central to understanding human nature by
many eighteenth-century philosophers” (2011, p. 378).

Evolutionary biologists and anthropologists Peter Richerson and
Robert Boyd describe their overall project in the following terms:

In the case of ordinary learning, individuals must have some way of
weighting the importance of the value of L [the trait acquired] that they
acquired by imitation against the value that their experience indicates is the
best. Do they rely on their experience or on imitation? In the case of biased
transmission, individuals must have some criteria of success – do they imitate
wealthy individuals? . . .Ultimately, these are questions about human nature.
The answers must be thought in the long-run processes that govern the
interactions of cultural and genetic evolution in our species. (Richerson and
Boyd 2005, pp. 392–3, emphasis added)

In an article published in Science, economist Herbert Gintis describes
some recent modeling of cooperation in human beings as follows:

The standard view holds that human nature has a private side in which we
interact morally with a small circle of intimates and a public side in which we
behave as selfish maximizers. Herrmann et al. [2008] suggest that most
individuals have a deep reservoir of behaviors and mores that can be
exhibited in the most impersonal interactions with unrelated others. This
reservoir of moral predispositions is based on an innate prosociality that is
a product of our evolution as a species, as well as the uniquely human
capacity to internalize norms of social behavior. Both forces predispose
individuals to behave morally even when this conflicts with their material
interests. (Gintis 2008, p. 1345)

The notion of human nature earns its keep from the successful nature of
the theories in which it is embedded. Because it is unclear, however,
how to understand it – scientists rarely pause to explain what they
mean by this notion – philosophers of science ought to explicate it.

Naturally, the fact that some scientists characterize their own
research as an inquiry into human nature does notmean that the notion
of human nature actually plays a role in their theories and is thus an
ineliminable part of the conceptual apparatus of their research. It is not
uncommon in the history of science to find scientists appealing to some
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notions that, on closer examination, turn out to be eliminable. For
instance, Kitcher (1993, pp. 148–9) shows that in the nineteenth cen-
tury the notion of ether was often used in thermodynamics but in fact
played no role, which explains why thermodynamics was able to
provide genuine explanations and predictions despite employing an
empty notion. As Kitcher put it

The ether is a prime example of a presuppositional posit, rarely employed in
explanation or prediction, never subjected to empirical measurement . . . yet
seemingly required to exist if the claims about electromagnetic and light
waves were to be true. (1993, p. 149)

Admittedly, the notion of human nature is not the most central expla-
natory notion in the research programs alluded to earlier, but it is not
explanatory idle either. As wewill see later, the notion of human nature
is an instance of a particular type of explanatory notion that has its
place in science.

Second, as Paul Griffiths has noted,3 laypeople often embrace some
notion of human nature, and this notion is likely to be influenced by
a flawed folk-biological conception of development (Griffiths,
Machery, and Linquist 2009; Linquist et al. 2011). It would probably
be difficult to eradicate laypeople’s flawed notion of human nature.
A simpler course of action consists of developing and promoting
a successor notion of human nature that takes into consideration
evolutionary and molecular biology.

Finally, and most important, the essentialist notion of human nature
was supposed to fulfill several functions (see below). We need a notion
to fulfill those functions that should and can be fulfilled. That notion is
the successor to the essentialist notion of human nature.

The Nomological Notion of Human Nature

The “nomological notion of human nature” (Machery 2008) does not
fall prey to the objections usually raised against the essentialist notion
of human nature. According to the nomological notion, human nature
is the set of properties that humans tend to possess as a result of the
evolution of their species.4 Being bipedal is part of human nature

3 At the 2010 meeting of the Philosophy of Science Association in Montreal.
4 One may object that evolutionary forces causally influence all traits. For discus-

sion, see section 3.2 of Machery (2008).
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because most humans are bipedal animals and because bipedalism is an
outcome of the evolution of humans. The same is true of fear reactions
to unexpected noise and the capacity to speak.

According to the nomological notion of human nature, the proper-
ties that constitute human nature are neither separately necessary nor
jointly sufficient for belonging to the species Homo sapiens: Some
human beings have no fear reaction to unexpected noise, but they are
human all the same. In fact, so understood, human nature does not
propose conditions for belonging toHomo sapiens; it merely describes
what human beings tend to look like by virtue of evolution.
Furthermore, the properties that constitute human nature need not be
distinctive of human beings; rather, they can be shared by other species:
For instance, fear reactions are found in many species. It is an empirical
question – one that cannot be answered a priori – whether a candidate
property such as the capacity to smile or a moral sense belongs to
human nature. Science, not literature or philosophical thinking, holds
the keys of human nature. As Bloom put it (2013, pp. 3–4), “We can
explore our moral natures using the same methods that we use to study
other aspects of our mental life, such as language or perception or
memory.” Finally, human nature changes with the evolution of our
species. It is likely that the current human nature is to some extent
distinct from the human nature of our ancestors 100,000 years ago.
For instance, a dark skin color may have been part of human nature
until the recent evolution of lighter skin pigmentation (e.g. Wilde
et al. 2014).

The nomological notion of human nature is ecumenical about the
nature of the evolutionary processes that create human nature.
The traits that are part of human nature can be adaptations, by-
products of adaptations, outcomes of developmental constraints, or
neutral traits that have come to fixation by drift or that result from
a founder effect.

According to the nomological notion of human nature, polymorphic
traits are not part of human nature when they are not widely shared
among humans in general. If males and females have different evolved
mating psychologies, the properties of male and of female mating
psychologies are not part of human nature. One could object to this
exclusion on the grounds that having, say, a bimodal mating psychol-
ogy is an important characteristic of our species and that the notion of
human nature should reflect it, but it turns out to be impossible to
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exclude any trait from human nature once this type of bimodal trait is
included in it (Machery 2012).

It is an empirical question whether human nature is “thick” –

whether humans have many properties in common because of the
evolution of Homo sapiens – and if human nature is thick, this is
a contingent fact that calls for an explanation. Adaptations vary
across subgroups of a given species when these live in different envir-
onments for a sufficient amount of time and when gene flow between
them is limited. Breeds of dogs illustrate this phenomenon. Behavioral
(e.g. reproductive strategies in pygmy swordtail) and physiological
(e.g. body size polymorphism among elephant seals) polymorphisms
(due to frequency-dependent selection or to sexual selection) can be
common in a species. The norm of reaction of a given species also can
be such that different subgroups living in different ecological niches
have very different phenotypes, even if there is little genetic variation
across groups (e.g. the morphology of the arrowleaf). For these three
reasons, it is possible for conspecifics to have fewer properties in
common than the members of other species, and the nature of
a given species can be thinner than the nature of another species.
The extent to which human nature is thick remains an unsettled
question among evolutionary behavioral scientists, and some scholars
highlight the plasticity of human phenotypes (e.g. Sterelny 2003,
2012). To illustrate, behavioral ecologist Eric Alden Smith (2011,
p. 326) writes that “[i]t would be going too far to say that it is the
nature of humans to have no nature. But the kernel of truth in that
statement is that our species has extraordinary capabilities for gen-
erating behavioral diversity independently of underlying genetic
variation.”

The nomological notion of human nature stands in sharp contrast with
theAristotelian conception of human nature. For Aristotle, human nature
stands in a causal relation to the properties shared by humans: Human
nature causes and causally explains why human beings tend to have the
properties they tend to possess (see, in particular, Lennox 2001). Walsh
(2006, p. 430) summarizes recent scholarship on Aristotle’s essentialism
as follows:

Aristotle’s essentialism, then, should be seen as an explanatory doctrine,
rather than a taxonomic one. Organismal natures play a teleologically
basic role in explaining why organisms have the traits they have and why
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they resemble one another in the ways they do. Natures do not play a role in
demarcating natural kinds united by the common possession of structurally
identical features.

In contrast, according to the nomological notion, human nature is not
a cause; it consists of properties that are caused by various evolutionary
processes.

The nomological notion of human nature has several virtues. First
and foremost, it does not fall prey to the objections raised against the
essentialist notion of human nature, and it is compatible with evolu-
tionary, developmental, and molecular biology. (I won’t repeat the
arguments for this claim here: see Machery 2008.) Thus it meets the
first condition of adequacy for a successor notion of human nature put
forward in the introduction.

Second, it offers a better explication of what evolutionary behavioral
scientists typically mean by “human nature” than the essentialist notion
of human nature. Consider, for instance, Richerson and Boyd’s quote
earlier: the questions they are interested in “ultimately . . . are questions
about human nature,” and “[t]he answers must be thought in the long-
run processes that govern the interactions of cultural and genetic evolu-
tion in our species.” It is clear from this quotation and from the rest of
their work that “human nature” does not refer to a set of properties that
defines membership inHomo sapiens; rather, when Richerson and Boyd
use “human nature,” they have in mind the properties that are common
among humans, and they explicitly tie these properties to evolutionary
processes. More generally, many evolutionary behavioral scientists are
too sophisticated to conceptualize human nature along essentialist lines.

For all these virtues, one might worry that the nomological notion of
human nature fails to meet the second condition of adequacy put
forward in the introduction: it is not robust; it fails to fulfill the func-
tions that the traditional notion of human nature was meant to fulfill.
The remainder of this chapter addresses this concern.

Traditional Functions of the Notion of Human Nature

What is the point of having a notion of human nature? What does this
notion do for us? This section reviews the functions the notion of
human nature was traditionally supposed to fulfill.
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The notion of human nature is meant to tell us what human beings
are like; it tells us what properties human beings possess. Following
Samuels (2012), I will call this function the “descriptive function.”
Bloom’s use of the notion of human nature in the quotation provided
at the beginning of this chapter illustrates this function. The essentialist
notion of human nature fulfills the descriptive function because human
nature is conceived as a set of properties that are separately necessary
and jointly sufficient for being a human being: These properties are
what human being are like. If it is part of human nature, conceived
along essentialist lines, that human beings must have a capacity for
speaking, as Descartes held, then what a human being is like involves
being able to speak.

A second traditional function of human nature, which I will call the
“taxonomic function,” is to draw a line between human beings and
other animals. Human beings, and only them, possess a human nature.
Antony (1998, p. 75) puts the point as follows: “The first [idea],
deriving from Aristotle, is that natures should be, in some sense,
‘definitional.’”5 The definition of a class determines what belongs to
this class and what doesn’t. If bachelors are defined as unmarried
males, this definition distinguishes who belongs to the class of bache-
lors (e.g. Kant and Beethoven) and who doesn’t (e.g. Barack Obama).
The essentialist notion of human nature fulfills the taxonomic function
because human nature is conceived as a definition.

A third traditional function of human nature, which, following
Samuels (2012) again, I will call the “causal-explanatory function,” is
to explain causally why human beings are the way they are. Antony
(1998, p. 75) puts the point as follows: “FromLocke, we get the second
idea of essence as an underlying explanatory structure.”6 People appeal
to human nature when they want to account for a particular behavior.
Because they are more salient, behaviors or characteristics people dis-
approve of, such as jealousy and greed, are more likely to be explained
in terms of human nature, but behaviors people approve of can also be
so explained. An Aristotelian approach to human nature would natu-
rally fulfill this function because, as we saw earlier, it identifies human
nature with the cause of the typical characteristics of human beings.

5 I doubt Antony’s historical ascription of the taxonomic function to Aristotle is
accurate. For relevant discussion, see Lennox (2001) and Winsor (2003, 2006).

6 I am skeptical of Antony’s historical ascription of the causal-explanatory func-
tion to Locke.
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Similarly, the essentialist notion of human nature often took the essence
of human beings to explain human beings’ typical characteristics.

When it fulfills the causal-explanatory function, human nature can
be ideological. It can provide an erroneous and misleading explanation
of some unequal and contingent states of affairs, presenting them as
if they were not the product of human activities. As Foucault put it
in his dialogue with Chomsky (Chomsky and Foucault 2006, p. 43):
“Doesn’t one risk defining this human nature . . . in terms borrowed
from our society, from our civilization, from our culture?”
Unsurprisingly, human nature has long been put to use for oppressive
ideological purposes, a point feminist philosophers have clearly estab-
lished (e.g. Jaggar 1983; Antony 2000).

Traditionally, the notion of human nature was also meant to circum-
scribe human beings’ behavioral flexibility, a function I will call the
“limitation function.”This idea takes at least three forms. First, human
nature can determine what is possible and what is impossible.
In contrast to most birds, human beings cannot fly without technolo-
gical assistance: it is not part of human nature, traditionally conceived,
to fly. The essentialist notion fulfills the limitation function so con-
ceived because a human being must possess the properties that define
human nature. A second take on the limitation function is less con-
cerned with distinguishing what is possible and impossible for human
beings than by distinguishing what human beings do well and what
they do poorly: people can be successful at doing what is part of human
nature but are bound to do what is beyond human nature poorly.
In Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublime, Kant
(2011, p. 49) wrote that “whatever one does contrary to nature, one
always does very poorly.” The essentialist notion of human nature also
fulfills the limitation function so understood because many of the
typical properties of human beings are taken to be caused by the
properties that humans must have to be human. Third, if one could
somehow succeed at overcoming the limitations imposed by human
nature, this would come with severe costs, an idea that is present in
some contemporary appeals to human nature. Thus Wilson asserted in
On Human Nature (1978, p. 47) that “human nature is stubborn and
cannot be forced without a cost.”

The limitation function of human nature can easily acquire political
and social overtones. When it fulfills this function, human nature tells
people that there are things that they should not attempt to do because
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doing them is simply impossible, because they can’t be done well, or
because doing them would be costly. Including something in human
nature thus can prevent people in general or particular groups from
attempting to modify or eliminate it. In particular, this inclusion can
prevent members of oppressed groups (the working class, racial mino-
rities, or women) to attempt to overcome the boundaries society
imposes on them. It is no accident that human nature has often been
appealed to in order to maintain the oppression of women. Thus, in
Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublime, Kant (2011,
p. 36) wrote that “[l]aborious learning or painful grubbing, even if
a woman could get very far with them, destroy the merits that are
proper to her sex.” A fifth traditional function of the notion of
human nature is to provide norms bearing on the permissibility or
worth of actions, character traits, behaviors, or ways of life. Some
dispositions (e.g. homosexuality) have often been judged to be wrong
because contrary to nature. Antony (1998, p. 65) refers to the
“normative . . . connotations carried by the notion of ‘the natural.’”
As an illustration of this normative function of the notion of human
nature, Rousseau wrote in Emile (1979, p. 327): “Do you wish always
to be well guided? Then always follow nature’s indications. Everything
that characterizes the fair sex ought to be respected as established by
nature.” The normative function of human nature can naturally
acquire political and social overtones, as illustrated by Rousseau’s
quotation, and as a result, human nature can be used for oppressive
purposes.

In contemporary philosophy, the notion of human nature has been
used extensively for normative purposes, in particular, by Neo-
Aristotelians like Foot (2001) and Thompson (2008).7 Foot writes
(2001, p. 24)

[A] moral evaluation does not stand over against a statement of a matter of
fact, but rather has to do with facts about a particular subject matter, as do
evaluations of such things as sight and hearing in animals, and other aspects
of their behavior. Nobody would, I think, take it as other than a plain matter
of fact that there is something wrong with the hearing of a gull that cannot
distinguish the cry of its own chick, as with the sight of an owl that cannot see
in the dark. Similarly, it is obvious that there are objective, factual evaluations
of such things as human sight, hearing, memory, and concentration, based on

7 See also Setiya (2012, chap. 4).
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the life form of our own species. Why, then, does it seem so monstrous
a suggestion that the evaluation of the human will should be determined by
facts about the nature of human beings and the life of our own species?

The nature of a given species determines what a well-functioning
member of this species looks like, which allows us to assess whether
a particular conspecific is in someway deficient.With respect to human
beings, human nature determines what a well-functioning human looks
like in the theoretical and practical domains, and it is part of human
well functioning to behave rationally.

Space prevents discussing the normative function of the notion of
human nature and its relation with successor notions of human nature
with the required care. Suffice it to say here that the most rudimentary
and least sophisticated appeals to the notion of human nature (of the
kind: “If doing x does not belong to human nature, it is wrong”) are
indefensible and that a candidate successor notion of human nature
should not attempt to fulfill them but that there may be room to put
the notion of human nature to normative uses.

In the remainder of this chapter I will examine whether, and in which
sense, each of these functions should be fulfilled and whether the
nomological notion of human nature can fulfill those that should.
I begin with the descriptive function.

Does the Nomological Notion of Human Nature Fulfill
the Descriptive Function?

The nomological notion of human nature fulfills the descriptive func-
tion; indeed, it was developed to fulfill it. The crucial insight this notion
builds on is that there is something it is like to be a human being and
that the notion of human nature is used to refer to what it is like to be
a human being. Bipedalism is a characteristic of human beings, and it is
part of human nature.

The nomological notion of human nature fulfills the descriptive
function in a distinctive manner. First, it includes only part of what
human beings are like because for a trait to belong to human nature
according to the nomological notion of human nature, it is not suffi-
cient that it be characteristic or typical of human beings; it must also
have an evolutionary etiology. Even if everybody became a fan of
K-pop, this musical taste would still not be part of human nature
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because its distribution would not be explained evolutionarily.8

Second, in contrast to the essentialist notion of human nature, it does
not focus on traits that are unique to human beings. Many traits that
are typical of human beings because of evolutionary processes are
shared by primates or by mammals. These two distinctive features are
valuable. The first one endows the description of human nature with
some stability: fast social and cultural processes do not change human
nature. The second highlights the fact that in many respects human
beings are like other primates and other mammals and that
a description of what human beings are like that overlook this fact, as
traditional notions used to, is deficient.

Because the nomological notion of human nature fulfills the descrip-
tive function, human nature has predictive power: this allows scientists
and laypeople to make probabilistic predictions about how people are
going to behave in particular situations. This is line with the use of the
notion of human nature in the sciences. For instance, Gintis (2008,
p. 1346) makes the following prediction about a behavioral-economics
game: “Because the four subjects are strangers, the standard view of
human nature suggests that there will be zero contributions.”

Other Candidate Successor Notions of Human Nature

Not all candidate successor notions of human nature currently on offer
fulfill the descriptive function as well as the nomological notion.
According to Ramsey’s life-history trait cluster, human nature includes
all the possible life-history trajectories of all the possible human beings
(2013, p. 987): “If one were to take all of the possible life histories that
form the basis for individual nature, and then combine them, one
would possess the set of life histories that forms the basis for human
nature.” Importantly, in his view, human nature is not composed of
traits such as altruism, moral sense, or color-vision relations but rather
of relations between traits, for instance, the relations expressed by
“If a child lives in a scarce environment, he or she will reach puberty
earlier” and by “If a child grows up a in violent environment, he or she
will not trust people” (Ramsey, personal correspondence). The relation

8 To clarify, by “evolutionary explanation,” I only have in mind explanations
referring to organic evolution and not any explanation that appeals to Darwinian
principles. In particular, a universal taste for K-pop could plausibly be explained
in cultural-evolutionary terms.
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between the set of all possible individual life histories and these condi-
tional traits could bear some clarification. It is unclear whether condi-
tional traits or the possible individual life histories are the parts of
human nature in this view; if the latter is the right interpretation, then
the conditional traits are causal generalizations grounded in human
nature. Furthermore, it is not fully clear why human nature could not
ground nonconditional traits such a color vision.

Be that as it may, Ramsey’s (2013) account of human nature fails to
fulfill the descriptive function in a satisfactory manner. Of course, in
a sense, Ramsey’s candidate successor notion of human nature does
fulfill this function: it characterizes what human beings are like. Indeed,
it characterizes all the ways all human beings could be! Yet, in another
sense, the descriptive function is left unfulfilled: to describe all the ways
themembers of a kind could be is a poor answer to the question, “What
are the members of this kind like?” A proper answer would provide
information about the typical or diagnostic properties of the kind
members.9 In addition, Ramsey’s notion of human nature seems to
have little predictive power. Because every phenotype that a human
being could have belongs to one of the life histories included within
human nature, on this notion one cannot justifiably infer that a human
being is likely to possess a trait from the fact that this trait belongs to
a life history included within human nature. The kind of appeal to the
notion of human nature illustrated by Gintis’ quotation earlier in this
chapter thus would have to be abandoned if the life-history trait cluster
account of human nature were the best successor to the essentialist
notion.

Ramsey would likely respond that the life-history trait cluster account
has the resources to address these two concerns because it leaves room
for distinguishing different kinds of associations between traits grounded
in human nature. Some life-history patterns (i.e. associations between
traits or conditional traits) will be much more common than others, and
the notion of human nature will identify those as such. As Ramsey put it
(2013, p. 989, emphasis added), “[B]ehaviors occupying a particular
region [of a human nature space] are core features of human nature,

9 This objection applies equally well if one conceives of human nature as composed
of nonconditional traits or as grounding conditional traits. Even if the latter is the
case, human nature poorly describes human beings if it grounds every conditional
trait that could be true of every possible human being. The same is true of the
other concerns expressed later.
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while those in other parts of the space are less central.”As a result, it will
be possible to appeal to human nature to predict how a human being
would behave, as Gintis does. For instance, the set of possible life
histories could ground the conditional that people are unlikely to be
altruistic when they interact with strangers, which would allow us to
predict people’s behavior in the experiment described by Gintis.

This response is not entirely successful because it concedes that one
cannot justifiably infer that a human being possesses some trait by
appealing merely to human nature, as Gintis does. The inference
schema Gintis seems to be embracing would have to be replaced by
the following one:

Pðs½conditional trait�Þ is a “core” property grounded in human

nature:

A human being is likely to possess property P:

While there is no inconsistency in this proposal, the life-history trait
cluster account of human nature involves more reform than the nomo-
logical account in this respect: in some contexts, it must replace the
notion of human nature with the notion of core human nature.

The Taxonomic Function

The nomological notion of human nature is not meant to fulfill the
taxonomic function and indeed does not fulfill it. Properties that are
part of human nature are not necessary for being a human being;
indeed, many of them are common among primates and mammals
(e.g. fear reaction) either because they are homologous (e.g. smile in
chimpanzees and human beings) or analogous (e.g. color vision in
human beings and some bird species) traits. Together they are not
modally sufficient: an organism could possess all the properties in
human nature without being a human being.

The fact that the taxonomic function is left unfulfilled should not
be chalked up against the nomological notion of human nature
because it should not be fulfilled. What makes a human being
human consists merely of the fact that his or her parents were
human (Hull 1986). The distinction between human beings and
other animals is a genealogical matter, and it does not depend on
properties possessed by human beings and other animals.
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The nomological notion of human nature embraces this lesson from
evolutionary biology and separates the effort to characterize human
nature from the attempt to distinguish human beings from other
animals. Aliens that would be indistinguishable from human beings
would have a human nature without being human because they
have no ancestor in common with any human.

Does the Nomological Notion of Human Nature Fulfill the
Causal-Explanatory Function?

The causal-explanatory function seems to be a challenge for the nomo-
logical notion of human nature. In contrast to the Aristotelian
approach to human nature, human nature is not viewed as a cause;
rather, it is constituted by the outcomes of various evolutionary
processes. Human nature is not the cause of, for example, bipedalism
and color vision but is rather a set of outcomes or effects that includes
bipedalism and color vision. Thus it is unclear how the notion of
human nature could underwrite a causal explanation of human beings’
characteristics (e.g. when one says, “It is in human nature to be jea-
lous”). Indeed, Samuels (2012, p. 3) has argued that “[t]hough this
conception [i.e. the nomological notion of human nature] fares quite
well in capturing many of the traditional theoretical roles of human
nature, there are some central roles that it will not readily play.
Specifically, it will not play the traditional taxonomic and causal-
explanatory roles of human nature.”

It may be tempting to give the causal-explanatory function the same
treatment as the taxonomic function, that is, to dismiss it. Perhaps
human nature is not an explanatory notion, and perhaps, then, we
should simply stop appealing to human nature for explanatory pur-
poses. It is indeed not clear that the notion of human nature is used
explanatorily in the evolutionary behavioral sciences. However, the
more traditional functions we dismiss, the weaker the claim that the
nomological notion of human nature is really a notion of human
nature. Furthermore, if human nature plays no explanatory role, then
it is dubious that it is an essential part of the evolutionary behavioral
sciences; instead, it may be a notion that could be eliminated without
loss. Thus, if at all possible, we should find an explanatory role for the
notion of human nature.
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Admittedly, we often explain explananda by identifying their
causes, in large measure because explanation is often just a means
for intervention. We want to change some phenomenon (e.g. to cure
some disease), and understanding the causes of this phenomenon
(e.g. identifying the virus causing this disease) allows us to fulfill
this goal. Nonetheless, explananda need not be causes. Structural
explanations of phenomena do not appeal to causes (e.g.
Garfinkel 1981), nor do mathematical explanations. The proposal,
then, is that human nature can be a causal-explanatory notion
despite not being a cause.

To see what kind of explanatory notion human nature is, we need to
considerwhat wemay call “etiological kinds”: a kindK is an etiological
kind if and only to belong to K, it is necessary to have a given etiology.
All the members of K, and sometimes only them (if the etiology is
sufficient to belong to K), share this etiology. The class of adaptations
in evolutionary biology is an etiological kind: traits are adaptations if
and only if their distribution is explained by natural selection. The class
of psychosomatic diseases is another etiological kind: a set of symp-
toms (e.g. abdominal pain) is a psychosomatic disease if and only if it is
caused by the patient’s mental states (anxiety, etc.).

Etiological kinds are at home in lay explanations: for instance, lay-
people often classify syndromes as psychosomatic diseases, but what is
important here is that they also have a good scientific standing, as
illustrated by the class of adaptations. Science welcomes etiological
kinds because of their connection to causal explanation, as will be
argued in the remainder of this section.

Membership in an etiological kind is explanatory, and one can
explain why the members of an etiological kind possess a particular
property by classifying this member under its etiological kind. For
instance, one provides some explanation of why John has painful
abdominal cramps by classifying his pain as a psychosomatic disease;
one also explains at least partly the distribution and functional orga-
nization of jealousy by classifying jealousy as an adaptation (e.g. Buss
et al. 1992). How does classification in an etiological kind explain?
Such classification is explanatory because it involves endorsing
a particular explanatory sketch: by classifying a particular as an
instance of an etiological kind, one asserts that this particular has
a specific kind of etiology that accounts causally for its relevant fea-
tures. Classifying John’s abdominal cramps as psychosomatic is to
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assert that his cramps have a particular etiology: They causally result
from his having some particular mental states. Typically, the etiology
one endorses by classifying in an etiological kind is not fully specific,
and this is why one typically endorses only an explanatory sketch, that
is, an incomplete explanatory account that specifies, at least in part, the
type of information needed to provide a more complete explanation
(Hempel 1965). The explanatory sketches associated with etiological
kinds can be fleshed out to provide more complete explanations of the
explananda. For instance, the explanation of John’s abdominal cramps
is more complete when the nature of the mental states causing the
cramps is specified: when John’s anxiety is identified. Classifying in
an explanatory kind also involves rejecting possible explanatory
sketches. The psychosomatic classification of John’s cramps involves
rejecting the possibility of explaining it as a stomach flu; classifying
jealousy as an adaptation involves rejecting any attempt to explain it as
a mere by-product of another adaptation.

Etiological kinds are not only explanatory, but they are also causally
explanatory, and classifying in an etiological kind is causally explana-
tory despite failing to involve explicit reference to any cause. Such
classification is causally explanatory because one commits oneself to
a particular form of causal explanation of the explananda and to the
falsity of competing forms of causal explanation. Classification in
etiological kinds is causal explanation without causes.

We can now see why human nature is causally explanatory. Human
nature, as characterized by the nomological notion, is an etiological
kind: all the properties of human beings that are included in human
nature have the same etiology in that they are the outcomes of evolu-
tionary processes. As is the case with other etiological kinds, classifying
a trait as belonging to human nature is thus to endorse a particular
explanatory sketch: it is to assert that this trait is a proper target of an
ultimate explanation. Naturally, the details of this ultimate explana-
tion are left unspecified, and the classification in human nature merely
indicates the kind of explanation that is correct. The trait can be an
adaptation, the product of drift, a by-product of an explanation, and so
forth. Identifying the causal process of which the trait is an outcome
turns the explanatory sketch into a more complete explanation.
Furthermore, classifying a trait into human nature asserts that other
explanatory sketches are erroneous: in particular, it is to assert that
a trait is not to be simply explained as the product of cultural forces.
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Mere sociological or sociocultural explanations are taken to be inade-
quate. For instance, to say that bipedalism is part of human nature is to
assert that it is correct to search for an ultimate explanation of biped-
alism, one that appeals to the historical changes of homologous traits as
a result of various evolutionary forces. To say that jealousy is part of
human nature is also to assert that it would be incorrect to explain this
trait merely in terms of reinforcement or merely as a result of cultural
schemas taught during childhood.

The nomological notion of human nature fulfills the explanatory
function of human nature after all. While human nature is not
a cause, classifying a trait as part of human nature is to endorse
a particular causal-explanatory schema for this trait – one that asserts
that this trait has an evolutionary etiology – and to insist on the
inappropriateness of attempts to provide a causal explanation of this
trait merely by nonevolutionary schemas. Admittedly, the nomological
notion of human nature fulfills the explanatory function in a distinctive
manner, which differs drastically from the manner Aristotelian notions
of human nature satisfy it, but it does fulfill it.

Other Candidate Successor Notions of Human Nature

The causal-explanatory function is largely left unfulfilled by Ramsey’s
life-history trait cluster account of human nature. Every possible trait
belongs to some life history included within human nature, so asserting
that a given trait is due to human nature provides no information at all.
In this respect at least, human nature is not explanatory.

It is also useful to compare how the nomological notion of human
nature and Samuels’ (2012) causal-essentialist conception fulfill the
causal-explanatory function. Samuels (2012, pp. 2–3) proposes that
“human nature is a suite of mechanisms that underlie themanifestation
of species-typical cognitive and behavioral regularities.” These
mechanisms, which are constitutive of human nature, causally explain
the properties that are typical of human beings. As a result, the causal-
essentialist notion of human nature straightforwardly fulfills the
causal-explanatory function of human nature; no need to make
a detour through the explanatory significance of etiological kinds.
Samuels views his account as superior for this very reason.

However, the causal-essentialist conception of human nature fulfills
the causal-explanatory function at the cost of either failing to fulfill the
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descriptive function or redefining it. As I understood it, a successor
notion of human nature fulfills the descriptive function of human
nature if and only if identifying what constitutes human nature
amounts to describing what human beings are like. So understood,
fulfilling the descriptive function of human nature involves identifying
traits such as color vision, jealousy, bipedalism, pedagogy, smile, and
incest avoidance. But if human nature consists of mechanisms – as
Samuels proposes in order, in part, to fulfill the causal-explanatory
function so successfully – then identifying the constituents of human
nature leaves the descriptive function of human nature unfulfilled.
Color vision, jealousy, bipedalism, and pedagogy are not mechanisms;
they are the phenomena the mechanisms Samuels has in mind explain.
So either fulfilling the descriptive function does not consist of describ-
ing what human beings are like or the causal-essentialist conception of
human nature fails to fulfill this function.

The Limitation Function

Strong readings of the limitation function are implausible, and no
successor notion of the essentialist notion of human nature should
attempt to fulfill them. According to the nomological notion, human
nature does not delineate what is possible and what is impossible for
human beings. The traits that are part of human nature are only typical
of human beings, which means that some human beings do not possess
them. In addition, modifying or even removing a trait that is part of
human nature need not be difficult; it can be done successfully, and
there need not be any cost. It may be part of human nature to like a salty
diet, but the taste for salt is malleable (Henney, Taylor, and Boon
2010). So, if the limitation function is to be fulfilled, some weaker
reading has to be the target.

In this final section I will argue for a probabilistic reading of the
limitation function: the traits that constitute human nature are likely to
be difficult to modify (contrast with Antony 1998, p. 80). This prob-
abilistic version stands in contrast to the claims that it is impossible to
modify human nature, that it is always costly to do so, and that one
could never do it fully successfully. The existence of malleable traits is
thus compatible with this probabilistic reading of the limitation func-
tion. This reading appeals to the notion of difficulty, which I propose to
understand in three different ways. First, epistemologically: we are
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unlikely to know how to modify the traits that constitute human
nature. Second and third, instrumentally: modifying these traits may
require much social and educational engineering, and modifying them
may have undesirable consequences.

Before explaining how the nomological notion of human nature
fulfills the limitation function so understood, let’s look at an example.
In the early decades of Israel, left-leaning kibbutzim socialized child
rearing (Golan 1958; Rapaport 1958; Beit-Hallahmi and Rabin 1977;
Aviezer, Sagi, and Van Ijzendoorn 2002). Instead of being educated by
their genetic parents, children were raised communally: they slept
together and apart from the parents, the whole community took care
of their needs (goods, clothing, medical care, etc.), and parents were
responsible for all children of the kibbutz. While child rearing varies
across cultures and times, the form of collective sleeping found in
kibbutzim was unique: Caregivers and children slept separately, and
the night watchperson rotated. This social organization prevented
a plausible component of human nature, extensive bonding between
caregivers and children, to occur. In line with the probabilistic reading
of the limitation function, this social organization did not last: parents’
involvement with their own children increased, and home sleeping
progressively replaced communal sleeping.10

There are at least three reasons why the traits that constitute nature
are likely to be difficult to modify. First, human nature, understood
along the lines of the nomological notion, includes many traits that are
not specific to human beings, such as inbreeding avoidance, color
perception, and rough-and-tumble play. Some of these traits are homo-
logous to traits shared by other primates, mammals, or vertebrates (e.g.
smiling in human beings is homologous to smiling in chimpanzees),
some of them just analogous (e.g. color vision in human beings is
analogous to color vision in bird species). The development of the
former traits is unlikely to be sensitive to educational practices or to
culturally variables aspects of the environment. These traits have a long
evolutionary history, and they first emerged in species whose ontogeny
was very different from human ontogeny, which relies heavily on
learning and pedagogy. It is thus plausible (although not necessary)

10 The causal explanation of the decline of communal sleeping and, more gener-
ally, child rearing is not entirely clear. Broader social changes in Israel certainly
played a role, too.
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that their ontogeny is not influenced by the kind of social factors at play
in education. As a result, it is unlikely to be sensitive to the type of
factors that we think of manipulating and know how to intervene on
when we are trying to influence people’s characteristics. Thus we are
unlikely to know how to modify them.

Emotional expressions provide a good example. Some emotions,
known as “basic emotions” (Ekman and Friesen 1971; Ekman 1993),
are plausibly universal and are expressed by distinct facial expressions
found in all cultures (see, however, Nelson and Russell 2013; Hassin,
Aviezer, and Bentin 2013; Gendron et al. 2014). For instance, across
cultures, the disgust face includes a wrinkled nose, lowered eyebrows,
slightly opened mouth, and raised corners of the mouth. These basic
emotions and many of their expressions are not specific to humans but
have rather a long phylogeny, as Darwin (2002) already remarked.
We thus would expect the expression of emotions to be largely insensi-
tive to educational and cultural variables. Research confirms this
expectation (Ekman and Friesen 1969; see Safdar et al. 2009 for
more recent discussion). In particular, Ekman and Friesen (1969)
observed that while different cultures have different rules (known as
“display rules”) governing the proper expression of emotions, these
rules do not prevent people from expressing their basic emotions by
their typical facial expressions; rather, they lead people to override
quickly these expressions in public settings. Japanese culture includes
norms against the expression of emotions such as anger; Japanese
express anger in the typical manner (lowered nostrils, lips, chin, brow
and brow ridge, and raised cheekbones and mouth) when they are
alone but quickly override this facial expression in a public setting.

The second reason why traits that constitute human nature are likely
to be difficult to modify is that some of them are likely to be canalized
against changes in the factors we know how to influence. A trait is
canalized with respect to some aspects of the environment if and only
its development is not influenced by variation in these aspects of the
environment. Note that canalization is never an absolute property (i.e.
traits aren’t canalized simpliciter), but it always needs to be relativized
to particular environmental aspects (Griffiths and Machery 2008).
When the traits that are constitutive of human nature are adaptations,
they are likely to be canalized against variation in cultural and social
environments if their ontogeny could be easily disrupted by such influ-
ences. While the acquisition of syntactic competence does depend on
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hearing some language during childhood (e.g. Curtiss 1977 on Genie),
it happens in a very wide variety of conditions, suggesting that syntax
acquisition is largely canalized against variation in linguistic input.
Canalized traits are likely to be difficult to change in the first
and second senses distinguished earlier. We do not know how to
intervene on their development, and in at least some cases such inter-
vention probably would require extensive intervention. Consider, for
instance, what it would take to teach a child to speak, as her native
language, a version of English that would not have the hierarchical
treelike structure of human languages.

The third reasonwhy traits that constitute human nature are likely to
be difficult to modify is that many are likely to be generatively
entrenched. A trait is “generatively entrenched” if the development of
other traits depends on its development (Wimsatt 1986). Because some
of the traits that constitute human nature have a long phylogeny (e.g.
some emotions such as anger), they may well be generatively
entrenched. If they are, disrupting their development would also dis-
rupt the development of other traits that depend on them, which is
likely to have unfortunate consequences.

To wrap up, the limitation function has clear political and social
overtones, which explains why the notion of human nature has
often been misused in the past, and we should be particularly
careful when we appeal to human nature to identify some limita-
tions of human beings. That said, this section has defended the
plausibility of Wilson’s earlier quotation: because many traits that
constitute human nature have a long phylogeny, they are likely to
be insensitive to education and cultural factors, the kind of factors
we know how to manipulate. Other traits are likely to be canalized
against the variation in the kind of factors we can influence.
And modifying traits that belong to human nature may have wide-
spread unexpected consequences for other aspects of a human life.
In all these cases, changing the traits that are part of human nature
is likely to be difficult.

Conclusion

An intense theoretical effort is ongoing to reconstruct the notion of
human nature in light of progress in evolutionary biology and
genetics, and the nomological notion of human nature is one of
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the candidate successor notions to the discredited essentialist
notion of human nature. Its credentials are excellent, it is immune
to the objections raised against the essentialist notion, and it is
robust. In its own way, it fulfills some of the traditional functions
the notion of human nature was meant to fulfill.
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11 A Postgenomic Perspective on Sex
and Gender
john dupré

Introduction

Gender is the central concept of a thriving and diverse area of philosophy.
The different roles, rights, responsibilities, and so on allocated to men and
women by various societies raise basic questions for ethics and political
philosophy.Assumptions about these differences have been argued to have
important influences on metaphysics, epistemology, science, and more.
Such topics are loosely encompassed within feminist philosophy, though,
of course, this is not an isolated domain of inquiry but one that claims
major relevance to all the fields just mentioned. Sex plays an obvious role
in all this: differential roles in reproduction are typically central to the
justification of the differences inmale and female social roles that are called
in question by feminists generally and feminist philosophers in particular.
This, however, is a matter of what might be called “surface sexual differ-
ence.” A central thesis of “second wave” feminists of the 1960s and
beyond was that the differentiated social roles and statuses of men and
women were contingent and mutable. Different societies, and societies at
different times, articulated gender in quite differentways. Surface sex, a set
of generally easily accessible biological differences, was the basis on which
gender roles were assigned, but these roles were in no way determined by
sex. This view specifically opposed a long-standing and continuing tradi-
tion that claims that much of gender difference is natural, growing inevi-
tably out of underlying sexual difference.Gender, in this latter view, is seen
as an expression of nonobvious (“deep”) sexual difference.

This chapter is based on a public lecture given as the Diane Middlebrook and Carl
Djerassi Visiting Professor of Gender Studies at the University of Cambridge. I am
grateful to the Centre for Gender Studies for giving me this opportunity, to its
director Jude Browne for making the stay so pleasant, and to Carl Djerassi for his
very generous gift that made this visiting position possible. I have also benefited
greatly from comments on an earlier draft by JulietMitchell and on several drafts by
Regenia Gagnier. Finally, I am very grateful for support from the European
Research Council, Grant SL-06034, which also contributed to this work.
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Half a century ago, feminist scholars worked hard to establish this
distinction between sex and gender, precisely to distinguish the biologi-
cal differences between men and women (sex) from the cultural differ-
ences that many assumed were just as much a part of nature (e.g. Rubin
1975; Unger 1979; Fausto-Sterling 1985; the distinction was introduced
by Stoller 1968). From the beginning, however, the distinction has been
controversial, even among feminists; prominent recent critics have
included, for example, Judith Butler (1990). The central concern has
been that the distinction tends to reify gender as something as real as, but
just different from, sex. Not only does the concept of gender threaten to
occlude the importance of interactions between gender and race, ethni-
city, class, and other important social divisions, but more generally, it
obscures the uniqueness and diversity of individual women.1 As will
become clear by the end of this chapter, I am sympathetic to these
concerns about gender. But the concept does remain valuable at least
for analyzing biological accounts of the development of human differ-
ences, specifically, as is my aim in this chapter, for assessing the interac-
tion between internal and external influences in the development of
human differences. If in the end the intricacy of interaction between
biology and culture is so great that the distinction between sex and
gender can be shown to have no ultimate ontological import, it may be
best seen as a ladder that we have climbed and are now in a position to
kick away. If so, though, we should be very clear why we are doing so.

The sex/gender distinction is, at first pass anyhow, intuitively clear. Sex
is a biological distinction grounded in reproductive physiology. Most
people – though theword “most” is very important – have a reproductive
physiology and, later on, secondary sexual characteristics such as breasts
or facial hair that clearly distinguish them as male or female. Gender, on
the other hand, refers to behavior that is characteristic of members of one
sex or the other in a particular society. In most societies, men andwomen
wear different clothes, but not in all societies and not the same clothes
wherever they are differentiated. This is an aspect of gender. The most
important aspect of gender is where it interacts with the division of labor.
All societies allocate different tasks to different people, and thinkers such

1 A classic example of such criticism was the response to Betty Friedan’s classic,
The Feminist Mystique (1963), often credited with launching the second wave of
feminism. Critics objected that Friedan, in objecting to the confinement of
women to the domestic sphere, was essentializing the experience of middle-class
white women while failing to notice that poor women (disproportionately
minorities) were already in work, often in the homes of middle-class white
women and enabling them to pursue nondomestic careers (Hooks 1984).
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as Adam Smith have made a compelling case that this division of labor is
the foundation of the economic success of human societies. In all or
almost all societies, this division is more or less gendered. Some work is
considered appropriate formen; some forwomen. An array of differences
in status, pay, responsibility, andmuch else follows from these differences
in allocation of work.

My aim in this chapter is not, however, to contribute to the extensive
and important body of work that has explored the social and political
ramifications of gender difference. Rather, it is to look at the biological
and ultimately ontological foundations of the sex/gender distinction.
This is where the biophilosophy, which is the focus of this volume, has
an important part to play, for while public debate continues as to
whether gender is ultimately an expression of deep sex or rather, as
feminists have assumed, a politically mutable feature of the organiza-
tion of society, this should no longer be an issue in light of advances in
biology over the last half century. The biological determinism of the
former perspective is no longer scientifically defensible. The reasons for
this, and the exploration of its implications for philosophical under-
standing of the human and the social, offers a paradigm for what I take
to be the role of biophilosophy. And nowhere are these implications
more telling than for the understanding of sex and gender.

Essentialism

Sex and gender have often been understood in terms of essences.
“Essentialism” is a doctrine both about language and about the
world. We cannot speak without dividing the world into kinds. When
I tell you that the cat is on the mat, I convey information by distinguish-
ing the thing on the mat from all the countless kinds of animals and for
that matter nonanimals that might have been there, and I distinguish
the thing it is on from all the rugs, carpets, rocks, logs, and so on that
the cat might have been on but isn’t. But what, philosophers have asked
since antiquity makes something a member of the cat kind rather than
the dog kind, the badger kind, and so on? Does the world in some way
divide things up for us, and do our words register these naturally given
divisions? Essentialism answers both these questions in the
affirmative.2 And if this is right, the question for the philosopher, or

2 An influential contemporary version of essentialism holds that real kinds are
demarcated by essences but that only physics and chemistry are likely to contain
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the scientist, is to discover what are the real divisions determined by
nature.3

Classic versions of essentialism deriving from the ancients were
famously criticized by John Locke. Like other contributors to the
scientific revolution of his time, Locke thought of the natural world
as ultimately composed of nothing but atoms moving in the
void. If things had essences, they must be determined by the structure
and relations of these atomic parts. But since, as he famously remarked,
we lack microscopical eyes, such essences were inescapably beyond our
reach, and there was no reason to believe that the ways we divide up the
world at our own gross macroscopic level correspond to any reality at
the microscopic level. However, many have concluded that Locke’s
pessimismwas premature.Wemay still lackmicroscopical eyes, but we
do have electron microscopes, high-throughput gene sequencers, and
even atomic tweezers. So our ability to correlate the observable world
with an underlying reality is very considerable and growing. Essences,
it appears, are back within our grasp. Every day the complete genome
sequences of more organisms are announced. Are these perhaps con-
tributions to a growing library of essences?

Biology at a less rarified level has been a fertile breeding ground for
essentialism. Anyone who enjoys the outdoors is likely to be struck by
the distinct kinds of organisms that are encountered in the wild. There
are foxes and rabbits, dandelions and oak trees; one rabbit is pretty
much like another, very different from a fox, and there are no inter-
mediate hard cases. Yet a wider spatial view and, especially, reflection
on evolutionary history tell us that if we look a little further in time or
space, there are always intermediates and always hard cases. Not so
manymillion years ago there was a common ancestor of the fox and the
rabbit. If we could go back in time observing all the ancestors of the
rabbit until we reached that common ancestor and then forward again
through the ancestors leading up to the fox, we would have a more or
less smooth series of intermediates leading between these two so very
different animals. With a lot more time, we could do the same thing for
ourselves and a mushroom.

real kinds (Ellis 2001). In some respects, this view is congenial to the antiessen-
tialism that I shall defend, but only because of the explicit denial that essentialism
has immediate relevance to the kinds of kinds with which I am concerned.

3 For more detail on these issues, see Bird and Tobin (2012).
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A similar point can bemadewith respect to space. A striking example
is provided by ring species. Where I write, in the United Kingdom, the
herring gull (Larus argentatus argenteus) and the lesser black-backed
gull (L. fuscus) are two very familiar and quite distinct species, not
known to interbreed. Yet it appears that if we track round the globe at
roughly the same latitude, there exists a series of gradually diverging
species each member of which is capable of interbreeding with the next
but at the end of which are the herring gull and the lesser black-backed
gulls. Here we find exactly the phenomenon just described in
a temporal context recapitulated in space.4 In biology, it appears,
distinct kinds are not given to us by nature but rather by our local
and limited perspective on nature. So, to return to the main topic, our
natural intuition that men and women are essentially different kinds
distinguished by distinct inner natures should be treated with caution.
We should at least look very carefully at what exactly the differences –
and similarities – really are.

From Essence to Process

Let me turn, then, to the broadest of the categories relevant to the
present topic, male and female. It is easy to imagine that these are
biological universals, fundamental to the reproduction of living beings.
Nothing could be further from the truth. The vast majority of organ-
isms do not have sexes at all. This includes the single-celled organisms
that constituted the livingworld for 80 percent of its history and remain
by far the most common organisms but also many so-called higher
animals and plants. Many plants, though they engage occasionally in
sexual reproduction, generally reproduce asexually. And many organ-
isms have more than two sexes or breeding types.5

Even among organisms that reproduce only sexually and that have
only two sexes, sex can be fluid. Many reptiles become male or female
in response to environmental conditions, such as the temperature at

4 This classic example has recently been called into question, and it has been
suggested that the relations in question are considerably more complex (Liebers
et al. 2004). This does not affect the general point that populations of organisms
exhibit gradual change over space and that terminal members of such graded
populations, or clines, may be very different from one another.

5 Nanney (1980) describes a protozoon in which seven distinct mating types can be
distinguished.
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which their eggs incubate. Some fish change their sex in midlife: as the
position of dominant male becomes vacant in a group of bluehead
wrasse (Thalassoma bifasciatum), the largest female turns into
amale. These examples bringme to themain biological idea underlying
this discussion. Organisms in general and sex in particular must be
understood developmentally.6 And development, at least for complex
multicellular organisms, is not something predetermined “in the genes”
but a process of interaction between the developing organism and its
environment.7

A philosophical corollary of this thought is the following: organisms
are not things but processes. This is an ancient distinction, often
associated with the famous remark attributed to the Greek philosopher
Heraclitus, “No man ever steps in the same river twice, for it’s not the
same river and he’s not the same man.”8 The only constant, for
Heraclitus, was change. Modern opinion has tended to embrace the
alternative opinion of Democritus, that ultimately there was nothing
but atoms – unchanging things – in the void. Indeed, a version of
atomismwas a central plank of the scientific revolution of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries in the West and has tended to remain
a default assumption of most thinking about science (except, perhaps,
for the last hundred years, by physicists). But this view, understanding
the world as ultimately composed of unchanging things, has not served
biologywell. A process, unlike a thing, is maintained by change. A chair
can sit in an attic for decades doing nothing but still remain the very
same chair. Organisms, by contrast, maintain themselves by doing all
kinds of things – metabolism, cell division, and so on. An animal that
does nothing is a dead animal. The integrity of a process is maintained
not by the constancy of its temporary parts but by their causal connec-
tions. Our paradigm of a human tends to be of an average-age adult,
but that is no better or worse than thinking of a child or, for that

6 Rather wonderfully, the bluehead wrasse just mentioned also illustrates this idea
in a quite different way: young blueheads, but not older fish, will often serve
(work?) as cleaner fish.

7 Detailed defense of this assertion is well beyond the scope of this chapter. For
extensive biological details on the developmental interaction between organism
and environment, see Gilbert and Epel (2009). For a philosophical discussion of
modern understandings of genes and genomes, see Griffiths and Stotz (2013).

8 I must admit that this famous quote is in fact a bit problematic, for, of course, if
a man and a river are processes, then the man and the river may well be the same
processes at different times.
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matter, a fetus or an old lady. Biologically, what is fundamental is a life
cycle: what makes parts of a life cycle stages of the same life cycle is not
having the same properties at different times but relations of continuity
and causality between stages. The whole need not be held together by
constant, still less essential, properties.

Sexual Differentiation

So let us now look at the processes through which differentiated sexes
in humans develop.9 Whereas we tend to analyze a thing into its parts,
a process is naturally analyzed into stages. Needless to say, perhaps, in
neither case canwe assume that the divisions are clear or unambiguous.
However, the following provides a sufficiently clear series of stages for
present purposes.

1. Chromosomal sex. Most women have two X chromosomes, and
mostmen have anX and aY chromosome, and they originated from
a fertilized egg with those chromosomes. The word “most” is very
important, however. First, not all humans have either an XX or an
XY genotype. There are people with XYY, XXY, and XO chromo-
somes (or karyotypes), of which the first are generally assigned
a male gender, and the last two are generally treated as
female. Second, for various reasons, including now elective reas-
signment, later stages in gender development do not always coincide
with chromosomal sex.

2. Fetal gonadal sex. By 12 weeks, most fetuses have embryonic
gonads, irreversibly committed to becoming either testes or ovaries.
The development of testes appears to be triggered by a gene on the
Y chromosome, the product of which binds to a gene on chromo-
some 17 and triggers a cascade of events involved in the production
of testes. A different sequence of genetic events pushes the as yet
undifferentiated gonad in the direction of becoming an ovary.
The Y chromosome gene just mentioned is known as the Sry gene,
which stands for “Sex Reversal on the Y chromosome,” echoing the

9 This chapter, and especially the present section, is deeply indebted to the work of
biologist and gender theorist Anne Fausto-Sterling. HerMyths of Gender (1985)
pioneered biologically informed criticism of purportedly scientific accounts of
gender difference, a project developed in new directions in Sexing the Body
(2000). The outline of the stages of sexual differentiation here closely follows her
Sex/Gender (2012).
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curious idea, dating from Aristotle, that being female is a default.
The persistence and untenability of this idea are noted by two
experts on the relevant genetics: “The discovery that gonads
develop as ovaries in the absence of the Y-chromosome (or, more
specifically, the Sry gene) supported the prevailing view that the
testis pathway is the active pathway in gonad development.
However, as Eicher and others have emphasized, the ovarian path-
way must also be an active genetic pathway” (Brennan and Capel
2004, citing Eicher andWashburn 1986). Of course, if the Sry gene
is indeed the relevant “switch,” it might equally well be described as
preventing ovary development. In neither case is the ensuing genetic
cascade fully understood.

3. Fetal hormonal sex. As the gonads develop, they begin to produce
their characteristic mix of hormones. The reproductive system,
under the influence of these hormones, begins to differentiate
toward characteristically male or female physiologies. Again, this
depends not only on the production of hormones but also on the
proper functioning of receptors that recognize these hormones. So,
for example, occasionally XY fetuses carry a mutation that hinders
androgen recognition and produces children born with highly
feminized external genitalia. If everything follows the standard
path, however, this leads us, finally, to genital sex.

4. Genital sex. These are the standard criteria used to distinguish the
sex of babies at birth.

The process of fetal differentiation, then, is complex and multifac-
torial. While most babies will be born either with an XY genotype and
typical male physiology or an XX genotype and female physiology,
there are many ways in which these typical outcomes can be derailed.
It is no surprise that there are a significant number of atypical out-
comes, sometimes described as “intersexed,” now more often said to
exhibit “disorders of sex development,” though one may wonder
whether describing atypical development as “disordered” constitutes
progress.

The next crucial point in human development is, of course, birth.
This is the point at which the wider community decides whether a baby
is a boy or a girl. In the cases where this decision is difficult, standard
medical practice has been to attempt to adjust the baby to one or other
of the standard kinds. This often involves surgical reshaping of the
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external genitalia and treatment with hormones. The exhaustive divi-
sion of people into two sexes is not a reflection of how things are in the
world but of a social policy that everyone must be assigned to one or
other of these categories. Very recently, some countries, including
Germany, Australia, and New Zealand, have allowed babies to be
registered at birth as of indeterminate sex, though this move is highly
controversial and has been criticized by some advocates for intersex
people as maintaining a fixed and determinate set of categories.

Gender Differentiation

Though techniques of fetal surveillance such as ultrasoundmay rapidly
be changing this, to a rough approximation, gender begins at birth.10

And the countless institutions that enforce gender require that it be
decided on which side of this fundamental dichotomy every individual
falls. On endless forms we must say whether we are male or female –
a question generally framed as a request for our sex, though, more
accurately, it should ask for our gender. As noted earlier, however, in
some places this dichotomy is being challenged, and the effects of this
on the gendered organization of social life are as yet impossible to
predict.

At any rate, development moves on. For most of us this continues to
follow physiologically one of two fairly well-distinguished paths of
sexual differentiation, though with wide variations in detail and with
a few more along the way joining the ranks of those whose sexual
development differs substantially from either norm. While the typical
differences radiate out into many other parts of physiology, the further
these are from the core reproductive systems, the less this differencewill
be sharply dichotomous and the more it will become statistical and
overlapping. The average upper body strength of men, for instance, is
greater than that of women, but there are many women with greater
strength than many men.

10 From the point of view of development, we should not, with due consideration
to its significance and sometimes traumatic nature for the mother, see birth as
a cataclysmic turning point. The baby is little more independent from the
mother, for instance, than it was before birth, though it may derive its nutrition
from a different part of her anatomy (though certainly being born is traumatic
and a serious struggle from the baby’s point of view, and the world is a very
different place from the uterus. Thanks to Juliet Mitchell for reminding me of
this!).
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Of central importance in our species, social and psychological devel-
opment also takes off, with an enormous range of external factors
impinging on the developmental process, many of which are relevant
to the continuing bifurcation of the population into the socially con-
doned male and female kinds. Boys and girls are differentially hugged,
given dolls or guns, pink toys or blue toys, and taught the intricacies of
the gendered division of people. By three, children more-or-less well
know that they are boys or girls and knowmany of the behaviors, likes,
and dislikes that are expected of them as such. These systematic differ-
ences in behavior are elaborated in distinctive ways through the life
cycle. Most men and women continue to dress differently, to choose
different leisure activities, and most important, to do different kinds of
work, both in the labor market and in the home. The nature of these
differentiated pathways certainly has changed over time, though not
always in the ways feminist activists have hoped. As is often
observed, increasing participation by women in the labor market has
tended to be concentrated in less-well-paid employment, and when the
same employment, pay for women is still always lower; increased male
participation in domestic work has not been commensurate.

Explaining Gender Difference

There are certain purported explanations of gender difference that have
particularly attracted scientific attention. One of these has been the
exploration of differences in male and female brains, a tradition that
goes back at least to the nineteenth century (Cahill 2006; for penetrat-
ing criticism, see Fine 2000). Because, it is often said, brains cause
behavior, such research is often seen as a search for a fundamental
cause of behavioral difference. An even more fundamental cause may
then be sought in the genes if, as many also suppose, genes explain the
properties of brains.

In parallel with the investigation of genetic and neurologic differ-
ences between men and women has been the search for evolutionary
explanations of gender difference. Here attention has focused on
realms of behavior that are seen to be especially significant for
evolutionary success, most notably mate choice and parental invest-
ment (Buss 1999). The familiar central argument is that because
women invest far more in a pregnancy than men – eggs are bigger
than sperm, and gestation takes a lot longer than copulation – they
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will be more concerned to optimize the chances of success for any
reproductive endeavor. This is taken to imply that women will have
evolved to be very careful about whom they mate with, looking at
least for the best genes on offer and, if possible, for a little help in
rearing the offspring. Men, however, need only make a minimal
investment. The evolutionarily rational strategy is to fertilize as
many women as possible and trust that some offspring will make
it to maturity. As sociobiologists like to remind us, the potential
reproductive success of a male is almost limitless. It is said that
10 percent of the male inhabitants of what was once the Mongol
Empire are descended directly from Genghis Khan, approximately
16 million individuals, or one man in 200 in the entire human
population (Zerjal et al. 2003).

These differences in reproductive strategy are the starting point
for evolutionary speculation, but their implications are seen to
ramify far more widely. It is natural for women to monopolize
childcare and domestic work, given their evolved concern to invest
in their children; inevitably, they have less time for the outside
world of work. Perhaps the need to compete with other men in
the labor market – and ultimately thereby for access to women –

will require cognitive capacities unnecessary in the differently
demanding home environment. At least, evolved cognitive capacities
are likely to be different.

These stories fit together into a broader picture that understands
gender difference – or here we might as well just say sex difference –

in an impressively integrated way. Natural selection placed different
pressures on our male and female ancestors; these resulted in the
selection of different genes, which are expressed in different brain
structures; different brains cause different behavior. Let us call this
the “biological big picture.”

I think almost everything is wrongwith the biological big picture (for
more details, see Dupré 2001, 2012, especially chapter 14). Here,
however, I will concentrate on one set of pivotal players in the story,
genes. Genes, in the big picture, cause organisms to have particular
properties, in this case properties of their brains that make them, for
instance, keen on spreading their seed as widely as possible. Such
properties make the individuals that exhibited them evolutionarily
successful, and the genes that cause them are selected. But can genes
really do this job?
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Genes and Genomes

The science of genetics took off in the early twentieth century with the
work of Thomas Hunt Morgan and collaborators on the fruit fly,
Drosophila (Kohler 1994). This work was the study of the inheritance
of difference. Some flies have red eyes, some white. When a red-eyed fly
matedwith awhite-eyed fly or another red-eyed fly, what proportion of
the offspring had red or white eyes? Morgan and colleagues bred and
counted many thousands of flies and their differentiating traits, and the
results of this work were interpreted in terms of the seminal insight that
an individual had two sets of genes, one from each parent, who, in turn,
contributed half their genes to each offspring. Entities such as genes for
red or white eyes were thus inherited from parents, and these interacted
in specific ways. For example, the red-eye gene is said to be “dominant”
because a fly with a red-eye gene from one parent and a white-eye gene
from the other will have red eyes. This kind of work, describing the
transmission of genes bearing specific traits, is often referred to as
“Mendelian genetics,” honoring Gregor Mendel’s pioneering work
on peas fifty years earlier.

Morgan’s work made fundamental contributions to the advance of
genetics, and Mendelian genetics still plays an important role in areas
ofmedicine and agriculture. ButMendelian genetics is now a very small
part of genetics or, as some now prefer to say, genomics. This is so
because Mendelian genes turn out to be a very minor part of genomes
(Barnes and Dupré 2008). Most genes11 cannot be correlated with
a particular feature of an organism. Those that can are generally defects
that make a gene nonfunctional. Consider the familiar example from
human genetics, blue eyes. Blue eyes reflect the failure to make melanin
in the iris. One functioning gene will suffice to produce melanin, so the
brown gene is dominant. The blue-eye gene is not really a gene to make
blue eyes but a defect in the gene that makes eyes brown.12 And, of
course, single-gene diseases such as cystic fibrosis or Huntington’s
disease, to which Mendelian models still apply, are unsurprisingly
caused by dysfunctional genes.

11 I will assume, for the sake of argument, that it’s even useful to think of genomes
as divided into genes. This assumption, however, is increasingly debatable (see
Barnes and Dupré 2008; Griffiths and Stotz 2013).

12 Eye color, like most relations between genotype and phenotype, is really much
more complicated, but the simple story will serve for present purposes.
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What Mendelian genetics most crucially leaves out is process. While
no one doubts that there is a process that leads from the zygote or
embryo to the adult, talk of genes for this or that trait allows us to
ignore it and thereby allows us to ignore all the further factors that are
necessary for this process to occur and all the different outcomes that
interactions with these factors may make possible. This omission
meshes with a related perspective on evolution.13 Natural selection, it
is sometimes said, cares only about the outcome, and if a gene for
outcome X is selected, then somehow or other outcome X will appear
at the proper time. Development – the process – can be black boxed.
We knowwhat goes in and we knowwhat comes out.We don’t need to
worry about what happens inside the box.

One might have supposed that this lacuna would have been filled
with the development of molecular genetics that followed the iconic
discovery by Crick and Watson14 of the structure of DNA, by then
recognized as the genetic material. But, in fact, though this did lead to
the discovery of some fundamental processes, notably the way in which
sequences of nucleotides, constituents of DNA molecules, could deter-
mine the production of particular proteins, the main functional mole-
cules in living systems, processes of development were still not closely
integrated into genetics.

One reason for this was that many geneticists continued to think (or
anyhow speak) in terms of genes for this or that feature of the pheno-
type. Of course, they were well aware that when one spoke of a gene for
high intelligence or a gene for homosexuality, this did not provide the
whole causal story. Many other genes – and much else besides –would
be involved in the pathway from the gene to the trait it helps to cause.
However, the genome as a whole was still seen as providing the com-
plete code, recipe, or blueprint for the organism. The recipe was
susceptible to minor changes, no doubt, as witnessed by the variability
observable in actual individuals. The variations could be understood in
terms of Mendelian genes that caused molecular differences, which, in
turn, changed the probabilities of particular outcomes. Both the stan-
dard pattern and the variations from the pattern could be seen as
determined by the genes, and there was no pressing need to take the
developmental processes out of their black boxes.

13 A perspective best known in the work of Richard Dawkins (1976).
14 And Maurice Wilkins and Rosalind Franklin.
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Within this framework, sex determination was a paradigmatic
Mendelian system in which, perhaps unsurprisingly, the Y chromo-
some was dominant. Being female resulted from having two copies of
the recessive X gene.15 As with other Mendelian systems, the differ-
ences between individuals, the XX and XY “phenotypes,” were taken
to be both explained and caused by the genetic differences.

Counterposing this model with the complexity of the process of
sexual determination sketched earlier begins to reveal the problems
with the black-boxing strategy. Though there are typical developmen-
tal trajectories for embryos with XX and XY chromosomes, there are
many ways in which individual developmental histories can
diverge from this. Other genes, such as the binding site for the tran-
script of the Sry gene, determine whether the Y chromosome has its
typical effect. And, as will be explained later, the activity of genes is
frequently influenced by environmental factors. A strict and exhaustive
dichotomy of outcomes is enforced at birth rather than supplied by
nature.

The development of gender differences after birth may seem closely
parallel to the development of sex differences: there are two standard,
typical developmental trajectories. While there are anomalies – tom-
boys, transvestites, homosexuals, and so on – there is a typical path of
development toward, let us say, heterosexual, promiscuously inclined
men competing with one another in various workplaces and market-
places and heterosexual, preferentially monogamous women gossiping
pleasantly with one another while taking care of the children and the
home. These are the stereotypes implied by popular models of the
evolutionary elaboration of sex roles in reproduction. It is admitted
that many contemporary societies have moved some distance from
these stereotypes, opening the workplace to women and domestic
labor to men, and are increasingly tolerant of those outside the main
pathways of gender normality. But this, it is often added, is always with
some difficulty, requiring a battle against the tendencies laid down by
nature. We can try to get more women to be physicists or philosophers
or men to do the housework, but we are fighting against their intrinsic

15 An important anomaly in the system is that only XX andXYpairs are capable of
mating. This curious feature underlies Fisher’s (1930) famous argument for
why, undermost circumstances, XX andXY genotypes will be equally common.
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nature. Nature, here, is the innate tendencies of the genes, as selected by
millions of years of evolution.16

But nature, or genes, do not work like this. There are no genes
dedicated to heterosexuality, the love of big machines, or good house-
keeping that need to be diverted from their natural trajectories. There is
a genome that, given a specific sequence of surrounding circumstances
and subject to a certain amount of unpredictable noise, produces an
adult individual with certain characteristics and dispositions. Change
the environment and you may very well change the outcome.

So what is a genome? We often think of genomes as sequences of the
letters C, G, A, and T that form a code; and sequence can be a very
useful thing to know about a genome. Technologies from molecular
phylogeny, the genetic exploration of evolutionary relations, to foren-
sic genomics, the identification of criminals by thematerial they leave at
crime sites, depend on the comparison of genome sequences. But there
is a great deal more to a genome than its sequence. Considering that the
chromosomes in a human cell measure about 2meters and the diameter
of a cell is of the order of 100micrometers, there is an obvious question
of how the genome can bemade to fit. In fact, it is not just stuffed in any
old how but exquisitely coiled and folded. Moreover, the details of this
folding, or condensation, are crucial to what the genome does. To put it
simply, to be expressed, a gene or a section of the genome must be
accessible to the transcription machinery, and condensation implies
that most of it is not accessible. The shape of the genome changes
constantly, and so does, partly in consequence, its activity. And these
changes are brought about by other molecules in the cell responding to
many features of the wider system and even environmental influences
far beyond. The study of these changes is part of the science of “epige-
netics,” the exploration of chemical and physical changes to the genes
or the genome, how they occur in response to a wide range of external
causes, and what are their effects. Paradigmatic and detailed work here
is on the development of behavioral dispositions in rodents

16 In their more general theoretical statements, evolutionary psychologists are
usually careful to distance themselves from genetic determinism and note
that actual outcomes depend on a range of environmental inputs. This then
raises a problem in how to understand their more empirical work aimed at
demonstrating that the phenotypes predicted by evolutionary speculation
are indeed found in human populations. These phenotypes must at least be
understood as typical or default developmental outcomes, even if environmental
accidents sometimes derail them from this default tendency.
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(Champagne and Meaney 2006; Champagne et al. 2006), but there is
also a growing body of research on the way human physiology or
psychology responds to developmental influences in ways that are
mediated by changes to the genome.17

The crucial point is this: we have been encouraged to think of the
genome as something static and fixed, a program or recipe that
guides or directs the development of the organism. This is quite
wrong. It is important that gene sequence is very stable, because the
genome is indeed a repository of information about possible protein
structures, but the genome does not itself say what is to be done with
that information. The application of genomic information occurs as
part of a process in which the genome is a dynamic participant and that
is highly sensitive to a range of external influences.

Back to Gender

So what does all this tell us about gender? Gender is a bifurcated
developmental process that tends to lead to two distinct suites of
characteristics that are mapped onto the typical physiological states
male and female. These processes are not inscribed in the genes: noth-
ing is; they result from an array of molecular, physiological, and
environmental factors coordinated reliably to produce certain typical
outcomes. The fact that they are not written in the DNA does not mean
that we can change them at will. Developmental processes tend to be
very stable for good and obvious reasons. Indeed, life would be impos-
sible if there were not developmental processes that fairly reliably
reproduced in offspring the characteristics of parents. Parents not
only provide genomes, but they also provide for their offspring with
the sequence of environments that channel development in the typical
direction. Thismay be nomore than providing exactly the right place to
deposit an egg, or it may involve creating a complex built environment
such as a bird’s nest, a beaver dam, or a termite mound.18 It will often
also involve imparting behavior through imitation or other kinds of

17 For an overview of the significance of recent advances in epigenetics, see Meloni
and Testa (2014).

18 For the importance to evolution of so-called niche construction, of which such
environmental modifications are examples, see Odling-Smee, Laland, and
Feldman (2003). The central role of this process in human evolution and
development should be self-evident.
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training, and the training imparted will typically be that to which the
parent, in its development, was exposed.

Humans have taken the complexity of these developmental processes
far beyond anything else in the natural world. The environments in
which we place our children have reached a bewildering complexity,
parenting is an often frighteningly difficult skill, and socially provided
institutions from maternity wards to universities are designed to con-
tribute to the development of our offspring. Because so much of the
developmental matrix in which humans grow is constructed by us, it
follows that we have unparalleled abilities to change the developmental
trajectories of our children. I do not say that it is simple to change these
institutions, still less that it is easy to tell what will be the consequences
of changes that we make, but I do say that it is possible. Feminist
scholars have for decades been pointing to the variety of gender systems
found in different places and at different times and inferred that
the presence of a particular system is always contingent. Their
critics, committed to a biologically grounded view of gender develop-
ment, have claimed that this diversity is largely illusory. But given the
view of development I have just presented, there is no reason to suppose
that things are not as they so clearly seem. The institutions and norms
surrounding gender development have diverged in different places, and
over time, and the gender system has changed, too.

Let me finally take up the idea just mentioned of norms. Gender is, of
course, thoroughly norm ridden. We teach our children how boys and
girls, men and women, ought to behave and often that they ought to
behave differently from each other. The importance of norms, and
many central points of the foregoing discussion, can be nicely illu-
strated with a brief consideration of the issue of homosexuality.
Homosexuality is, of course, a huge problem for the very prominent
kind of biological determinism, or at any rate biological causality,
inferred from reflections on evolution. Prima facie, at least, homosexu-
ality seems a poor strategy for maximizing one’s reproductive success.
Sociobiologists and evolutionary psychologists have battled manfully
(I use the word advisedly) with the problem. Perhaps ur-homosexuals
worked very hard at raising their nephews and nieces, and the genes for
homosexuality that they had some chance of sharing with these young
relatives were thereby favored. This is, of course, nonsense, not least
because there are no genes for homosexuality or, perhaps better, there
are so many genes for homosexuality – genes that in more or less subtle
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ways affect the probability of becoming homosexual in specific envir-
onments – that it would be better to say there were none. It is also the
worst kind of “just so” story: beyond the fact that it might possibly
explain an anomaly in a dominant system of ideas, it has no evidence
going for it at all.

Being gay, lesbian, or straight is a developmental outcome.19 Like all
human developmental outcomes, it results from a complex interaction
between internal, including genetic, and external causes. Crucially, the
latter are partly normative. Liberal societies do not, I think, now
mandate heterosexuality, though no doubt they favor it, but they do
mandate a dichotomy. One is one thing or the other. When men or
women after decades of heterosexual marriage take up homosexual
relations, it is generally said that they have discovered that they were
gay or lesbian. Theirmarriages are discovered to have embodied a gross
failure of self-knowledge. Teenagers who feel attracted to members of
their own sex agonize over whether they are gay or whether this is some
passing anomaly of desire. As with sex, this dichotomy is not an
immediate problem for the many people who have no doubt on
which side of the line they fall. And the suggestion that the division is
a normative one is often unwelcome to the unambiguously homosex-
ual, who understandably feel that a quasi-biological dichotomy is
a solider ground for defending their lifestyle than a normative dichot-
omy. However, since the pioneering studies of Alfred Kinsey over sixty
years ago (Kinsey et al. 1948, 1953), it has been quite clear that in terms
of the behavior generally supposed to define these categories, people lie
on a spectrum, with many engaging in sexual activities with members
of their own and the opposite sex at various stages of their lives.
Nowadays it is common to distinguish not only straight, gay, and
lesbian people but also bisexual, transgendered, and queer –

a category that is best defined by its refusal to accept a category.
No doubt there are many strata of society in which heterosexuality
remains normative, but it is increasingly clear that maintaining this
norm, and the normativity of the dichotomy between straight and gay,
will be difficult as a growing number of people refuse to accept it.
Actual developmental histories produce mixed and diverse objects of

19 What follows here has an obvious debt toMichel Foucault (1979 [1976]). I also
continue to follow Anne Fausto-Sterling (2012).
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sexual desire. Sexuality, very possibly, is leading the way where even
sex may eventually follow.

A final striking perspective on the ontogeny of desire, the develop-
mental process that leads to the preference of one object of sexual desire
over another, is provided by the much-debated issue of pornography.
Prominent feminists have suggested that pornography, or certain forms
of pornography, may promote violence against women or normalize
various demeaning treatments of women. This may well be so.
Psychiatrist NormanDoidge (2007) provides a compelling and disturb-
ing argument that pornography can, at any rate, radically reshape
sexual desire. He describes patients becoming increasingly addicted to
pornography and simultaneously increasingly unable to become sexu-
ally excited by their live partners. He also describes the evolution of
pornography from the relatively uncomplicated depiction of sexual
intercourse to the growing menu of violent, abusive, or just plain
bizarre genres currently available on the Internet. He even reports
that consumers of Internet pornography may reach a state where they
are sexually aroused not just by thinking about the activities performed
in pornography but by thinking of the computer itself. Even if the
simplistic evolutionary psychological stories about universal prefer-
ences for ideally curvy female figures (Singh 1993) proved true as
statistical averages, they would be irrelevant for understanding the
diversity and plasticity of desire. Desire, it appears, is almost indefi-
nitely malleable and can be shaped in the most unexpected ways.

Conclusion

Let me conclude. The picture I have sketched is one in which both male
and female sex and male and female gender point to the most typical
outcomes of developmental processes, but outcomes from which many
individual trajectories diverge. At birth, or perhaps sooner, as prenatal
surveillance becomes more and more routine, the male/female dichot-
omy of sex is normatively enforced, withmedical intervention common
in response to atypical individuals. This dichotomy is then the basis for
a more systematically normative enforcement of dichotomous
gender development. While it is still commonly supposed that both
stages of this process are largely determined by genes, the growing
understanding of the complexity of human development, and the
deep entanglement of internal and external influences that development
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involves, make this kind of genetic determinism wholly implausible.
An essentialist perspective on sex or gender is disastrously misguided.

So what should we make of the sex/gender distinction with which
I began this chapter? Sex is an important biological concept, and it is, of
course, central to human reproduction; gender is a diverse and malle-
able superstructure erected socially on this biological base.
Nevertheless, there are reasons, in the end, not to make too sharp
a distinction between the two. The distinction betweenmale and female
sexes is important but not wholly sharp. There are many individuals
who fall in the gap between these two kinds, and there is much to be
said for relaxing the normative requirement of sexual dichotomy.
Moreover, sexual differentiation is no more immune to external, espe-
cially epigenetic, influences than are other aspects of physiological
development. These influences may well include aspects of gender so
that the system of gender differentiation may act causally on the
physiological articulation of sex. Though I think that the distinction
between sex and gender will continue to be pragmatically useful, most
fundamentally, it may be better to think of sex/gender as one seamless
axis of differentiated development. But, of course, this is not the pair of
predetermined developmental tramlines imagined by genetic determi-
nists; rather, we should see broad and well-trodden pathways within
a much wider range of more esoteric possibilities, perhaps ever widen-
ing as we increase our tolerance of difference. Those whose sex/gender
development lies some way from these pathways should be welcomed,
not least as reminders of the flexibility and open texture of the human
developmental process. If there is a boundary between sex and gender,
it is a moving and slippery one. But no problem with that. That’s what
biological – and social – boundaries are like.
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12 Biophilosophy of Race
luc faucher

This is a chapter on Biophilosophy. The term “Biophilosophy” echoes
its better-known cousin, “Neurophilosophy” (with a capital N).
The latter discipline emerged in the 1980s as philosophers immersed
themselves in neurosciences. Neurophilosophy originated from the
desire of philosophers to establish a richer and denser connection
between philosophy and neuroscience and since has given rise to two
different subdisciplines: philosophy of neuroscience and neurophilo-
sophy (with a lowercase n). “Philosophy of neuroscience” is a branch
of the philosophy of science that is devoted to problems raised by the
concepts, methods, and theoretical claims at the heart of the neuros-
cientific enterprise. Examples of the philosophy of neurosciences
include questioning the capacity of neural imagery (FMRI) to provide
the proverbial window into the brain (Klein 2010) and assessing the
validity of the inferences from disorders to specific modules in neurop-
sychology (Machery 2014). “Neurophilosophy” (with a lowercase n) is
a branch of philosophy that uses neuroscientific resources to shed light
on traditional philosophical concepts or problems or to consider new
philosophical problems that arise from recent development in neuros-
ciences, and for this reason, it comprises many different projects. One
of the aforementioned projects is the refining of folk concepts so as to
align them with current scientific knowledge, a process that can lead to
the elimination or radical redefinition of the concepts (Churchland
1986). Another such project is the use of neuroscientific knowledge
to provide solutions to, or reframings of, age-old philosophical pro-
blems, such as the problem of determining responsibility for our
actions or the roots of moral judgment (Roskies 2010; Greene 2014).

Like its cousin Neurophilosophy, Biophilosophy (with a capital B)
comprises two distinct projects: philosophy of biology and biophiloso-
phy (with a lowercase b). “Philosophy of biology” has been tradition-
ally interested in understanding and discussing concepts used in
biology, such as the concepts of selection, fitness, adaptation, function,
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or species (e.g. Neander 1991; Rosenberg and Bouchard 2003).
By contrast, “biophilosophy” (with a lowercase b) has sought to use
the resources of biology to shed light on traditional philosophical
concepts or problems, such as the concept of human nature (Machery
2008).

In this chapter, I seek to illustrate two kinds of projects (similar to
projects that are pursued in neurophilosophy) that can be undertaken
by biophilosophers (lowercase b), namely, the elimination of a folk
concept (and perhaps its replacement by a new concept) and the
description of the evolutionary origin of a capacity or a disposition.
Accordingly, this chapter will be divided in two sections. In the first
section, I illustrate how contact between philosophy and biology could
result in the refinement or elimination of some folk or proto-scientific
concepts. More specifically, I will present arguments cited in debates
concerning the existence of “race.” Contrary to what some might have
expected (given what might be referred to as the “consensus of the
nonexistence of biological races” that has flourished in biology and
social sciences from the 1960s onward1), “race” as a concept is cur-
rently making a comeback in biology, mainly due to the impetus of
genomics. This is what some have labeled the “genomic challenge to
the social construction of race” (Shiao et al. 2012). I will argue that the
notion of “race” used in this context – and that some think receives
validation from this body of work – differs in many (and important)
respects from what is taken to be the “folk” notion of race.
Biophilosophy then faces a challenge: should the term “race” be
retained even though the entities to which it refers do not have the
properties attributed to them by folk notions, or should we simply drop
the term? As I will show, part of the answer involves normative stakes –
considerations of a sort that have not often been taken into account in
neurophilosophy when proposing the elimination or pruning of
a concept. Reflections in biophilosophy thus shed light on factors
other than empirical adequacy, which should be taken into account
when deciding the fate of a concept.

In the second section of this chapter I will discuss the question of
whether evolution could leave, or in fact has already left us, with a set of

1 This consensus is expressed, for instance, by Omi andWinant (1994), who write
that “we have now reached the point of fairly general agreement that race is not
a biological given but rather a socially constructed way of differentiating human
beings” (p. 65).
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domain-specific mechanisms devoted to thinking about people as
belonging to different racial groups. In that section I will demonstrate
that despite the fact that it is unlikely that we have inherited mechanisms
specialized in racial cognition, other mechanisms such as mechanisms
specialized in ethnic cognition might have been coopted to produce the
distinct way we think about races. I will argue that knowledge of these
mechanisms is crucial to understanding and eradicating racism. This
section will illustrate how contact with biology can inform us about the
way we should think about phenomena like racialism and racism.

The Genomic Challenge and Race

The answer to the question of whether race exists is unfortunately not
as straightforward as it seems, mostly because the meaning of “race”
has varied and still varies greatly (for a historical perspective, see
Hudson 1996). According to many, a substantial part of the debate
on race relies on our folk concept of race (hereafter racef). In that
context, one question concerns the existence of racesf possessing the
features that the folk attribute to them. In order to answer this ques-
tion, two things need to be done: first, we must specify the features that
the folk attribute to racesf; second, we must see if there is anything in
the world that corresponds to races thus described.

Another question at the border between biophilosophy and philoso-
phy of biology concerns the use of the concept “race” in science (here-
after races). For some people (e.g. Andreasen 1998, 2004; Kitcher
2003), there is a perfectly legitimate use of the concept of race in biology
(even if that concept does not capture some or most of the features that
the folk generally attribute to race). Thus, in recent years, we have
experienced heated discussion concerning the existence of races in
biology itself. Does biology need a concept of race? Should biology
get rid of the concept of race and replace it with another one? Some
have argued that we should conserve the folk concept of racef with
minimal modification (Sesardic 2010); others favor its elimination or its
ontological deflation (Zack 2002; Spencer 2014; Hardimon 2012).

The Folk Concept of Race (Racef)

There are debates concerning exactly how the folk think of races, and it
has become obvious recently that more work should be done to reveal
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the content of that concept because it is possible that different people
attach different beliefs to the same concept (Condit et al. 2004). Until
recently, researchers mostly attributed the following conception of race
to the folk, and it is on the basis of this conception that the debate has
been conducted.2 Human races are social groups in which

1. Individuals share a number of physical and psychological features
that are specific to their group and that they do not share with any
other group;

2. The fact that they exhibit these features is explained by the presence
of an underlying and unobservable cause, an “essence”;

3. The possession of this essence is necessary and sufficient for mem-
bership in the group; and

4. They share these features in virtue of a biological mechanism that
ensures the transmission of the racial essence from generation to
generation.

On this view, the folk think about races somewhat like certain philo-
sophers have saidwe think about natural kinds in chemistry. According
to these philosophers, something is a piece of gold if and only if it has
a certain microstructure. If something does not have this microstruc-
ture, it is not gold. This microstructure explains the observable features
of gold. Similarly, someone is of Racef X if and only if he or she has
a certain unobservable essence. If someone does not have this essence,
then he or she is not a member of Racef X (even though he or she might
try to pass for an X and might even succeed at doing so). This is in
a nutshell what Mallon (2013) calls “racial essentialism,” which he
claims is the result of a default disposition of the human mind (see also
Machery and Faucher 2005a).

It is against this kind of essentialism that some of the first criticisms
of the race concept were addressed. The idea that there is more genetic
variability inside racial groups than between them, which makes it
possible that an individual inside a racial group might be more similar,
on the genetic level, to another in another group than with one of his or
her own group, was a serious blow to racial essentialism (Lewontin
1972; Brown and Amelagos 2001). Another blow came from the
observation that classifications based on different phenotypic traits

2 See, for instance, Zack (1998), Feldman and Lewontin (2008), and Appiah
(2006).
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do not overlap perfectly (Brown and Amelago 2001; Diamond 1994).
For instance, skin color and lactose tolerance are not correlated in the
way that folk racial essentialism requires them to be. If the race concept
requires racial essentialism, these observations force one to conclude
that racef should be done away with. Nothing in the world has all the
attributes that folk races are supposed to have; races are thus fictions –
and damaging ones at that.

Recently, some (Glasgow et al. 2009; Spencer 2013) have challenged
the claim that the folk concept of race is essentialist, in the sense
described earlier, and that our “ordinary” concept of race is not essen-
tialist but instead makes reference to geographic ancestry and visible
physical features (Hardimon 2003, 2012). Some have considered visi-
ble features to be the only “essential” feature of race (Glasgow 2009,
2011). The dispute concerning the meaning of “race,” as held by the
folk, has forced philosophers to be clearer about what they are talking
about when they talk about “race” and has pushed them to inquire
about the right methods for investigating the question of what, exactly,
“racef” is supposed to be.

The meaning of “race” that has been central to the philosophical
debate about the existence of race has mainly been a historically impor-
tant one, a conception of race that philosophers take to underlie racist
projects of the past and the present (e.g. Appiah 1996). For instance,
the link between this conception of race and racist projects is clear in
Zack’s (2003) project of getting rid of the concept of race in order to get
rid of racism (see also Kelly et al. 2010). But even if this conception has
been historically important, it is not necessarily the one that people
generally have now.

This leads us to the question of how best to capture what people
think that race is. One possibility is to make use of conceptual analysis,
on the assumption that philosophers somewhat share a concept of race
with other folk and that a way for philosophers to study folk concepts
is to examine their own intuitions. This approach has increasingly been
challenged in philosophy in general (Knobe 2007) as well as in the
particular case of race. A number of philosophers have turned away
from the method of conceptual analysis and have rather endorsed the
use of empirical methods to establish their claims. In order to access
and evaluate folk concepts, these philosophers use literature in psy-
chology (Condit et al. 2004; Gelman 2010) and anthropology (Astuti
et al. 2003; Hale 2015) or perform their own experiments (Glasgow
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et al. 2009; Shulman and Glasgow 2010; Machery and Faucher,
unpublished).

The least that one can say on the basis of a consideration of this
literature is that the picture of folk concepts that emerges from it is far
from clear: some (Glasgow et al. 2009; Hale 2015) argue that not all
the folk have an essentialist conception of race, while others (Gelman
2010) think that they have one (but not necessarily all the time).
Others, like Condit et al. (2004), argue that the folk have an incon-
sistent theory of race and that their essentialism applies mostly to
physical traits but not always to nonphysical ones.

The fact that the picture of what the folk think about race is not clear
should make one pause when discussing the question of the validation
or nonvalidation of the concept of racef by biology. While some folk
conceptions are obviously not candidates for scientific validation,
others (a purely geographic and ancestral conception) might be. It is
with this cautionary statement in mind, that we can now turn to the
new forms of biological racial realism.

One Form of Biological Racial Realism

“Biological racial realism” is the idea that human racesf exist in nature,
objectively – that is, independently of human interest – and that they
are genuine biological kinds.3 On this view, there are patterns of
biological variation among human populations that correspond more
or less to human racesf (see, for instance, Risch et al. 2002). These
patterns are therefore not arbitrary inventions and are authoritative –
that is, they not only exist but also are a scientifically fruitful way to
categorize human populations. As Risch and his colleagues put it,
“from both an objective and scientific (genetic and epidemiological)
perspective there is a great validity in racial/ethnic self-categorizations,
both from the research and public policy points of view” (2002, p. 1).

The debate about biological racial realism comprises two questions
that should be kept distinct. One concerns the existence of racesf (under

3 Biological racial realism is committed to more than the usefulness of biological
categories. Indeed, some have defended the idea that racial categorizations have
biological effects on some people thus categorized and, for this reason, that races
have an objective biological reality and can be useful for prediction or explana-
tion (e.g. Kaplan 2010; Fausto-Sterling 2008). See Spencer (2012) for an illumi-
nating discussion of this issue.
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one interpretation of what racesf are), and the other concerns the
existence of racess in biology, independently of the question of whether
racess validate racesf. As I stated earlier, answering the first question is
a perilous enterprise given that we are not certain of the content of
the folk concept (or concepts) of racef. The second question is debated
mainly inside philosophy of biology. In recent years, a plethora of
theories of race have been offered, most of which do not claim to
capture much of our folk conceptions: examples of such theories
include races as lineages (Templeton 1998), races as clades
(Andreasen 1998, 2004, 2005), races as ecotypes (Pigliucci and
Kaplan 2003), and races as structured populations (Spencer 2014).
At least some of these authors (Andreasen 1998, 2005; Piglucci 2013)
have defended the view that their concepts of race are different in
important ways from the folk concept. Piglucci goes as far as to say
that “races (in the folk sense) do not really exist” (2013, p. 4). Others,
like Spencer, completely drop racial folk concepts (which he finds
multifarious and logically inconsistent) while holding that folk race
names (or at least the ones that are used in the USCensus forms) refer to
biologically existing entities.4

In the following I will present the concept of race that has probably
been the most discussed in the philosophical literature recently: the
concept of races as “genetic clusters.”

Races as Genetic Clusters

One source of biological racial realism is the studies focused on
a population’s genetics, measuring genetic variation patterns using
genetic markers (Wilson et al. 2001; Risch et al. 2002; Rosenberg
et al. 2002, 2005; Rosenberg 2011). To understand the results of
these studies, first consider two undisputed facts about the genetic
structure of human populations. There is a widespread agreement in
biology that human genetic variations are geographically structured in
two ways. First, the greatest genetic variation occurs within Africans,

4 In recent philosophical literature on the topic, only Sesardic (2010, p. 344) comes
close to proposing a concept of race that is not radically different from the
“historically important” folk concept (only dropping the essentialist claim). I will
not be discussing Sesardic’s proposal in the following, partly owing to limitations
of space and partly because it is considered almost unanimously to be a dead
horse (see, for instance, Hochman 2013; Puglucci 2013; Taylor 2011).
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the variation in non-African populations being a subset of African
diversity or new variants of it. As Bolnick puts it, “From a genetic
perspective, non-Africans are essentially a subset of Africans” (2008,
p. 73). As Long and Kittle (2009) imaginatively observed, if
a malevolent being were to wipe out a local group, the loss in terms
of genetic variation would be different if that group were from some
part of Africa than if it were from Papua New Guinea. Second, human
populations roughly follow a clinal pattern of genetic variation, which
means that “[p]opulations are most genetically similar to others that
are found nearby, and genetic similarity is inversely correlated with
geographic distance” (Bolinick 2008, p. 72). It “roughly” follows
a clinal pattern because geographic distance does not smoothly predict
genetic variation “because of chance aspects of reproduction and
population growth, plus factors like mountains, deserts, bodies of
water, long-range migration, and religion and other cultural proscrip-
tions produce deviation from simple gradual variation over space”
(Weiss and Fullerton 2005, pp. 166–7). So both physical and social-
cultural obstacles to the gene flow can create sharper genetic variations
between local groups.

Almost everyone in the debate on race accepts – and should accept –
that “human populations differ in the frequencies of particular alleles,
and that these differences are not uniform or random but follow
patterns associated with the ease and historical frequency of the gene
flow (aswell as with local selection pressures)” (Kaplan 2011, p. 1). It is
precisely these structures that genetic studies try to uncover by exam-
ining frequencies of polymorphic sequences of randomly chosen DNA
(single-nucleotide polymorphisms [SNPs], or haplotypes, microsatel-
lite loci, copy-number variants [CNVs], or Alu sequences), sometimes
with as few as twenty randomly chosen genetic markers, but typically
with more.5 These studies have revealed the existence of clusters, that
is, groups of individuals that share some variations in frequencies of
alleles at particular loci.6 For instance, studying about 4682 alleles

5 The optimal number of markers is around 200 unselected polymorphic
sequences, with fewer being required when using microsatellites (Risch et al.
2002).

6 Concerning the nature of these differences, it is important to note that “[b]ecause
most alleles are widespread, genetic differences among human populations derive
mainly from gradations in allele frequencies rather than from distinctive ‘diag-
nostic’ genotypes. Indeed, it was only in the accumulation of small allele-
frequency differences across many loci that population structure was identified”
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from 377 autosomal microsatellite loci7 in 1056 individuals from fifty-
two worldwide populations with a model-based clustering algorithm
(a program called STRUCTURE), Rosenberg et al. (2002, 2005) were
able to group these individuals into sets of clusters (called “K clusters,”
the number of which is chosen in advance). When the number K of
clusters was set at two, the partition seemed to show the migration
event from Africa into the rest of the world. At K = 5, the split was
among Africans, Eurasians, East Asians, Oceanic populations, and
Native Americans.8 That is, at K = 5, STRUCTURE partitioned the
sample into groups roughly corresponding to vernacular racial
divisions.

Is It Appropriate to Talk About Race in Biology?

Though researchers like Rosenberg describe the groups discovered via
this method simply as “clusters,” some have identified themwith races.
For instance, Risch and his colleagues write that “[e]ffectively, these
population genetic studies have recapitulated the classical definition
of races based on continental ancestry – namely African, Caucasian
(Europe and Middle East), Asian, Pacific Islander . . . and Native
American” (2002, p. 3). Others, like Spencer (2014), hold
a somewhat similar position, saying that these population clusters are
the referents of the racial terms that are used in the US Census.
However, one thing is sure; talking about race in this context is not
talking about racef. As Feldman et al. (2003) observe, it is one thing to
use polymorphic sequences of DNA to determine the geographic origin

(Rosenberg et al. 2002, p. 2384). To put it differently, the method does not use
“racial genes” but a combination of small statistical differences of allele fre-
quencies at many loci to create a genetic profile of particular human groups and
uses this profile to infer the geographic origin of a subject.

7 Microsatellites are highly variable; for instance, Rosenberg and colleagues (2005)
report a mean number of distinct alleles per locus of 11.94 (Rosenberg 2011,
p. 663). Some of these alleles have the same frequencies across regions, while
others have substantial differences in frequencies. According to Rosenberg and
colleagues, 46.6 percent of all alleles are present in all geographic regions, while
7.53 percent are present in only one region; more than half of them (56.89 per-
cent) are found in Africa (but their frequency is typically low). By collecting small
amounts of allele-frequency variation across many loci, it is possible to make
inferences about individual genetic ancestry from these markers.

8 Some, like Bolnick (2008) and Serre and Pääbo (2004), think that these results are
due to sampling biases. See also Pääbo (2003, p. 410).
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of someone; it is quite another to answer the question of the fraction
of variability that we can find inside of geographically isolated popula-
tions. As we saw earlier,9 the data are clear concerning the latter
question: there is more variability within “racial” groups than between
them. Knowing the geographic origin of an individual’s ancestors does
not allow the precise prediction of that person’s genotype10 or the set
of phenotypic properties that person will exhibit. Races are not names
for genetically homogeneous groups of individuals. Nor are the borders
of race discrete: Ethiopians or Latinos cannot be ascribed to one and
only one of these “races.” Finally, this conception of race doesn’t say
much about the physical appearance and nothing about the psycholo-
gical capabilities of members of these putative races (Coop et al. 2014).
So, on all counts except for the fact that members of a particular race
share a geographic origin, racess are different from racesf.

Should we call these clusters “races”? Many reasons have been
invoked to say that we shouldn’t. Some of these are semantic: for
instance, Glasgow (2003), commenting on Andreasen’s proposal, cites
the fact that the concept of “genetic clusters” differs both in intension
and in extension from our ordinary concept of race, so to use “race” to
designate the genetic clusters is to talk about something else.

Recently, Spencer granted the fact that the intension of the term
“race” as a genetic cluster is different from that of the folk concept,
but he proposed that race terms should be understood as “proper
names” and invoked Kripke’s (1980) theory of proper names to sup-
port the view that all we should care about is the fact that our terms
refer or not, and we should not be concerned with their intentions. But
Spencer uses the names for races mentioned in the US Census, and one
might argue that it is not at all clear that these are the names for races
that people use, even though they know how to use them. For instance,
Condit and her colleagues (2004, p. 258) demonstrated that people in
the United States use inconsistent principles to identify races: they
sometimes use continental origin (such as when one is talking about
Caucasian, African American, etc.), sometimes language (Latino),
sometimes national origin (Cuban, Japanese), and sometimes regional
grouping (South Asian). Folk conceptions of race seem to be much
more inclusive than the official US classification. Saying that races exist

9 Rosenberg et al. (2002, p. 2381) recognize this variability.
10 See Rosenberg (2011, p. 673).
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because the terms used in the US Census might be used to refer to
genetic clusters has an unacceptably stipulative aspect.Why should one
give precedence to the US Census categories and not to folk race
categories? The fact that one can find clusters that correspond to
US categories does not show that these clusters have a special biological
significance, in contrast to other clusters (Maglo 2010).

Some other reasons not to equate genetic clusters with races that are
invoked by philosophers are methodological. Kaplan (2011) observes
that if it is possible to regroup individuals according to their continental
origins, it is also possible to regroup them at a lower scale that we do
not identify as continental races. For instance, Novembre and collea-
gues (2008) showed that it is possible to assign an individual to parti-
cular geographic regions inside Europe by using the same techniques as
Rosenberg used. It is thereby possible to distinguish a Portuguese from
a Swiss German and even, inside Switzerland, a Swiss German from
a Swiss Italian. Genetic clustering can produce many different clusters
at many different levels and assign individuals to ethnic groups that do
not correspond to races. Why, then, should we privilege continental
races more than other clusters at lower or higher levels?11 As Kaplan
observes:

So we cannot in good faith say that, for example, people with recent
ancestors from Africa form a race (Blacks) because they are more likely to
share alleles with other people so identified, without recognizing that the
same fact holds for populations we do not normally identify as races (e.g.
people with recent ancestors from Spain and Portugal). Nor does it make
sense to think of human “races” as biological entities when it is clear that
knowing the location of the ancestors of someone provides at best very weak
predictive power with respect to a particular assortment of alleles they will
have, and hence that members of the same “race” are not particularly likely
to share any particular features (genetic or otherwise). (Kaplan 2011, p. 3)

There is so much structure in the population’s genetic variation that the
decision to consider race only the continental clusters is arbitrary, and
continental clusters do not provide much inferential power, which is
something that the folk (as well as many biomedical researchers) have
expected from racial membership. Being told that someone is African
or Latino does not tell you as much about what kind of important

11 This is what Hochman (2011) has called the “grain of resolution problem” (for
a similar conclusion, see Gannett 2005).
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genetic variation (e.g. genetic variation underlying certain diseases) you
might expect to find as being told that the person is Bantu or Cuban.
As Feldman and Lewontin put the point, “[l]ines of ancestry, rather
than genetically arbitrary racial categories, can provide much accurate,
biologically interesting, and potentially medically useful information”
(2008, p. 99; see also Tishkoff and Kidd 2004; Bamshad et al. 2004).12

The fact that races-as-genetic-clusters is not inferentially powerful
poses a problem for people like Risch, who claim that the major reason
to isolate such clusters is that they would provide precious tools for
healthcare research or public policy (for more reason to doubt the
interest of races as genetic clusters for epidemiology, see Larusso and
Bacchini 2015). Others, like Spencer (2012, 2014), argue that real (or,
as he prefers to say, “genuine”) categories do not need to be inferen-
tially useful as long as they are epistemologically useful. According to
Spencer, Rosenberg, and others, it is sufficient that we have detected
“real (enough) patterns” in populations, patterns that are not
accounted by geographic distance alone. These patterns are thus epis-
temologically useful in a respectable research program in biology,
even if they do not offer much ground for inferences in other domains.
Still, one might wonder why this deflated version of race should be of
any special interest for biologists in contrast to finer-grained clusters.
As I mentioned earlier, the fact that at K = 5, the clusters correspond
more or less to groups in the US Census is not a proof of the special
interest of that level for biologists.13 Neither semantic objections nor
methodological ones have been decisive in the debate about the exis-
tence of racess, and I will leave these arguments aside and consider
arguments of a different nature, whatMallon (2006) called “normative
arguments.”14

12 Risch et al. (2002, p. 6) seem to recognize that continental clustering does not
produce very inferentially powerful categories when talking about the hemo-
chromatosis gene mutation C282Y that has a frequency of less than 1 percent in
Armenians and Ashkenazi Jews but 8 percent in Norwegians, all groups being
considered to be Caucasians. In other of Risch’s papers, the story is less clear.
Peralta et al. (2009) link African ancestry with higher coronary artery risk.
Though, when read carefully, it is not the degree of African ancestry per se that is
measured, but the degree of Yoruba ancestry. The results hold in the United
States because a large number of African Americans have ancestors that came
from West Africa.

13 For a similar argument, see Hochman (2014).
14 See also Maglo (2010), who talks about “axiological empiricism.”
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Ethical or pragmatic reasons might lead one to argue for abandon-
ment of the term “race” to refer to the groups isolated by genomics.
This sort of consideration is invoked by Montagu, who perspicuously
observed that “[i]t is simply not possible to redefine words with so
longstanding a history of misuse as ‘race’, and for this, among cogent
reasons, it is ill-advised.” As Simpson has said, “There . . . is a sort of
Gresham’s Law for words; redefine them aswewill, their worst ormost
extreme meaning is almost certain to remain current and tend to drive
out the meaning we prefer” (1962, p. 923; see also Kaplan 2014).
As we will see in the next section, in the case of races as genetic clusters,
there is some good empirical evidence that gives us reason to think that
Simpson’s remark about Gresham’s law might prove to be validated
once again.

Looking into the Heads of Racialists Through an Evolutionary
Psychological Lens

In this section I will turn to a second project encompassed by the
“biophilosophy” (lowercase b) of race. First, I want to illustrate how
an evolutionary approach can contribute to our understanding of
racialist cognition.15 Second, I want to indicate how the psychological
research that I use to explain racialism can point to some potential
problems with the “genetic clusters” conception of race.

According to a social constructivist view, the ideas that one has
about the taxonomy of the human species or the stereotypes that one
entertains about a racial group are induced entirely by instruction or
through imitation. This is what Mallon and Kelly (2012) call “social
constructionism about the representations.” So, not only is racial
thinking social-historically local (because the racial identity of an indi-
vidual can vary through time, place, and culture), but the content of
racial representations is determined solely by culture and might change
drastically over time or between cultures.

In a series of papers co-authored with Edouard Machery (2005a,
2005b), I rejected this picture. Machery and I argued that there is good

15 According to a distinction often drawn in the literature on races, “racialism”

refers to the belief in the existence of races, while “racism” refers to the negative
evaluation of individuals based on the fact that they belong to some races.
“Racialist cognition” thus refers to the psychological mechanisms that underlie
the way people think about racial groups.
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reason to think that folk representations of racial groups are constrained
by an innate, evolved, domain-specific cognitive mechanism. By the same
token, we also argued against an idea that underlies much of traditional
social psychology: the idea that all social groups are cognitively equal,
that is, that the same cognitive processes that we apply when thinking
about firefighters or fans of Kurosawa’s movies are also applied when we
are thinking about ethnic or racial groups. But, as Kurzban and Neuberg
(2005) point out, this “conceptualization of ‘group’ – most simply, two
or more individuals who influence one another – is likely inadequate.”

For example, the intergroup relations literature within social psychology has
focused on groups in a nonspecific way, as implied by general terms such as
in-group favouritism and out-group homogeneity. This literature implies
that relations between members of different genders groups, families,
ethnic groups, work teams and college majors operate similarly: a group is
a group is a group. In contrast, we believe that it is important to recognize
that there exist qualitatively different types of groups that the mind treats
differently from one another. (p. 654)

According to Kurzban and Neuberg (2005), from an evolutionary
point of view, we should rather expect humans to exhibit “discriminate
sociability” (p. 653). This view also has been gaining currency recently
in psychology. For instance, Prentice and Miller (2007) remarked that
all human categories (bywhich theymean all social categories) “are not
created equal in the mind’s eye”; indeed, as the continued, “[S]ome are
essentialized: They are represented as having deep hidden, and unchan-
ging properties that make their members what they are” (p. 202). This
way of representing a class of individuals is called “psychological
essentialism.” Using previous work by Haslam’s team (Haslam,
Rothschild, and Ernst 2000), Prentice and Miller (2007) argued that
social categories are not all treated the same way: indeed, some cate-
gories, such as gender, ethnicity, race, and physical disability, are
strongly essentialized, while categories such as interests, politics,
appearance, and social class are only weakly essentialized. Though
the tendency to essentialize might vary among individuals inside
a culture, they concluded that “people show a robust tendency to
essentialize gender, racial and some ethnic categories across cultures
and subcultures” (p. 202).

In the following I want to defend the view that a biologically
informed psychology can shed light on the psychological mechanisms
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that underlie racialist cognition. Accordingly, I will describe my pro-
posal that racial cognition is the product of an “evolved ethnic cogni-
tion mechanism.” This evolved mechanism16, I argue, biases us toward
a particular sort of psychological essentialism when thinking about
some social groups. So not only do we not think the same way about
different kinds of social groups in essentializing some of these groups
while not others, but it is also the case that the manner in which we
essentialize them varies depending on the type of group. Here I agree
with Barrett, according to whom, “there are a priori [evolutionary]
reasons to expect the existence of multiple kinds or modes of essenti-
alism, because a single set of essentialist assumptions is unlikely to
produce valid inferences for all kinds, from non-biological substances
such as water and gold to biological kinds such as predators” (2001,
p. 10). Since we have reason to expect different forms of essentialism to
apply to different parts of our physical and social world (e.g. in the case
of the social world, essentialism about race is different from essential-
ism about sex or age; the first is a form of “lineage essentialism,”while
the others do not need the idea of inheritability or vertical transmis-
sion), it is important to be specific about the types of inferences that one
supposedly can draw about a particular species, if only because these
may allow different testable predictions.

Machery and Faucher’s Previous Proposal

The proposal that Machery and Faucher defended in previous papers
(2005a, 2005b) was that there exists an innate, evolved, domain-
specific psychological mechanism that explains that despite local var-
iations in conceptions of races or of certain social groups (such as

16 Becausemost of the research I will mention in this section involves the concept of
“essentialization”, I will use it as well to describe the position that Machery and
myself defend (2005a, b), but only for the sake of uniformity, as we have qualms
about the way this concept is described in the literature. I will use the term
“essentialization” to refer to a set of reasoning patterns. People who essentialize
think that for some categories the properties of category members are inherited
and stable. They are prone to generalize these properties to category members
and they refer to category membership to explain the possession of these
properties. However, contrary to the view of those psychologists who attribute
essentialism to subjects, I do not think that people have to believe in inner,
maybe unknown, properties that define the identity of categories and explain the
possession of observables properties in order to display these reasoning patterns.
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castes, for instance), a common conceptual core is found in many
unrelated cultures in the way people think about these groups.
That mechanism would have evolved to allow life in the large coopera-
tive groups that have characterized our evolutionary adaptive
environment.17 These groups would have posed a certain number of
sui generis problems (among them, coordination problems) that could
only be solved by a new kind of psychological mechanism: a mechan-
ism for ethnic cognition. Racialist concepts would be the result of the
functioning of that mechanism in certain types of social contexts.

Gil-White (1999, 2001a, 2001b, 2005) proposed that our ethnic
cognition is an exaptation of a module governing folk-biological gen-
eralizations (Atran 1998; Sousa et al. 2002). In other words, our
ancestors came to represent ethnic groups as if they were biological
species. According to Gil-White, our folk biology module would have
been applied to ethnic groups because ethnic groups and biological
species share many important properties. Ethnic groups are character-
ized by a set of stable norms that are transmitted culturally to biological
descendants (Boyd and Richerson 1985; Henrich and Boyd 1998), and
different ethnic groups have different norms (Richerson and Boyd
2001). A consequence of this is that individuals who belong to the
same ethnic group tend to behave in similar ways, while individuals
belonging to different ethnic groups tend to behave differently. Among
other things, interactions between individuals belonging to different
ethnic groups might not have been as profitable as interactions between
individuals belonging to the same group because different cooperation
norms in each ethnic group generate interaction costs (Gil-White
2005). For this reason, ethnic borders have often corresponded to the
limits of social interaction, in particular, for marriages. Thus marriages
and reproduction have probably more often than not been endoga-
mous. Finally, ethnic groups distinguished themselves from each other
by using ethnic markers so as to avoid a cost that would result from
interacting with people who do not share the same norms (McElreath
et al. 2003). Our ancestors displayed signs marking their ethnic mem-
bership (clothing, scarification, dialects, accents, etc.) and paid atten-
tion to them (see, for instance, Kinzler and Spelke 2011). Ethnic groups

17 The formation of such large groups (that are called “ethnies” or “tribes” in
ethnology) is exclusive to humans and requires certain psychological mechan-
isms to ensure their internal cohesion (see Dubreuil 2010).
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thus have four properties in common with biological species: ethnic
group members have a distinctive appearance because of ethnic mar-
kers, individuals who belong to the same ethnic group behave in similar
ways because of the norms they share, ethnic membership is trans-
mitted by descent, and reproduction is typically endogamous. Gil-
White concluded that the use of our folk biology mechanism to think
about ethnic groups was an exaptation rather than merely a mistaken
activation of a module because to consider ethnic groups as biological
species was adaptive. To put the point differently, representing ethnic
groups as if they were biological species might have been a good rule
(from the point of view of natural selection) – even if it is bad science –
because it allowed our ancestors to make inductive generalizations
about other ethnic groups on the basis of limited contact and thus
allowed possessors of such mechanisms to avoid interactional costs.
Most important, conceptualizing ethnic groups like biological species
would presumably have the number of interactions between indivi-
duals of different ethnic groups, in particular, exogamous marriage
(for an example, see Regnier 2015, who also offers a very interesting
story about how a social group came to be essentialized).

Building on Gil-White’s work, Machery and Faucher favored the
hypothesis that racialized groups and certain other groups (e.g. castes)
act as triggers for an ethnic cognition module, which is based on the
folk biology module. Indeed, the physical features that define racial
membership, even if they are constructed in some ways, are similar to
ethnic markers. However, the triggering of the ethnic cognition module
by race is amisfiring because races are not ethnic groups. People labeled
as being members of the same race can be members of different ethnic
groups, even though race can be ethicized. Racial policies may cause
those who are racialized to conform to, or to be seen as conforming to,
norms that are passed from one generation to another. Racial policies
and the resulting norm sharing might make it more likely that mar-
riages will be endogamous, producing even more norm homogeneity in
the group and creating even more distance between the racialized
groups, making it less likely that racialized groups will interact with
each other, even if they inhabit the same physical locale. Thus it is in
general not adaptive to conceptualize races as ethnic groups.
As a consequence, our naive biology has not been exapted for racial
cognition.
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But given this view, how are we to explain the fact that ethnic groups
and racialized groups are not always essentialized?18 I proposed that
the acquisition of ethnic and racial concepts is under the control of two
kinds of factors: (1) an innate mechanism that I label the “ethnic
acquisition device” (EAD) that provides a default core concept of
ethnies (which includes the particular form of essentialism that
I described earlier) and (2) contingent social and cultural factors,
which give particular and local content to ethnic concepts and can
neutralize or counter the essentialist bias so that ethnies or races are not
essentialized.19 Explaining how these factors can interact would exceed
the limits of this chapter, but it is important to bear in mind that
according to the view presented here, positing that essentialism is
part of EAD does not necessarily lead to the formation of explicitly
essentialistic ethnic and racial concepts. So, for instance, Astuti (1995)
has shown that members of the Vezo ofMadagascar have a folk theory
of race that is not essentialist, although Vezo children seem to have one
that is (Kanovsky 2007). This precision is important because recent
anthropological research by Moya and Boyd (2015) indicates that
ethnic thinking is not always accompanied by essentialism, and those
authors conclude that “different cognitive mechanisms underlie several
functionally distinct ethnic phenomena” (2015, p. 2) – for example,
stereotyping, in-group loyalty, intergroup hostility, and essentialism.
I agree with this view insofar as it claims that some unrelated (to ethnic
thinking) cognitive mechanisms are involved in supporting essentialist
thinking about ethnic and racial groups and that some groups do
not think about other ethnic groups in terms of their having
a distinctive essence. But I explain this departure from essentialist
thinking by proposing that the EAD comprises an essentialist compo-
nent or bias that can be, in some cases, countered or overridden by
other, nonessentialist biases.

The Role of Language in Essentialization

As we saw earlier, not all types of social groups are essentialized, and
among those that are essentialized, not all instances of them are

18 See, for instance, Hale (2015), who studies villagers of Yapatera in Peru, who
apparently do not essentialize race.

19 As they can also work in the other direction to strengthen the bias; more on this
later.
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essentialized in every culture or at every point in history. So there must
be a means to transmit information concerning which kinds of groups,
in any given sociopolitical context, should be essentialized.20 At the
time of my initial proposal, I suspected that one way through which
information about which group to essentialize was conveyed by means
of language. In this connection, I was impressed by a paper by Gelman
andHeyman (1999), in which the authors demonstrated how the use of
a common name (“carrot eater”) compared to a verb (“is eating car-
rots”) led children to view a property as more stable and more likely to
persist without parental encouragement than otherwise would be the
case. More recent work suggests that another lexical structure plays an
important role in the transmission of social essentialism: “generics”
(Rhodes et al. 2012; Leslie 2014; Leslie, forthcoming).

Generics are statements of the following form: “Tigers are striped,”
“A cheetah runs fast,” “Pitt bulls have an aggressive nature.”
As Rhodes et al. (2012) stated that generic statements are generally
understood as “communicating non-accidental generalizations”
(p. 13527); that is, they are understood as communicating something
that is likely to be true of the members of a category in general, so it
accommodates the fact that there are counterexamples or that most
members of the category do not possess the property. To illustrate this
using Leslie’s (forthcoming) example: the statement “Mosquitoes carry
the West Nile virus” is regarded as true even if very few mosquitoes
actually carry the virus.

In a series of cleverly designed experiments, Rhodes and colleagues
have shown that generics play a role in the transmission of essentialist
beliefs about a social category. In a nutshell, here is what they did: they
showed pictures of a new category of people, Zarpies, to four-year-old
children. That category was diverse relative to known essentialized
groups (e.g. Zarpies are of different races, genders, ages). Pictures
of characters were accompanied by a text that was either formulated
using generics (“Zarpies eat flowers”) or nongenerics (“This
Zarpie eats flowers” or “This one eats flowers”). They then asked
questions to the children to measure to what extent participants
“(1) expect properties associated with the new category to be innate

20 There might also be cues that are used by children and adults that lead them to
essentialize a group. Among these cues are those that increase the saliency of
a group through competition or threat or segregation (see Bigler and Liben
2007; Martinovic and Verkuyten Ercomer 2012; Plante et al. 2015).
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and inevitable (inheritance items), (2) expect the properties attributed
to a single category member to extend to other category members
(induction items), and (3) view category membership as causing/
explaining the development of typical properties (explanation items)”
(p. 13527). Their results indicated that generics strongly increased the
odds of essentialist responses from participants (in some cases, dou-
bling the essentialist responses relative to comparison conditions).21

In another related experiment, parents were introduced to Zarpies
in terms that either led them to hold essentialist or nonessentialist
beliefs. They were then given a book with pictures of Zarpies without
text and asked to talk through the book with their child. Here Rhodes
and colleagues measured the use of generics by parents via interaction
with their children. The results indicated that the use of generics more
than doubled when parents hold essentialist beliefs about Zarpies.
They authors also discovered that parents were producing more nega-
tive evaluations in the essentialist conditions than in nonessentialist
ones. Taken together, the results of these experiments indicate that
generic language “can facilitate the transmission of social essentialism
from one generation to another” (p. 13529). However, hearing
a generic statement about a category does not necessarily induce some-
one to hold essentialist beliefs. Sometimes information about
a category blocks essentialist inferences – for instance, if someone
says that people sharing an area phone number are “snobs,” one
might not infer that this is an essential property of that group of people
because one knows that area codes do not demarcate a natural kind.
For this reason, Leslie (2014, p. 217) holds that essentialism is
a “default assumption” when hearing generics about members of
a novel kind. Leslie makes another interesting point concerning what
she calls “striking property generalizations” (generalizations like
“Sharks eat bathers” and “Muslims are terrorists”). She points out
that contrary to positive properties, it takes very few instances of
a negative action performed by very few individuals of an essentialized
category to cause others to conclude that members of that category
either typically have the property to perform the action or are typically

21 Applying the same procedures to adults, they found an even stronger effect.
According to these researchers, it makes sense that adults respond thusly to
generics given “that learning about the social world continues over a lifetime –
and new social categories may be encountered for the first time in adulthood”
(p. 13527).
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disposed to it. Also, in cases involving social categories, the asymmetry
is apparently much stronger in the case of out-group members than in-
group members. Leslie states, “[I]t is not hard to see the evolutionary
benefits of such a disposition, since the costs of under-generalizing such
information are potentially huge” (forthcoming, 4–5).22 But if there are
evolutionary advantages to such a tendency, they are also detrimental
effects for the life in society (e.g. in promoting stereotypes of certain
groups). Solutions to the problems posed by generics are not obvious
because parents are not always conscious of using linguistic forms that
induce generalizations. To make matters worse, Leslie (2014) notes
that category-wide statements such as “all” or “most” are often inter-
preted as generics by adults, while children interpret statements quan-
tified as “some” as generics.

Let me conclude this section by making two points. First, in the case
of thinking about animal categories, generic language has been thought
to be only one factor (and a weak one) leading to the development
of essentialism (Rhodes et al. 2012). In contrast, Rhodes and her
colleagues think that “social essentialism develops more slowly, more
selectively, and with cultural variation, suggesting that cultural input
plays a much more important role” than in the case of animal cate-
gories (Rhodes et al. 2012, p. 13527). This might be seen as incon-
sistent with the modular view of racialist cognition that I proposed
earlier. However, I do not think that this is the case. Think of sex
preferences. According to Lieberman’s evolutionary theory of incest
(Lieberman et al. 2007), one type of information (but not the only one)
concerning who is a potential sexual mate andwho is not is coresidence
during the early years of development. Being raised with someone is
a reliable-enough cue that this person is related to you and is therefore
not a potential mate. According to Lieberman, males take more time to
reach this conclusion than females. One hypothesized reason for this is
that according to parental investment theory, the cost of concluding
erroneously that a potential mate is not related to one is less for males
than it is for females. The decision to consider a person as a potential
mate thus demands the consideration of information from the environ-
ment. This is not in contradiction with the thesis that the mechanism in

22 Schaller and Neuberg make a similar claim: “[L]ike other evolved biases in
person perception, the psychology of threat detection is characterized by
a tendency toward overgeneralization: many people who pose no threat what-
soever are implicitly assumed . . . to pose some potential threat” (2012, p. 14).
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charge of determining potential mates is modular. We do not need to
learn which information to attend to or how long to attend to this
information in order to decide who is a potential mate. A similar story
might be told for animal and social essentialism. While animal essenti-
alism is adaptive in every context and might be used quite early in
development, social essentialism is not adaptive in every context and
does not come into play as early, one might think, as animal essential-
ism. It is likely that in the environment of evolutionary adaptation,
social interactions with other ethnic groups were (1) infrequent prior to
later stages in life and (2) monitored by parents until later in life. So it
makes sense that the mechanism in charge of determining which social
categories are essentialized kicks in later in life and is more open to
modification in light of social information.

Second, as I stated earlier, I agreed (with Gelman and later Rhodes
et al.) with the proposal that some aspects of language might act as cues
to indicate which categories are to be essentialized and therefore that
language might provide a social vehicle for the transmission of essenti-
alist beliefs. But my theory commits me to something more than this.
In my view, not all forms of essentialism are alike. Essentialism about
ethnies or races is not is importantly different from essentialism about
gender. The former involves a form of what might be called “lineage
essentialism,”while the other does not. That is, in the case of ethnies or
races, one acquires essential properties from one’s parents, while this is
not the case for gender. As far as I know, neither Gelman nor Rhodes
and her colleagues explain this feature of essentialist cognition, while
I explain it by saying that my thinking about ethnies or races is the
product of an exaptation of the folk-biology module (i.e. my thinking
about a human’s group follows more or less the lines of my thinking
about biological species23).

Essentialism, Stereotypes, and Prejudices

The adoption of essentialist beliefs concerning some social groups is
not without effects on the adoption of stereotypes and prejudices.
Indeed, in a series of papers, Haslam and his colleagues (among others,

23 Though not exactly, because culture can introduce some variation in ways of
thinking, such as hypodescent, for instance – that is, the fact that in a mixed
couple, one would inherit the identity of the parent of the socially inferior group.
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Haslam et al. 2000, 2006; Bastian and Haslam 2006, 2007; Haslam
and Whelan 2008) have showed that individual differences in the
adoption of essentialism predicted stereotype endorsement in general.
This effect was not restricted to negative stereotypes (Bastian and
Haslam 2006, p. 234). Endorsement of negative stereotypes depends,
among other things, on the fact that the essentialized group is seen as
highly entitative (uniform). For instance, the category “male” is
believed to refer to an essentialized group (once you are a man, you
are a man for the rest of your life), but males comprise a group that has
a low degree of entitativity (there is a significant degree of perceived
variability among men). However, being Jewish or being black is often
seen as being part of an essentialized group that has high entitativity
(i.e. members of the group are thought to be similar to each other).
According to Prentice andMiller (2007), it is the latter groups that tend
to be negatively evaluated.

These results linking stereotypes with essentialism are confirmed by
work with children by Pauker and her colleagues (2010) showing that
the ability to perceptually discriminate between racial groups is not
sufficient to explain the fact that the older children get, the more likely
they are to acquire stereotypes about (other) racial groups but that both
racial saliency (the fact that racial differences or racial labels are used
for certain tasks) and racial essentialism (about other groups) contri-
bute to children’s acquisition of such stereotypes.

In a widely cited paper, Williams and Eberhardt (2008) also have
shown that the impact of an essentialist conception of race is not only
cognitive (in that it influences the adoption of stereotypes) but also
motivational. In a series of studies, they found that individuals who
adopt an essentialistic racial conception (because they were primed by
exposure to information concerning the possibility of the genetic valid-
ity of racial categorization) tend to “understand racial inequalities as
natural, unproblematic, and unlikely to change” (p. 1034). They also
found that adopting such a conception makes them “less motivated to
change racial inequities, but also less concerned with and moved by
such disparities. At the interpersonal level, [they showed] that those
with a biological conception of race maintain friendship networks that
are less racially diverse, have less desire to develop friendship across
race lines and are less interested in simply sustaining contact with
a person of another race than those with a social conception of race”
(Williams and Eberhardt 2008, p. 1034).
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An important issue related to the problem of determining the benefits
and costs of retaining discourse about race in science is highlighted by
studies related to those about essentialism. These studies investigate
genetic essentialism, the “tendency to infer a person’s [or a member of
a group] characteristics and behaviors as based on their perceived
genetic make-up [or the perceived shared genetic makeup of his or
her groups]” (Dar-Nimrod and Heine 2011, p. 802). Genetic essenti-
alism is a variety of psychological essentialism where the essence is
postulated to be genetic. As in previous studies on essentialism that
I have discussed, when such genetic essentialism is primed (Jarayatne
et al. 2006; Keller 2005), it tends to make people more likely to adopt
stereotypes about other groups and to increase the perceived similarity
of group members and to accentuate group differences. Moreover,
priming genetic essentialism in people who chronically hold a belief
in genetic determinism also has the effect of increasing prejudice and
group biases (Keller 2005, p. 697).

Phelan and her colleagues have uncovered an effect that should be
taken into consideration when talking about race and genes.
In a series of experiments, they asked subjects to read three vignettes
that they called the “Social Construction Vignette,” the “Race-as-
Genetic-Reality Vignette,” and the “Backdoor Vignette.” The “Social
Construction Vignette” presents race as socially constructed without
biological reality. The “Race-as-Genetic-Reality Vignette” presents
race as a concept validated by genetic research. Finally, the
“Backdoor Vignette” presents information concerning the link
between a feature of a racial group (a disease that disproportionally
affects this racial group) and a genetic variant that is present in that
group. According to the authors, the difference between the “Race-as-
Genetic-Reality Vignette” and the “Backdoor Vignette” is that
the second “clearly endorses the idea of genetically based racial differ-
ence in a serious health outcome but makes no statements about more
general genetic differences between racial groups” (Phelan et al. 2013,
p. 174). Next, the investigators measured the level of belief in essential
racial differences. For instance, they asked people to rate statements
such as the following: “Although Black andWhite people may be alike
in many ways, there is something about Black people that is essentially
different from White people” (p. 188). They discovered that the
“Backdoor Vignette” elicit about the same level of belief in essential
racial differences as the “Race-as-Genetic-Reality Vignette,” which is
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much higher than the “Social Construction Vignette.” They also found
similar results with regard to measures of implicit racism and social
distance from blacks. All in all, this suggests that establishing a link
between a feature of a race and a gene is enough to prompt an essenti-
alist attitude toward race with all the cognitive and motivational fea-
tures that accompany racial essentialism usually. This should be
weighed in the balance when deciding to state, as Risch does, that
a conception of race is validated by genetics or (like Spencer) that racial
terms have a reference (see earlier). Discussing race in this manner
might lead, as Montagu predicted, to essentialism about race.

So far I have argued that there is a mental mechanism for producing
ethnic concepts that may use language as a cue and that once a group is
essentialized, stereotypes are more likely to be acquired about it, and in
certain conditions, prejudices are likely to increase as well. I will now
focus on the part that emotions might play in the acquisition and
triggering of particular types of prejudices and behaviors.

Emotions

In this last subsection I will explore another body of work that sheds
light on the psychological mechanisms underlying racialist cognition.
This is work related to the specificity of emotions and behavior toward
prejudiced groups, and it rests on an evolutionary “sociofunctional”
theory of emotions. I will first explain the theory and then present some
of the empirical results explained by it.

In psychology, prejudice has been traditionally thought as a “general
undifferentiated phenomenon” (Schaller and Neuberg 2012, p. 10) –
for instance, as an “unreasonable negative attitude” (Fishbein 1996,
p. 6) or an “antipathy based on a faulty and inflexible generalization”
(Allport 1954, p. 10). Thus an essential part of the definition of pre-
judice is the reference to the valence of attitudes of an attitude directed
toward members of a group. Theories that explain why we are pre-
judiced against this or that group are, for the most part, undiscriminat-
ing in that their predictions ascribe different valence-based attitudes
(negative or positive) to different groups but without precision con-
cerning the content of those attitudes. But “why,” Neuberg and
Cottrell ask, “do gay men often evoke disgust and desires to distance
one’s school-aged children from them,whereasNative Americans often
evoke pity and desires to establish community outreach programs for
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them, and African Americans often evoke fear and desires to learn new
self-protection techniques?” (2006, p. 163). By contrast, some authors,
inspired by the evolutionary theory, proposed that prejudice is more
textured thanwhat is suggested by traditional psychological theories.24

This view has been put forward by Cottrell, Neuberg, and Schaller in
a series of papers that adopted a “threat-based” framework for under-
standing prejudice (Cottrell and Neuberg 2005; Neuberg and Cottrell
2002, 2008; Schaller and Neuberg 2012).25 This model is based on
a “sociofunctional” theory of emotions; according to the functional
approach to emotions, each emotion (fear, disgust, anger, embarrass-
ment, etc.) is a specific response, or a set of coordinated responses, to
a specific problem. For example, psychophysiologist Robert Levenson
(1994, p. 123) characterized emotions as follows26:

Emotions are short-lived psychological-physiological phenomena that
represent efficient modes of adaptation to changing environmental
demands. Psychologically, emotions alter attention, shift certain behaviors
upward in response hierarchies, and activate relevant associative networks in
memory. Physiologically, emotions rapidly organize the responses of
disparate biological systems including facial expression, somatic muscular
tonus, voice tone, autonomic nervous system activity, and endocrine activity
to produce a bodily milieu that is optimal for effective response. Emotions
serve to establish our position vis-à-vis our environment, pulling us toward
certain people, objects, actions and ideas, and pushing us away from others.

The sociofunctional approach to emotions is a version of the functional
approach. In contrast to other functional approaches, which focus
more on the problems posed by the physical environment (e.g. avoiding
toxic food or avoiding predators), it highlights the problems that we
encounter in our social lives. The problems posed by members of other
groups to members of our own group are among these problems.
According to the sociofunctional approach, some emotions are adap-
tive responses to those problems. So emotions evoked by a particular
ethnic or racial group should correspond to the problems – more
specifically, threats – that this group is seen as posing. Because per-
ceived threats posed by different groups are themselves different (threat
of interpersonal hostility, threat of contamination, threat of being

24 For a different approach taking a similar stance, see also Fiske, Cuddy, andGlick
(2006).

25 See also Tapias et al. (2007). 26 See also Keltner and Haidt (1999, 2001).
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cheated out of valuable resources, threat to group shared values, etc.),
they elicit different evolved psychological processes that produce qua-
litatively different responses, and because different threats demand
different responses (e.g. contamination demands avoidance of contact
with someone, while hostility demands either fear or preparation to
fight), it is expected that different groups seen as posing different
threats will activate different specialized psychological processes.
In a nutshell, different groups are expected to have different “prejudice
profiles” (Schaller and Neuberg 2012, p. 10). Because a given ethnic or
racial group might be seen as posing several problems, it might evoke
a combination of responsive emotions. This account also allows for
differential responses to subgroups within these groups, which may be
seen as posing different threats and thus may themselves evoke differ-
ent emotions. Finally, because vulnerability to threat is likely to change
over time, the mechanisms that are responsible for processing informa-
tion about the out-group and producing adaptive responses to the
threat they are seen as posing should exhibit “functional flexibility”
(Schaller and Neuberg 2012, p. 15).

These predictions are supported by the results of experiments run by
Cottrell and Neuberg with white subjects in Vancouver. When white
subjects were askedwhat types of emotions African Americans, Asians,
and members of First Nations evoke, it was found that African
Americans evoked mostly fear (but also disgust and anger), members
of the First Nations pity (and some anger), and Asians envy. Notably,
each group evoked an equivalent measure of prejudice (i.e. whites were
as negatively prejudiced against each group); thus levels of prejudice
that are superficially similar may in fact conceal a striking diversity of
emotions. Cottrell and Neuberg also examined how subjects perceived
the problems posed by these racial groups. They found that African
Americans were seen as posing problems for property, health, recipro-
city, social coordination, and security. Other groups (such as Asians)
were seen as posing problems for the economy and the dominant
values, but not for social coordination or reciprocity.27 They also
showed that there is a link between perceived threat, emotions, and

27 Other studies (which I will not discuss) also claim that we are disposed differ-
ently towardmen thanwomen of an outgroup, at least in regard to threats to our
physical safety. This difference may be grounded in the difference of the degree
of danger that men have represented in our evolutionary past compared to
women (see McDonald et al. 2011).
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behavioral dispositions (see Cottrell et al. 2010) so that, for instance,
“People who are viewed as a threat to physical safety (e.g. African
Americans) elicit not only fear but also inclinations to learn new self-
defense strategies and to increase police patrols” (Schaller andNeuberg
2012, p. 11).

Finally, Shaller andNeuberg (2012) report the effects of manipulating
the feeling of vulnerability in subjects (e.g. by placing them in a darkened
room or making them watch a horror movie).28 They found that this
manipulation increases the activation of specific stereotypes related to
danger about a group (like “murderer” or “rapist”) but not unrelated
negative stereotypes (like “lazy” or “ignorant”).29 They also found that
it has an effect of increasing particular prejudices against specific groups:
for instance, manipulating the degree of perceived vulnerability to illness
has an impact on xenophobic attitudes toward immigrant groups that
the subjectswere not familiar with but not to other groups of immigrants
thatwere familiar to the subjects (Faulkner et al. 2004). Similarly, asking
people who are chronically germ adverse to wash their hands with
antibacterial wipe before performing a task resulted in lower levels of
prejudice against immigrants, overweight people, and people with phy-
sical disabilities (Huang et al. 2011).

These studies indicate that it is a mistake to think of racial prejudice
as a single, unitary phenomenon motivated by only one kind of emo-
tion. An evolutionary theory of prejudice helps us to reject what we
called elsewhere a form of “psychological monism” about racial pre-
judice, whereby “hate” or some other indistinct, negatively valenced
emotion is the only affective phenomenon mentioned in the explana-
tion of prejudice (Faucher and Machery 2009). It also promotes
a situated psychology of racial prejudice by showing how social and
cultural factors, such as the perception of a particular threat posed by

28 There are also studies showing a link between disposition toward a particular
emotion and prejudice toward outgroups whose stereotypic traits are likely to
elicit this emotion (Tapias et al. 2007).

29 Darkness amplified prejudicial beliefs about danger-relevant traits (trust-
worthiness and hostility) but did not much affect beliefs about equally deroga-
tory traits less relevant to danger (Schaller and Conway 2004, p. 155). See also
Dasgupta et al. (2009), who demonstrate that specific emotions increase implicit
bias against any group deemed to be relevant to those emotions (inducing
disgust increases implicit bias against any group by whomwe are disgusted), but
see Correll et al. (2010) for a different view.
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an out-group or feelings of vulnerability, influence both the content of
prejudices and their activation.

If one wants to understand and eradicate particular forms of pre-
judice, it is crucial to study the workings of particular emotions (such
as fear, disgust, anger, envy, pity) and the context of their activation
because it is likely that a single strategy will not inhibit all forms of
prejudice at all times. As Schaller and Neuberg (2012) put it: “[A]n
intervention that mitigates fearful reactions to someone who looks
like one of ‘them’ (rather than one of ‘us’) may be entirely ineffective
in . . . reducing resentment toward someone else’s status as a welfare
recipient . . . and when a target group is characterized by features that
connote multiple kinds of threat, no single strategy – no matter how
thoughtfully designed – is likely to be completely effective” (p. 44).

Conclusion

In this chapter I discussed two projects in the biophilosophy of race.
The first concerns the existence of race. I demonstrated that when
examining the question of the existence of human races, one must
distinguish between the question of the existence of racef and the
question of the existence of races. I have shown that even though the
question of the existence of racef once seemed to have been settled,
the question of the exact content of racef brought forth in recent
discussions has blurred the contours of the debate and reopened it.
The question of whether racef exists cannot be settled until the content
of racef is settled empirically. The debate about races is still raging.
Philosophers of biology invoke semantic and methodological consid-
erations in an attempt to settle the debate, and I have argued that
normative considerations should be invoked as well.

The second biophilosophical project that I considered concerns the
mind of the racialist. I have argued that the adoption of an evolutionary
perspective on racialist psychology allows researchers to give a more
nuanced and fine-grained view of phenomena such as essentialism and
prejudice. Though this is a project that is not as well known to philo-
sophers as the first, it is nonetheless an important one. If one wants to
understand and eradicate racism and other racial harms, one will have
to take into account (among other things) the specificities of the racia-
list mind. I argue that an evolutionary psychological approach may
provide the best way of doing this.
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13 How Philosophers “Learn” from
Biology – Reductionist and
Antireductionist “Lessons”
richard n. boyd

Philosophers have learned lots of lessons from biological theories and
concepts, some of them good and some bad. Here are some important
examples.

Antireductionist Lessons

Nonreductionist Physicalism and Multiple Realizability. Logical
empiricists “rationally reconstructed” materialism as “physicalism” –

all phenomena can be deductively subsumed under “fundamental laws
of physics.”ByCraig’s lemma, this implies that if some complex item or
state of affairs is physicalistically acceptable, it must be describable in
the vocabulary of “fundamental physics.”

That’s wildly implausible about pains, so materialist philosophers
adopted an “identity theory” formulation of materialism: it would
be enough for “pain” to be definable in neurophysiological terms;
perhaps pain = C-fiber firing. (Why C-firings counted as physical
was left unexplored; that’s a topic for later.) This was still
a reductionist-sounding conception, but then real biology intruded.
Sometimes after brain injuries, a different part of the brain becomes
able to take over the psychological function of the damaged part.
Moreover, psychological states are not realized in exactly the same
structures in all species. This taught philosophers that some physical
states are “multiply realized” and that realization (pun) helped
to launch “functionalist” and other nonreductionist treatments of
materialism.

Coming Full Circle. Roughly continuous with nonreductionism
about mental phenomena are related nonreductionist treatments of,
for example, causal properties, dispositions, semantic relations, moral
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categories, social and economic categories, genders, and so forth. Basic
idea: complex phenomena need not be grounded in some very simple
way in smaller phenomena but may be realized in somewhat hetero-
geneous aggregations of smaller things. Once you get the idea, more
biological examples come to mind: species, taxa, organisms, popula-
tions, gene complexes, and so forth. Philosophers of biology (and
biologists) have explored these and related phenomena using antireduc-
tionist resources initially developed in the philosophy of mind.
What began as philosophers learning from biologists has come full
circle to inform approaches to theoretical biology and the philosophy
of biology.

Reductionist Lessons

Natural Selection Accounts of Biological Function. I have in mind
accounts according to which the biological function of an organ,
behavior, signaling systems, and so on must be an effect such that the
structure in question was established or sustained by natural selection
because it produced that effect.

“Evolutionary” Approaches to Moral Psychology and Issues About
“Human Nature.” I have in mind here efforts by philosophers to
address philosophically relevant psychological questions by relying
on contemporary “evolutionary psychology.”

Strategy

I will defend and extend the antireductionist lessons and critique the
reductionist ones. Here is how the arguments will go:

The Metaphysics of Buffered Aggregations. The antireductionist lesson from
biology is that almost all nonmicroscopic phenomena are (aspects of) “buffered
aggregates,” where the “buffering” stabilizes their explanatorily important
causal profiles. This conception underwrites an “accommodationist”
conception of kinds and things (etc.) and of reference.

Rethinking Materialism. Why are C-fibers physical?
The accommodationist conception permits us to formulate materialism
in a thoroughgoingly nonreductionist “compositionalist”way, thereby
underwriting nonreductionist approaches in biology, psychology, and
metaphysics generally.
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Resisting the Reductionist Impulses. Materialism is, in some sense,
a “reductionist” doctrine. The accommodationist and compositionalist
conceptions show why defending materialism does not require defend-
ing anything like syntactic or conceptual reductionism or any distinctly
reductive approach to human psychology.

Let’s begin with some metaphysics.

A Process Theory of (Almost) Everything

Returnwith us now to those thrilling days of yester year when “analytic
functionalism,” “psychofunctionalism,” and “central nervous system
state identity theory” competed for the loyalty of physicalists; when
“contingent identity” was being challenged by “metaphysical neces-
sity.” The “identity theory” was challenged along two dimensions.
One involved multiple realizability. The other (due to Kripke) focused
on “metaphysical necessity.” If M names a mental state and P is
a physical description of a physical state, and if both are “rigid desig-
nators,” then M = P will be, if true, true in all possible worlds. On the
plausible view that P refers to something physical in every possible
world in which it refers, it follows that if the identity theory is true, then
it is true in all possible worlds. But “philosophical intuitions” tell us
that this is not so. So, from our armchairs, we can settle the scientific
question of materialism about the mental!

I have a preferred response (Boyd 1980): (1) Materialism is not best
understood as an “identity theory.” Materialism about some class of
phenomena is the claim that they and their causal powers are composed
of unproblematically physical phenomena and their unproblematically
physical causal powers. “Multiple realizability” shows that this does
not imply “identity” in the reductionist sense. (2) Still, “M is physical”
does entail “M is identical to some physical phenomenon” (namely
itself). (3) But “M is physical” does not entail “M is physical in all
possible worlds.” Much of this chapter is about the metaphysical and
semantic underpinnings of this approach and their relation to how
philosophers learn from biologists (and vice versa).

The Case of C-Fibers. Okay, but suppose that (in humans) the only
realizations of pain are C-fiber firings, or whatever.Would pain then be
associated with a “physical state” in the way anticipated by reduction-
ists? When reductionist philosophers wrote about “physical states”
they had in mind something like the “exact total physical states” (for
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the Newtonian case, a specification of the exact mass, position, and
velocity of every particle and likewise for later physical theories).
The multiple realizability (of C-fibers themselves!) shows that there is
no “reduction” in that sense. How about a token C-fiber firing, call it
“CFF”? Suppose that there is an exact function from times to exact
physical states that characterizes the token C-fiber firing process during
its duration. Does good methodology require that we posit the “token
identity” of CFF with the process corresponding to exactly that exact
function? Do the causal powers of CFF on which we rely in psycholo-
gical or neurophysiological explanation depend on its exact physical
state?No, the relevant causal properties of CFFwould be the same even
if the ratio of 12C to 13C (isotopes of carbon) in the subject’s most
recent meal had been slightly different and thus ever so slightly altering
the physical states manifested in CFF. Similarly, the C-fiber itself would
have been the same C-fiber under those conditions.

This is unsurprising from a biological point of view. Biological
systems persist and reproduce only because their important struc-
tures and causal functions are to some extent buffered against even
more serious changes in organisms and their environments.
C-fibers are dynamic stabilities of temporally extended molecular
processes. C-fiber firings are dynamically buffered structured
processes.

Of course, this is true of other sorts of biological entities and proper-
ties. One interesting fact about the “species question” is that many of
the answers involve buffering: they treat species as defined by the
buffered evolutionary persistence of some sort(s) of structure. They
differ about what sorts of structure and what sources of persistence are
involved, but there is agreement that species are (manifested in) some
sort(s) of evolutionarily buffered processes (see, for example,
Mayr 1969, 1970; Hull 1978; Boyd 1999; Magnus 2011). A similar
view seems to be emerging about homologies (Wagner 2001; Rieppel
2005a, 2005b) and, perhaps, about higher taxa (Rieppel 2005b; Boyd
2010b).

Other Stuff

Biological individuals, properties, relations, and so on are something
like processes buffered in ways that preserve biologically relevant
causal profiles. Is that peculiar to biological phenomena? No: (almost?)
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all causally efficacious entities are buffered composites of smaller enti-
ties. Rocks, rivers, tables, and whatever are not sets or mereological
sums of particular atoms or molecules. Their molecular constituents
vary over time, sometimes very little, sometimes a lot, but they are held
together – buffered – by cohesive forces. Their relevant causal profiles
are similarly buffered against some changes in their internal structure
or environment.

The causal efficacy in particular instances of (almost all?) entities and
their causal powers depends on ongoing buffering processes at the time
of their causal interactions with other entities and their causal powers.
The potential window-breaking capacities of a baseball are
sustained – buffered – under ordinary circumstances by ongoing stabi-
lizing bonding processes between its constituent molecules that sustain
its shape, hardness, resiliency, and so forth. But in any particular case in
which a baseball breaks a window, the molecular constituents of the
baseball break the window by continuing (somewhat differently) to
be bonded to each other. The token buffering processes that constitute
the baseball are part of the token process of window braking (for the
best exposition of this idea, see Earley 2008; for biological taxa,
see Boyd 2010b and Rieppel 2005b).

To a very good first approximation,

1. (Almost?) All causation has dynamic aspects.
2. (Almost?) All correct causal explanations involving macroscopic

phenomena reflect facts about dynamic-less macroscopic causal
processes and the persisting causal profiles that they sometimes
sustain and stabilize. That is true because

3. “Static” macroscopic states, persisting macroscopic entities, their
persisting macroscopic properties . . . just are causally sustained
structural stabilities in dynamic interactions of (more nearly) micro-
scopic causal processes. The causal effects of a composite X are
brought about by its components interacting together to sustain the
existence of X and of its macroscopic causal profile.

General Lesson from Biology. (Almost) Everything is process-like.

Accommodationism

Causally efficacious things are buffered aggregates, and their causal
powers are those that are underwritten by the constitutive buffering
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processes. Our successes in scientific explanations (and predictions and
guesses [Boyd 2010a]) depend on our being able to deploy concepts,
instruments, and terminology that somehow “latch onto” those aggre-
gates and their causal profiles. Of course, individual entities have lots of
different buffered causal profiles: some particular wolf is an instance of
Canis lupus, of Mammalia and, in some places, of “top predator,” and
so on. We individuate kinds of entities in ways that reflect buffering
processes that sustain their discipline-and-interest-specific causal pro-
files. Canis lupus is individuated in ways that reflect not just the
buffering processes that stabilize the biologically relevant features of
individual wolves but also the evolutionary buffering processes (such as
reproduction within lineages of wolf populations and stabilizing selec-
tion) that underwrite relevant stabilities in the causal profiles of wolves
over (some range of) evolutionary time; similarly, forMammalia. In the
case of “top predator,” their distinctive causal profile is sustained
(buffered) across taxa not only by the buffering mechanisms that
stabilize individual top predator species but also by the sorts of stabiliz-
ing selective processes that operate on top predator populations even
when they are in very different taxa.

The appropriate metaphysics and semantics to go with this concep-
tion can be provided by the “accommodationist” conception of natural
kinds and natural kind terms (Boyd 2010a). Here is a simplified ver-
sion: letM be a disciplinary matrix, and let t1, . . ., tn be the natural kind
terms deployed within the discourse central to the inductive/
explanatory successes of M. Then the families F1, . . ., Fn of properties
provide definitions of the kinds referred to by t1, . . ., tn and determine
their extensions, just in case

1. Epistemic access condition. There is a systematic, causally sustained
tendency – established by the causal relations between practices
in M and causal structures in the world – for what is predicated of
ti within the practice of M to be approximately true of things that
satisfy Fi, I = 1, . . ., n. In particular, there is a systematic tendency
for things on which ti is predicated to have (some or most of) the
properties in Fi.

1

2. Accommodation condition. This fact, together with the causal
powers of things satisfying these explanatory definitions, causally

1 Think of predicating ti of some expression a as predicating “has a as a member of
ti.”
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explains how the use of t1,. . ., tn in M contributes to accommoda-
tion of the inferential practices of M to relevant causal structures.
It explains whatever tendency there is for participants
in M to identify causally sustained generalizations, to obtain
correct causal explanations, or to obtain successful solutions
to practical problems. (For more, see Boyd 2010a, 2010b.)

Homeostatic Property Clustering

Sometimes the accommodation condition requires that the
a natural kind be defined by a naturally occurring “clustering” of
properties with the consequence that (1) the kind lacks precisely
defined membership conditions and, sometimes, (2) the properties
in the defining cluster vary over time and/or space. Biological
species are paradigmatic homeostatic property clustering (HPC)
natural kinds. It is an intended consequence of the HPC account
that participation in the relevant clustering mechanisms is, often or
always, part of the definition of an HPC kind (for further discus-
sions, see Boyd 1999).

“Mind Dependence,” “Relativity,” and “Reality” of Natural
Kinds

In one sense, accommodationism makes natural kinds discipline-
relative social constructions. Does that make them “unreal” or
ontologically suspect? No. Objects typically have lots of different
causal properties, some relevant and others irrelevant to the
prediction or explanation or practical use of any given class of
phenomena. So we classify them into kinds in ways that (if we get
things right) reflect the sets or clusters of causal powers by which
they contribute to produce the sorts of effects we are interested in.
The causal powers in question, their clustering (if they constitute
a HPC), their causal efficacy, and the effects they produce are all
perfectly real. The fact that some effects interest us diminishes the
ontological standing neither of those effects nor of the kinds that
contribute to causing them. This remains true even in those cases
where the effects of interest are partly caused by our classificatory
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practices. Only if it were claimed that human classificatory practices
determined the effects of interest in some noncausal, spookily
metaphysical way would issues of “reality” arise, but the accom-
modationist conceptions makes no such claim (for details, see
Boyd 2012).

Extending Accommodationism

The similarities between the HPC conception and the buffering-
process conception is obvious: for HPC natural kinds, the processes
underwriting homeostasis are just the sort of buffering processes
that the buffering conception posits. But not all natural kinds are
HPC kinds: for some, there is no indeterminacy of boundaries, nor
are their definitive causal powers merely homeostatically shared.
There is no indeterminacy in the extension of “ . . . is a 12C16O2

molecule,” nor do 12C16O2 molecules differ in the causal powers
they can contribute to producing chemical effects. Nevertheless,
12C16O2 molecules exist and have the causal powers they do
because of buffering processes that tend to preserve their chemically
relevant structures.

So the proposal that all or almost all things and properties are
buffered aggregations is substantial extension of the HPC component
of accommodationism. The fact that species, higher taxa, kinds of
economic organization, and so on are stabilized by HPC processes
provides no reason to believe (or to doubt) that molecules are buffered
processes whose causal powers are underwritten by buffering. But they
are, as are (almost?) all natural phenomena.

Biology’s Metaphysical (and Semantic) Lesson for Philosophy

Recognizing multiple realizability of mental states helped philosophers
of mind to articulate nonreductionist materialism. The credibility of
nonreductionist materialism and an appreciation of the role of
stabilizing processes have fed back into less reductionist approaches
to biology. I urge here that the lessons from this feedback have broader
scope: (almost) all natural phenomena exhibit the process-mediated
buffering so familiar from biological systems!
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Rethinking Materialism and Its Evidential Basis

Back to C-fiber firings. Suppose that we did know that all (human)
pains were C-fiber firings.Whywould that show that pains are physical
processes?

Philosophers have been drawn to two different approaches to under-
standing materialism:

1. Reductive approaches. Materialism says that all concepts and laws
are conceptually/syntactically reducible to laws and concepts of
“fundamental physics.” This is the antimetaphysical “rational
reconstruction” offered by logical positivists. It gave rise to mind-
central nervous system “identity theory,” even though central
nervous system states such as C-fiber firings are not identical to
fundamental physical states as logical empiricists understood them.

2. Aggregative approaches. Materialism is the doctrine that (a) + (b):
(a) all things/properties/capacities/forces are aggregates of very
small physical things and the forces, fields, physical properties
associated with them, and (b) the italicized stuff above is okay:
there is nothing mental, teleological, purposive, representational,
or theological about the very small things in question, their causal
properties, associated forces and fields, or about how they aggre-
gate (Wilson 2006).

Which to Choose?

Insofar as scientists have confirmed materialist conceptions in biology
and elsewhere, the aggregative approach captures their concepts and
practices. No one thinks that the emerging biochemical understanding
of genetics entails the possibility of the conceptual reduction of genetic
and developmental laws and generalizations to the “laws of funda-
mental physics.” The reductive approach cannot make any sense of
even of “reductive” findings in science. The choice is obvious, but . . .

Evidence?

Okay, so insofar as scientists have confirmed materialist conceptions,
what they have confirmed are doctrines about aggregation. But why
should we think that they have confirmed materialist conceptions?
Why not instead say that they have shown that lots of important effects
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are caused by the sorts of phenomena we ordinarily say are physical?
One initial motive for identity theories was the conception that
materialism would be confirmed by scientists who would determine
exactly which physical phenomena (described in the “vocabulary of
fundamental physics”) were identical to, say, pains. If they have not
done that, what is the evidence for materialism? Why believe that (a)
and (b) are true of neurophysiological phenomena like C-fibers and
their firings? There are two issues here.

First, it is possible to confirm that some phenomenon is aggregated
from small things – atoms and molecules, let us say – and that the
aggregation of their causal powers is sufficient to produce that phe-
nomenon’s characteristic causal effects without being able to identify
the exact atomic constituents in question. Indeed, this is our situation
with respect to almost all phenomena scientists study. If life forms are
discovered on other planets, we will have (without further investiga-
tion) good reason to suppose that they too are composed of atoms and
that their causal powers derive from the aggregation of the causal
powers of their atomic constituents. Of course, our knowledge in
such cases is highly theory mediated and involves considerations of
overall theoretical unifications, but this is true of all scientific knowl-
edge (Boyd 2010a). We are equally in a good position to be pretty sure
(actually, as sure as science gets) that we do not need to invoke mental
properties of atoms and their constituents.

Here is the second issue: the causal sufficiency of items satisfying (b)
to produce, when aggregated, all the effects we know about does not,
by itself, entail that there are not other, nonphysical factors at work.
Perhaps aggregated physical phenomena are sufficient to cause all
human behaviors, but still, perhaps some nonphysical mental factors
also operate to help produce behaviors. Perhaps it is not necessary to
posit vital forces to explain biological phenomena, but still, perhaps,
there are some whose operation helps to cause biological effects. What
is the evidence that there are no such nonphysical helpers?

The work of Jaegwon Kim (1993) has made this an important issue
for philosophy of mind andmetaphysics. According to Kim, what rules
out unnecessary causes is a “causal exclusion principle” that rules out
“causal overdetermination”: positing two different causes for an effect
when each of them would be causally sufficient to produce the
effect. This would rule out nonphysical mental “helpers” all right,
but (as Kim insists) it would rule out nonreductionist materialism as
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well because the causal sufficiency of microscopic physical causes to
produce all natural effects (which nonreductionist materialists accept)
would rule out the causal efficacy of macroscopic physical causes.

Here is a solution to this problem: nonreductionist materialism says
that macroscopic things are real and that big composite things can
cause stuff by being composite. Still nonreductionist materialists do
need a nonredundancy principle: composite physical things and their
macroscopic powers are okay; explanatorily unnecessary dualistic
posits are not okay. Of course, there are methodological principles
governing the acceptance of explanations at different “levels” –more
or less microscopic ones, for example. As Sturgeon (1992) empha-
sizes, these principles do not rule out all cases of multiple or
overlapping causal explanations. There are cases where such non-
competing explanations are mutually corroborative: sometimes the
credibility of a macroscopic causal explanation is enhanced by an
explanation of how the (more nearly) microconstituents of
a macroscopic cause could, in aggregated concert, (help to) cause
some macroscopic effect.

Still, sound methodological practices do sometimes treat
a microscopic explanation and a macroscopic explanation as
mutually exclusive. If you posit (just) collision with a moving car as
the cause of damage to a tree, and I, instead, posit (just)
interactions with the microconstituents of a tornado, then we have
offered incompatible explanations. Accepting yours excludes accept-
ing mine but not because of the size of the posited causal factors.
So the appropriate nonredundancy principle will rule out some but
not all macroscopic causes. But then what is the relevant “causal
exclusion principle”?

It is misleading to frame the issue as one of “causal” exclusion
because that terminology encourages (even though it does not strictly
entail) the idea that the principle in question can be elucidated by
analyzing the concept of causation (think firing squads, windows bro-
ken either by baseballs or by atomic baseball constituents).

Thinking this waymisleads because even in themost straightforward
cases, where all the causes are physical, the principle in question is an
a posteriori physical principle not accessible by conceptual analysis of
ordinary causal notions. Instead, the relevant principle in the physical
case is underwritten by the fact that adding a new nonzero force to
a physical system produces a nonzero change in the acceleration of
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some object(s), as does adding new mass. In cases where the relevant
particles and masses are held fixed, the right nonredundancy principle
rules out saying that forces {Fi} produce effect E and so also do forces
{Gj} if and only if the forces {Fi} are not composites of components of
the forces {Gj}. If, for example, the forces {Fi} compose the forces
{Gj}, then exclusion is not justified. Now, this is quite plausible, but it
is not a priori. In classical systems with conservative forces, the
nonredundancy principle is equivalent to conservation of total energy
and mass.

So, when properly understood, the principle does not rule out posit-
ing causal efficacy both of a macroscopic object and its macroscopic
properties and of its macroscopic components and their microscopic
properties. Roughly, composite things and their composite causal
powers do not compete with their components for causal efficacy
precisely because those components exercise the relevant causal powers
by composing the composite object.

What about applying the antiredundancy principle in cases where it
is not taken as certain whether some or all of the systems under
examination are physical – for example, when we are discussing the
question of whether or not there are nonphysical mental causes? This is
applying a methodological principle whose credibility rests on its con-
nection to the a posteriori justified physical principle. There, too,
talking about “causal exclusion” and focusing on conceptual analyses
of “cause” and related concepts are prima facie unjustified. In such
cases, too, the principle requires that posited additional causes have
additional effects where, as in the classical case, a composite of already
posited causes does not count as “additional.”

Learning from Biology, Learning from Science

So far we have seen a reciprocal learning process involving philoso-
phers and biologists and other scientists. There is an underlying
message here: at least with respect to natural phenomena; broadly
construed, metaphysical and epistemological questions are to be
addressed by a posteriori methods continuous with those of the
sciences rather than by a priori considerations. This is true with respect
to understanding materialism, and it is true with respect to methodo-
logical principles about causal aggregation. Like all important
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methodological principles in science, they are justifiable a posteriori if
at all (Boyd 2010a, 2012).

Resisting the Reductionist Impulse

Although materialism is in some sense of “reductionist,”
a reductionist doctrine, what it says about some class of phenomena
[i.e. (a) and (b) earlier] is not reductionistic in any of the usual
senses. Nor does its confirmation regarding some phenomena or
other ordinarily require their reduction, in any usual sense, to
some other materialistically acceptable phenomena. It suffices that
there be good scientific reasons to believe that (a) and (b) hold for
those phenomena, and ordinarily, this does not require anything
like a reduction.

But there are cases where, in order to justify a materialist conception
of some class of phenomena, something like a reductive explanation
does seem necessary. Functional adaptations to environments in
biological species are the key example. Before Darwin and Wallace, it
was unclear that any sort of purely materialist account of such adapta-
tions was possible. Neither Darwin nor Wallace nor contemporary
biologists have reduced the phenomenon of adaptation in any of the
senses envisioned by logical positivists, but they did offer what
we might call “reduction sketches” to show how adaptations could
have purely physical causes.

Plainly sometimes such reduction sketches are necessary. Absent
such a sketch for some phenomena, one could either tentatively
reject materialism or decline to believe in the phenomena in question
(or withhold judgment, of course). Perhaps the phenomena of con-
sciousness currently require a reduction sketch (I do not think so,
but that is a topic for another chapter). Here I will examine two
recent cases where some philosophers have turned to evolutionary
biology as a source of something like reduction sketches: the concept
of biological function and the question of human social psychology,
especially aspects of psychology relevant to issues in moral and
social philosophy. In the first case, I will argue that insofar as
a reduction sketch is needed, it is not provided by selected-effects
conceptions of biological function (because they get the concept
wrong scientifically) but is instead provided by largely nonbiological
considerations about natural kinds. In the second case, many
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philosophers have sought to clarify questions about the moral and
social motivations by relying on the deliverances of “evolutionary
psychology.” In such cases, I will argue that philosophers are misled
by reductionist conceptions of biologists and psychologists who
misunderstand the implications of evolutionary theory. Absent
such misunderstanding, there remain philosophical conceptions
about moral and social psychology that can be addressed by broadly
scientific research. Indeed, moral and political theory might – like
the rest of philosophy – be continuous with the empirical sciences
(Boyd 2010a), but the relevant resources are not mainly
evolutionary.

Selected-Effects Conceptions of Biological Function

According to a line of argument initially developed by Millikan (1984)
and Neander (1991), an adequate concept of biological function must
come with an associated concept of “malfunction.” The function of
vertebrate hearts is to circulate blood, but a nonfunctional heart –

a malfunctioning heart – is still a heart because it is supposed to
pump blood. All this normative-sounding language seems to many
thinkers to require a reduction sketch in order to be naturalistically
acceptable.

Selected-effects conceptions of biological function propose, roughly,
that the function of some aspect of a biological system is a matter of its
history. The function of A is F just in case ancestral A’s (sometimes)
produced F, and the emergence or persistence ofA is explained by some
A’s being favored by natural selection because they produced
F. Biological functions are evolved functions in this sense.

It is clear that this account does not fully capture the notion of
biological function even in evolutionary biology. In cases of “exapta-
tion” (Gould and Vrba 1982), some aspect A of organisms in a lineage
once had function F, perhaps satisfying the proposed account, but then
in some subsequent sublineage, survival and reproduction depended
on A’s underwriting some different function F′. One way that this can
happen fits the selected-effects conception. In populations under some
new conditions, selection might have favored genetic changes that led
to A’s underwriting F′ so that there would be a natural-selection
explanation for A’s underwriting F′ in subsequent lineages.
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But in cases where developmental plasticity leads selection (seeWest-
Eberhard 2003), individual organisms may respond adaptively to new
conditions by changing their behaviors and physiology so that (prior to
any action of natural selection) they operate so that their A’s under-
write the function F′ and thus ensure the survival of the lineage. Think,
for example, about a situation where a specialized mouthpart A was
established by selection in a lineage of organisms that initially were
obligate feeders on some particular plant species P precisely because it
facilitated feeding on that particular species. On any plausible account,
its functionwas to facilitate feeding on P. If individuals in some isolated
population in that lineage were faced with the local extinction of P’s, it
might happen that (without any changes in gene frequency) they were
able to survive and reproduce because all or most of them responded by
using their A’s to feed on some quite different plant P′, even though
their A’s were not especially effective for that purpose. Ordinarily, if
this were to happen, we would expect that subsequent selection would
result in modifications to A’s in their descendants to better underwrite
the function of feeding on P′. But even when that happens, the evolu-
tionary scenario requires that selection favored (modifications of)
A because A already had the new function of underwriting feeding on P′.
Biologists’ working notion of function is as much forward looking
as it is historical.

So we have reasons to reject the selected-effects conceptions, but
what about the normative implications of the concept of malfunction-
ing? There is something normative here, but the normativity is ordinary
epistemic normativity, not anything peculiar to biology. We are
interested in how biological systems survive and reproduce.
As accommodationism predicts (and epistemic normativity requires),
we need concepts of kinds and categories and relations that are accom-
modated to the causal structures and relations that underwrite survival
and reproduction. In biological systems, the following is utterly com-
monplace (perhaps universal). In organisms in some lineage, there is
a structure or behavior or some such phenotypic feature, A, such that
(a) in many organisms in the lineage A has some effect F, (b) in some or
all of these cases A’s having F contribute to the survival and
reproduction of the organism in question or its descendants, (c) A’s
are associated with distinctive developmental pathways, so A’s can be
individuated in ways independent of the production of F, (d) some A’s
do not produce F, (e) it may, but need not, happen that there is natural
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selection favoring some organisms whose A’s do produce F or produce
F especially effectively, and (f) understanding (a) to (e) is important to
understanding how some of the organisms in that lineage live and
reproduce and how (or whether) the lineage continues. It’s epistemi-
cally normative, if we’re to understand the lineage’s biology or evolu-
tionary, history that we have ways to express the ways in which (a)–(e)
are or have been or can be manifested. The natural kind/relation/etc.
expressions “A has proper biological function F” and “Amalfunctions
or malfunctioned in organism (or population or whatever) y” are the
linguistic expressions used to describe phenomena such as (a) to (f).
They reflect the ways in which our concepts and inferences are accom-
modated to the relevant causal structures. The normativity here is
entirely epistemic: sorting out the biological facts. We need not be
“endorsing” F or its proper functioning. Analogously, a pacifist can
describe an ICBM as malfunctioning without endorsing its function.

“Evolutionary” Psychology

Lots of philosophers have engagedwith (human) evolutionary psychol-
ogy. Some, such as Joyce (2005) and Street (2006), have a sophisticated
understanding of the conclusions of the evolutionary psychology
literature and have used its findings to defend their conceptions
of human moral psychology and of what they each take to be deep
evolutionary challenges to moral realism. Other philosophers (e.g.
Buller 2005; Fedyk 2012; Richardson 2007) have offered important
philosophical criticisms of contemporary evolutionary psychology. I
will summarize in a moment the most powerful criticisms. What I will
then do is to address an often-heard response to those criticisms: that
the approach of evolutionary psychologists has led to the formulation
of important fruitful hypotheses: hypotheses that have subsequently
been supported by experimental evidence: evolutionary psychology has
proven to be a valuable strategy in the “context of invention” whose
proposals have fared well in the “context of confirmation.”

I will offer and defend two replies. First, the “context of inven-
tion” versus the “context of confirmation” distinction is bogus.
It ignores the crucial role of projectibility judgments in science.
Thinking of evolutionary psychology as a harmless theory-invention
strategy renders all but invisible the scientific flaws in current
evolutionary psychology and the unwarranted bias toward
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reductionist and nativist conceptions that they underwrite.
The second point concerns the idea that many of the theories com-
mended to us by evolutionary psychology have been met with sig-
nificant empirical confirmation. In addition to the unjustified nativist
and reductionist methodological bias associated with evolutionary
psychology there is an additional problem here. Many of the
experiments designed to test evolutionary psychological theories
have, I shall argue, the property that the nativist conclusions they
are supposed to test imply that the experiments themselves are ill
designed.

Let us begin with a summary of the inferential practices character-
istic of mainstream evolutionary psychology2 (for an overview, see
Cosmides and Tooby 1997; not every mainstream evolutionary
psychologist would agree with the details, but their ideas are very
influential).

Contemporary evolutionary psychology is a research strategy that is
grounded in the idea that findings from evolutionary theory provide
independent constraints on theories of human developmental psychol-
ogy so that some issues can, at least prima facie, be resolved by appeals
to “predictions” from evolutionary psychology. To a very good first
approximation, the central inferential patterns in evolutionary
psychology involve (1) advocating an evolutionary scenario
S regarding selection for a behavioral profile B in the environment of
evolutionary adaptation according to whichBwas favored by selection
because it served evolutionary function F and then (2) taking that
scenario to “predict” that humans have (something very much like)
an innate (or almost always learned) and relatively nonmalleable
unconscious motive to achieve F (so that the propositional content of
the motive approximates the posited evolutionary function). For an

2 I summarize here what I take to be the most plausible currently popular
approach. Importantly, it was the dominant approach among scholars such as
Wilson and Barash, who practiced what they called “sociobiology” before the
term “evolutionary psychology” was introduced. Other researchers, especially
some human behavioral ecologists, understand evolutionary theory to predict
that humans will exhibit (approximately) reproductively optimal behaviors even
under conditions very much unlike the EEA (see Cashdan 2013). This cannot be
a general prediction from evolutionary theory! If organisms tended to behave
optimally outside the (supposed) EEA, this would be inexplicable via natural
selection, and evidence would be provided for intelligent design. So I ignore such
“optimality everywhere” approaches as not worth serious consideration.
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even better approximation, add some inference patterns identifying
motivationally altruistic social behaviors with those that are “altruis-
tic” in the evolutionary sense of reducing individual fitness while
contributing to the fitness of conspecifics. For an almost perfect
approximation, add (often tacit) inferences from premises of the form
“B has a biological/genetic basis” to “B is (something like) innate and
relatively nonmalleable.”

Here are two classic examples. The first is from early work ofWilson
(1975) (note that he changed his mind later [Wilson 1978]) and Barash
(1979).

1. Premise: In the EEA, altruism reduced individual fitness. (Note that
this is not obviously right unless altruism in the motivational sense
is identified with “altruism” in the special evolutionary sense.)
It was established by kin selection because displays of altruism
increased fitness of altruists’ kin in ways that more than
compensated for the reduction in individual fitness.

2. Conclusion:The (unconscious) motive of most altruism is a concern
for one’s kin or in-group, and altruism is thus associatedwith innate
xenophobia.

The second comes from Daly and Wilson (1985). Here is the key
argument: “Child rearing is a costly, prolonged undertaking.
A parental psychology shaped by natural selection is therefore unlikely
to be indiscriminate. Rather, we should expect parental feelings to vary
as a function of the prospective fitness value of the child in question to
the parent” (p. 253). Note that this conclusion is supposed to apply
generally, not just in the specific environment of evolutionary adapta-
tion. Recasting this argument, we get

1. Premise: Natural selection established in the EEA patterns of
child rearing where people directed care toward children as an
increasing function of the fitness value of the child in question to
the caregiver.

2. Conclusion: Humans have an innate tendency (or at any rate
a tendency that persists in a very wide range of environments) to
have their (child care motivating) feelings vary as a function of the
prospective fitness value of the child in question to the caregiver.

What is wrong with such inferences? There is almost a consensus
among critics that evolutionary scenarios question are not subject to
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anything like the evidential standards prevailing elsewhere in evolu-
tionary biology. But suppose that we accept scenario S. What about the
inferences from S to nativist conclusions about human psychology?
A crucial question concerns the range of psychological hypotheses
compatible with S.

Behaviorally Based Scenarios. A scenario regarding selection for
behavioral patterns in the EEA is behaviorally based if the selection
narrative itself – including calculation of the effects on fitness of possi-
ble behavioral patterns – does not depend on any particular hypotheses
about the proximate causes, psychological or neurophysiological, for
the behaviors but only on the patterns having once been heritable traits
under selection. To an extremely good first approximation, all the
scenarios that figure in contemporary evolutionary psychology are
behaviorally based.

Ultimate-Proximate Plurality Thesis. Almost always for
a scientifically plausible behaviorally based ultimate hypothesis regard-
ing a behavioral profile in the EEA there will be a great many different
scientifically plausible proximate hypotheses each of which would
explain the behaviors in question. Moreover, almost always many of
these hypotheses will treat the behaviors in question as learned, others
will treat them as arising from something like innate dispositions, and
others will resist easy classification.

Behavioral Equivalence. Two psychological theories are “behavio-
rally equivalent” in an environment E just in case they predict exactly
the same behaviors in E. Key theorem: for any behaviorally based
scenario S, if two scientifically plausible psychological theories are
behaviorally equivalent in the EEA, then they are equally compatible
(or incompatible) with the selection narrative in S.

Conclusion. The characteristic inference from S to the conclusion
that B is underwritten by something like an innate but perhaps uncon-
scious motive to do F is unjustified. Lots of other scientifically plausible
hypotheses are equally compatible with S.

Consider the scenarios described by Wilson and Barash, where kin
selection favored a behavioral profile in the EEA where altruistic beha-
viors were disproportionately directed toward kin. What other scien-
tifically plausible psychological hypotheses other than innate
xenophobia might explain the posited behavioral kin bias in
the EEA? There are many scientifically plausible ways in which the
required differential responses might have been underwritten. Perhaps
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people responded differently to familiar people (who in hunter-
gatherer societies would be more likely to be kin) than to others.
Perhaps they responded to respects of similarity and difference in
appearance, language, dress, smell, or to some combination of these
factors. Perhaps the response to some of these factors was innate;
perhaps for some it was a matter of social learning; perhaps for some
a combination of both.

Rebuttal. The inference pattern is justified by the empirically con-
firmed finding that evolved behaviors are underwritten by something
like instincts (the “massive modularity thesis”; see, for example,
Caruthers 2006; Cosmides and Tooby 1997).

Response (1). In the 1940s and early 1950s, this conception of
(nonhuman) animal behavior was widely accepted (see, for
example, Tinbergen 1951). Beginning in the early 1950s (Lehrman
1953), this conception had been profoundly criticized by evolution-
ary biologists; it is now widely recognized that developmental and
behavioral plasticity and learning play very important roles in evolu-
tion (West-Eberhard 2003). Lots of evolved adaptive behaviors, even
in invertebrates, are learned.3 So there is currently no justification for
thinking that evolved behaviors must be underwritten by something
like instincts (Fedyk 2014).

Response (2). Suppose that B was underwritten by something like
an instinctual motive M. All the scenario requires is
that M produce, in the EEA, the behavioral profile B. Lots of
scientifically plausible “instinctual” motives could have produced
B in the EEA. So no inference to a motive to accomplish F is
justified.

These inference patterns reflect deep confusions about the evo-
lution of behavioral repertoires and about the relationship
between evolved behaviors and learning. Perhaps no evolutionary
biologist would admit to accepting them if they were made
explicit. Nevertheless, one cannot understand the literature unless

3 The classic early paper here is Lehrman (1953). The majestic account of the role
of developmental plasticity (including behavioral plasticity) in evolution is
West-Eberhard (2003). See Fedyk (2014) for an overview. An interesting general
evolutionary framework for integrating these behaviors with still other
observations from human anthropology is proposed by Jablonka and Lamb
(2006).
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one engages with these pathologically defective inference patterns
(Boyd 2001).

Context of Invention?

Might these inferences still be defensible as a fruitful theory-invention
strategy? No. Here’s why.

Projectibility, Confirmation, and Radical Contingency. Scientists
choose, at any given time, between the answers to the questions they
ask that are projectible at that time, where projectibility amounts
to theoretical plausibility given (what they take to be) the best available
science (Boyd 2010a). The contribution of projectibility judgments
to the epistemic reliability of scientific methods is radically
contingent: those methods are reliable exactly (and only) to the extent
that the relevant background scientific conceptions are accurate
enough that, often enough, when scientists investigate a question, an
answer pretty close to the truth is among the hypotheses deemed
projectible by current standards. So the inferences we’re discussing
contribute to the reliability of methods in psychology only if the
background assumptions about the evolution of behaviors that under-
write them are pretty good. We have every reason to think that they
are not.

But do not evolutionary psychologists contribute methodologi-
cally by proposing hypotheses that compete with other less nativist
projectible hypotheses? They might do so if people thought of
evolutionary psychology as “out-of-date, uninformed evolutionary
speculation about psychology.” Then there might be a contribution
to “brainstorming” about human psychology. The actual practice
is the very different. Among those influenced by evolutionary psy-
chology, the hypotheses licensed as projectible by the inferences in
question are understood to be all but predicted by evolutionary
theory and thus to have a methodological priority that renders
nonreductionist social learning hypotheses scientifically dubious.
If nativist hypotheses were all but dictated by the best-confirmed
theory in biology, then they should be granted this sort of metho-
dological priority. But they are not, so they should not.
The methodological effect of evolutionary psychology is to direct
researchers’ attention away from credible alternatives to nativist
and reductionist hypotheses.
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“Massive Modularity” and Experimental Design

We have already seen the following:

1. From a scenario S positing selection for behaviorsB in the EEAwith
evolutionary function F, evolutionary psychologists characteristi-
cally infer that humans have something like an innate and pretty
nonmalleable (but unconscious) inclination to achieve F.

2. This is unjustified. Any plausible psychological theory behaviorally
equivalent in the EEA to positing that innate inclination is equally
compatible with S.

3. Evolutionary psychologists who adopt the massive modularity
hypothesis can, on this dubious assumption, conclude that evolved
adaptive behaviors are usually underwritten by innate instinct-like
modules, but even then, any module that would produce the
same behaviors in the EEA is compatible with S; it would not
have to be something like an innate inclination to achieve F.

Adopting the massive modularity hypothesis (MMH) fails to justify
characteristic evolutionary psychology inferences; it also raises pro-
blems of experimental design. Many experiments presented by
evolutionary psychologists are ill designed to detect the posited sorts
of insulated modules. To see why, consider what is distinctive about
such modules.

Consider Daly and Wilson’s (1985) inference from a scenario about
selection for child care behaviors to a nativist conclusion about pre-
ference for caring for closely related children. The only psychological
conclusion actually dictated by the scenario is

1. Humans in the EEA had a developmental tendency which, imple-
mented in the EEA, tended to lead them, as adults, to exhibit caring
behavior of a sort that, in the EEA, was directed toward children
who had some features or other correlated, in the EEA, with off-
spring-hood or with being the offspring of close relatives.
How does this minimal hypothesis differ from their actual
conclusion?:

2. Humans have, in general (not just in the EEA), a psychological
tendency to differentially care about their own or their relatives’
children.
Or from positions (3) and (4), which might be behaviorally equiva-
lent in the EEA?
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3. Humans have, in general, a psychological tendency to differentially
care about familiar dependent children.

4. Humans have, in general, a psychological tendency to differentially
care about children commended to their care by learned social
norms and proximally available for emotional bonding.

Answer: They posit different respects of computational integration
of the psychological states that were responsible for child care in the
EEA with other features of human psychology. The minimal position
(1) is silent about integration. The other three posit different respects of
integration. Position (2) predicts that biological parents of adopted
children will tend to try to care for those children when they can
identify them and that parents of adopted children will tend to have
weaker child-care motives toward them than toward their biological
children. According to position (2), child-care motives will tend to vary
in response to information about biological relatednesswhether or not
that sort of information was available in the EEA or was correlated in
the EEA with biological relatedness. Position (3) predicts that under
a wide variety of conditions, the fact that a child became dependent and
familiar to a potential caregiver will tend to produce child-care-related
motives even if the circumstances occasioning their dependence and/or
familiarity are different from any present in the EEA. Position (4)
predicts that patterns of child care can vary substantially between
different cultures as a result of differences in cultural learning even
when the learning takes place via processes not extant in the EEA (like
books or television or newspapers).

Call such respects of computational integration “rational integra-
tion.”Of course someone who advocated position (2) or position (3) or
position (4) would not be committed to the posited tendency being
underwritten by fully rational processes, but she would tentatively
expect potential caregivers to respond rationally to new information
about biological relatedness or dependence or cultural norms.

It is exactly this sort of rational integration that the MMH denies
about evolved modules. A defender of the MMHwill not deny that the
neurologic machinery that underwrites some insulted evolved module
will be integrated somehow with the rest of the nervous system, but
the whole point ofmodularity is that it cannot be expected to exhibit, in
response to stimuli different from those that triggered it in the EEA, the
sorts of behavioral responses that a more fully rationally integrated
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structuremight be expected to exhibit. Amodularized realization of the
developmental tendency (1) would not be expected to respond, in
a contemporary society, in such a way as to make child-care behaviors
responsive to new information about genetic relatedness of potential
caregivers to available children. In so far as we might have evidence
favoring position (2) – even if that evidence indicated that the tendency
in question was innate – it would be evidence against, rather for, an
evolved care-for-related-children module.

How is this relevant to experimental design? Daly andWilson (1985)
do not offer experimental evidence; they offer recent data about actual
instances of child abuse or child neglect. But many evolutionary psy-
chologists do offer experimental evidence: they present human subjects
with stimuli and examine their responses to see whether or not they fit
the responses predicted by the theories they propose. For theories
positing evolved modules, these experiments are often fatally
flawed: the modularized hypotheses often predict the opposite of the
responses that authors count as confirmatory. Here is why.

Suppose that theory T posits an evolved modularized psychological
state, say, a desire for C. Suppose that a wide variety of experimental
subjects are presented with stimuli unlike those that operated in the
EEA but that would ordinarily be expected to activate
a nonmodularized desire for C and that they respond as though such
a desire has been activated. Suppose further that the experiments are so
well designed that they provide evidence that a desire forC is something
like a human universal.Would they provide evidence that humans have
amodularized desire forC? No.The opposite. If behaviors appropriate
to a nonmodularized desire for Cwere reliably elicited by such stimuli,
that would be evidence against the hypothesis of an insulated module
even if those behaviors provided evidence that a desire for C was an
innate human universal. If you use the MMH to justify the claim that
evolutionary theory predicts that adaptive human behaviors are under-
written by innate structures, then you need to be very careful about
experimental design.

Consider the well-known studies of human mate choice initiated by
Buss (1989). The Buss studies and many others involve asking subjects
to respond to written descriptions of possible mates or romantic part-
ners or to such descriptions associated with photographs (see, for
example, Buss 1989; Brown and Lewis 2004). There are lots of
methodological problems with such studies (see, for example, Hazan
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and Diamond 2000; Pedersen et al. 2002), but there are special
problems of experimental design if the posited mate choice strategies
are taken to be modular. No one thinks that mate choice in the EEA
was mainly mediated by verbal descriptions or by pictures. It is plau-
sible that the neurologic structures involved in mate choice would have
evolved in our lineage long before language emerged and surely very,
very long before pictorial representations of possible mates were
available. It is entirely plausible that an evolved nonmodular (ration-
ally integrated) innate mate preference (whenever it evolved) would be
triggered by verbal descriptions of possible mates or by photographic
presentations. It is (somewhat remotely) plausible that such preferences
would be accurately reflected in responses to such highly culturally
specific items as questions in psychological surveys.

What is not even remotely plausible is thatmodularizedmate choice
preferences would be triggered by verbal and pictorial representations
of a sort that played little or no role in mate choices in the EEA or that
answers to contemporary questionnaires would reflect them. Indeed,
a modular conception of those preferences predicts the opposite.

The same problem infects the famous hip-to-waist-ratio studies (e.g.
Singh 1993) that rely on outline drawings of women in bathing suits,
a representational form familiar to comic book readers but probably
not to early humans. Lesson: the results of many standard evolutionary
psychology studies of evolved mate choice cannot provide evidence for
modularized mate preferences.

How about the evolved psychology of morals? Haidt’s famous
experimental paradigm (see Haidt and Bjorklund 2008) examines sub-
jects’ verbal responses to verbally presented moral dilemmas. This,
even though Haidt actually claims that his postulated modules evolved
so as to responded, in fitness-enhancing ways, to observed episodes of
behaviors (not descriptions) and even though his case for the modules
he proposes rests in part on studies of (non-language-using!) great apes.

Finally consider the proposal of Cimino and Delton (2010) that
humans have an evolved modular newcomer concept whose evolution-
ary function was to make people less vulnerable to free riders by
making then more wary of newcomers to coalitions than of coalition
members of longer tenure. Their paper reports several different and
ingenious studies. Many involve presenting subjects with pictures of
different members of an imaginary group, the “Ice Walkers.” Each
picture was accompanied with information about the tenure of the
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person as a member of the Ice Walkers. Each Ice Walker tenure length
pair was associated with three sentences attributed to the imaginary Ice
Walker in question. Subjects were asked, among other things, to
remember which Ice Walkers said which sentences and to say toward
which IceWalkers they had various more or less favorable impressions.

Among the finding said to support the hypothesis of a modularized
newcomer concept are these: the errors subjects made in matching Ice
Walkers with sentences indicated that they to some extent classified Ice
Walkers by length of tenure in the imaginary group, and they were
more favorably disposed toward long-tenure Ice Walkers than toward
those with shorter tenure.

It is (remotely) plausible that these experimental results show that an
easily activated concept of tenure in social groups and amore favorable
attitude toward those with longer tenure are human universals. It is
(even more remotely) plausible that they provide evidence that such
psychological features are innate. But insofar as they do provide such
evidence, the concepts and attitudes in question would have to be
integrated with other features of psychology such as the ability to
recognize and understand pictures, the ability to understand stories
about imaginary people, the psychological capacities, whatever they
are, that underwrite memory for utterances by characters in stories, the
psychological capacities, and social knowledge necessary to under-
stand how to participate as a subject in a psychology experiment. So,
insofar as the experimental results do provide evidence about the
concepts and attitudes in question, they provide evidence against,
rather than for, their modularity.

In all cases of experiments like these, there is a general worry about
the extent to which subjects’ responses reflect features of their psychol-
ogy that would be exhibited in real life. This is worrisome enough, but
suppose that somehow the worries can be overcome and the experi-
mental results do (sometimes) provide evidence for real (perhaps
unconscious and innate) desires, preferences, beliefs, and so on. Still
there is no reason to believe that they provide evidence for the sorts of
evolved modules posited by evolutionary psychologists who adopt the
MMH. Indeed, the opposite. It is a consequence of how they are
designed that, insofar as such experiments provide evidence for real
psychological phenomena, those phenomena must be pretty well
rationally integrated rather than modularized.

In cases involving the MMH, the emperor often has no data.
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